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It’s holding me, morphing me 

And forcing me to strive 

To be endlessly cold within and dreaming I’m alive 

 

 

 
 

(Lyrics from ‘Hysteria’ as performed by Muse) 
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I took my first photographs of gameplayers playing digital games back in the autumn of 

2006, while writing up my MA research thesis on the ontological foundation of humanities 

research on digital games. Prior to these first snapshots displaying the bodily practices of 

gameplayers, I had already been exploring and investigating digital games for several years 

through studying the communicative and onscreen practices of gameplayers in chat rooms 

and in-game chat channels dedicated to games such as Tribes 2 (2001) and Warcraft III 

(2002). 

There are, however, great methodological and theoretical differences between the 

ways digital games, gameplay and gameplayers were investigated and analyzed in the past 

thesis and exam papers, and how they are regarded and investigated in the present PhD 

thesis. The perspectives are, quite literally, worlds apart. Nevertheless, it is my belief that in 

order to understand the present ‘world view’ it is important, on the one hand, to know 

which past this world view is ‘coming from’ and, on the other hand, to know which 

transitions brought about this new world view. Consequently, the PhD thesis begins with an 

account of the past in the form of two tales of ‘coming from the past’ and then recounts the 

transitions leading to the present in the form of two tales of ‘being in transit.’ This 

recounting of past occurrences is furthermore meant to illustrate how the PhD project’s 

initial research questions concerning the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic structure of 

gameplayers’ communicative practices gave in and gave way to a research quest for a 

comprehension of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience. 

In short, philosophical and empirical reverberations from the past and fortuitous 

observations in the preliminary fieldwork collided and merged into a corporeal-locomotive 

research quest. This unexpected and unplanned fusion triggered a breakdown of what 

should have been a PhD project on gameplayers’ communicative practices. In the long run, 

as the quote from Muse on the chapter front page is meant to illustrate, the corporeal-

locomotive dimension had taken such a hold on my research, morphed my project to such 

a degree and forced me to strive to understand the significance of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension that the former research project broke down, but I did not, as I broke out from 

my own — and the research community’s — preconceived and approved views of the 

                                                      
1

 Screenshots and still photos are the property of the author. On the rare occasion where a photo or 

screenshot originate from an external source a ‘Fig. X’ is inserted below the material in question. 

The source of the external material can be found in the “Pictureography” where the material is 

indexed in accordance with its ‘Fig.’-number   
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gameplay dimension. Thus, I abandoned my initial questions, seized the opportunity to 

lose control and went on a corporeal-locomotive research quest where the field was 

determining the framing rather than the other way around. Or, in other words: I embarked 

on a perennial quest because of a subconscious camera turn, an empty coffee cup, a fling 

with a swing and a morphing field.  
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As some words can confuse us 

because they are so similar that we 

tend to forget their inherent 

differences, so too the similarity of 

output devices can confuse us. But 

if we remain mindful as we look 

closer at the functionality of the 

objects in the photographs, 

dissimilarities between them 

become clear: in the first picture 

three-year-old Fenja is watching a 

movie on a screen. She watches 

attentively but passively in a 

marked receiving position, as she is 

a recipient of the screen’s output. 

However, in the third picture we 

find that both position and use has 

changed dramatically. Even though 

Fenja is still monitoring the output 

attentively, she is now alert and 

active in a corporeal sense. The 

object’s functionality has made her 

switch from a receiving position to 

a contributing position by 

continually demanding instrument-

tal input (like a guitar) in order to 

function.  

(Text box translated from my 

thesis Faktisk Praksis [Actual 

Practice], 2006, p. 52) 

   
 

The first tale coming from the past concerns my MA research thesis, Faktisk Praksis – Om 

grundlaget for humanistisk forskning i computerspil [Actual Practice – On the Foundation 

of Humanities Research in Computer Games] (2006) and the above pictures originate 

from this thesis. The MA thesis was constructed as a two-part philosophical investigation. 

The first part was an investigation of the nature, structure and essence of ‘game research’ as 

it was stereotypically practiced within the Humanities, both previously and presently (1984-

2005). The second part was an investigation into the ontological nature, structure and 

essence of digital games ‘below interface level’ (i.e. their machine structure and machine 

nature), ‘at interface level’ (i.e. their interface structure and interface nature) and ‘above 

interface level’ (i.e. their interactional structure and interactional nature). The findings of 

the second part of the investigation were then 

compared with the claims, hypotheses and 

preconceptions identified on the basis of the first part of 

the investigation. This comparison led to an exposure 

of discrepancies between the uncovered structure and 

nature and the existing established truths about digital 

games within the Humanities. This resulted in a critical 

revision of game research as it was stereotypically 

practiced within the Humanities. 

Within the MA thesis digital games were 

defined as being ‘objects of presentation.’ That is, 

digital games are a particular type of ‘artifact’ or ‘media 

object’ that require and rely on ‘the continual delivery 

of intentional instrumental actions’ from a gameplayer. 

The term ‘objects of presentation’ was coined and 

developed throughout the thesis in order to preserve 

the distinct changeable nature of digital games which 

separated them from other media forms or objects such 

as texts and rule systems (‘objects of arbitrary 

representation’), narratives, pictures, movies and theatre 

plays (‘objects of representation’), or various physical 

and digital simulations (‘objects of simulation’), under 

which researchers within the Humanities routinely 

subordinated digital games. Contrary to this disposition 

to subordination, the thesis characterized digital games 

as independent media objects that where more akin to 

other objects of presentation such as cars, hammers or 
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The interfaces of digital games are 

characterized by being real and 

(inter)actional. The above screen 

dump from World of Warcraft 

illustrates how everything at 

interface level is geared towards the 

real gameplayer’s real instrumental 

actions within the game’s effectuated 

space of possibilities. As with all 

digital games, World of Warcraft has 

a robust anchoring in physical reality 

– partly due to direct correspondence 

between the mutable space of 

possibilities at interface level and the 

actual physical processes below 

interface level, and partly due to 

direct correspondence between the 

gameplayer’s actual physical actions 

above interface level and actual 

digital actions in the effectuated 

space of possibilities at interface 

level. 

 

(Text box translated from my thesis 

Faktisk Praksis [Actual Practice] 

2006, p. 87) 

guitars, than to objects of arbitrary representation, representation or simulation. In this way, 

the thesis’ framing of digital games prominently differed from how digital games were 

ordinarily framed and conceptualized within the Humanities at that time. Here, digital 

games were considered as being either a kind of arbitrary representation, representation or 

simulation and should, as such, be made to conform to these forms of media objects and 

consumption. Accordingly, definitions of digital games, such as the following, were 

prevalent: 

 

 Remember, representation is all there is. (Brenda Laurel, 1991, p. 144) 

 It is a simulation, a story world. (Janet Murray, 2004, p. 5)  

 The computer game is the art of simulation. (Espen Aarseth, 2003, p. 52)  

 …it is clear that the game is its rules. (Markku Eskelinen & Tronstad, 2009, p. 214)  

 The text I construct as I read Tomb Raider or Half-Life belongs to me, and to me 

alone. In effect ‘I wrought the urn.’ No other player or reader reads or write the same 

text. (Barry Atkins, 2003, p. 153) 

 

The MA thesis flatly refused and critiqued such claims about the nature of digital games 

within the research community by highlighting the circumstance that digital games are 

objects of flux which demand being acted with, rather than rigid objects that demanded 

being viewed or interpreted such as pictures or poems. 

This refusal was further grounded in the theoretical 

development of the concept ‘presentation’ which was 

defined as:  

 

a form where an underlying constant space of 

possibilities points to the carrying out of instrumental 

actions with input devices, thus manifesting the 

presented mutable space of possibilities as an actual 

effectuated space of possibilities (Nørgård, 2009, p. 5) 

 

Accordingly, digital games were defined as objects 

requiring the simultaneous carrying out of actual 

material-electrical actions by the computer ‘below 

interface level’ (the constant space of possibilities), 

digital actions ‘at interface level’ (the mutable space of 

possibilities) and physical-material actions carried out 

by the gameplayer ‘above interface level’ (the 

effectuated space of possibilities). 

This alternative framing of digital games as 

‘objects of presentation relying on the gameplayer’s 

actual instrumental actions,’ was founded in the fact that 

it placed the materiality and actuality of the game space 

and the instrumentality and actuality of gameplay as the 

inevitable foundation of every consideration of the 

essence, functionality and significance of digital games 

as media objects. Consequently, the thesis asserted that 

any scholarly approach to digital games must 
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When playing Battlefield, the 

gameplayer doesn’t ‘pretend’ or ‘role 

play’ or ‘simulate’ being a soldier, 

helicopter, tank or aircraft. Rather, 

the gameplayer expresses 

himself/herself and his/her 

instrumental acts through an avatar. 

Thus the gameplayer does not 

identify with or perform as the 

avatar; on the contrary, it is the 

avatar who performs as the player, as 

he/she acts instrumentally in the 

game’s space of possibilities. 

 

(Text box translated from my thesis 

Faktisk Praksis [Actual Practice] 

2006, p. 26) 

 

acknowledge and consider the gameplayer’s actual 

practice in digital games. Furthermore, through the 

application of ‘philosophical external realism’ and 

‘philosophy of language’ — in the tradition of the late 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Paul Grice, John L. Austin and 

John R. Searle — it was philosophically investigated and 

clarified how digital games are inherently pre-symbolic 

and pre-iconic. This perspective frames digital games as 

autonomous and independent objects in relation to 

arbitrary representation, representation or simulation. 

The perspective also entails that contingent elements of 

e.g. narration or simulation present in a digital game 

function ‘parasitically’ in relation to the gameplayer’s 

direct perception and instrumental interaction in the 

material-digital game space. The above circumstances, 

when taken together, result in a comprehension of digital games as objects with a very 

different nature and structure than the media objects that are characterized by arbitrary 

representation, representation or simulation. 

With objects of presentation it is impossible for the user to take a ‘leaning back’ 

approach where he/she merely figures as a recipient of the media object. Rather, the user 

must take a persistent ‘leaning forward’ approach where he/she exerts causal influence on 

the object through actual practice. Hence, the digital game’s expression or output is to a 

great extent shaped and determined by the gameplayer’s actual input; something that does 

not apply to novels, movies or rule systems.  

 

The difference between digital games as objects of presentation and other media objects 

can be set up as follows: 

 

1. if it is true for an object of simulation that one cannot take away all elements of 

behavioral resemblance without it ceasing to be simulational, and 

2. if it is true for an object of representation that one cannot take away all elements of 

surface resemblance without it ceasing to be representational, and  

3. if it is true for an object of arbitrary representation that one cannot take away all 

symbolic elements without it ceasing to be symbolic, then 

4. it is also true for an object of presentation that one cannot take away all elements 

of instrumental action without it ceasing to be  presentational.  

5. Nevertheless, one can take away all elements of behavioral/surface resemblance 

and/or all symbolic elements from a specific digital game without it ceasing to be a 

digital game.  

 

Accordingly, the MA thesis emphasized the necessity to select a theoretical and analytical 

framework that acknowledges the defining characteristics of digital games as objects of 

presentation that require actual input from gameplayers. 

 

However, even though the PhD thesis carry on the MA thesis’ emphasis on ‘actual input of 

gameplayers,’ there still exists a range of important and substantial differences between the 

framing of ‘game,’ ‘gameplay’ and ‘gameplayer’ between the preceding thesis and present 

thesis which radically change 1) the perspective on the overall impact, significance and 
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(kin)aesthetic quality of the gameplayer’s corporeal locomotion and 2) the overall 

perspective on gameplay activity and experience. The most central divergences between 

MA and PhD thesis can be arranged into the following four key points:  

 

1. While the MA thesis was concerned with digital games as media objects and 

physical artifacts, the PhD thesis comprehend digital games as activities and 

onscreen-offscreen gameworlds. 

2. While the MA thesis was occupied with the gameplayer’s instrumental practice as 

‘something’ that divided digital games from other media objects but remained 

indifferent to what that ‘something’ meant or entailed, the PhD thesis explores and 

investigates what the ‘corporeal-locomotive something’ means and entails. 

3. While the MA thesis was occupied with the philosophical and ontological 

explication of the actuality, instrumentality and physicality of games, the PhD thesis 

is engaged in an empirically grounded and phenomenologically based investigation 

of the quality and significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

activities and experiences. 

4. While the MA thesis regarded the gameplayer’s interaction as consisting of a 

succession of isolated intentional and goal-oriented instrumental actions, the PhD 

thesis concedes that gameplay is made up of an indivisible stream of (kin)aesthetic, 

expressive and experiential corporeal locomotion wherein the gameplayer is 

absorbed, immersed and engrossed during gameplay and through which the 

gameplayer  is present in and engages the onscreen-offscreen gameworld. 

 

The above brief survey of the main claims of the MA research thesis and the dissimilarities 

between Ma and PhD thesis is not as much meant as a renunciation of the propounded 

views on games, gameplay and gameplayers found in the MA thesis, as it is an explication 

of the underlying philosophical and ontological groundwork for the PhD thesis. 

Consequently, the view on games as real and physical artifacts, gameplay as actual practice 

and gameplayers as ‘making gameplay’ is sustained in the thesis, albeit in an altered form. 

The research quest lets the gameplayer’s hands speak for themselves, so to speak; by being 

open to the corporeal-locomotive dimension of gameplay as a potential significant and 

qualitative dimension worth studying in its own right; and by refraining from approaching 

the field of study with fixed philosophical or ontological (world)views in hand.  

Overall, it is a field of study that has morphed: 1) the view on games as media 

objects into a view on games as choreographed onscreen-offscreen activities by taking the 

gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive practice as its starting point, 2) the view on actual 

gameplay as consisting of intentional instrumental acts or movements into a view on actual 

gameplay as consisting of rhythmic and patterned streams of corporeal-locomotion by 

adding the (kin)aesthetic, musical, crafting and experiential qualities of gameplay activity 

and experience, and 3) the view on gameplayers as intentional, goal-oriented and 

instrumental agents into a view on gameplayers as expressive, experiencing, perceiving and 

locomotive corporeal beings. 

Importantly, the MA thesis constitutes a bridge between the traditional 

ontological perspectives on digital games as texts, rule systems, narratives, movies, role play, 

representations or simulations and the PhD thesis’s phenomenological investigation of 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay activities and experiences. Without the MA thesis’ 

developed understanding of the actuality and materiality of game spaces and the actuality 

and physicality of gameplay, the linguistic PhD project would not have broken down and 
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the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience would not have 

broken out and, hence, the present research quest would not have been. In this way, the 

MA thesis runs through the PhD thesis as morphing reverberations from an ontological 

chord struck in the past. It is a morphing sound coming from the empirical ground of the 

investigated field; a morphing sound that metamorphoses instrumental actuality into 

melodic activities and fuses sequences of intentional movements or keystrokes into a 

stream of choreographed and patterned locomotion. It is a chord struck that highlights the 

phenomenological quality and experience of being a corporeal-locomotive organism in a 

state of gameplaying liveliness. 

 

Yet, ‘something’ had to set these melodies in motion; ‘something’ had to strike the chord 

of corporeal-locomotion and ‘something’ had to carry these morphing reverberations 

forward to the center of my scholarly field of attention in order to facilitate the ‘breakout’ 

of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. That 

‘something’ slowly surfaced and materialized during a year-long position as a research 

assistant at the Center for Playware in 2008. Here I observed children play in playgrounds 

while I investigated and tried to explicate ‘the design and functionality of well-suited and 

outstanding (play with) play equipment’. 
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It was in the fall of 2008 and I was in the last third of ongoing fieldwork for the Center for 

Playware where I observed, described and analyzed children’s play with play equipment in 

‘institutional’ playgrounds as I tried to develop a theoretical framework that contained 

parameters and variables that would enable substantiated distinctions between the well-

suited or outstanding play equipment and the unsuitable or flawed play equipment. As I 

observed and described children engaged in play with pillows in romping rooms, digital 

‘game tiles,’ roundabouts and jungle gyms, I detected a shift in the way I was framing the 

children’s interaction with play equipment in order for my observations to make sense. My 

descriptions were moving away from framing interaction with play equipment as consisting 

of specific and isolated intentional, instrumental, goal-oriented actions or movements 

towards framing interaction with play equipment as something children chose to partake in 

because it evokes corporeal joy and rush, absorbs the child in locomotive flow and 

engrossment, provides experiences of danger and contemplation, incites to corporeal-

locomotive experimentation and mastering, and sets the child’s body in motion in 

choreographed but spontaneous ways.  

Furthermore, my descriptions were moving away from framing the play 

equipment in itself as fixed, demarcated and autonomic objects or media towards 

describing equipment as dynamic play facilitators that supported corporeal-locomotive 

activities and experiences that resulted in a state of liveliness, presence, engagement and 

absorption. Consequently, there was an emergence of breakdowns in the established 

‘instrumental’ framework and breakouts of new ‘phenomenological’ conceptualization of 

children immersed in experiences with play equipment.  I saw children plunge into, and 

dwelling in, corporeal-locomotive activity, causing an experiential symbiosis between player 

and play equipment. 

 

The below excerpts originate from my empirical field notes that tries to describe school 

children’s play with a so-called ‘Multi-swing’ swing. The field notes reflect this 

phenomenological ‘shift’ in the analytical and theoretical perspective – a shift that would 

later prove to be very important for the present research quest’s grip on gameplay activity 

and experience. 

As is apparent in the above pictures, the swing is suspended by means of a single 

spindle, meaning that it can be moved in all directions, instead of just back and forth. In 

addition, the spindle is rotary, which means that the swing can also swivel around its own 

axis. The combination of these two elements (single suspension and rotary spindle) offers 

great locomotory experimental and experiential opportunities for expression and proved to 

be both a decisive contributor to the well-suited and outstanding design and functionality of 

the multi-swing as well as a decisive contributor to corporeal-locomotive significance and 
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quality. The empirical field notes describing the children’s play with the swing could run, 

for example, as follows: 

 

For the first minutes of the school break the new digitalized area of the playground, where 

both the ‘analog’ multi-swing and the ‘digital’ playware equipment are placed, remains 

deserted. Then, suddenly, two of the ‘swing boys’ show up and walk determinedly towards 

the multi-swing. They begin by taking turns; one pushes, the other is swinging – but both 

only in a half-hearted fashion. Clearly, they are waiting for something else to occur. That 

‘something’ occurs a couple of minutes later as the group of ‘swing girls’ arrives which 

instantly changes the liveliness and atmosphere of the area.  

The swing girls jump aboard in the nest-like swing and the taller of the two swing 

boys begins to push the swing resolutely. He keeps pushing and the swing swings back and 

forth, higher and higher. When the swing reaches maximum height – the height where the 

tall boy’s fingers can no longer reach to push the swing’s topmost rim – the swing boy takes 

hold of the lowermost rim of the approaching swing and, by brute muscular force, changes 

the swing’s pattern of movement from back-and-forth to circulating. The swing boy stands 

steadfastly in the center of the swing’s circulating movement, forcing it around with locked 

arms, pushing it to soar in higher and higher circles. The nest swivels and the girls squeal as 

the swing soars. Then the swing boy bends his arms and, while still doggedly holding on to 

the rim, he begins to make the swing wobble like a boat on a rough sea, as he pulls and 

pushes the rim up and down. By now, the swing is circulating and wobbling, and as a 

consequence the girls’ squeals intensify. When, at last, the tall swing boy can’t infuse the 

circulating, wobbling swing with more swinging height, rotating speed or bobbing motion, 

he finally relinquishes his tight grip on the rim and quickly jumps out of the center of the 

circling and wobbling swing.  

Then, the smaller swing boy steps into the hub of the swing. His body seems 

intently focused and alert as he enters ‘the eye’ of the circling swing and grabs hold of two 

of the swing’s four chains which are connected to the spindle. The small swing boy then 

quickly and forcefully twists the two chains while simultaneously being aware of keeping the 

swing at full rotary speed. As the boy twists, the swing begins to spin quickly around its own 

axis while simultaneously rotating and wobbling around in a circle with a steep gradient. 

The smaller swing boy twists the chains again and again, skillfully and with great timing, 

again and again, making the swing spin faster and faster. By now, the swing bears an eerie 

resemblance to a merry-go-round gone mad. The activity looks both dangerous and 

sickening. The screams of the swing girls come pouring out of the spinning, swirling, 

rotating, wobbling commotion as they fearfully and joyfully shout at the top of their lungs. 

Through the swirling chains of the swing you sense that the swing girls are using all their 

strength just to stay on the swing and not get flung off by the swing’s gravitational force. The 

inertia is now so great that the screaming girls now and then hover in mid-air while 

convulsively clinging to the chains. When the swing girls’ concerted screaming changes to a 

commanding ‘stop!’ the swing boys immediately halt the swing and the dizzy girls stagger 

off. 

Outside the center of the activity, the ‘onlooker girls,’ the girls not currently on the 

swing, stand beside each other and casually look at the unfolding activity but never step in 

to assist the boys. Instead, the girls wait their turn while providing outbursts of approval 

whenever something looks particularly dangerous, spectacular, masterful or sickening. 

Some of the onlooker girls have, however, developed a special technique of their own. 

When the swing girls have yelled their stop signal, the swing boys have left the hub of the 
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swing and the swing has lost some of its uplift, then one of the onlooker girls will enter the 

center. As the onlooker girl stands her ground in the eye of the swing she will suddenly and 

nonchalantly grab one of the chains, elegantly lift her legs and let herself be pivoted around 

by the spinning swing, making the swing come to a graceful halt.  

 

From time to time, the swing boys would try to replicate the onlooker girls’ trick but it 

always resulted in the same outcome: the swing boy being flung off the swing, hurled 

through the air and tossed to the ground. 

 

The complete collection of field notes describing a whole range of different corporeal-

locomotive play activities and experiences across various playgrounds constitutes a 

triggering factor in the emergence of corporeality and locomotion in the present thesis as 

well as a contributory factor in the thesis’s acknowledgement of the centrality of corporeal 

locomotion in gameplay activity and experience in digital games. Unless I had been 

engrossed in developing a theoretical framework for corporeal-locomotive play activities on 

playgrounds, corporeality and locomotion would probably never have broken out and 

successfully ‘corrupted’ the thesis’s preliminary fieldwork; or I would simply have 

remained indifferent to it. Overall, the fieldwork carried out to investigate the design and 

functionality of well-suited and outstanding play equipment generated conceptual 

components and mechanisms that, when related to a number of different types of play 

equipment, converged into a conceptual model, capable of describing and/or evaluating 

(play activities and experiences with) play equipment.  

Nevertheless, before the parallels between children’s physical play activities and 

experiences with play equipment and gameplayers’ gameplay activities and experiences 

with digital games could be drawn and, subsequently, make the thesis successfully break 

out of the traditional framings of digital games as (more or less) incorporeal and motionless 

media objects, two fortuitous empirical observations, occurring during the preliminary 

fieldwork of the thesis, had to supervene. Only then could the ‘corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience’ finally break through. 
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  Fig. 1 

  
  Fig. 2 

It was in the late spring of 2009 or approximately half a year into the planned PhD project 

on linguistic and communicative practices amongst gameplayers that the first fortuitous 

empirical observation supervened. I was busy planning my fieldwork, writing up 

presentations of my project for different PhD courses and raising my toddler and 

kindergarten-age daughters while my husband was occupied with renovating our new house 

in the countryside. Thus, I alternated between raising my daughters and the PhD project 

To Practice Language in Computer Games: Why and How?  The latter proved to be more 

troublesome and thorny than the first, as my presentations were continuously confronted 

with questions such as “Why are you doing something (i.e. linguistic analysis) that has 

already been done?” “Why are you claiming that this communicative perspective is novel?” 

and “What is it you are trying to say?” from senior professors. So, as I was struggling to 

validate my scholarly perspective on the gameplayers’ communicative practices while 

drifting down the hallway to get some more coffee to jump-start my thoughts when my 

attention was caught by a strange chant emanating from my 5-year-old daughter Fenja’s 

room. And as the below scene unfolded I strongly sensed that I was witnessing something 

of vital importance: 

 

As I pass my daughter’s doorway on my way to fetch some coffee, my attention is caught by 

a chanting murmur. I silently and discreetly peek into Fenja’s room where I discover that 

she is playing the game Power Pamplona on her new laptop. Power Pamplona is presently 

her favorite game and its rhythmic melody often comes pouring down the hallway. Power 

Pamplona is a very simple 2D obstacle and bull running game where you make your avatar 

run by pressing the right arrow key and jump by pressing the spacebar key. The objective 

of the game is simple: to stay ahead of a stampeding bull while jumping over obstacles in 

order to not get stuck and gored by the chasing bull. I find Fenja with her body bent over 

the keyboard and her eyes firmly locked on the screen but at the same time strangely 

hypnotized and distant. Her body is bent but also oscillating. She is swinging in front of the 

screen like a ticking metronome or a Muslim reciting the Koran – her posture concurrently 

tightened and flexible as she rhythmically rocks back and forth, back and forth. Her lips 

are chanting a two-word mantra in a steady beat that is knit together with her swaying body. 

Every time she rocks towards the laptop, her pointy finger hits the spacebar. And every 

time she rocks away from the laptop, her pointy finger elevates from the keyboard and 

hovers in mid-air before moving towards the keyboard once again. My eyes are hypnotized 

by her pendular body, my ears filled with the pulsating rhythm coming from the game and 

the chanting mantra coming from her mouth. The room seems to be vibrating with Fenja’s 

intense but low-voiced ‘singing of the game’ as her body sways and her lips murmur 

“and…now…and…now…and…nowandnow...and…” It is as if she is charting the 
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choreography of the game with her voice in order to keep time and movement in step with 

the rhythm of the game. Her finger quivers slightly as she is fully immersed in the task of 

avoiding obstacles and keeping on running as fast as she can to stay ahead of the 

stampeding bull. Her activity is loaded with a thick tactile delight – in this moment, the 

‘meaning of gaming’ is nothing more and no less than Fenja as a swaying, swinging body; a 

watchful, dwelling eye; an attentive, tuneful ear; a chanting, singing voice; a jumping, 

running avatar, and a dancing, leaping finger. Fenja is dancing with the game as she finds 

herself delightedly absorbed in the stream of corporeal locomotion flowing from her 

hands, which is put there by the game’s kinetic melody. 

 

Looking at my daughter’s rhythmic engrossment it dawned on me that what I was observing 

couldn’t be framed as ‘communicatively reflected intentional instrumental practice.’ It was 

a livelier, less linguistic more singing body wrapped in a kin-aesthetic activity and 

experience. This could not be grasped through speech act theories, philosophy of language 

or discourse analysis. And it could not be dealt with as constituted by intentional and 

isolated instrumental and goal-oriented act(ion)s. Rather, it was a rhythmic expression, a 

(kin)aesthetically development into a gameplaying body, a tactile experience and a joyous 

dive into a locomotive stream. I shook my head, shrugged my shoulders and continued on 

my way to the kitchen. As I filled my coffee cup, I mused to myself that perhaps our 

‘gaming intentionality’ can be just as much a quest for rhythmic engrossment. 
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The last straw, which finally made the carefully planned linguistic investigation break down 

and the corporeal-locomotive perspective break out occurred approximately 14 days after I 

had witnessed Fenja swaying and singing to Power Pamplona. The final supervening 

observation took place during my preliminary fieldwork where I was recording my brother 

on video and observing as he played and communicated with other members of his high-

end raiding guild in World of Warcraft. In retrospect, this incident would probably not 

have been capable of overturning my linguistic PhD project if it hadn’t been for the 

preceding three cases. But on this particular evening the ‘Fenja-incident’ was still buzzing 

and humming in the back of my mind and, hence, the observation in front of my eyes 

suddenly took on almost mythical proportions and became crucial to the pathways taken in 

the present research quest. This significant turning point manifested itself as an inattentive, 

maybe subconscious, camera turn. The tale of this transitional phase in the project is 

described in the field note below: 

 

I am placed behind my brother Tue with a video camera in hand, recording his head and 

onscreen interaction in order to document the written and spoken communication within 

the members of the World of Warcraft raiding group. Simultaneously, I contemplate what 

rebuttals I can conjure up and present to the questioning senior researchers. I glance 

quickly at the screen. The raid is well underway even though the raid group doesn’t say 

much. I glance down at the camera’s display to check that it is capturing Tue’s face and 

screen. It is. The raid is unfolding on the screen but there is a relative quiet in the room 

and in the onscreen chat channels. There is apparently no need for words. Everyone seems 

to know what should be done now and next. My mind begins to drift once again and I 

accidently move my hand and, consequently, the camera’s field of view. Moments later, 

when I snap out of my wandering thoughts and once more glance at the camera’s display to 

check its field of view, I find that it is now directed on Tue’s ‘raiding hands’ instead of his 

face and onscreen interaction. In this quick glance and magical moment, I suddenly see 

how his fingers dance the game forward and how the game choreographs the fingers’ 

dance. And I envision how all the members of the raid group are sitting at their respective 

keyboards with their respective fingers dancing on the keys; some members’ fingers are 

dancing a healing dance while other members’ fingers are dancing a damage dealing dance. 

And just next to the keyboard-dancing hand, the mouse hand moves the mouse in figure 

skating patterns while the fingers click the mouse buttons and create rhythmic waves — 

mouse clicks that ascend as if they are tones in a kind of corporeally orchestrated music. As 

I attentively stare at the display, I can no longer maintain the view on the gameplayers’ raid 

communication as ‘conversational discourse,’ ‘meaning-making’ and ‘game-making.’ Their 

communication now sounds more like an underlying sporadic coordination of their 
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continuous individual and mutual corporeal interaction. The gameplaying practice gains a 

distinctive corporeal stratum, where gameplayers are concurrently playing their own part 

and flowing with the locomotive polyrhythms or symphonies of the group. As I sit staring at 

the display the gameplayers’ occasional comments, commands or requests fade into the 

background and become but a distant chatter. All I can hear is the rhythmic noise of their 

working fingers. All I can see is their dancing and skating hands. I sit there behind my 

brother and stare hypnotized at the display that shows the working hands of the 

gameplayer. It felt very significant, meaningful and urgent. It seemed apparent that in order 

to get a sufficient grip on ‘what was really going on,’ I needed to first get a good hold on the 

gameplayers’ corporeal-locomotive engagement with the game. 

 

The following days I stayed at home to view the video recording of my brother’s 

gameplaying hands. How they were moving about and delivering input to the gameworld. I 

looked inquiringly from Tue’s moving hands in the bottom half of the recorded field of 

view to the upper half of the recorded field of view displaying the onscreen gameworld. 

After attentively reviewing the recording several times, I sat down and made a first attempt 

to capture in words what I was seeing. Below is a rendition of the field note that finally laid 

the linguistic research questions to rest and put in motion the research quest for the 

significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience:  

 

The avatar stands motionless as Tue’s hands lie resting on keyboard and mouse while the 

officers of the raid group lay out the course of the raid and specify how the raid members 

should align their corporeal interaction. It is important that everybody knows their role 

before the raid commences. In the heat of the raid there is no time to talk it over. In the 

heat of the raid there is only time to grit your teeth and endure while your hands move as 

fast and precisely as possible. Tue’s hands lie resting as he listens, but his feet are restless. 

His body tremors as his restless feet are waggling, making his legs and body bob. After 

listening for a while longer, even his hands become restless. The fingers begin to make the 

avatar jump from side to side, run around in circles and dance in front of the other 

members’ avatars. Shortly after, several group members follow Tue’s example and begin to 

flutter about as they impatiently wait for the raid to begin. There is too much talk and not 

enough action. The members of the raid group yearn to immerse their hands and fingers in 

the corporeal-locomotive intensity of the raid instance. The group is getting restless. 

 

Finally, the strategy-consultation is over and the raid leader calls the group to action with a: 

‘3-2-1-Go.’ Promptly, the fingers on Tue’s left hand begin to dance on the keyboard while 

the right hand seizes the mouse and begins to skate with it. Keyboard fingers and mouse 

fingers produce rhythmic waves of key taps and mouse clicks that ascend in a corporeal 
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symphony: ‘1-1-A-click-click-1-W-1-2-A-click-click-2-2-click-W-2-2-click-click’. Tue’s 

keyboard fingers dance around in a square on the left half of the keyboard – up and down, 

in and out, close together and spread out as if they were spider limbs franticly spinning a 

very complicated, chaotic web. It is like watching a strange insect struggling to keep on its 

feet or stay alive. It is as if life and death depended on the hands’ corporeal performance – 

and in a way it does. The left hand dances incessantly in its distinctive ‘square-dance’ 

choreography while the right hand skates with the mouse and composes its ‘clickclickclick’-

ing melody. Not once does Tue look away from the onscreen interaction as he keenly 

monitors the other group members’ digital interaction and health bars in the attempt to, 

through zealous corporeal locomotion, keep the other group members’ health-bars up and, 

thus, keep them on their feet. Underneath his gaze, through and through, Tue’s hands are 

ceaselessly weaving onscreen digitality and offscreen corporeality together. 

 

   
 

His fingers dance between the movement keys and the spell keys littered around on the left 

third of the keyboard while the onscreen digitality is exploding in shambles of information, 

bars, boxes, numbers, icons, dinging-sounds and digital interaction as the gameworld reacts 

digitally to Tue’s corporeal interaction and Tue reacts corporeally to the digital interaction 

taking place on screen. It looks as if some sort of high-level craftsmanship is unfolding as 

Tue’s hands ceaselessly and competently craft his digital interaction together with his 

corporeal interaction. In the recording Tue’s hands are dancing knowingly to the rhythm of 

the raid instance. They know they must not falter or be caught off-beat. If they do the 

group will be instantly wiped out. 

 

Subsequently, I found myself being more absorbed in what Tue was doing with his hands 

than what was coming out of his mouth. His hands turned into a compelling problem, 

raising questions such as: What were the hands trying to say? What were they doing with 

the gameworld? And what was the gameworld doing with the hands? What were the hands 

experiencing? And what was the gameworld’s role in these experiences? What was really 

going on with these hands in this gameworld?  

Pondering these questions and reviewing the recording of Tue’s hands while 

trying to produce an accurate transcription of their doings I found that neither my subtlest 

analysis of Tue’s movements, actions and hand-eye coordination, nor my most thorough 

explication of his instrumental transference of intentions to the onscreen gameworld would 

reveal the actual significance of his corporeal practice. It did not capture the corporeal-

locomotive activity and experience of playing World of Warcraft. The hands’ moving 

never seemed to consist of sequences of singular motor processes or movements, but 

seemed more like an indivisible stream of locomotion, where Tue’s ‘avatar-moving-stream-

of-locomotion’ was intertwined with the other raid members’ streaming of ‘avatar-moving-
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stream-of-locomotion.’ The members of the raid group were more corporeal-locomotive 

divers and dwellers than cognitive or communicative goal-oriented agents.  

Gameplayers were diving into, absorbed in and living through these corporeal-

locomotive choreographies and rhythms. Over time, their hands’ corporeal practices and 

rhythms and the gameworld’s choreographies and compositions had been sedimented and 

engraved in the gameplayers’ World of Warcraft gameplaying bodies. And, thus, Tue’s 

gameplay-engraved body was now a knowledgeable World of Warcraft playing body 

capable of doing skillful work. But I did not comprehend what that signified or meant. I 

decided to toss out my neat and well-organized research questions, become an explorer 

and go on a research quest – I urgently sensed that this was my ‘last chance to lose control’ 

and relinquish myself to the unknown dimension of corporeal locomotion that had been 

‘breaking out’ and emerging as a new field in my field of view. And so, I let go. 
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The journey begins with curiosity 

And evolves into soul-felt questions 

On the stones that we walk 

And choose to make our path 

Sometimes never knowing 

Other times knowing too much […] 

 

 

 
Those that stood beside me 

I’m glad you understand 

Behind these written words 

I share the simple plan 

To hang on to the way that we feel 

 

(Lyrics from ‘Perennial Quest’ as performed by Death) 
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The main argument of this thesis is that the corporeal-locomotive dimension constitutes a 

significant and qualitative dimension in gameplay activity and experience that is worth 

studying in its own right. As such, it is a dimension that ought to be considered more 

thoroughly when investigating games, gameplay or gameplayers. The thesis argues that 

corporeal locomotion is an integral part of what gameplay is for gameplayers, a part that 

imparts particular kinds of activities and experiences. Thus, the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience is not merely the habituated act of pressing 

a key or the unavoidable ‘bodily transmission cable’ between a thinking or observing 

gameplayer and a gameworld. Neither is corporeal locomotion merely a mechanical, 

automatized, cyborgian or robotic dimension nor is it an expression of ‘embodied 

cognition.’ Corporeal locomotion is something altogether different. The goal of this thesis 

is to get a first grip on what this ‘otherness’ is and what it entails. Consequently, the thesis 

acknowledges and seriously considers the existence of the gameplayer’s hands and the 

significance of their work. Accordingly, the thesis treats the gameplayer’s interaction with 

digital games as a distinct form of activity and experience and asserts that only by 

understanding what gameplayers actually do and live through when they play can we really 

understand digital games as activities. The present investigation of corporeal locomotion in 

gameplay indicates that if we do not acknowledge and include the corporeal-locomotive 

activities and experiences of gameplayers we only obtain a somewhat ‘stillborn’ 

comprehension of games, gameplay and gameplayers. However, acknowledging the 

implications of the thesis’s investigation also means giving up some of the traditional 

framings of and perspectives on digital games, gameplay and gameplayers. But what is 

gained in return has turned out to be at least as workable.  

The thesis proposes a perspective on gameplay in onscreen-offscreen 

gameworlds that deviate from traditional conceptualizations through revitalizing the 

gameplayer’s body and recommending an appreciation of gameplay as encompassing 

activities and experiences on par with activities and experiences found in areas such as 

performing a craft, conducting or playing a piece of music, choreographed dancing or even 

playing with a swing on a playground. If we want to acknowledge the role of gameplay for 

games as well as for gameplayers then we must also acknowledge the ways in which 

gameplayers create and shape their gameplay activities and experiences through corporeal 

locomotion as well as the ways in which the gameplayers’ activities and experiences are 

shaped through the corporeal-locomotive compositions and choreographies of onscreen-

offscreen gameworlds. Furthermore, we need to take into account the relation between the 
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corporeal-locomotive dimension and the other dimensions involved in gameplay activity 

and experience as well as the role corporeal locomotion plays in the interrelationship 

between gameplayer and gameworld. However, we need, firstly and most importantly, to 

develop adequate and well-grounded methodological and theoretical frameworks for the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay before we can begin to treat it properly. My 

hope is that this thesis, by its endeavor to develop such a methodological and theoretical 

framework and by its emphasis on the centrality of corporeal locomotion in gameplay, may 

provide a first constituent part in the development of a mature and thorough framework 

for understanding and investigating corporeal-locomotive gameplay activities and 

experiences. 

 

The present introductory overture comprises the initiation of this endeavor for the 

significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience by 

presenting the thesis’s research focus and literature review. Or, in other words, the chapter 

contains the thesis’s research quest and research questioning. Firstly, the chapter describes 

the thesis’s particular approach to digital games, gameplay and gameplayers and, secondly, 

presents and scrutinizes the traditional approaches within game research on these areas. As 

such, the chapter functions both as the entrance door to the investigation of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience and as the designator of 

uncharted or underdeveloped fields within the game research community. Finally, when 

exiting this chapter, one should have been provided with an overview both of the landscape 

of game research and of the landscape of the present thesis.  
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This thesis does not go on a research quest to declare war on certain frameworks or 

perspectives within game research, nor does it set out to lay the essential or foundational 

stone of game research. Rather, the thesis’s point of departure is the acknowledgement of 

game research as a well-established, well-educated and well-developed area. Accordingly, 

through its corporeal-locomotive research quest, the thesis aims to contribute to the area by 

providing new insights into well-cultivated fields within the game research area such as 

‘gameworld visuality’ or ‘gameplayer identity’ as well as the cultivation of a new field of 

research within the area: the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience.  

Thus, rather than pointing towards game research as an unacknowledged or 

underdeveloped area, the thesis presumes its existence and acknowledges its maturity. 

Game research can no longer be declared as being in its infancy, nor as a scholarly niche. 

Today, the area of game research is as heterogeneous, fluctuating, widespread, voluminous, 

tradition-bound and positioned as many other well-established and well-developed research 

areas. Game research today comprises a wide range of dedicated journals, conferences, 

education and professorships and is disseminated across various specialized subsections 

such as philosophy, psychology, pedagogy, cognition, sociology, aesthetics, media studies, 

artificial intelligence, design and production to name a few. As of now, the research and 

scholarly work on digital games, gameplay and gameplayers could easily fill a medium-sized 

library. Consequently, as a game researcher, it would be an act of ignorance to keep on 

pleading for scholarly acceptance of this area or claiming to be laying the foundation stones 

of the area. Likewise, there is no longer any reason to point towards the successfulness of 

digital games in relation to revenue, sale numbers, player base, market penetration or 

cultural status. Digital games are as consumer activities, objects of cultural recognition or 

serious research not gaining currency, they have already had it for quite some time – they 

are not in the becoming, they already are. Hence, as a game researcher going on a research 

quest, one is entering and operating within an area of established markets, stereotypical 

perceptions, scholarly traditions, sanctioned research positions and viewpoints and 

thoroughly investigated fields such as ‘games and narration’ or ‘gameplayers and sociality.’ 

 

Importantly, the presence of a well-established and well-developed research area does not, 

however, entail that no stone is left unturned, all scholarly battles have been fought and all 

uncharted fields illuminated and cultivated. Quite the contrary, as many questions have 

remained unanswered and some research fields have been disregarded due to the fact that 

the research area has become sanctioned and its scholarly perspectives, theories and 

methods have become rather fixed. These tendencies and preferences were also present in 
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the initial project on communication and communicative practices amongst cooperating 

gameplayers in World of Warcraft. Here, perspective, research questions, methods, 

theories as well as the object of analysis were all placed firmly within the sanctioned 

practices of game research. This was, however, abandoned in favor of a research quest into 

a disregarded, uninvestigated and underdeveloped dimension within game research. Here 

the goal of the quest is to elucidate several underdeveloped fields within game research, 

cultivate a new field in the area and develop a methodological-theoretical framework that 

enables an informed understanding of these underdeveloped fields and cultivated field. 

These goals all originate from the four central past occurrences (see “PRELUDE: coming 

from the past & being in transit”) that led to the firm conviction about the centrality of 

corporeality and locomotion in gameplay activity and experience.  

Consequently, the established point of departure in this thesis is that corporeality 

and locomotion cannot be regarded or treated as peripheral, perfunctory or trivial aspects 

of gameplay, the gameworld or the gameplayers’ activities and experiences. The research 

quest is, thus, initiated in the light of the realization that corporeal locomotion refuses to be 

subordinated to muscular learning difficulties, ergonomics, goal-oriented instrumentality, 

habituation, cognitive intentionality, automatization, visual perception or digital 

embodiment. Accordingly, the quest commences by stating that corporeality and corporeal 

locomotion are central and integral aspects of the gameplay activity and experience that 

forms a dimension worth addressing, exploring and investigating in its own right. The 

present quest and its investigative challenges are undertaken based on the heartfelt urgency 

to acknowledge the corporeal-locomotive work of the gameplayer and his/her intimate 

relationship with the specific corporeal-locomotive composition and choreography of a 

concrete digital game. 

 

Accepting and pursuing the above premonition about the significance of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension would entail that a digital game like Battlefield 3 is approached as 

having distinctive corporeal-locomotive patterns, rhythms and feel when compared to a 

game such as Starcraft II. Battlefield 3 develops fluent, delicate, intuitive, precise and 

interdependent locomotion of the hands, which sometimes makes the gameplayer’s hands 

seem like they are partaking in an orgiastic digital-corporeal break-dance where they battle 

other gameplayers’ hands as they display an intimate and skillful rhythmic understanding of 

gameplay, as gameplayers circle each other and try to outmaneuver each other through 

working their hands on the keyboard. Starcraft II, on the other hand, develops complex 

patterns, rhythmic timing, fluent but independent locomotion of hands as well as an 

incomprehensible amount of ‘actions per minute.’ All this turns the Starcraft II keyboard 

hand into something that resembles a squirming bug and the mouse hand into something 

that resembles an epileptic fit as the gameplayer delves into a corporeal-locomotive frenzy 

and continuously adjusts this frenzy to the corporeal-locomotive frenzy of his opponent(s). 

But despite the games’ corporeal-locomotive diversity, they are both equally characterized 

by being kin-aesthetically significant, fulfilling and meaningful as they position the 

gameplayer’s corporeal locomotion in the center of the gameplay experience and activity.  

Such a highlighting of corporeal locomotion further prompts a perspective on the 

gameplayer as a body-schematic structure that incorporates and resonates with different 

corporeal-locomotive patterns, melodies, compositions and terrains which is awakened and 

put into action every time the gameplayer engages a well-known corporeal-digital 

gameworld. Accordingly, a central concern in the thesis is the various ways the relationship 
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between corporeality, digitality, locomotion and perception can be orchestrated across 

different games and played out by the gameplayer. 

 

Unfortunately, the gameplay activities and experiences have, today and in the past, 

stereotypically been coined as instances of embodied cognition, visual reception, linguistic 

communication, cultural sociality or digital identity while the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension has been left in the dark. Even when game researchers have on rare occasions 

pointed towards and argued for the ‘actual practice’ of the gameplayer, the focus has stayed 

firmly locked on onscreen digitality, visual output, or intentional cognition as corporeality 

and locomotion have been routinely subdued or subordinated to these ‘superior’ 

dimensions. Accordingly, corporeality and locomotion are only ascribed an insignificant, 

peripheral or mechanizing role in the overall gameplay activity and experience.  

The present thesis sets out on a quest to refashion and reverse this stereotypical 

perspective. It is a quest for the emancipation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience and it is a quest for fostering a framework for corporeal 

locomotion in gameplay. It is a research quest that approach, view and frame games, 

gameplay and gameplayers in a new way that, through grounded empirical observations, 

analyses and remixes, is centered on the acknowledgement and appreciation of the 

distinctiveness of corporeal locomotion. Thus, as the research quest draws to a close, the 

stereotypical frameworks within game research might have to relinquish some of their 

territory and reconsider or revise some of their pervading conceptions and sanctioned 

truths.  

 This relinquishing and revision is, however, not meant as a narrowing of the area 

of game research; on the contrary, the area is expanded as a new field, is incorporated into 

the area and several promising new areas for future research and design considerations are 

suggested. The ultimate goal of the research quest is not to disprove or dismiss prior 

research on games, gameplay or gameplayers, but to secure a more balanced and holistic 

view on these areas by adjusting and balancing some of the inherent tendencies within 

game research to overemphasize specific dimensions and elements of the gameplay activity 

and experience through underemphasizing or dismissing the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension. Thus, the present research quest is initiated based on the premise that 

corporeality, locomotion, perception, materiality, digitality, the offscreen and the onscreen 

have equally important roles to play in gameplay activity and experience. Of greatest 

importance in the research quest is the empirically grounded uncovering of emerging 

central and significant factors in the corporeal-locomotive dimension as well as the 

investigation of what the corporeal-locomotive dimension ‘really is’ and how it structures 

and impacts the overall gameplay activity and experience. However, it is important to 

underline the fact that even though all digital games contain a corporeal-locomotive 

dimension, not all games place it in the very center of gameplay activity and experience.  

 

Finally, as a foundational, probing and exploratory research quest into unknown territory, 

the thesis will not pose any set research questions to the field in advance — it does not yet 

know what it will find as it barely knows what precisely it is looking for. Rather, the 

investigation takes on a grounded theory method approach in the attempt to develop an 

uninhibited understanding of and framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience. However, even though the undertaking of this research 

quest has triggered the abandonment of a traditional PhD project and its stereotypical 

research questions, it still takes the traditions of game research seriously. Thus, before 
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venturing into the unknown, the quest is set in motion by finding an initial bearing in the 

known fields of game research. But, as will be evident in the following sections, it soon 

became apparent that notions about corporeality and locomotion were strikingly absent 

within the well-established fields of the game research community. Accordingly, the 

research orientation quickly became a research questioning as the absence of corporeality 

and locomotion became ever more conspicuous. 
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Remarkably, but also quite surprisingly, a recent science article entitled “Man må ha’ det i 

benene” [You’ve got to have it in your feet] written by professor Lone Frank in the Danish 

newspaper Weekendavisen (15 June 2012, ‘Ideer’ p. 1-3) claims that the body, with its 

entire associated ‘hullabaloo,’ has recently entered the research scene. In the article, Frank 

interviews Professor Jens Bo Nielsen who states that the mind is fundamentally developed 

to ‘do locomotion.’ Furthermore, Frank interviews researcher Justin Rhodes who is quoted 

for saying that sensory experience in itself is not cognitively stimulating; it is only when 

sensation is linked with corporeal locomotion that it becomes stimulating. And Rhodes 

even goes so far as to claim that it is only corporeal locomotion that matters in our 

experiences and activities. Or, in other words, what ‘cognitively’ and ‘perceptually’ matter is 

that the subject is self-moving and self-doing, not the subject perceives or thinks.  

Accordingly, one of the conclusions in the article is that it is the existence of corporeal 

locomotion that shapes and enhances cognition, not the other way around. 

What is of particular interest in the article is the firm belief amongst scientists and 

researchers in the fact that corporeal locomotion matters in itself and has a decisive and 

significant impact on our activities and experiences. The main claim of the article is that it 

has been discovered that when it comes to stimulating our mind, what matters most is self-

movement or locomotion. What is surprising in the article is the fact that it has only 

recently been ‘discovered’ that the body and its self-movement ‘is there’ and that ‘it matters’ 

– if this has only just been discovered within areas such as physical rehabilitation, training, 

learning and animal experiments, it does not bode well for the less physical, but equally 

corporeal, area of gameplay. 

 

By incorporating agricultural metaphors the present section of the thesis investigates the 

three principal subareas, or farms, within the area of game research: 1) game research on 

games, 2) game research on gameplayers and 3) game research on gameplay. Under each is 

a presentation of the particular farm’s cultivated fields of gold, their preferred cultivation 

techniques as well as some of the farm’s neglected regions or ‘fallow fields.’ The overview 

needed to identify and question an area’s fields of gold and fallow fields, and, thus, also the 

ability to reclaim and cultivate a field of one’s own, can only be gained through dedicated 

investment in the crop (theories, concepts, perspectives and framings) coming from the 

specific area’s farms and the farms’ cultivated fields. Only with proper acquaintance of the 

traditional frameworks and stereotypical perspectives within an area, and only with intimate 

knowledge of the area’s preferred seeding corns (objects of analysis) and cultivation 

methods (theories and methods used for analysis) is it possible to proceed on the quest to 
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develop a productive and vigorous methodological-theoretical framework suitable for 

cultivating the reclaimed corporeal-locomotive field, which has been usurped from the 

research squires of the area. That is, only by gaining fluency in the stances, views, 

techniques and tools of the principal farms is one able to identify the uncharted fields in 

their scholarly line of vision and find a field of gold of one’s own. 

Below is my attempt at the art of scholarly cartography, as I have sought to sketch 

my overall questioning of the research area’s topography. The charts and my cartography 

skills are far from flawless but were achieved through frequent field trips to the area where 

I questioned the fields of game research while I was looking for a field to call my own. 

Following each ‘questioning’ of one of the three principal farms in the research area is a 

presentation of the fallow field that was discovered on the basis of the field trips, 

questioning and charts made of that particular farm. 
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Questioning the fields of gold within the farm of game 

research 
The knowledge of and insight into the subarea of game research on digital games needed 

in order to chart its fields of gold, is primarily gained during the two-year-long preparation 

and writing of my MA thesis Faktisk Praksis – Om grundlaget for humanistisk forskning i 

computerspil [Actual Practice – On the Foundation of Humanities Research in Computer 

Games] (Nørgård, 2006) as well as through subsequent return visits to the ‘farm of game 

research’ in the following years in order to make sure that the identified fields of gold 

within this subarea were still under cultivation by leading farmers. This has generally 

proven to be the case; however, with a noteworthy decline in the number of farmers of 

‘digital games as textual media’ and a corresponding increase in the number of farmers of 

‘digital games as representational media.’  

Even though the fields within game research on games can be said to contain 

different, often competing and sometimes even incompatible crops (here, the late 

‘narratology versus ludology’ debate and the present ‘fictional representation versus real 

simulation’ debate springs to mind), they all unite in a shared interest in what could be 

labeled the ‘object-oriented’ side of the area. The farmers of this subarea find a common 

ground and come together at conferences such as The Philosophy of Computer Games. 

This is due to the fact that the researchers within the ‘games farm’ generally stay focused on 

‘the ontology of games’ (the nature and structure of games) while being somewhat 

indifferent to the ‘subject-oriented’ gameplayer side and the ‘activity-oriented’ gameplay 

side of the area. To caricature the games farm, gameplayers and gameplay are something 

the game unfortunately needs in order to function properly. Consequently, the farmers 

share the belief that it is in reality the game that contains the gameplay activity and the 

gameplayer’s experience given that it is the game that activates the gameplayer and decides 

what the gameplayer can do. Within this subarea researchers unite in posing the question 

‘What is a game?’ but heavily disagree about the answer. Consequently, the games farm 

can coarsely be said to contain five distinctive fields of gold, each containing specific crops 

and each crop having specific advocates and followers. Below is my sketch of ‘the farm of 

game research’ and its most prominent fields of gold (See Nørgård, 2009 for a more 

detailed and nuanced description). 

 

Field 1: Games as textual media 
This field is characterized by cultivating digital games as particular kinds of texts or 

literature. Generally, the farmers within this field cultivate digital games on the basis of a 

very broad concept of textual/literary ‘signs’ that, in effect, constitute all media forms, 

including digital games (See e.g. Konzack, 1999, p. 19). Digital games are essentially 

composed of textual or literary signs and components, and these sequences or chains of 

signs are what generate meaning in games and characterize their nature and structure. Or, 

in the words of Barry Atkins:  

 

The text I construct as I read Tomb Raider or Half-Life belongs only to me, and 

to me alone, in effect, ‘I wrought the urn’. No other player or reader reads or 

writes the same text. It is unique. It is an original. Every one of us is an author, 

every one of us is an artist. There is something truly radical here, something 

significantly novel, something that demands that we rethink the ways in which we 
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view the artwork, and our relationship with the individual work of art. (Atkins, 

2003, p. 153) 

 

Accordingly, the farmers of this field approach digital games as being constituted of 

arbitrary representation (textual/literary signs) and composed of components to be 

deciphered, read or interpreted: “My ambition is relatively limited – the games I isolate as 

my examples, I contend, require informed reading as fiction and as texts. They deserve 

and get in this study, no more and no less.” (Atkins, 2003, p. 9). 

However, such an approach to digital games is blind to both its material as well as 

its corporeal-locomotive and perceptual dimensions. Given today’s proliferation of games 

without linguistic elements and the prosperity of gross motor games with so-called ‘intuitive’ 

and ‘non-symbolic’ gameplay structures, the number of farmers within this field has 

decreased dramatically to such a degree that this particular field of gold is in danger of 

turning into an arid wilderness. This change in approach is to a certain degree owing to the 

general approval of the view propounded by Espen Aarseth: “Are games texts? The best 

reason I can think of why one would ask such a crude question is because one is a literary 

or semiotic  theorist and wants to believe in the relevance of one’s training.” (Aarseth, 

2004, p. 47).  

 

Field 2: Games as systems or simulational media 
This field is characterized by cultivating digital games as distinctive rule systems or 

simulational media objects: “…video games are just a particular way of structuring 

simulation, just like narrative is a form of structuring representation” (Frasca, 2003, p. 224). 

In general, the farmers within this field cultivate digital games as essentially being rule-

governed objects of simulation: “As a formalist discipline, it [game research] should focus 

on the understanding of [games] structure and elements – particularly its rules – as well as 

creating typologies and models for explaining the mechanics of games” (Frasca, 2003, p. 

222). Accordingly, digital games are primarily defined by being rule-structured and 

simulation-patterned and they should therefore be approached and cultivated as systematic 

and rule-structured objects simulating behavior (i.e. simulation is the iconic imitation or 

reproduction of someone’s/something’s behavioral pattern). Or, as Espen Aarseth 

straightforwardly states:  

 

The computer game is the art of simulation. (Aarseth, 2003, p. 52) 

 

Digital games are rule-bound and behavior-imitating structures, and to play a game is to 

decipher and follow its rules and perceive and interpret the semblance of its dynamic 

behavioral models. Torben Grodal frames the interaction of games thus: “…most of the 

game activity consists in seeing, hearing and doing in a simulation of real-world interaction” 

(Grodal, 2003, p. 130, my italics). In this way, the nature of digital games is to configure the 

gameplayer
1

 (i.e. make the gameplayer act in accordance with the rule system) and simulate 

the behavior of entities – games are more or less configurative and more or less successful 

simulations of reality. Or, as Markku Eskelinen and Ragnhild Tronstad ascertain: “…it is 

clear that the game is its rules” (Eskelinen & Tronstad, 2003, p. 214). 

                                                      
1

 The gameplayer is only interesting as someone who is configured by or configures the game’s rule 

system or simulation. This negligence of the gameplayer is most obvious in the subfield of ‘zero-

player games.’ 
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However, digital games incorporate rules in a rather different way than the rule systems of 

objects they traditionally have been likened with, such as board games, soccer or traffic 

rules. The latter rule systems of objects are made up of arbitrary rules which the user must 

interpret, implement and try to adhere to – something that requires an interpretive and 

active effort on the behalf of the user. Conversely, digital games do not (necessarily) require 

the gameplayer to interpret, implement or adhere to any rules whatsoever, as they are 

constituted by being automatically regulated spaces of possibilities. That is, the digital game 

is (at least at interface level) a gameworld with its own ‘unbreakable’ laws of nature (such as 

gravity) that automatically regulate the gameplayer’s behavior. In this way, the gameplayer 

does not have to interpret, implement or adhere to any rules as the gameworld functions 

more like a rule-governed universe than the rules one finds in a Monopoly box. 

Furthermore, it may be the case that a digital game such as Mario Kart seeks a behavioral 

resemblance through simulating some behavioral elements of ‘real-world cars’ or ‘real-

world racing.’ But that does not make the game into a uniform object of configured 

simulation – rather than being simulating objects, digital games are objects saturated by 

actual practice. The configurative rule structures and patterns of simulated behavior are 

always subordinate to the gameplayer’s ‘unruly,’ ‘native’ and un-simulated locomotive 

patterns and practices taking place with and within them. Or, as Jonas Linderoth and 

Ulrika Bennerstedt put it in the article ‘This is not a Door: an Ecological Approach to 

Computer Games,” discussing the game Two Towers:  

 

Had it been a real shelf it would have afforded climbing, if it had been a shelf we 

saw in a movie [or simulation] we could assume that all the things that can 

happen with a shelf could also happen on the screen [or in the simulation], it 

could be climbed on, be turned over, be burnt up etc. But in the game it is just 

the place where the mines you can pick up are. Learning in the game then means 

to distance yourself from the properties of the represented object and learn to 

see what the local in-game affordance of something is. A door is therefore not 

always a door in a game. (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 605)  

 

Accordingly, the ‘car’ you drive in Mario Kart, isn’t a ‘car’ in any simulation-like 

understanding of the word. Rather, ‘car’ is a marker that points to real corporeal-

locomotive possibilities such as ‘winning,’ ‘taking the lead,’ ‘taking a curve’ or ‘pushing the 

opponent of the lane.’ It doesn’t make a lot of difference if the marker is simulationally 

mimicking the behavior of a car, a boat or a bird. What matters are the actual actions the 

gameplayer is able to perform by way of the ‘car.’ Thus, it is only on a superficial level that 

digital games can be said to be the incorporation and deployment of configurative rule 

structures (to be interpreted and adhered to) or simulational patterns. The structures and 

patterns will always function parasitically in relation to the actual corporeal-locomotive 

practice taking place in and with digital games. In effect, a game such as Mario Kart is not 

so much a rule structure or a simulation as it is an activity-object just like fishing poles, 

building blocks or pianos – all of these activity-objects have certain structures and 

incorporate certain patterns, but the object do not for that reason become a rule structure 

or simulation. Accordingly, digital games cannot meaningfully be defined as being rule 

structures or as being simulations. Rather, they are defined as being presentations 

structured around actual corporeal-locomotive practice (see “A fallow field: Games as 

presentation” below), at least to the extent they can be said to be ‘objects’ at all.  
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Field 3: Games as narrative media 
This field is characterized by cultivating digital games as narratives, stage plays or dramas: 

“In the case of embedded narratives, the game space becomes a memory palace whose 

contents must be deciphered as the player tries to reconstruct the plot. And in the case of 

emergent narratives, game spaces are designed to be rich with narrative potential, enabling 

the story-constructing activities of players” (Jenkins, 2004, p. 129). Overall, the farmers 

regard digital games as essentially being forms of narrative or theatrical representations. 

Consequently, games are primarily defined by being ‘thin, vulgarized narratives’ (Konzack, 

1999, p. 100), ‘emergent, embedded narratives’ (Jenkins, 2004, p. 129) or ‘virtual stage-

plays’ (Laurel, 1991, p. 17). As such they are approached and cultivated as representational 

objects ‘telling a story’ or ‘staging a play’: “As the most powerful representational medium 

yet invented, it should be put to the highest tasks of society. Whether or not we will one 

day be rewarded with the arrival of the cyberbard, we should hasten to place this new 

compositional tool as firmly as possible in the hands of the storytellers” (Murray, 1997, p. 

284). 

 

Digital games are structured around narrators and narrator authority as well as narrative 

procedures, patterns and structures. To play a game is therefore to perceive and interpret 

its narrative and dramaturgic content. Or, as Katie Salen & Eric Zimmerman put it:  

 

It does not make much narrative sense to knock down rows of colored blocks if 

the behavior of those blocks has no connection to your presence in the 

gameworld. Once you identify those colored blocks as a force field designed by 

the forces of evil to stop your advance through the universe, you are much more 

motivated to enter into a conflict with them. Your action becomes meaningful 

within the narrative frame of the game. (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, p. 387) 

 

In this way, the nature of digital games is to tell a story/stage a play to the gameplayer or 

involve the gameplayer in an interactive fiction/virtual stage play. That is, digital games are 

more or less immersive and more or less successful narrative/dramaturgic representations. 

 

However, if digital games incorporate narrative or dramaturgic elements they do it in 

fundamentally dissimilar ways than do stories and stage plays. The latter forms are 

composed of reconstructed past occurrences and told/written/scripted structures (within 

the narrative or on stage), fixed linearly beforehand and told to a recipient by a narrator or 

actors. Furthermore, narrative and dramaturgical forms are primarily experienced through 

perception and interpretation. Conversely, digital games do not present an identical 

progression of events and occurrences to all gameplayers, but (more or less) open spaces of 

possibilities wherein individual gameplayers experience varying progressions of events. 

Also, these structures, occurrences and events are not experienced primarily through 

reading or viewing, but through active and direct locomotion and perception with and 

within ‘the form.’ How the game unfolds for one gameplayer is not necessarily how it 

unfolds for another. That is, what one gameplayer recounts as a ‘victorious experience of 

slaying a dragon’, another gameplayer will recount as a ‘frustrating experience of being 

slaughtered by an orc’ – something that seldom happens to the recipients of novels or stage 

plays. So, even though digital games may incorporate some narrative or dramaturgic 
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elements or components into their structure, that doesn’t make them into a special kind of 

interactive fiction, make-believe or virtual stage play.  

Rather than being special objects of narration or dramaturgy which recipients 

identify with or immerse themselves in, games are practical objects designed for corporeal 

locomotion. Thus it is only at a superficial level that digital games can be said to be 

dramaturgical or narrative objects given that the narrative or dramaturgical elements and 

structures always will function parasitically in relation to the actual locomotive practice 

taking place. This entails that the game never becomes a narrative or a drama. Instead, 

games are defined as being presentations structured around actual locomotive practice (see 

“A fallow field: Games as presentation” below), at least to the extent they can be said to be 

‘objects’ at all. 

 

Field 4: Games as visual media 
This field is characterized by farmers approaching and cultivating digital games as a 

distinctive species of movies, screenplays or television programs. Or, as Jay David Bolter 

and Richard Grusin frame games in their influential book Remediation: Understanding  

New Media: “In fact, the distinction between the more hypermediated and the more 

transparent games often turns on whether the primary remediation is television or film” 

(Bolter & Grusin, 2000, p. 91). Taken together, these farmers regard digital games as being 

visual objects and games are primarily defined by being visual digital media forms: “For 

example, the genre of computer games like Myst or Doom remediates cinema, and such 

games are sometimes called ‘interactive films.’ The idea is that the players become 

characters in cinematic narrative” (Bolter & Grusin, 2000, p. 47). Therefore, “Digital visual 

media [such as games] can best be understood through the ways in which they honor, rival, 

and revise linear-perspective painting, photography, film, television and print.” (Bolter & 

Grusin, 2000, p. 15). Hence, digital games are media objects characterized by their 

visuality, cinematography, filmic story techniques, filmic conventions, camera handling and, 

importantly, their camera angles (point of view) and they should therefore be cultivated as 

objects ‘remediating visual media’ or ‘being visual surfaces.’ To play a game is to perceive 

its visual spectacle and cinematographic techniques. Or, as Bob Rehak puts it:  

 

Individual control over this camera’s behavior – its ability to tilt, pan, track, even 

climb ladders and descend staircases at the behest of the player – literalizes the 

conceit of an embodied diegetic participant that cinema, because of its material 

technologies, can only imply. The FPS’s direct (visual) address, updated in real 

time presents an ongoing and unbroken half of the shot-reverse-shot 

construction, enabling a snug fit between the player and his or her game-

produced subjectivity. (Rehak, 2003, p. 119)  

 

The above entails that games are framed as either representing visual spectacles to the 

gameplayer which he/she can tilt, pan and track with a software-simulated camera or 

represent the gameplayer as a character in an interactive movie wherein the gameplayer, as 

a character produced by the game, can perform visual feats which the gameplayer outside 

the ‘screenplay’ feasts his/her eyes upon – in this way, digital games are more or less 

successful and more or less compelling visual spectacles and remediations of former visual 

media:  
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Video games remediate cinema; that is, they demonstrate the propensity of 

emerging media forms to pattern themselves on the characteristic behaviors and 

tendencies of their predecessors. That video games are starting to resemble 

movies more than they do “real life” suggests that games, as a cultural form, are 

produced and consumed in phenomenological accord with preexisting 

technologies of representation. (Rehak, 2003, p. 104) 

 

However, digital games incorporate visual elements in fundamentally different ways than 

movies and other visual media. The latter forms are composed of a directed, shot and cut 

representational object with certain shifts in camera angles (e.g. shot-reverse-shot 

constructions), aestheticizing techniques and narrative plot lines which the recipient 

receives second-hand as a coherent and fixed visual form. In this way, a spectator observes 

the camera’s representation of the actors’ reconstruction of the director’s intentionality 

which the spectator then reconstructs. Digital games, on the other hand, present a space of 

locomotive possibilities in which/with which the gameplayer interacts and perceives first-

hand as a corporeal-locomotive form of activity. In this way, a gameplayer is introduced to 

a first-person point of view which the gameplayer occupy in order to carry out first-hand 

corporeal locomotion. Accordingly, the gameplayer does not direct or steer a camera – if 

the gameworld placed a camera before the gameplayer’s eyes then the gameplayer would 

be cut off from interacting with the form and would instead be registering (spectator), 

directing (director) or performing (actor) the form.  

That is why a spectating outsider often perceives the game’s output as a chaotic, 

disjointed, incoherent, unaesthetic and esoteric amalgam of unintelligible ‘visual pictures.’  

In this way, the visual output of digital games is often more akin to a car driver’s or a 

craftsman’s inquiring perception than to a director’s camera handling or an actor’s 

representational performance. So, even though digital games incorporate visual or filmic 

elements into their structure, that does not entail that digital games become a special kind 

of interactive cinematography, visual spectacle or virtual screen-play. Rather than being 

spectacular visual or cinematographic objects of representation to be consumed through 

reception, they are objects of presentation to be acted with through actual corporeal-

locomotive practice. Thus, it is only at a superficial level that games can be said to be visual 

objects or expressions. The visual elements and structures will always function parasitically 

in relation to the actual corporeal-locomotive practice taking place, entailing that digital 

games are never just visual spectacles or cinematographic experiences. Instead, games are 

defined as being presentations structured around actual locomotive practice (see “A follow 

field: Games as presentation” below), at least to the extent they can be said to be ‘objects’ at 

all.  

 

Field 5: Games as representational media 
This field is characterized as being occupied by farmers who cultivate digital games as 

fictional representational objects or forms. In general, the farmers regard digital games as 

representational structures that can take on various forms derived from traditional 

representational media such as narratives, dramas, movies or art. Thus, representation is 

the most central and defining aspect of digital games and they should be approached and 

cultivated accordingly as objects of resemblance or mimesis (i.e. representation is the iconic 

imitation or reproduction of someone’s/something’s surface appearance). Or, as Brenda 

Laurel bluntly puts it in her seminal book Computers as Theatre: “Remember, 
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representation is all there is.” (Laurel, 1991, p. 144). Digital games are mimetic structures 

and to play a game is to receive, analyze and interpret its fictional semblance. In this way, 

the nature of digital games is to represent the surface of entities – they are more or less 

successful and more or less artful fictional representations of reality: “That’s the secret 

behind game spaces. They resemble something. They should precisely not be reality with 

all its details, conflicts, boredoms and dynamics. They should rather represent reality” 

(Walther, 2005, p. 120, my translation). 

 

However, as Eskelinen & Tronstad puts it: “Two or more humans and a piece of 

equipment to be played with constitute a very different setting and situation than one 

human contemplating a piece of art.” (Eskelinen & Tronstad, 2003, p. 198). It may be the 

case that the digital game Battlefield 3 bears some visual resemblance with a movie such as 

Black Hawk Down and that game and movie alike strive for mimetic correspondence with 

‘real war.’ But that does not make them both uniform objects of visual representation. 

Digital games are designed to be acted with and within in ways that takes them miles apart 

from traditional objects of representation. The representational elements of games are 

always subordinate to the actual corporeal-locomotive practice taking place with and within 

them. In this way, the ‘fish’ you can catch in World of Warcraft is not a ‘fish’ in any 

representational-like understanding of the word. Rather, ‘fish’ is a marker that points to 

interactional possibilities such as ‘243 health over 21 seconds.’ It doesn’t make a lot of 

difference if that specific marker is representationally reproduced in the form of a fish, a 

cow or a circle. What matters are the actual locomotive actions the gameplayer is able to 

perform by way of ‘fish.’ Thus, it is only on a superficial level that digital games can be said 

to be constituted by the incorporation and deployment of representational elements. The 

representational elements will always function parasitically in relation to the actual 

corporeal-locomotive practice of digital games. Therefore, digital games cannot be 

meaningfully defined as representations of something; rather, they are defined as being 

something structured around actual corporeal-locomotive practice (see “A fallow field. 

Games as presentation” below), at least to that extent they can be said to be ‘objects’ at all. 

 

A fallow field: Games as presentation 
The following contains an outline of the fallow field that emerged through the exploration 

and critical questioning of the farmed area of game research on games. The account of 

games as presentation is to a great extent based on and a further development of insight 

and knowledge gained through the writing up of my MA thesis. For a more thorough 

account of games as presentation see (Nørgård, 2006, 2009). 

 

In contrast to the above descriptions of the fields of gold within game research on games, 

which all subordinate digital games to prior forms of arbitrary representation (text, 

literature and rule system), representation (narrative, drama, visual media, movies and 

representation) or simulation, the approach to digital games as presentation does not frame 

games in accordance with prior media or object forms. Rather than framing digital games 

as remediations, they are framed as artifacts on an equal footing with other human artifacts 

such as hammers, balls, pianos, fishing rods and cars. 

As the above questioning of the fields of gold within game research on games 

demonstrates, it is important which preconceptions and theories you approach digital 

games with and which metaphors you deploy when you frame and cultivate them. When 
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studying games it is crucial that the cultivation techniques are not predetermined in such a 

way that the yield of results is given in advance. If digital games are approached with 

theories, methods and analytical frameworks in hand that are directly transferred from e.g. 

art theory or film or literature studies and applied in unaltered form to games as if they 

were (interactive) art, (interactive) movies or (interactive) stories, then the approach is in 

grave danger of committing what Espen Aarseth labels ‘theoretical imperialism’ (Aarseth, 

1997, pp. 18-19). That is, the empirical, analytical, theoretical or philosophical ‘answers’ or 

‘results’ are given in advance due to the ‘specificities’ of the methods and theories the 

artifact is approached with. In agreement with Aarseth’s caution, an overall approach to 

digital games is selected which is neither ‘media deterministic’ (e.g. ‘games are dramas’) nor 

‘modus deterministic’ (e.g. ‘games are representational’). Instead digital games are 

approached openly as ‘unspecified’ artifacts able to incorporate and display elements of all 

media and modes. This is due to the fact that the approach to games as presentation is not 

tied to specific symbolic or iconic media, modi or frameworks.  

Instead, it is an approach guided by Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Philosophical 

Investigations (1958) and his maxim which advises you to “Let the use of words teach you 

the meaning” (Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 220). So, rather than bending the artifact to fit the 

theory, a theory is developed to fit the artifact based on the artifact’s core traits. Such traits 

are often judged peripheral, insignificant or plainly dismissed as containing no deeper 

meaning, but as Wittgenstein cautions: “What we have to mention in order to explain the 

significance, I mean the importance, of a concept, are often extremely general facts of 

nature: such facts are hardly ever mentioned because of their great generality”  

(Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 56). Thus, by focusing on the general nature and structure of digital 

games and by emancipating digital games from their enslavement to specific media, modes 

or frameworks it is possible to approach digital games as autonomous artifacts of 

perceptual-locomotive interaction.  

 

This approach made a fallow field emerge within game research on games, a field that 

contained digital games as pre-symbolic and pre-iconic artifacts structured around the 

gameplayer’s direct first-person perception and actual first-hand locomotion. 

 According to this new perspective on digital games as centered on actual practice, 

digital games can be described as artifacts: 

 

1. which present the gameplayer with his/her own first-person and player-personal 

material input devices by means of which the gameplayer can act directly with the 

game at first-hand, 

2. which present the gameplayer with his/her own first-person and player-personal 

avatar/characters/cursor by means of which the gameplayer can act directly within 

the game at first-hand; and 

3. which present the gameplayer with his/her own first-person and player-personal 

perspective by means of which the gameplayer can perceive the game directly and 

at first-hand. 

 

These three prosaic and extremely general traits cause digital games to be structurally very 

different from texts or movies, given that the recipient of these forms is not presented with 

the opportunity to carry out first-person corporeal-locomotive actions and perceptions 

with(in) them. All in all, if one choses to approach digital games solely as remediations of 

textual, narrative or visual media, the two primary dimensions of digital games (direct 
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perception and direct corporeal-digital locomotion) will be lost. In this way, approaches to 

digital games that build directly and unreflectively on derived second-hand perception and 

second-hand interaction in more ‘static’ media forms cut themselves off from being able to 

address the direct corporeal perception and locomotion with and within the form which 

are at the heart of digital games. 

 It is therefore thought-provoking that all of the above sketched fields of gold within 

the games farm let arbitrary representation, representation or simulation form the 

foundation of their approach to digital games. This could be due to the circumstance that, 

traditionally, game research on games has regarded the relationship between game and 

gameplayer as a relationship comprised of a media exerting causal influence on a receiving 

and interpreting addressee. 

 

However, given the emergence of this new field of games as presentation that is building on 

and structured around first-hand perception and first-hand corporeal-digital locomotion, it 

is necessary to form a new realm of understanding and cultivation. Artifacts of presentation 

are constituted by the fact that it is not possible for the addressee to just lean back and 

receive the form – as one is able to when it comes to e.g. texts, dramas, movies or 

correspondence chess – the addressee must instead continuously lean forward and move 

about in order to count as gameplayer. Thus, if the addressee does not exert corporeal 

locomotion on the form through direct perception and corporeal-digital locomotion, 

he/she does not count as a ‘proper’ gameplayer. In this way, digital games demand that the 

addressee shifts position from receiver to ‘self-mover.’ 

 As a consequence hereof, artifacts of presentation are defined as containing three 

distinctive but intimately intertwined ‘spaces of material-digital possibilities’: 

 

1. A ‘constant space of possibilities’ comprised of the fixed material structure of the 

object such as the totality of physical and logical processes in digital games or cars 

and the structuring of their input and output devices. 

2. A ‘mutable space of possibilities’ comprised of the panoply of possible options of 

corporeal-digital actions given to the user by way of the artifact’s material-digital 

structure (e.g. the totality of possible actions with a car or a digital game provided 

by the artifact’s interface and input/output devices at any given point during car 

driving or game playing). 

3. A ‘manifest space of possibilities’ effectuated by the user’s actual corporeal-

locomotive interaction, thus realizing the mutable space of possibilities through 

actual first-hand locomotion delivered to the interface through input devices and 

actual first-person perception of the sensory output coming from the output 

devices. 

 

Accordingly, the emerged fallow field of ‘games as presentation’ is cultivated as a form 

where a stable material-digital structure (i.e. the constant space of possibilities) points 

toward the sum of opportunities for moving with and within the digital game’s corporeal-

digital gameworld (i.e. the mutable space of possibilities), and is articulated as the carrying 

out of actual first-hand corporeal-locomotive interaction with input devices and first-person 

perception of output through output devices manifested as direct digital locomotion on 

screen (i.e. the mutable space of possibilities). 

 Importantly, I am in no way propounding the view that digital games never 

comprise or utilize symbolic or iconic elements; stereotypically they do. Rather, I am 
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emphasizing the fact that even though digital games contain iconic or symbolic elements 

they do not become or are best characterized by these elements. Neither do digital games 

belong to the category or modus of arbitrary representation, representation or simulation. 

Overall, symbolic or iconic elements can never be autonomous self-contained or self-

sustaining elements in digital games. It is only when these secondary and subordinate 

elements supporting and facilitating actual corporeal-locomotive practice enter into action 

that their purpose is successfully achieved. In this way, digital games are bodily anchored 

through their intertwined demand for the gameplayer’s first-person corporeal-locomotive 

input and their emission of first-person sensory output directed at the gameplayer. The 

material-digital interfaces and offscreen-onscreen gameworlds of digital games are aimed at 

amalgamating with the gameplayer’s corporeal perception as well as with his/her corporeal 

locomotion. Therefore it is never enough to merely perceptually view or cognitively 

interpret a car or a game for them to fulfill their intended purpose; it does not qualify as 

successful use of a car or a digital game. If a driver were claiming to ‘drive’ cars by merely 

looking at them, the driver could be accused of not having understood what it means to 

drive a car – and the same holds true for digital games. 

 

The above outlined differences between artifacts of presentation and media forms and 

media modes are, all in all, trivial and obvious when exposed and explicated. The traits are 

not revolutionary or in any way shocking. They leave everything just the way it is. The 

hardest part then is to adhere to these prosaic but core traits of digital games when going on 

a research quest. Nonetheless, the exposed and cultivated fallow field of digital games as 

presentation affects the entire area of game research as it insists that a valid scholarly 

approach to digital games must stay firmly grounded in these games’ reliance on and 

patterning of the gameplayer’s first-person corporeal perception and first-hand corporeal 

locomotion. Furthermore, such an approach facilitates a possible co-existence of the other 

fields of gold within this newly emerged field of gold as they can function as elements of 

e.g. text, narration and simulation within the offscreen-onscreen gameworld – elements that 

in distinctive ways support, nuance and differentiate the corporeal-digital interaction in 

digital games. That is, the elements enter the gameworld not as core traits, but as 

stereotypical traits characterizing specific groups or genres of digital games. 

 

In conclusion, it must be emphasized that between the writing of the MA thesis (2006) and 

now, significant and influential contributions to the cultivation of this former fallow field 

have occurred. First of all, ‘digital interface studies’ and ‘interface criticism’ have 

contributed to the field through exploring and (critically) investigating the digital interfaces 

of games and their significance in the interplay between gameplayer and gameworld. 

Within this area Christian Ulrik Andersen’s Det æstetiske interface: computerspillet i en 

interfacekultur og interfacet i computerspillet [The Aesthetic Interface – The computer 

game in an interface culture and the interface in the computer game] (Andersen, 2009) as 

well as the volume Interface Criticism – Aesthetics Beyond Buttons (Andersen & Pold, 

2011) are significant examples that have also had an impact on the comprehension of the 

digital interface within this thesis. Secondly, ‘material interface studies’ and ‘material-digital 

technicity’ have contributed to the field through exploring and investigating the material 

interfaces of games and their interrelationship to the digital interface and the onscreen 

gameworld. Within this area Jon Dovey and Helen W. Kennedy’s Game Cultures – 

Computer Games as New Media (Dovey & Kennedy, 2006) as well as Dominic Arsenault’s 

“Guitar Hero: ‘Not like playing guitar at all’?” (Arsenault, 2008) are noteworthy examples 
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that have also had an impact on the comprehension of the material interface within the 

thesis. Thirdly, ‘corporeal interface studies’ and ‘corporeal-material technicity’ have 

contributed to the field through exploring and investigating the corporeal relation to the 

material interfaces of games and the interrelationship between gameplayer and the material 

interface. Within this area Graeme Kirkpatrick’s “Controller, Hand, Screen: Aesthetic 

Form in the Computer Game” (Kirkpatrick, 2009) as well as Aesthetic theory and the 

video game (Kirkpatrick, 2011) are important examples that have also had an impact on 

the comprehension of the corporeal-material relation within the thesis.  

 

Finally, it is important to emphasize that the fallow field of games as presentation is not the 

only fallow field within game research on games that demands (greater) attention and 

acknowledgement. There are many other fields that are more or less cultivated, more or 

less golden and have more or less status as outcasts. However, new settlers are moving in 

and reclaiming fallow fields or beginning to farm established fields in new ways while 

established farmers move former peripheral fields to the center of the area and villeinages, 

forced to work under the lords of the principal farm break free and establish small 

household plots of their own.  

And then there are, of course, the prospective farmers, former villeinages or 

homeless and landless inhabitants who feel so misplaced, displaced, rootless that they leave 

the fields altogether. This goes for large segments of ‘games and interaction design,’ ‘games 

and experience design’ (e.g. Fogtmann, Fritsch, & Kortbek, 2008), ‘games and hardware,’ 

‘games and technology,’ ‘games and media archeology’ (e.g. Huhtamo & Parikka, 2011) 

and many more. And as will become clear in the following critical overview of the two 

other principal farms within the area; ‘game research on gameplayers’ and ‘game research 

on gameplay,’ these tendencies are also present within these fields of gold, as the corporeal-

locomotive dimensions of gameplayers and gameplay to a great extent also remain arid 

wastelands here. Below is a figure recapitulating the fields of gold and the potential fallow 

field within the farm of game research on games. 
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Questioning the fields of gold within the farm of 

gameplayer research 
The reflexivity and insight gained through the critical questioning of game research on 

games and the careful cultivation of the fallow field of games as presentation is transferred 

and applied to the questioning of game research on gameplayers. In this way, the reflexivity 

and insight developed through the writing up of the master thesis is refined and targeted at 

the ‘gameplayer farm’ and its preferred fields of gold through the preparation, writing up 

and presentation of the articles “The Body under the Mask: Unveiling the corporeal 

practice of gamers” (Nørgård, 2010) and “The corporeal-locomotive craftsman: Gaming in 

World of Warcraft” (Nørgård, 2011).  

 

Overall, the fields of gold within game research on gameplayers are as diverse as the fields 

of gold within game research on games, and the farmers seeding, cultivating, harvesting and 

refining the fields originate from very different parts of the scholarly world, such as 

psychology, aesthetics, social science, cognitive science, neuroscience, cultural studies, 

gender studies, media studies and literature studies, to name but a few. The ways the fields 

of gold are seeded, cultivated, harvested and refined by different farmers within the 

subarea’s principal farm can, at first, seem divergent, competing and even incompatible.  

Nonetheless, the farmers all unite in a shared interest in what could be labeled 

the ‘subject-oriented’ side of the overall area. The farmers of the fields find a common 

ground and come together at conferences such as Under the Mask: Perspectives on the 

Gamer. This is due to the fact that the researchers within the ‘gameplayer farm’ generally 

stay focused on ‘the anthropology of games’ (the nature and characteristics of gameplayers) 

while being somewhat indifferent to the ‘object-oriented’ (ontological) game side and the 

‘activity-oriented’ (phenomenological) gameplay side of the area. To caricature the 

‘gameplayer farm,’ games and gameplay are something the gameplayer just happens to be 

involved in while being a gameplayer. Hence, the farmers of the fields share the belief that 

it is the players of a game that hold the significance of gameplay activity and experience, 

and, thus, decide what the game ‘really is’ as it is the gameplayers that create the game; 

everything that goes on in a gameworld is caused by gameplayers. Accordingly, the subarea 

has sometimes been characterized as the rise of the player society, player community and 

player identity given that it is primarily the study of the gameplayer individual or the 

gameplayer collective that has the farmers’ interest. It is a subarea where researchers unite 

in posing the question ‘What is a gameplayer?’ but heavily disagree about the answer. 

Consequently, the ‘gameplayer farm’ can be said to comprise of roughly six fields of gold, 

each containing specific crops and each crop having its dedicated advocates and followers. 

 

The following propounded outline of the fields of gold within game research on 

gameplayers will be more indicative and less exhaustive than the above presentation of 

‘typical fields of gold cultivated by game researchers.’ Accordingly, the discovered fallow 

field of gameplayers as craftsmen will only be superficially touched upon here. This is due 

to the circumstance that gameplayers will be addressed and investigated more thoroughly in 

the following parts of the thesis, as they are a key issue and central focal point in the 

investigation of gameplay activity and experience. The emerged fallow field concerning 

gameplayers as craftsmen will, for instance, be thoroughly investigated in the following 

chapter “CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands.” 
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Field 1: Gameplayers as voyeurs 
Within this field, farmers approach the gameplayer as a kind of ‘interactive’ viewer, where 

the gameplayer is characterized by his/her processing and interpretation of the visual 

output from the onscreen gameworld.  Thus, the gameplayer is cultivated as someone that 

views, scans and decodes the gameworld’s spectacular representational-simulational surface 

– a spectating recipient who monitors the interface and the digital onscreen gameworld. In 

this way, the central and essential characteristics of gameplayers are their positions as 

observers of the screen’s visual output. Accordingly, the farmers assert that the gameplayer 

identify with his/her onscreen avatar, which the gameplayer regard as his/hers exteriorized 

or doubled body image. Or, as Bob Rehak puts it in “Playing at being: Psychoanalysis and 

the Avatar”:  

 

Spectatorship is clearly central to the form. As we play we watch ourselves play 

[…] Thus it is more accurate or at least more inclusive, to speak of the avatarial 

relation: a “structure of seeing” in which the subject, acting on its desire to see 

itself as other, pursues its reflection in the imaginary like a cat chasing its tail.  

(Rehak, 2003, pp. 118-119) 

 

In this way, the approach to the gameplayer becomes centered on structures of vision and 

visuality as the relation between gameplayer and game is framed through terms such as 

‘viewing one’s appearance,’ ‘scanning the screen image,’ ‘the gameworld as the recipient’s 

onscreen reflection’ and ‘the recipient gaze at the onscreen visual projection.’  As Miroslaw 

Filiciak puts it: “Since our actions are visible on a television or computer screen, it is where 

we actually act […] Today, the mirror is replaced with the screen” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 100). 

Through framing the gameplayer as a voyeuristic subject gameworlds become ‘a fetish; we 

desire it, not only do we want to watch the screen but also to ‘be seen’ on it” (Filiciak, 2003, 

p. 99). Coarsely put, this stance cultivates gameplayers as voyeurs obsessed with observing 

and monitoring their own onscreen mirror reflections. Accordingly, a gameplayer becomes 

a subject whose identity is constituted as an onscreen body image which he/she monitors 

and desire as a visual fetish. In this way, the gameplayer becomes an ‘exhibitionist’ who 

longs to be seen as avatar; an avatar which the gameplayer as ‘voyeur’ desires to see 

through. Constituted as a constellation of exhibitionistic and voyeuristic components, the 

gameplayer is constantly acting on his/her desire to be seen as and see through the 

“perfectly ‘reflective’ avatar, that is, one that resembles the player visually and (in the 

fashion of a real mirror) seems to gaze back on him or her”(Rehak, 2003, p. 10). 

 

Field 2: Gameplayers as thinkers 
This field cultivates the gameplayer as a cognitive entity that is characterized by being a 

reading, problem-solving and interpreting being. Consequently, the farmers encapsulate the 

gameplayer as an individual comprised of cognitive meaning-making or as a collective 

comprised of distributed cognition and cooperative learning. In this way, the gameplayer 

can in essence be defined by his/her ability to express literacy skills and cognitive 

competencies. Constance Steinkuehler & Sean Duncan are an apparent example of 

equating the gameplayer with an ‘interactive thinker.’ They assert that:  

 

Recent studies indicate that the intellectual activities that constitute successful 

gameplay are nontrivial, including the construction of new identities, collaborative 
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problem solving, literacy practices that exceed our national standards, systemic 

thinking, and, as one might expect, computer literacy. (Steinkuehler & Duncan, 

2008, p. 532) 

 

Summed up and boiled down, this stance cultivates the gameplayer as a transmitter of 

thinking who is obsessed with solving problems and expressing thinking skills in the digital 

gameworld. A gameplayer is thus a subject whose identity is constituted as an offscreen 

thinker who interprets and solves the gameworld’s cognitive challenges which the 

gameplayer as thinker then subsequently implements as thinking in the digital onscreen 

gameworld. In this way, the gameplayer is characterized as a dual-thinking subject – the 

offscreen thinker who deduces the gameworld’s cognitive problems and the onscreen 

thinking-tool who implements his/her thinking in the gameworld. Constituted as such a 

constellation of transferred and transmitted cognitive components, the gameplayer is 

constantly striving to transfer the gameworld’s posed problems and transmit the solutions 

to these problems through the avatar as thinking tool. Or, as James Paul Gee puts 

it: ”Good Game designers are practical theoreticians of learning, since what makes games 

deep is that players are exercising their learning muscles” (Gee, 2005, p. 5). 

 

Field 3: Gameplayers as communicators 
Within this field farmers cultivate the gameplayer as being a communicator who can be 

characterized by his/her conversing, texting/speaking or discursive practices, either directly 

with the game and/or with other gameplayers in the gameworld. Consequently, the 

gameplayer is framed and encapsulated as an individual defined by his/her ability to 

interpret the communicative, narrative and discursive impressions coming from the digital 

gameworld and/or other gameplayers and his/her own ability to construct communicative, 

narrative and discursive expressions to the digital gameworld and/or other gameplayers. In 

this way, the gameplayer can in essence be defined by his/her abilities to interpret and 

design communication, narration and discourses. An example with this field is  Bonnie A. 

Nardi, Stella Ly & Justin Harris’s article in which they investigate:  

 

The way players learn this complex game through chat conversations with peers. 

[…] Chat conversation is a key means of learning in World of Warcraft but not 

the only means. Players also make use of player-created content on the Internet 

in forums, FAQs, guides, and commentaries. (Nardi, Ly, & Harris, 2007, p. 1) 

 

Coarsely put, this stance cultivates gameplayers as narrating communicators obsessed with 

partaking in gameworld or gameplayer communication and discourse. In this way, a 

gameplayer becomes a subject whose identity is constituted as an offscreen communicator 

participating in the narrative, communicative and discursive structures inside as well as 

outside the gameworld (e.g. on discussion forums), and as an onscreen 

narrated/communicated subject constructed through the offscreen communicator’s 

discursive strategies. Hence, the gameplayer is cultivated as a doubled subject of 

communication – the offscreen communicator who deduces the narrative, communicative 

and discursive content of the gameworld and the other gameplayers’ told subjects, and the 

onscreen subject constructed through the offscreen communicator’s narrative, 

communicative and discursive practices. Constituted as a constellation of read, written, 

heard and spoken components and signs, the gameplayer is constantly acting on his/her 
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desire to read and interpret the gameworld’s communicated or discursive content and the 

other gameplayers’ communicated subjects and convey himself/herself as a communicated 

subject in the gameworld. Or, as Constance Steinkuehler frames it: “forms of video game 

play such as those entailed in MMOGs are not replacing literacy practices but rather are 

literacy activities” (Steinkuehler, 2007, p. 298). 

 

Field 4: Gameplayers as situated selves 
Within this field, farmers cultivate the gameplayer as primarily constituted of a compilation 

of identities or selves which he/she manage and negotiate in the gameworld. Thus the 

gameplayer is a social and cultural situated self/selves absorbed in managing, construing, 

and constructing his/her gameplayer identity.  Consequently, the farmers approach and 

frame the gameplayer as a self that is definable by the way he/she embody a certain gender, 

race, age, culture and class inside as well as outside the gameworld. The gameplayer is 

identified by the ways he/she reflect and construct these distinctive identity traits. The 

gameplayer can in essence be defined either as constructing, performing and managing 

his/her self/selves or as constructed, performed and managed self/selves. In short, either it 

is the gameplayer that is doing the constructing or else it is culture/society that is doing the 

constructing. Representative farmers within this field are Sherry Turkle who, when talking 

about MUD’s, states that ‘The Internet has become a significant social laboratory for 

experimenting with the constructions and reconstructions of self that characterize 

postmodern life, we self-fashion and self-create”(Turkle, 1997, p. 180), and T.L. Taylor 

who investigates “the exciting, daunting task of looking at how the online body (typically 

conceived of as a decidedly non-digital thing) is produced, constructed, and experienced.” 

(T. L. Taylor, 1999, p. 438). A more recent example can be found in Hilde G. 

Corneliussen’s article “World of Warcraft as a Playground for Feminism” (Corneliussen & 

Rettberg, 2008). Within this field the gameplayer is cultivated as culturally/socially 

constructed or as a constructing self immersed in self-representation or identity play in 

digital gameworlds that exist as cultural or social contexts in which the gameplayer becomes 

situated.  

 Summed up and boiled down, this stance cultivates gameplayers as enclosed within 

structures of self-performance, self-construction and self-multiplication. Hence, the 

gameplayer is best investigated and characterized through terms such as ‘masks,’ ‘multiple 

selves,’ ‘virtual identities,’ ‘self-projection,’ ‘self-awareness,’ ‘identity-experimentation’ and 

‘identity play.’ Accordingly, the gameplayer become structures of multiple situated selves 

obsessed with constructing and negotiating his/her own self-image and judging and 

deconstructing the self-images of other gameplayers. In this way, a gameplayer either 

becomes a subject whose identity is constructed by the culture or society in which the 

gameplayer as a constellation of selves is situated, or the gameplayer becomes a subject 

who constructs his/her onscreen constellation of selves within the gameworld’s digital 

culture or society in which these selves become situated. This entails that the gameplayer is 

cultivated as narcissistic subject absorbed with the performance and construction of his/her 

self/selves. That is, the gameplayer is characterized by the ways he/she negotiate facework, 

present his/her self/selves, manage to juggle identity and manipulate his/hers self-images as 

well as the way the gameplayer become configured by his/her culture, sociality, gender, 

race, class etc. Consequently, the gameplayer is constantly acting on his/her narcissistic 

desire to present, perform and be acknowledged as a successfully presented and performed 

self. Or, as Miroslaw Filiciak frames it in “Hyperidentities: Postmodern Identity Patterns in 
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Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games”: “The virtual identity thus becomes 

one of many ‘selves’ included in the user’s identity” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 92) and “people play 

games eagerly to be able to shift their identities” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 98). 

 

Field 5: Gameplayers as members 
Within this field, the gameplayer is framed as being inextricably social in nature given that 

he/she is cultivated and defined as a member of gameplayer communities. Here, the 

gameplayer is encapsulated as being absorbed by or being absorbed in structures of 

gameplay enculturation, in expressions and impressions of social rules, norms and values, 

as well as in the gameworld’s and gameplayer community’s overall allocation and 

deprivation of social and cultural capital. In this way, the gameplayer only have raison 

d’etre as a member belonging to internal or external communities, societies or cultures. 

The gameplayer figures as a member of a certain gameplayer group, guild, clan, 

community, society and/or culture that manifest itself through certain onscreen (and 

offscreen) structures in e.g. World of Warcraft raiding guilds, Tribes 2 clans, Starcraft II 

ladder communities, the overall Blizzard gameplayer society or the World of Warcraft role 

player culture. An example of approaching the gameplayer as primarily being a structure of 

memberships and affiliations is Mark Chen who claims that: “Ultimately, if the gamers I 

played with wanted to succeed in their endgame or stage two endeavors, the importance of 

social networks and social capital far outweighed game-content knowledge.” (Chen, 2009, 

unpaged) and continues by saying, that “Expertise development within WoW, then, is tied 

inextricably to a player’s ability to learn social skills.” (Chen, 2009, unpaged). Thus, this 

field of gold is characterized by its cultivation of the gameplayer as being a member or an 

outsider, a master or an apprentice, having status as a peripheral or a central member – 

provocatively put, the gameplayer only have relevance through the ways he/she is included 

in or excluded from specific communities and cultures. Entailing that, the gameplayer is an 

individual obsessed with becoming enculturated into a specific gameplayer culture or 

society in order to become an acknowledged legitimate member that has cultural or social 

capital and status within that specific culture. In this way, the gameplayer has the choice 

between becoming successfully enculturated into a gameplayer group or culture through 

being molded into an accepted identity as a member that fulfills the functions and roles that 

come with being a member of this certain group or culture. Or being rejected by the 

gameplayer group or community and thus being excluded from the gameworld. That is, the 

individual only count as a ‘real’ or an ‘acknowledged’ gameplayer when he/she has been 

successfully molded by the group or culture and the gameplayer has molded his/hers 

behavior and expressions in ways that fit the gameplayer culture. Or, as Constance 

Steinkuehler and Dimitri Williams put it in their seminal article “Where Everybody Knows 

Your (Screen) Name: Online Games as ‘Third Places’”:  

 

Despite differing theoretical and methodological vantage points, our conclusions 

are remarkably similar: By providing spaces for social interaction and relationships 

beyond the workplace and home, MMOs have the capacity to function as one 

form of a new ‘third place’ for informal sociability much like the pubs, coffee 

shops, and other hangouts of old. Moreover, participation in such virtual ‘third 

places’ appears particularly well suited to the formation of bridging social capital. 

(Steinkuehler & Williams, 2006, unpaged) 
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Field 6: Gameplayers as avatars 
The farmers of this last field of gold within the gameplayer farm approach and cultivate the 

gameplayer as being a digital entity embodied and living within the digital onscreen 

gameworld. The gameplayer is thus characterized by being immersed in the digital 

gameworld wherein he/she interacts, communicates, experiences and learns while being 

more or less cut off from the annoyance, humdrum and boredom of everyday offscreen 

life. Thus, the gameplayer is a digital self who is absorbed, immersed, engaged and present 

in the extraordinary digital gameworld. Consequently, the farmers approach and frame the 

gameplayer as a digital being or habitant that is definable by the way he/she is encapsulated 

by the digital gameworld and encapsulated in his/hers digital ‘doppelgänger.’ Thus, the 

gameplayer is immersed in digital gameworlds and leave corporeality and materiality 

behind as he/she engages in digital interaction with the game and/or other gameplayers. In 

this way, the gameplayer take on an identity as and is in effect equivalent to the digital 

avatar. In short, the gameplayer gets dragged into digital gameworlds by the digital pull 

exerted on him/her by the games being played, the gameplayer dive voluntary into digital 

gameworlds or the gameplayer escapes into digital gameworlds due to the pressure the 

surrounding troublesome world exerts on him/her. Either way, the digital gameworld is a 

retreat for the gameplayer where he/she can dwell as digital being. Or, as Miroslaw Filiciak 

characterizes the process of becoming a gameplayer: “The player loses his identity, 

projecting himself inward, becoming the “other,” and identifies with the character in the 

game. During the game, the player’s identity ends in disintegration, and the merger of 

user’s and character’s consciousness ensues” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 91). Other apt examples are 

Rachael Hutchinson who in “Performing the Self” proclaims that: “The player undergoes a 

process of identification, with the avatar becoming a projection or imagination of the self” 

(Hutchinson, 2007, p. 288) or Bob Rehak who in “Playing at Being: Psychoanalysis and the 

Avatar” simply states that: “We create avatars to leave our bodies behind” (Rehak, 2003, p. 

123). 

 Summed up and boiled down, the farmers of this field cultivate the gameplayer as 

enclosed within digital structures. This entails that the gameplayer is best investigated and 

characterized through notions of virtuality, digitality, cyborgization, cyberculture, digital 

inhabitants, immersion, virtual reality and suchlike. Within this stance the gameplayer is a 

digital structure obsessed with being immersed in ‘virtual worlds’ and escaping the troubles 

or demands of the ‘real world.’ Accordingly the gameplayer is treated as an escapist delving 

and living in fictional worlds detached from reality. In this way, the gameplayer is constantly 

acting upon his/her desire to escape the real world and take on fanciful and colorful 

existences in fictional worlds. The gameplayer becomes the avatar as he/she performs and 

constructs the avatar as an alternative self-image. Or, as Miroslaw Filiciak puts it: “When I 

play I am more my own avatar than the person sitting by the console/computer.” (Filiciak, 

2003, p. 92), and: “Since our actions are visible on a television or computer screen, it is 

here we actually act” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 100).  

 

A fallow field: Gameplayers as craftsmen 
In the following is a rudimentary outline of the fallow field that emerged through the 

mapping out and questioning of the fields of gold under cultivation within game research 

on gameplayers. Some of the views on gameplayers cultivated and propounded by central 

farmers within the gameplayer farm will, however, be more thoroughly treated in the 
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following chapters where the fallow field of gameplayers as craftsmen is seeded, cultivated, 

harvested and refined. 

 In contrast to the above description of the fields of gold within game research on 

gameplayers, which subordinate gameplayers to structures of voyeurism, cognition, 

linguistics, narcissism, enculturation or digital escapism, the approach to gameplayers 

cultivated within this fallow field frames gameplayers as craftsmen analogous to 

practitioners such as carpenters, potters, masons, tailors, saddlers or musicians. Following 

this, gameplayers are corporeal beings involved in a two-way corporeal-locomotive craft. 

On the one hand, gameplayers shape their gameplay activity and experience through 

corporeal locomotion and, on the other hand, gameworlds shape the gameplayers’ activity 

and experience through composing and choreographing the gameplayers’ corporeal-

locomotive interaction. 

 Consequently, gameplayers are connected to avatars through their corporeal-

locomotive engagement with them as well as through the avatars’ intimate connection to the 

gameplayers’ corporeal-locomotive expressiveness and experience. The interrelationship 

between gameplayer and avatar/gameworld does not primarily hinge on e.g. the gameworld 

as visual spectacle and the avatar as visual body image, or the gameworld as 

discursive/cultural space and the avatar as a culturally/discursively constructing/constructed 

gameplayer. Rather than framing the gameplayer as a corporeally detached, disengaged or 

extended relation to a gameworld/avatar, the gameplayer becomes gameplayer through 

his/her corporeal-locomotive engagement with and attachment to gameworlds/avatars. Or, 

in James Newman’s words: “Pleasures of videogame play are not primarily visual, but 

rather are kinaesthetic” (Newman, 2002, unpaged; emphasis in original). Consequently, the 

gameplayer-as-avatar is more like a unified body schema in action than a body image to be 

voyeuristically desired, socially constructed, linguistically communicated or digitally 

inhabited. Within this emerging field gameplayers are cultivated as principally corporeal-

locomotive beings engaged in enhancing their body schematic capabilities and acquiring 

new corporeal-digital possibilities through their locomotive involvement in onscreen-

offscreen gameworlds. Following this, gameworlds become artifacts to be crafted through 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay.  

Thus, gameplayers are organisms that are dynamically in the process of becoming, 

growing into and being shaped as a gameplaying body. Within this potential new field of 

gold, the obtainment of an identity as a gameplayer is cultivated as something emerging and 

attained through the gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive effort and involvement with a 

particular offscreen-onscreen gameworld. And, importantly, this new field within game 

research on gameplayers frames gameplayer-identity as something that cannot be 

meaningfully understood if detached from this corporeal-locomotive effort and 

engagement. The reason gameplayers invest themselves in their avatars is not so much 

because they represent their desired mirror image, identity mask, cultural status or escapist 

gateway, as it is because avatars are concrete and actual manifestations and expressions of 

the gameplayers’ body schematic competencies and corporeal-locomotive work. 

Consequently, the interrelationship between gameplayer and avatar/gameworld becomes a 

structure characterized by corporeal-locomotive first-person engagement, presence, 

interaction and perception. 

 Clearly, I am in no way propounding the view that gameplayers never construct 

alternative identities, desire their onscreen avatarian appearance or get excluded from a 

gameworld due to community issues. Rather, I am emphasizing the fact that even though 

gameplayers try out multiple identities or feast their eyes on spectacular onscreen 
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gameworlds, they do not become a multiplicity of digital selves or a detached onscreen 

avatarian existence. In the main, voyeurism, narcissism, linguistics, cognition, 

constructivism or escapism can never be the primary identity of a gameplayer. On the 

contrary, such gameplayer components can only exist as subordinate elements anchored in 

the corporeal reality of gameplayers and their corporeal-locomotive interaction with(in) 

offscreen-onscreen gameworlds. Therefore, it is never sufficient to approach gameplayers 

as structures of visuality, cognition, discourse, sociality, culture or digitality. Gameplayers 

first and foremost become gameplayers through using their bodies.  

 

In conclusion, it must be emphasized that there exists significant and influential 

contributions to the cultivation of this former fallow field. First of all, ‘player-avatar identity’ 

has contributed to the field through exploring and (critically) investigating the relationship 

between gameplayer and avatar and the significance of corporeal interaction for the 

identity-relation between gameplayer and avatar. Within this area James Newman’s “The 

Myth of the Ergodic Videogame: Same thoughts on player-character relationships in 

videogames” (Newman, 2002) as well as several papers from the 5th International 

interdisciplinary conference on Philosophy of Computer Games, 6-9 April 2011 which 

over-arching theme was ‘player identity’ are significant examples that have also had some 

impact on the comprehension of ‘player-avatar identity’ within this thesis. Secondly, 

‘gameplayer expertise’ and ‘gameplayer skill’ have contributed to the field through 

exploring and investigating expert and hardcore gameplayers and their relationship to the 

gameworld. Within this area T. L. Taylor’s article “Beyond Fun: Instrumental Play and 

Power Gamers” in Play Between Worlds – Exploring Online Game Culture (T. L. Taylor, 

2009) as well as Stuart Reeves, Barry Brown & Eric Laurier’s “Experts at Play: 

Understanding Skilled Expertise” (Reeves, Brown, & Laurier, 2009) are noteworthy 

examples that have also had some impact on the comprehension of expert gameplayers 

within this thesis. Thirdly, ‘gameplayer affect’ and ‘gameplayer expressivity’ have 

contributed to the field through exploring and investigating the affective and expressive 

relation between gameplayer and gameworld. Within this area Eugénie Shinkle’s “Feel It, 

Don’t Think: the Significance of Affect in the Study of Digital Games” (Shinkle, 2005) as 

well as Irene Chien’s “This is Not a Dance” (Chien, 2006) are important examples that 

have had an impact on the comprehension of the expressive gameplayer within this thesis. 

 

In order to be a gameplayer one must first of all engage the gameworld through structures 

of craftsmanship manifested as the gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive crafting of the 

gameplay activity and experience. It is this two-way crafting relation between the 

gameplayer as craftsman and the avatar/gameworld as craft that will be the focal point of 

the following section’s highlighting of a fallow field within the last principal farm of game 

research: game research on gameplay. On the next page is a figure recapitulating the fields 

of gold and the potential fallow field within the farm of game research on gameplayers. 
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Questioning the fields of gold within the farm of 

gameplay research 
The awareness and comprehension gained through the mapping out of the fields of gold 

within the two principal farms of ‘game research on games’ and ‘game research on 

gameplayers’ and, importantly, their marginalized fallow fields, are now transferred and 

applied to the mapping out of the fields within the last principal farm of the area; game 

research on gameplay. The prior investigations and questionings were developed to fit the 

‘gameplay farm’ through, among other things, the preparation, writing up and presentation 

of the articles “Stillborn Gamers? Writing a Birth Certificate for Corporeality and 

Locomotion in Game Research” (2010), and “The Joy of Doing: The Corporeal 

Connection in Player-Avatar Identity” (2011). 

 By and large, the fields of gold within game research on gameplay are as varied as 

the fields of gold within game research on games and gameplayers. Thus, the ways the 

fields are seeded, cultivated, harvested and refined by the different clusters of farmers 

within the subarea can, at first, seem complex, conflicting, competing or even incompatible 

but the farmers, however, all unite in a shared interest in what could be labeled the ‘action-

oriented’ side of the overall area. The farmers of the fields find a joint position and come 

together at conferences such as HCII (Human-Computer Interaction International) or the 

various conferences hosted by SIGCHI (Special Interest Group on Computer-Human 

Interaction). Researchers within this subarea generally stay focused on the ‘activity-oriented’ 

or ‘(inter)action-oriented’ side of the area (the nature, structure and phenomenology of 

gameplay) while being somewhat indifferent to the ‘object-oriented’ (ontological) game side 

and the ‘subject-oriented’ (anthropological) gameplayer side of the area. To caricature the 

‘gameplay farm,’ games and gameplayers only come into existence, obtain relevance and 

achieve significance when they come together in the gameplay activity and experience. 

Hence, the farmers of the fields have the conviction that it is the gameplay that contains the 

activity and experience of games and gameplayers, and, thus, decide what games and 

gameplayers ‘do’ as it is the concrete manifestation and expression of the interrelationship 

between games and gameplayers; everything that goes on in the offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld and everything that gameplayers as corporeal-digital gameplayers are is created 

because of the gameplay activity and experience. Accordingly, the subarea has sometimes 

been characterized as the rise of gameplay design, phenomenology and interaction given 

that it is primarily the study of the nature and structure of the gameplay activity or the 

gameplay experience that holds the farmers’ interest. It is a subarea where researchers 

unite in posing the question ‘What is the gameplay activity/experience?’ but heavily 

disagree about the answer. Consequently, the ‘gameplay farm’ can be said to comprise of 

roughly five cultivated fields of gold, each containing specific crops and each crop having its 

dedicated advocates and followers, cultivating and refining the crop using specific 

techniques. 

 

The following outline of the fields of gold within game research on gameplay will be even 

sketchier and less thorough than the above presentations of research on games and 

gameplayers. Importantly, the discovered fallow field of gameplay as corporeal locomotion 

will only be superficially touched upon here. This is due to the fact that research on the 

gameplay activity and experience is the principal subject of the research quest’s 

investigation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. 
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Field 1: Gameplay as digital transportation 
According to the farmers of this first field of gold, gameplay is an activity that takes place in 

a digital gameworld and is performed by digital inhabitants. In this way, gameplay is an 

activity functioning as a transportation of a gameplayer into digitality and/or into a digital 

form (avatar). In gameplay the gameplayer gains the ability to interact digitally within a 

digital sphere (onscreen gameworld). Within this field the gameplayer’s activity is 

approached as a digital activity that transports the gameplayer to visual, narrative, 

simulational or representational digital worlds. This ability to transport the gameplayer into 

digital existence can take on a variety of forms; gameplay can be the projection of the 

gameplayer’s corporeal body into a digital body (avatarian embodiment); the 

transformation of the gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive interaction to corporeally 

detached digital interaction (avatarian interaction); or the transmission of the gameplayer’s 

intentionality/thinking into digitality (digitally embodied cognition). Thus, gameplay is 

cultivated as something that enables gameplayers to act, perform, immerse themselves or 

live in a corporeally detached digital world – the main argument is that when a gameplayer 

plays he/she is not primarily playing in front of a screen with the hands on material input 

devices, but, rather, ‘inside’ the screen in fantastic free-floating gameworlds wherein the 

gameplayer is able to perform spectacular actions and glorious deeds. Or, as Miroslaw 

Filiciak puts it: “Since our actions are visible on a television or computer screen, it is where 

we actually act” (Filiciak, 2003, p. 100). 

 

Field 2: Gameplay as dramaturgic performance 
Within this field of gold, gameplay is cultivated as an activity that takes place in a fictional 

(game)world as something enacted by dramaturgical characters. Hence, gameplay is an 

activity carried out as a dramaturgic performance by a gameplayer that (dramaturgically) 

identifies with a narrative gameworld and/or its fictional inhabitants which the gameplayer 

(as actor) acts as and acts through – in this way, the gameplayer gameplay as a fictional 

character within a dramaturgical sphere. Accordingly, gameplay is a structure of dramaturgy  

where the gameplayer is immersed in a fictional universe wherein he/she takes on a 

fictional mask in the form of an avatar and (game)plays a role in the dramaturgically 

designed gameworld. This ability to immerse gameplayers in dramaturgic performance can 

manifest itself in different but related ways; gameplay can be the transformation of 

gameplayers to (interactive) storytellers, protagonists or actors; gameplay can be the 

immersion of gameplayers in represented characters, dramaturgic masks or fictional 

identities; gameplay can be the gameplayer’s performance or enactment of cyberdramas, 

dramaturgical structures or staged fiction. The main argument is that when the gameplayer 

play he/she do not play in front of a screen with the hands on material input devices, but 

‘on’ a digital stage in a staged gameworld wherein the gameplayer is able to put on a digital 

mask and perform, play-act or role-play a role. Or, in Brenda Laurel’s seminal words: 

“People who are participating in the representation aren’t audience members anymore. It’s 

not that the audience joins the actors on the stage, it’s that they become actors” (Laurel, 

1993, p. 17, emphasis in original). A newer adaptation of this stance is found in Kjetil 

Sandvik’s “In and out of Character: Complex Role-play and Dramaturgy in an online 

World” where he states that: “The participant plays roles, that is: fictitious 

characters”(Sandvik, 2006, p. 15). 
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Field 3: Gameplay as cognitive transmission and transference 
Within this third field, farmers cultivate gameplay as the dual transference of, on the one 

hand, the game designers’ cognitive models to the gameplayer and, on the other hand, the 

transmission of the gameplayer’s cognition to the digital gameworld. Thus, gameplay 

basically functions as a pipeline between gameplayer and digital gameworld through which 

cognition flows. This ability to transmit the gameplayer’s cognition can take on different 

forms; gameplay can be the transmission of the gameplayer’s systemic thinking, problem 

solving or scientific reasoning to the digital model or puzzle world; the transmission of 

rational/efficient goal-oriented behavior to the digital sphere and its specific casual relations 

and means-ends relations; the transmission of cognitive intentionality/ideas unfolded as 

digital actions. What this cultivation of gameplay promotes is gameplay as ‘a cause and 

effect model’ (T. L. Taylor, 2009) or as ‘intentionality in action’ (Gregersen & Grodal, 

2009). This ‘pipeline’ approach to gameplay denotes that the essence of gameplay is to 

reflect the gameplayer’s systemic thinking and insight into the most efficient pathways 

through the game’s system and its underlying game mechanics. Accordingly, the 

gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive interaction with the material input devices is something 

controlled and caused by the gameplayer’s cognitive intentionality. Thus, corporeal-

locomotive interaction is contained in the gameplay activity and experience as purely 

instrumental actions transmitting intentionality to the digital sphere where cognition is 

unfolded as digital actions – the main argument is that the gameplayer issues intentional 

cognitive commands to his/her corporeal body that then carries out instrumental actions in 

order to run cognitive intentions through the corporeal pipeline and into the digital 

gameworld. In this way, the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay is nothing in 

itself; it is a vessel commanded by cognition. Offscreen corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

functions solely as a transmission cable between a source domain (intentionality/cognition) 

and a target domain (digital interaction/gameworld). A prominent cultivator of gameplay as 

cognitive transmission and transference is James Paul Gee who defines gameplay as a 

relation of gameplayer-gameworld cognition: “This dual nature of game characters – that 

they are [cognitive] projects the player has been handed and beings into which the players 

project their desires, intentions, and goals – is why I refer to them as projective beings.” 

(Gee, 2008, p. 260). Gameplay is cultivated as something that enables the gameplayer to 

think, carry out his/hers intentions, thoughts or digital cognitively-modeled goals in the 

digital gameworld – when the gameplayer plays he/she does not play in front of screens 

involved in meaningful corporeal-locomotion with material input devices, but ‘in the minds 

and through  thinking/intentionality.’ Here, gameplay is the expression of cognition as it 

flows through the gameplayer’s commanded corporeal cable-body to the avatar functioning 

as his/her cognitive tool through which the gameplayer’s thinking becomes digitally 

manifested as systemic thinking or problem solving in the digital model-based gameworld. 

 

Field 4: Gameplay as cyborgian extension 
Here, gameplay is framed and cultivated as something taking place ‘at the tip of the tool’ 

given that gameplay activity and experience ‘extends’ the gameplayer into the digital 

gameworld. Through gameplay the gameplayer’s body is ‘stretched’ through the material 

input devices into a cyborgian body. As the gameplayer is extended to the digital sphere 

through gameplay he/she then uses the avatar as a digital prosthesis, vehicle, puppet or 

body double, to use some terms that have been used when the farmers of this field have 

described the process. Gameplay is thus a process of prosthetically prolonging or stretching 
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the gameplayer into an avatar (serving the role as prosthetic limb) or a digital gameworld. 

Gameplay functioning as cyborgian extension can either be framed as a gameplayer taking 

on the role of a puppeteer in order to prosthetically gameplay the avatar through ‘pulling its 

strings’ or as a gameplayer taking on the role of a driver in order to prosthetically gameplay 

the avatar through ‘steering it as vehicle.’ Accordingly, gameplay either becomes an act of 

cyborgian puppeteering or cyborgian inhabitation. Or, as Donna Haraway frames the 

cyborgian existence in her influential “A Cyborg Manifesto”:  

 

We find ourselves to be cyborgs, hybrids, mosaics, chimeras […] There is no 

fundamental, ontological separation in our formal knowledge of machine and 

organism, of technical and organic […]Why should our bodies end at the skin, or 

include at best other beings encapsulated by skin? […] machines can be 

prosthetic devices, intimate components, friendly selves. We don't need organic 

holism (Haraway, 1991, pp. 177-178) 

 

So, within this field the gameplay activity and experience is approached and cultivated as a 

cyborgian envelopment of the gameplayer in technology, a centrifugal stretching of the 

gameplayer into technology or a prosthetic assimilation of the gameplayer into technology. 

Thus, the gameplayer is always on the verge of losing corporeal existence, of ‘melting’ away 

into digital technologies and becoming irreversibly immersed and embodied there as a 

digital existence – which is not something to be lamented, but to be embraced. The 

gameplay activity and experience is cultivated as something revolving around the 

gameplayer’s corporeality becoming technology where gameplay breeds ‘prosthetic vision,’ 

‘surrogate bodies,’ ‘prosthetic re-embodiment,’ ‘prosthetic avatar bodies,’ ‘prosthetic 

instruments’ and ‘puppets’ to harvest some of the central terms applied by farmers within 

the field. The main argument is that, in gameplay, the gameplayer is not a holistic organic 

being involved in corporeal locomotion in front of screens – quite the contrary. Gameplay 

is cultivated as the assimilation of corporeality into technology through stretching, 

immersing and enveloping gameplayers in(to) technology. This is achieved by the inherent 

exertion of a cyborgian, prosthetic, centrifugal force within gameplay activity and 

experience. Or, as Martti Lahti frame it in “As we become Machines: Corporealized 

Pleasures in Video Games”: “Games commodify our cyborg desires, our will to merge with 

and become technology […] our bodies have to develop a sort of prosthetic memory if we 

(our avatars) are to survive as we melt into electronic worlds” (Lahti, 2003, p. 166). 

 

Field 5: Gameplay as perceptual differentiation 
The farmers within this last field are rather limited in numbers but, importantly, not in 

significance. Within this field gameplay is cultivated as the offscreen gameplayer’s active 

and direct perception of the onscreen gameworld. Hence, gameplay is a perceptual 

exploratory activity structured around the gameplayer’s active perceptual discrimination 

and differentiation in the gameworld in the effort to pick up the gameworld’s perceptual 

affordances. The gameplayer learns to gameplay through becoming perceptually attuned to 

the gameworld’s digital environment. This approach places itself in opposition to the 

cognitivist approach to gameplay as transportation and transference where gameplay 

revolves around the gameplayer’s enrichment of mental schemata. Instead gameplay is 

claimed to function as a perceptual gateway between gameplayer and gameworld through 

which gameplay flows. Importantly, perceivable output and corporeal input are ranked 
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according to their relevance in that: “Perception guides action; action makes information 

available for perception” (Gibson & Pick, 2003, p. 21). This entails that action – or 

corporeal locomotion – serves to make information available for perception and is 

controlled (or guided) by perception. So even though perception and action cannot be 

separated there exists a strict hierarchy amongst them. What this cultivation of gameplay 

promotes then is the offscreen gameplayer’s active and direct perceptual engagement and 

involvement with the gameworld through his/her perceptual field. In this way, the 

gameplayer’s gameplay evolves as the gameplayer learns to make finer and finer perceptual 

distinctions in the gameworld’s environment, and fine-tune his/her perception towards the 

developing ‘professional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994). Consequently, to gameplay competently 

is to perceive onscreen capabilities and affordances that the unskilled gameplayer is not 

able to – the main argument is that when the gameplayer gameplays he/she is playing in 

front of a screen with hands on material input devices as the gameplayer is engrossed in 

picking up the gameworld’s perceptual affordances through perceptually exploring and 

making distinctions in the gameworld’s output. Or, as Jonas Linderoth and Ulrika 

Bennerstedt frame gameplay in “This is not a door: An ecological approach to computer 

games”:  

 

In accordance to an ecological perspective they become fine-tuned to 

discriminate among different visual variations between game characters. […]This 

is a process of discrimination where the gamer learns to make more and more 

complex distinctions in his/her perceptual field. The gamer’s perception is 

shaped through the gaming practice so she/he develops a form of professional 

vision. […] To become a skilled player is therefore a process where the gamer 

develops a more and more fine-tuned perception (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 

2007, pp. 606-608) 

 

A fallow field: Gameplay as corporeal locomotion 
In the following is a short provisional sketch of the fallow field that emerged through the 

above mapping out of the fields of gold under cultivation within game research on 

gameplay. These fields will, however, be more exhaustively addressed in the chapters to 

come where the field of ‘gameplay as corporeal locomotion’ is seeded, cultivated and 

refined. Accordingly, the following introduction will primarily function as a 

contextualization of ‘gameplay as corporeal locomotion’ within the principal farm of game 

research on gameplay. 

 Rather than framing gameplay as a process of digital transportation, dramaturgic 

performance, cognitive transmission/transference, prosthetic extension/cyborgian 

embodiment or perceptual differentiation, the approach to gameplay put under cultivation 

within this emerging fallow field frames gameplay as ‘performance of a corporeal-

locomotive craft’ equivalent to the performance of other crafts such as martial arts, 

gardening, dancing or playing music. In this way, gameplay is an activity revolving around 

the fusion, integration and amalgamating of the gameplayer’s perceptual exploration and 

corporeal-locomotive expression. Gameplay is the flowing of and absorption in corporeal 

locomotion. It is the coalescing of sensing and moving into gameplay experience. It is the 

gameworld’s ability to create presence through movement in the gameplayer’s perception 

and the gameplayer’s ability to feel present through waves of locomotion in the gameworld. 

It is the gameplayer’s ability to create and enrich his/her activity through experimenting 
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with, being absorbed in, handling and exploring a craft and thereby experiencing him-

/herself as a rhythmic knowledgeable gameplay body. Hence, gameplay is the process of 

(kin)aesthetically growing into a specific gameplay body molded by a specific onscreen-

offscreen gameworld. It is the interplay and synchronicity of corporeal perception and 

corporeal locomotion where gameplay is formed and kept as knowledge in the hands and 

bodies of gameplayers. Consequently, gameplay cannot be understood or formulated cut 

off from this corporeal-locomotive gameplaying effort of gameplayers, where gameplayers 

grasp the gameworld as corporeal beings and express themselves in the gameworld through 

locomotion.  

 

Consequently, this field abandons the cultivation of gameplay through notions of 

transmission, transference and transportation as the field asserts that the spirit of gameplay 

activities and experiences is found within the corporeality of the gameplayer.  This further 

entails that the field encompasses a movement away from regarding the corporeality-

materiality-digitality relation of gameplay as a case of extending the gameplayer to the ‘tip of 

the tool’ and towards regarding the corporeality-materiality-digitality relation of gameplay as 

a case of incorporating gameplay into the gameplayer’s ‘body schema’ – it is a change in 

direction from centrifugal elongation of corporeality into digitality to centripetal contraction 

of digitality into corporeality. In this way, gameplay becomes a close-knit and cross-

fertilizing interrelationship between a corporeal-digital gameplayer and a offscreen-

onscreen gameworld. Corporeal-locomotive gameplay thus merges or interfaces two 

perspectives that previously have been kept separated; the perspective of the body in 

movement in the digital sphere is merged with the perspective of the locomotive body in 

the corporeal sphere. It is an approach to gameplay that cultivates corporeal locomotion as 

the normal way for gameplayers to relate to gameworlds.  

Gameplay is perceptual-locomotive interdependence and digital-corporeal 

incorporation, circumstances that causes the gameplayer to be corporeally and directly 

present, engaged and absorbed in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. The gameplayer 

often play games as much for their corporeal locomotive rapture and rhythms as for the 

instrumental pursuit and achievement of goals. Thus, while all of the above fields of gold 

have validity and relevance, they all remain dependent on corporeal locomotion as the 

foundation of the gameplay activity.  

 

Through this emerging fallow field’s highlighting of the relevance and significance of the 

role of corporeal locomotion in gameplay activity and experience it becomes possible to 

address some of the issues voiced by a range of farmers coming from different fields. 

Hence, the fallow field’s focus on the ‘corpo-reality’ of gameplay is sensitive to the caution 

against ‘gameplay as digital transportation’ that Nick Taylor raises in “Periscopic Play: Re-

positioning “the field” in MMO studies”:   

 

By focusing almost exclusively on the actions and utterances of characters, as 

these strategies do, current MMO research largely forgoes any rigorous 

exploration of the lived realities of those involved with and/or implicated in 

MMO play, in favor of accounts of what life is like ‘inside’ these virtual 

gameworlds. (N. Taylor, 2008, unpaged) 

 

Likewise, the field is observant towards the uncharted field that Tarja Susi and Jana 

Rambusch point toward in “Situated play – Just a Temporary Blip?”: “Researchers have 
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also considered, e.g. different kinds of input devices in games, but their use as tools, seems 

to be as transparent to researchers as it is to the players using them.” (Susi & Rambusch, 

2007, p. 733). Furthermore, the emerging field directly addresses the call for corporeal-

locomotive research in fine motor computer games that Bryan G. Behrenshausen puts 

forward in the very beginning of his investigation of the gross motor computer game Dance 

Dance Revolution in “Towards a (Kin)Aesthetic of Video Gaming: The Case of Dance 

Dance Revolution”: “Against the hegemony of ocularcentrism currently pervading video 

game theory, the author situates the practice of video gaming for further inquiry by 

performance studies to account for it as a wholly embodied phenomenon.” 

(Behrenshausen, 2007, p. 335). Finally, the thesis takes explicitly note of Henrik Smed 

Nielsen’s amalgamation of ‘the physical’ and ‘the lived experience’ into ‘the bodily’ in “The 

Computer Game as a Somatic Experience” wherein he states that “Playing computer 

games is, in some cases, less physical than other activities, but, it is by no means less bodily. 

To insist that running, for example, is more bodily than playing computer games reduces 

the body to its physical movement.” (Nielsen, 2010, p. 25). All of the above referenced 

works have had an impact on the thesis comprehension of gameplay as corporeal 

locomotion. Below is a figure recapitulating the fields of gold and the potential fallow field 

within the farm of game research on gameplay. 
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Assembling of uncovered fallow fields into a new field of 

gold 
The above articulation of the principal farms of games, gameplayers and gameplay within 

the area of game research as well as the farmers’ preferred fields of gold led to the 

emergence of three interrelated fallow fields, one within each area. These three fallow 

fields share important characteristics and traits that enable a consolidation of them into a 

unified ‘potential new field of gold’ – the corporeal-locomotive dimension in the gameplay 

activity and experience. As will hopefully be clear from the remaining parts of this thesis, 

this unified field of gold both incorporates important notions from as well as contributes 

with important insights to all of the above outlined subareas within game research. 

However, this does not entail the three discovered fallow fields are indistinguishable or 

inseparable at the outset. Quite the contrary: 

 

1. The first fallow field which encompassed ‘games as presentation’ denoted the 

cultivation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension with techniques, tools, methods, 

theories, and so on, which all originate from the object-oriented side of the area. 

Here it is, among other things, the game’s designed terrain of the gameplayer’s 

corporeal locomotion (the game’s spatial corporeal-locomotive composition), the 

game’s  designed rhythm of the gameplayer’s corporeal locomotion (the game’s 

temporal corporeal-locomotive choreography), and the game’s established 

interrelationship between output and input that are key areas when investigating 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension.   

2. The second fallow field which encompassed ‘gameplayers as craftsmen’ denoted 

the cultivation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension with techniques, tools, 

methods, theories, and so on, which all originate from the subject-oriented side of 

the area. Here it is, among other things, the gameplayer’s learning of a specific 

corporeal-locomotive activity, the gameplayer’s shaping of his/her gameplay activity 

and experience and the gameplayer’s development of a gameplay corporeality that 

are key areas when investigating the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

3. The third fallow field which encompassed ‘gameplay as corporeal locomotion’ 

denoted the cultivation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension with techniques, 

tools, methods, theories, and so on, which all originate from the activity-oriented 

side of the area. Here it is, among other things, gameplay as an activity that 

intertwines gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld, gameplay as an experience that fuses corporeality and 

digitality, perception and locomotion, the onscreen and offscreen and gameplay as 

the corporeal-locomotive creation of gameworld activities and experiences that are 

key areas when investigating the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

Taken together, these three emerged fallow fields can be assembled and fused into a new 

unified field of gold – the corporeal-locomotive dimension in the gameplay activity and 

experience: 
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Furthermore, it is important to underline the fact that even though the three fallow fields 

incorporate notions from various established fields of gold, the emerging new field of gold 

is clearly demarcated from the traditional fields of gold cultivated by the key farmers of the 

area. The new field of gold is demarcated from the surrounding fields of gold (at least) 

along four axes: 

 

1. The first demarcation concerns the corporeal-locomotive dimension’s detachment 

of digital games from traditional media and object forms as well as their modalities. 

The demarcation is carried out due to the view that it is impossible to subordinate 

digital games under or make them conform to traditional media forms and 

modalities such as text, simulation, rule systems, narration, visuality, 

representation, arbitrary representation or simulation. 

2. The second demarcation concerns the corporeal-locomotive dimension’s 

detachment of gameplayers from traditional recipient and subject positions as well 

as their modalities.  The demarcation is carried out due to the view that it is 

impossible to subordinate gameplayers under or make them conform to traditional 

media positions such as viewers, spectators, thinkers, listeners or readers, or 

modalities such as viewing, thinking, reading, writing or hearing. 

3. The third demarcation concerns the corporeal-locomotive dimension’s 

detachment of gameplay from traditional media activities. The demarcation is 

carried out due to the view that it is impossible to subordinate gameplay under or 

make it conform to activities such as mimetic immersion, digital transportation, 

fictional make-believe, dramaturgic pretense, performance and role play, cognitive 

transmission and transference, digital extension, cyborgian embodiment or 

perceptual differentiation.  

4. The fourth demarcation concerns the corporeal-locomotive dimension’s 

detachment of gameplay activity and experience from self-performance and socio-

cultural relations. The demarcation is carried out due to the view that it is 

impossible to subordinate the gameplay practice under or make it conform to 

traditional notions of practice such as presentation of self, face-work, construction 

of self, identity construction and performance, social and cultural performance, 

discourse, social structures, habitus, the gameplayer as constructing culture and 

sociality or sociality and culture as constructing the gameplayer. 
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Taken together, these four demarcations can be assembled into the figure below: 

 

 

 
 

Summing up, the new emerged field of the corporeal-locomotive dimension is not as much 

a refinement of one or more existing fields within the area as it is an attempt to extend the 

area of game research through salvaging new soil with deliberate demarcations and delicate 

methodological-theoretical development and cultivation. Consequently, the thesis can be 

read as an advocacy of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience as something worth studying in its own right. Accordingly, central concerns in 

the following chapters will be: How does one methodologically and theoretically approach, 

describe, analyze and build a framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension that 

adequately and insightfully conveys its inherent complexities as well as autonomic 

relevance, significance and value? And how does one approach, describe, analyze and 

conceptualize corporeal locomotion in such a way that its manifold relations, 

interdependencies and intimacies with other aspects of gameplay activity and experience 

are preserved? It is principal concerns such as these that are in focus when trying to 

develop a workable framework for and a fair acknowledgement of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension out of the intricate and messy patchwork that is gameplay activity 

and experience. 

 However, even though the descriptions, analyses and interpretations, as well as the 

grounded/remixed methodological-theoretical frameworks developed and presented 

throughout the following chapters, all have specific relevance for and specifically focus on 

‘the corporeal-locomotive dimension of gameplay activity and experience,’ it does not 

entail that they have no general relevance for or significant impact on the overall field of 

game research. Nor does it entail that the overall field of game research does not have any 

general relevance or significant impact on the corporeal locomotive dimension – quite the 

contrary. Any field coming under specialized cultivation for the first time needs both 
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delicate and dedicated self-reliant attention as well as informed and wide-ranging 

contextualization. Accordingly, research into the corporeal-locomotive dimension is 

approached as both an autonomous dimension as well as a dimension amongst other, 

equally valuable, dimensions in gameplay activity and experience such as gameplayer 

communities, gameworld design or gameplay communication. 
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Fig. 3 – The path of tracking tendencies 

 
Fig. 4 – The path of following method 

 
Fig. 5 – The path of grounding 

and remixing theory and data 

 

The present chapter’s first steps on the research quest for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension through questioning research within the area of game research, are the first 

steps along a winding path in an intricate path system. This chapter constitutes thus the first 

pathway in the path system this thesis must find its way in if the research quest is to be a 

successful one. It is a path system of intertwined and interdependent pathways that if 

navigated correctly constitute fertile soil from which a well-grounded methodological-

theoretical framework for and an appropriate appreciation of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension can grow and flourish.  

The path taken through the path system is chosen through the selection of certain 

routes and the de-selection of others. A path taken in research is always a determining 

factor in relation to what can be seen and what remains invisible to the deployed scholarly 

line of vision. Consequently, the chosen path encompasses the present chapter’s discovery 

of potential new fields of gold (the path of tracking tendencies) as well as the following 

chapters reclaiming (the path of following method) and cultivation (the path of grounding 

and remixing theory and data) of this new field of gold. These three paths of the thesis are 

explicated below. 

 

The path of tracking tendencies 
This path materialized within the chapter ”OVERTURE: research quest & research 

questioning” through the mapping out of traditional fields of gold within the area of game 

research. Through questing, charting and questioning in the area of game research three 

principal farm communities materialized, each with its own fields of gold, farming 

traditions, favored game, gameplay or gameplayer seeding and own preferred techniques of 

cultivation. By tracking down and questioning the sanctioned beliefs and habitual farming 

methods and theories of each farm community, the singling out and identification of a 

neglected fallow field within each of the cultivated subareas was facilitated. These three 

discovered fallow fields were then fused into a single united field of gold – the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. A field that will be the subject 

of the remaining parts of the research quest as this dimension is explored and cultivated. 
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The path of following method 
The next pathway will materialize in the chapter “METHODOLOGY: theory behind method & 

method behind theory” as a development of a methodological framework capable of 

grasping, analyzing and understanding the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

activity and experience. The developed methodological framework will then be 

implemented and followed in the remaining chapters analyses of corporeal-locomotive 

gameplay. The path of following method emerged through questing for, adopting and 

adapting promising methods from the fields of ‘qualitative research methods’ (e.g. 

Hennink, Bailey, & Hutter, 2011), ‘grounded theory method’ (e.g. Bryant & Charmaz, 

2010), and ‘remix methods’ (e.g. Markham, 2012). By running in such methodological 

fields of gold and by harvesting and bringing home the most auspicious and rewarding 

crops, a pathway slowly emerged – the path of following method in the investigation of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

The path of grounding and remixing theory and data 
This path is well-trodden by numerous hunts, near and far, for, on the one hand, the right 

(re)mix of theories, notions and ideas suitable for grasping, illuminating and refining the 

data coming from the quest into the corporeal-locomotive dimension and for, on the other 

hand, the right (re)mix of data forms, modes and compositions suitable for grounding and 

developing the theoretical framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension. This path 

gradually emerged and manifested itself as the investigation was carried out through 

continuous re-runs of empirically or theoretically suggested pathways, as empirical and 

theoretical concepts, categories and codes slowly emerged through the iterative process of 

grounding and remixing, grounding and remixing. These various empirically grounded 

remix analyses are collected under different category headings that on their side are 

synthesized into different chapters dealing with different aspects of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension. These chapters are: “CRAFTING: the play of crafting hands & the 

craft of playing hands” that is concerned with the gameplayer’s ‘handiwork’; “CORPO-REAL 

RE-MEMBERINGS: corporeal conceptions & conceiving the corporeal” that is concerned with 

the different features of the gameplayer’s gameplay corporeality and; “PERCEPTUAL 

LOCOMOTION: seeing to move & moving to see,” that is concerned with the interrelationship 

between the gameplayer’s gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion.  Finally, these 

grounding and remixing chapters result in the presentation of the developed grounded 

conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in the concluding chapter 

“PRESENTING: coming out of the research quest & research quest outcome.” 

  

The above outline of the thesis’s overall composition and chapter titles also reflects the 

general double-faced view on gameplay activity and experience. That is, gameplay is 

characterized by being an activity and experience wherein digitality is merged with 

corporeality, perception with locomotion, the onscreen with the offscreen, output with 

input, gameworld with gameplayer and the other way around, and the other way around. 

The following chapter “CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands” 

presents the first step in the exploration of these amalgamations through metaphorically 

remixing Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (2008) with gameplay data. The chapter is thus 

the first of the thesis’s empirically grounded remix analyses. The grounded remix is carried 

out in order to account for the first concept that emerged during the research’s empirical 
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(field)quest for the significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity 

and experience – the concept of ‘craftsmanship.’  

 

So, to sum up, by remixing the introductory lyrics from “Perennial Quest” quoted on the 

chapter’s front page: This research quest began with curiosity about the gameplayer’s hands 

and evolved into soul-felt questions regarding the significance of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience. On the stony fields of game research this 

quester walks and chooses to make a path. Sometimes never knowing and thus being led 

by empirical findings. At other times knowing too much and thus being blinded by 

sanctioned truths. Now this quester invites you to join in on this perennial quest for the 

significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension. A quest that reaches into the dark of 

unknown territories and retrieves light through careful investigation. 
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Let’s get physical, physical 

I want to get physical 

 

Let’s get into physical 

Let me hear your body talk, 

Your body talk  

 
Let me hear your body talk 

Let’s get physical, physical 

I want to get physical 

Let’s get into physical 

 

 

(Lyrics from ‘Physical’ as performed by Olivia Newton-John) 
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The following analyses, when taken together, are a presentation of the first grounded 

concept to emerge from the fieldwork analysis along with a string of subordinate grounded 

categories and codes (see “Overview of the chapter” at the end of this chapter for an 

overview). These analyses were performed in order to attain some indications and pointers 

to, on the one hand, which methodological frameworks and tools are needed in order to 

carry out the research quest and, on the other hand, which conceptual aspects of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension it will be necessary to develop and refine through 

theoretical tools and frameworks in order to fulfill the quest through developing an 

adequate comprehension of and conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience. 

The analyses at hand all concern the concept of doing something more or less 

skillful with our hands. The notion I have found to most aptly describe what I was seeing 

when I was initially observing and experiencing these hands in gameplay is the notion of 

‘craftsmanship.’ One way to get a vocabulary that enabled me to get a first grip on these 

skillful crafting hands was through adopting Richard Sennett’s exemplary presentation of 

his theory of craftsmanship in The Craftsman (2008). This chapter honors Richard 

Sennett’s masterful work on craft through adopting it as remix
1

 throughout the chapter. In 

this way, each section of the chapter is a ‘theoretical remix’ of one or two chapters from 

Sennett’s work. Importantly, Sennett’s theory on craftsmanship has enabled the research 

quest to perform a crucial shift in the view on repetition and handcraft by convincingly 

guiding the perspective away from the mechanical, subduing, trivial and meaningless 

towards the creative, expressive, profound and meaningful. Accordingly, The Craftsman 

can in a comprehensive sense also be read as introductory manifesto for the corporeal-

locomotive gameplayer that energetically and expressively uses his/her hands to craft 

his/her gameplay activity and experience, as the gameplayer is, from day to day and for 

hours on end, deeply engaged in playing the same game over and over again. In this way, 

gameplayers and craftsmen alike can be seen as declaring: “We have trained our hands in 

repetition; we are alert rather than bored because we have developed the skill of 

anticipation. But equally, the person able to perform a duty again and again has acquired 

technical skill, the rhythmic skill of a craftsman” (Sennett, 2008, pp. 177-178). 

  

                                                      
1

 See the section “(Re)mix methods: Synthetic growth enhancing method” for further elaboration of 

remix methods 
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When looking at Selma’s finger sliding across the screen, with tongue in cheek, 

concentrating on controlling her movements with bated breath, I came to realize that a 

more balanced view on gameplay activity and experience was one that viewed cognition, 

perception and digitality as something contained within the process of making. An 

alternative perspective formed slowly as Selma learned to Cut the Rope, ate the Tasty 

Planet, went on a Jetpack Joyride, played with Angry Birds, helped Aby Escape and fed the 

Toca Kitchen Monsters. A view on gameplay as something revolving around craftsmanship 

or “the skill of making things well” (Sennett, 2008, p. 8). In this way, Selma’s gameplay was 

about her enduring impulse to do a job well as she over and over again solved the same 

puzzle, avoided the same obstacles, collected the same coins, knocked over the same 

blocks of wood or made the same dish. Over and over again, she crafted her gameplay 

activity and experience by fusing thinking and doing through an intimate connection 

between hand and head. Selma, like every other good craftsman, conducted a  

 

dialogue between concrete practices and thinking; this dialogue evolves  into 

sustained habits, and these habits establish a rhythm between problem solving and 

problem finding. The relation between hand and head appears in domains 

seemingly as different as bricklaying, cooking, designing a playground, or playing 

the cello – but all these practices can misfire or fail to ripen. There is nothing 

inevitable about becoming skilled, just as there is nothing mindlessly mechanical 

about technique itself. Western civilization has had deep-rooted trouble in making 

connections between head and hand, in recognizing and encouraging the impulse 

of craftsmanship. (Sennett, 2008, p. 9) 

 

When Selma lets a finger linger around on the screen, delicately tilts or vehemently shakes 

the iPhone, rhythmically taps her fingertip on the screen, pinches or stretches her fingers to 

minimize or maximize something on the screen or sensuously swipes her fingers across it, 

she is partaking in a bodily practice connected to technology. There is no great divide 

between materiality and digitality, technique and expression, tool and user, craftsman and 

gameplayer. Through iPhone gameplay Selma is crafting her own gameplay activity and 

experience as she is absorbed in making gameplay well and radiates what every craftsman 

before her has radiated: “’I made this,’ ‘I am here, in this work,’ which is to say, ‘I exist.’” 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 130). As craftsman, Selma has spent evenings absorbed and obsessed 

with cutting ropes with the right timing and ‘fingerspitzengefühl’ in Cut the Rope or with 

gliding the finger smoothly around on the screen watching the tiny speck following the 

finger’s trail, growing as it eats the dirt she leads it across in Tasty Planet. She plays the 

same game over and over again, she plays the same level over and over again, making the 

finger’s route flawless. She is tired but exhilarated because her craft is becoming coherent. 
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In gameplay she is on the same wavelength as every other craftsman as “The craftsman 

represents the special human condition of being engaged. One aim […] is to explain how 

people become engaged practically but not necessarily instrumentally.” (Sennett, 2008, p. 

20).  

 

   
 

Accordingly, her gameplayer identity is anchored in the tangible reality of the screen, she 

takes emotional pride in her handcrafting abilities and gameplay can quickly lead to 

frustrating tears when her skills do not match the game’s demands for craftsmanship. But 

she is patient, she struggles to curb her frustration as she knows what every craftsman 

knows: “To become skilled required, personally, that one be obedient.” (Sennett, 2008, p. 

22). Selma has the aspiration of every gameplayer as craftsman: “To get better rather than 

get by” (Sennett, 2008, p. 24). She knows that gameplay skill is trained practice and not an 

innate, untrained talent. Gameplay is a form-giving activity and she is practicing her form-

giving skills.  

But, in order to become a masterful form-giver in Jetpack Joyride she has to repeat 

the ‘one-button,’ ‘one-level’ game over and over again. She has to train the lifting up and 

putting down of her finger on the screen and the ‘jetpacking’ man on the screen. She has to 

endure the frustration of dying over and over again as she slowly inches her way forward 

towards greater handcrafting skills and greater gameplay progression. She is absorbed in 

the process of embedding gameplay in her crafting hands which is “the conversion of 

information and practices into tacit knowledge” (Sennett, 2008, p. 50) But it is a bumpy 

ride; totally absorbed and breathless practice ends abruptly in tears as the attention span is 

exhausted. However, “As skill expands, the capacity to sustain repetition increases” 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 38). She knows this from her older sister. She has watched her sitting in 

front of the screen playing Battlefield: Bad Company 2 with their father for days on end, 

only interrupted by sleep. And she knows this from herself as she can tolerate dying more 

and more times. It is a lesson of experience through a dialogue between tacitly knowing 

crafting hands and the gameplay as material and there is no way for her, or for many other 

craftsmen of gameplay, to make the tacit explicit as it is pre-linguistic and pre-

representational in nature – craftsmen “know how to do something but they cannot put 

what they know into words” (Sennett, 2008, p. 94). 
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As the workshop is the craftsman’s home, the offscreen-onscreen gameworld is the 

gameplayer’s home. They are both places where labor and life are mixed and they are the 

site where gameplayers meet in communities, clans and guilds or in more loosely 

structured interactions between master and apprentice, between fellow craftsmen or 

between the sole craftsman and his craft. When Tue gameplays in World of Warcraft, 

questing on his own, partaking in ‘pick-up groups’ with unknown but fellow ‘warcraftsmen’ 

or collaborating with his fellow guild members in the high-end raiding guild which he is a 

member of, he is establishing his legitimate authority through skillful handcraft. He is a 

high-ranking officer in his guild, not because he is the oldest, wisest, best paid, nicest or 

most social, but because he is competent and has accumulated a good deal, not ‘cultural 

capital,’ but ‘handcraft capital.’ Meaning that Tue would not be admitted to the guild or 

invited to raids with his high-end raiding fellow warcraftsmen just because he has 

accumulated sufficient ‘cultural capital’ if, at the same time, he had displayed poor 

handcrafting skills; and conversely, he would be admitted to the guild and invited to high-

end raids if he displays masterful handcrafting skills even though he has very little cultural 

capital. This entails that cultural capital won’t get you very far if you do not have sufficient 

handcraft capital. 

 

Once, Tue was himself an apprentice applying for admission to a guild. Something he 

would only get if he could prove sufficient apprentice handcrafting skills during his ‘try-out.’ 

Later he became a journeyman, being offered a position in the raids where a warcraftsman 

of his competence could be put to use. And he has even been a vagrant when the guild he 

was a member of disintegrated. But now, even though he isn’t guild leader or raid leader, 

he is a master of his craft. And in the guild, as in the workshop: “The skills of a master can 

earn him or her the right to command, and learning from and absorbing those skills can 

dignify the apprentice or journeyman’s obedience” (Sennett, 2008, p. 54). 

 When Tue as a warcraftsman apprentice was aspiring to become a journeyman, he 

had to initially focus his practice on repetitive imitation or learning as copying. First he had 

to learn the material interface and copy it into his ‘body schema,’ then he had to copy the 

digital interface into his body schema through repetitive learning of the connections 

between digital and material interface, then he had to learn the offscreen and onscreen 

interaction design of the gameworld and the connections between the two, and only then 

could he begin to ‘gameplay.’ But still, as a warcraftsman apprentice, he lacked the 

modeling delicacy, feathery movements and crafting complexity of a journeyman as he was 
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still not intimately familiar with the material from which he must craft his gameplay activity 

and experience.  

So, in order to make the transition from apprentice to journeyman he had to ‘imitate’ and 

repeat the more skilled practice of journeymen and masters. This repetitive mimicking was, 

among other things, carried out through reading up on, or watching and then implementing 

through imitation, the quests and raids of other more skilled warcraftmen, venturing on 

quests or raids with more skilled warcraftmen and imitating the skill of their trade or ‘sitting 

around the campfire’ listening to more skilled warcraftsmen’s experiences. And then, when 

successfully having passed his apprenticeship test by reaching a high enough level in the 

gameworld and/or completing a sufficiently difficult raid with a group of journeymen and 

thus having proved his handcrafting skills, he could finally call himself a journeyman of 

warcraft.  

 

   
 

He could then venture on from his apprenticeship guild and ask for a ‘try-out’ in a guild of 

journeymen. In this way, the guilds of apprentices, journeymen and masters provide harbor 

for warcraftsmen on the move. Consequently, some guilds are only short-lived, some guilds 

are fluctuating and some guilds are stable and relatively long-lived but they all have masters 

who take up residence in a specific guild and embody the guild’s authority. But as in every 

other guild house “’Authority’ means something more than occupying a place of honor in a 

social web. For the craftsman, authority resides equally in the quality of his skills” (Sennett, 

2008, p. 61). As such, a claim to authority is deemed valid on the basis of a warcraftsman’s 

ability to put ‘theory craft’ to the test with his hands and implement it in the gameworld. In 

this way, a warcraft guild and a medieval guild come together in the fact that neither tend to 

accentuate the individual – fame resides in the collective crafting feats that are 

accomplished, such as achieving a ‘world first’ or ‘server first’ honorable mention, not in 

the single individual who helped craft it.  In World of Warcraft, craft such as raiding has, 

contrary to art, a collective agent. It is the sometimes joyous and sometimes frustrating 

coming together and working together in a guild, clan, raid or pick-up group as a group of 

expressive game-crafting hands. 
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 When approaching gameplay activities and experiences with 

craftsmanship theory in hand the gameplayer’s crafting hands begin 

to stand out when observing a gameplayer in play. The hands are 

ceaselessly and incessantly working with and against the gameplay 

material (i.e. the offscreen-onscreen gameworld) in an effort to 

manifest their handcrafting competencies and, thus, the 

gameplayer’s authority as a master of a certain craft. In this way, the 

shift from hands-on tacit knowledge to authoritative explicit 

knowledge that Sennett laments seems, at least in the gameplayer’s 

handcrafting gameplay activity and experience, to have been 

inverted. Thus, renowned Korean Starcraft 2 ‘Bonjwas’ (legendary 

masters) such as Boxer or Flash emanate the calm concentration of 

a tempered talent that has been kindled through the flow of “well-

regulated, disciplined work done with a quiet and contented mind” 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 93). And it is a discipline and concentration 

every gameplayer who aspires to be a master of a craft has to bring 

to the table in order to excel. That also goes for Tue who plays, 

practices and watches tournaments for many hours each day in 

order to embed the expert practices of Bonjwas and other masters 

into his own crafting hands.  

But, as for other gameplayers, much of the craftsmanship 

knowledge he possesses is tacit knowledge. In this way, he watches 

what the masters of his craft do and tries to implement it, but 

neither Tue nor the masters can put what it is they know in their 

hands into words. However: “Inarticulate does not mean stupid; 

indeed, what we can say in words may be more limited than what 

we can do with things. Craftwork establishes a realm of skill and 

knowledge perhaps beyond human verbal capacities to explain […] 

Here is a, perhaps the, fundamental human limit: language is not 

an adequate ‘mirror-tool’ for the physical movements of the human 

body” (Sennett, 2008, p. 95) – which of course simultaneously 

display both why it is a hopeless project to try and interview 

gameplayers about their craftsmanship practices (which I have 

unsuccessfully attempted) and why I myself had to be intimately 

familiar with the practice of gameplay as well as a keen observer of 

gameplay before I could begin the difficult task of trying to 

articulate what was formerly tacit. The investigation of gameplayers’ 

corporeal locomotion can thus be said to be about ‘learning by 

doing’ on several levels at once, both as a researcher and as a 

gameplayer.  

 

Furthermore, it becomes evident when watching gameplayers such 

as Tue battle other gameplayers in Starcraft 2 ladder tournaments 

and struggling intently to reach a higher rung on the ladder through 

pushing other gameplayers down on a lower rung, that: 
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learning by doing, so comforting a nostrum in progressive 

education, may in fact be a recipe for cruelty. The 

craftsman’s workshop is indeed a cruel school if it activates 

our sense of inadequacy […] inadequate personal 

performance hurts in a different way than inequalities of 

inherited social position or the externals of wealth: it is 

about you. Agency is all to the good, but actively pursuing 

good work and finding you can’t do it corrodes one’s sense 

of self. (Sennett, 2008, pp. 96-97) 

 

In this sense of the word, Tue puts his identity as a ‘Starcraftsman’ 

on the line every time he challenges another Starcraftsman and they 

enter into a ‘ladder fight’ over who has the most skillful handcraft. 

It is a very emotional, sometimes nerve-wracking, personal 

experience where temper has to be tempered and crafting 

concentrated if Tue as a Starcraftsman is to stand a chance of 

emerging victorious. Accordingly it can, indeed, be a very corroding 

experience to consecutively loose face as a competent craftsman, a 

circumstance that has led many a Starcraftsman to leave his or her 

vocation or trade.  

This handcrafting struggle or dialogue between 

Starcraftsmen or between Starcraftsman and Starcraft-material is a 

“dialogue [that] in part asks what is technical mastery and answers 

that it is the fruit of heroic struggle, man’s battles with an 

instrument” (Sennett, 2008, p. 116). Accordingly, Bonjwas and 

‘high-ranking’ masters of Starcraft II perform over 300 actions per 

minute (APM) – that is, they do over 300 different things within 

each minute. By remixing Richard Sennett’s words
2

 they appear as 

music virtuosos “whose technical skill had developed to such 

perfection that amateur players in an audience felt small, almost 

worthless in comparison. The rise of the virtuoso [or Bonjwa] on 

stage coincided with silence and immobility in the concert hall [or 

tournament stadium], the audience paying fealty to the artist 

through its passivity. The virtuoso shocks and awes. In exchange, 

the virtuoso unleashed in listeners [or observers] passions they 

could not produce using their own skills” (Sennett, 2008, p. 116). 

However, according to Sennett the real craftsman is not the 

virtuoso on center stage or the amateur at home only playing ‘for 

fun’ without investing identity in it, but the gameplayers occupying 

the middle ground between the two – the apprentices, the 

journeymen and the masters of a certain gameworld. 

 

                                                      
2

 Some quotes appear in ‘remixed form’ which entails that the words appearing in brackets [ ] is 

inserted into the original quote by me in order to contextualize the quote within the thesis.  
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When Tue plays Starcraft 2 he takes a craftsmanship approach: 

“This is the craftsman’s proper conscious domain; all of his or her 

efforts to do good-quality work depend on curiosity about the 

material at hand” (Sennett, 2008, p. 120), In this way, Tue spends 

several hours each day improving his knowledge of the material by 

trying out new strategies or tactics, reading up on forums where 

masters of the craft share their knowledge and watching live-

streamed ladder games and tournaments in order to follow the way 

the craft is evolving.  

Concurrently, he improves his knowledge of the craft by 

polishing, adjusting or trying out new handcrafting patterns of 

macromanagement and micromanagement, practicing high and 

efficient APM’s or implements the new knowledge he has gained 

about the material in his handcraft. This aligns well with Sennett’s 

proposal about engaged material consciousness: “We become 

particularly interested in the things we can change” (Sennett, 2008, 

p. 120), as gameplay activities and experiences are condensed 

within the notion of ‘change.’ Hence, gameplay as craft is better 

approached as a making rather than as an observing or a reflecting, 

given that gameplay understanding is not separate from gameplay 

doing.  

 

When Tue is engaged in crafting his Starcraft gameplay he 

understands through his doing and conversely the depth of his 

knowledge is judged on the basis of what he does with his hands. 

And it is this handcrafting expression that lies at the heart of many 

gameplay activities and experiences. When Tue incessantly 

competes against other gameplayers in an effort to reach the highest 

rungs on the ladder it is also an endeavor to assert his handcrafting 

capabilities and leave a personal mark of presence in the Starcraft 2 

material. But simultaneously, it is also an engagement characterized 

by absorption or ‘arousal’ caused by the gameplay material.  

Like brick makers, Starcraftsmen and many other 

craftsmen of gameplay are “becoming aroused consciously by 

materials, in altering, marking or identifying them with ourselves” 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 144). This is easily observable when looking at 

Starcraftsmen absorbed in the process of making their gameplay. 

During gameplay Tue is carving out his presence in the gameworld. 

In this way, Tue is in every single game battling against other 

Starcraftsmen about who leaves the most successful ‘mark’ in a 

specific gameplay session. Simultaneously, he is partaking in a more 

overall craftsmanship competition, namely the quest for leaving an 

impressive or recognized mark of craftsmanship in the general 

structure of the Starcraft 2 ladder system. Such a mark of recognition can also be achieved 

through discovering, developing or altering the craft itself. When Tue and other ambitious 

Starcraftsmen are involved in intently focused gameplay they are all the time trying to 

stretch the limits of their craft through reaching higher APM’s, developing original and 
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innovative moves or counter-moves, tweaking their build orders or in other ways polishing, 

nuancing and deepening the art of their craft. 

 Tue is like every other craftsman fuelled by a “desire to do something well, 

concretely for its own sake” (Sennett, 2008, p. 144) – and it is in this desire to do 

something well for the sake of doing it well that gameplayers and craftsmen unite. Tue is 

never ‘only’ playing a game of Starcraft 2 for the fun of it; he is always striving to become 

better at his craft. Importantly, he is also never ‘only’ playing a game of Starcraft 2 to win it; 

he is also playing it to honor and hone his craft. Thus, he is neither playing carelessly or 

indifferently, nor is he playing instrumentally or in a goal-oriented way. He is playing as a 

Starcraftsman. That is, as someone who takes pride and finds joy in crafting beautiful 

gameplay activities and experiences with his hands. 
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When I stand with one hand around the neck of the Rock Band plastic guitar, my left 

hand’s fingers ready at the ‘fret buttons,’ and my right hand’s fingers ready at the ‘strum 

bar’ prepared to engage “Hysteria” by Muse on ‘hard bass’ I am acutely aware that I am 

being ‘expressive through technique.’ However, this is something that has often been 

misunderstood as being mechanically subduing. Or, as Sennett puts it: “Technique has a 

bad name; it can seem soulless. That’s not how people whose hands become highly trained 

view technique. For them, technique will be intimately linked to expression” (Sennett, 

2008, p. 150) – which is why one of the most ‘hard-railed’ and interactively rigid games of 

this decade, Rock Band, still feels like an engaging, expressive and kin-aesthetic activity and 

experience. If you cut to the bone, Rock Band 2 is all about pressing the one and only right 

button at the one and only right time and then pressing the next one and only right button 

at the next one and only right time, and so on, until the song is finished and a new song is 

launched where you have to do the exact same thing. All you are allowed to do is to match 

the colored button coming towards you on a conveyor belt with the correspondingly 

colored button on your plastic guitar and hit the strum bar when you are supposed to. Do 

anything else and you will fail. There is no room and no margin for error or for ‘being 

creative.’ There are no ‘interesting choices’ to make, no gameworld to ‘explore’ and 

nothing noteworthy to cognitively or visually learn. There is, literally, only repetition of the 

same handful of actions over and over again in the pace and rhythm the conveyor belt tells 

you to perform them. This is assembly line work to the sound of music. How could this 

game possibly be engaging and absorbing? 

 

Rock Band 2 is, for me, basically about getting to grips with music in both the literal and 

metaphorical sense of the word: “To say that we ‘grasp something’ implies physically that 

we reach for it […] Mentally, we ‘grasp something’ when we understand the concept […] 

rather than simply perform the operations” (Sennett, 2008, pp. 153-154). But Rock Band 2 

is also about letting go: “There is, however, a problem about grips, especially important to 

people who developed an advanced hand technique. This is how to let go. In music for 

instance, one can only play rapidly and cleanly by learning how to come off a piano key or 

how to release the finger on a string or on a valve” (Sennett, 2008, p. 151). In this activity 

and experience of flux between; getting to grips as ‘operations of gameplay,’ that is, learning 

the dynamic patterns of its composition (the order and place in which the fingers should 

dance on the buttons); learning the dynamic patterns of its choreography (the rhythm and 

pace in which the fingers should dance on the buttons); letting go as ‘operations of 

gameplay,’ that is, learning the rhythmical patterns of sequencing (already ‘knowing which 

button to press next’  when the former is pressed); and learning the rhythmical patterns of 

its transition (already ‘being on the way towards’ the next button when the former is 

touched), something grander and fulfilling slowly emerges – the realization that it is I who 
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make the music happen through the crafting skills of my hands. I do not ‘perform’ the 

music – obviously it is the members of Muse who are doing that – and I do not ‘labor’ at 

an assembly line – obviously I am playing a very engaging game – so, what am I doing with 

the game and what is the game doing with me? Rock Band 2 is, among other things, a 

game that poses interesting issues about the intelligent crafting hand. It is a gameplay 

activity that requires the fusion of the gameplayer’s ‘proactive’ and ‘reactive’ touch. It is a 

process between game and gameplayer that sensitizes the crafting hand to the rhythm of the 

game and thus, in effect, leaves the conveyor belt behind. The technical name for this 

process is ‘prehension’:  

 

The body anticipates and acts in advance of sense data […] Reaching for 

something, in the prehensive way, establishes facts on the ground. For instance, 

when a conductor gives directive hand gestures a moment ahead of the sound. If 

the hand gesture for a downbeat came exactly in time, the conductor would not be 

leading, since the sound would already have happened […] what the hand knows is 

what the hand does. (Sennett, 2008, pp. 154-155) 

 

When playing the bass in Rock Band 2 I am not ‘simulating’ playing the bass; rather, I am 

a creator or conductor of music. I am the craftsman that makes the music happen. If I do 

not direct the music by flowing with the rhythm, but simultaneously slightly ahead of the 

rhythm, dwelling in a prospective locomotive flow, always on my way towards the next 

button I would not be able to play Rock Band bass, I would fall behind and in effect fall 

out of the music and onto the conveyor belt. If there is a piece of the music I fail to 

conduct by not pre-empting and apprehending the right button, then the music of Muse 

will literally not happen. In this way, I am responsible for the quality and correctness of the 

music coming out of the loudspeakers. If I do not prehend and conduct properly then the 

music of Muse will ring false. Accordingly, Rock Band 2 also teaches the crafting quality of 

correctness given that the gameplay activity is structured in such a way that if I make an 

error the music will ring false. In this way, I come to experience error at my fingertips, 

error that I will seek to correct. If we remix the words of Sennett we can see this desire for 

Rock Band 2 correctness when he addresses the topic of musical craftsmanship: 

 

“Musically we need simply observe that believing in correctness drives technical 

improvement; curiosity about transitional objects evolves into definitions of what 

they should be. The quality of sound is such a standard of correctness […] The 

belief in and search for correctness in technique breeds expression. In music, this 

passage occurs when standards modulate from physical events like playing a good 

tone [the instrumentality of the conveyor belt] to more aesthetic measures of, for 

instance, a well-shaped phrase [the craftsmanship of making the music happen]. 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 159) 

 

In this desire lies craftsmanship learning, a form of learning where hard-won patterns of 

movement become ever more deeply incorporated into my gameplaying body as my hands 

and fingers achieve independence and become the hands of a Rock Band craftsman, 

skillfully carving out gameplay activity and experience as the beautiful conducting of music 

focused in the joy of making music happen. But in order to become a crafting conductor of 

music I must leave the conveyor belt behind. And in order to do so, my hands must make 
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a transition from performing singular instrumental actions to partaking in an unceasing 

craft. This has, in part, to do with achieving proper coordination: 

 

Hand coordination confronts a great delusion about how people become skilled. 

That is to imagine that one builds up technical control by proceeding from the part 

to the whole, perfecting the work of each part separately, then putting the parts 

together – as though technical competence resembles industrial production on an 

assembly line. Hand coordination works poorly if organized this way. Rather than 

the combined result of discrete, separate, individualized activities, coordination 

works much better if the two hands work together from the start. (Sennett, 2008, 

pp. 164-165) 

 

 

This meant that as I moved from ‘easy,’ to ‘normal’ and on to ‘hard’ bass I had to ‘unlearn’ 

the conveyor belt attitude characteristic of playing easy bass where you look at the conveyor 

belt to see which button is coming next, follow the button with your eyes and then, when it 

reaches the bottom, press the button and begin to orient yourself towards the next button. 

This approach is not possible if you want to conduct music playing hard bass. Here, you 

have to widen and ’un-focus’ your perception, so that what you relate to is no longer the 

particular color that you have to match with pressing down the right isolated button on your 

plastic bass at the right point in time. In order to manage the flow of colors coming at you 

when you play Muse’s “Hysteria” on hard bass you have to transform the activity and 

experience of gameplay in Rock Band 2 from concerning instrumentality — points, 

singularity and particularity — to concerning holistic craftsmanship — flow, fusion and 

perpetuation. It is not colors coming at me, it is a rain of colors I dance in and with as I 

paint the musical picture of “Hysteria” with them. 

 

 

As I let go of my focused perception and punctuated orientation my activity and experience 

become smoother and less jerky. The blind, brute force of pressing buttons is replaced by 

a transitional touch. And as this transition is made I find myself able to concentrate on the 

music. This is, according to Sennett, the natural but seemingly counter-intuitive relation 

between skill and concentration – you need to concentrate on the skill before you attain the 
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skill of concentration: “The skill of physical concentration follows rules of its own, based 

on how people learn to practice, to repeat what they do, and to learn from repetition” 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 172). Hence, before you can concentrate on the music in Rock Band 2 

— that is, on your skill as a conductor of music — you need to attain concentrated 

coordination; that is “make use of the triad of the ‘intelligent hand’ – [the] coordination of 

hand, eye, and brain” (Sennett, 2008, p. 174) to such an extent that you become the thing 

you are working on; you become music.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

In effect, when playing the punk song “Blitzkrieg Bop” by the Ramones in Rock Band 2, 

you do not see the conveyor belt or the colors coming at you and you do not see the green 

color repeated over and over again at such speeds and streaks that it almost just looks like a 

long smeared line of green. What you feel is the rhythm and pulse of making music to a 

point where your fingers and arms are hurting but your body is humming:  

 

This is repetition for its own sake: like a swimmer’s strokes, sheer movement 

repeated becomes a pleasure in itself. We might think, as did Adam Smith 

describing industrial labor, of routine as mindless, that a person doing something 

over and over goes missing mentally; we might equate routine with boredom. For 

people who develop sophisticated hand skills, it’s nothing like this. Doing 

something over and over is stimulating when organized as looking ahead. The 

substance of routine may change, metamorphose [into the next Rock Band song], 

improve, but the emotional payoff is one’s experience of doing it again. There’s 

nothing strange about this experience. We all know it; it is rhythm. Built into the 

contractions of the human heart, the skilled craftsman has extended rhythm to the 

hand and the eye. (Sennett, 2008, p. 175) 

 

The Rock Band 2 craftsman is experiencing repetition productively; repetition is a kin-

aesthetic disciplining of the hand that lets it dwell in the rhythm of practicing where 

concentration and anticipation are mixed into an engaging activity and experience. In Rock 

Band 2 it is the submission to duty – the duty of making music happen. 
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As indicated by the above description of me playing Rock Band 2, even though the mastery 

of a tool is intimately connected with the acquisition of craftsmanship learning, the tool is, 

however, not the seat of learning. As will be clear from the following description of Jon 

playing Battlefield 3 and World of Warcraft, craftsmanship knowledge emerges from the 

coming together of craftsmanship practice, crafting tools and craft material.  

 

Looking at the tools Jon uses when he crafts his gameplay experience in Battlefied 3 and 

World of Warcraft – the mouse and keyboard – through Sennett’s craftsmanship 

perspective they become superior tools of learning than the often praised ‘intuitive’ tool of 

Rock Band – the plastic guitar. This is, according to Sennett, due to the fact that all-

purpose tools, such as keyboard and mouse, through their adaptability and changeability 

are superior learning tools compared to fixed fit-for-purpose tools, such as the Rock Band 

guitar: “Getting better at using tools comes to us in part, when the tools challenge us, and 

this challenge often occurs just because the tools are not fit-for-purpose […] Without 

hesitation, the flat-edged screwdriver [an all-purpose tool] can be described as sublime – 

the word sublime standing, as it does in philosophy and the arts, for the potently strange” 

(Sennett, 2008, pp. 194-195). In this way, the abstractness, emptiness or strangeness of the 

keyboard and mouse supports craftsmanship knowledge more powerfully than the 

concreteness, determinateness or simulated familiarity of the Rock Band guitar.  

Hence, even though the crafting tools of Battlefield 3 and World of Warcraft are 

identical in regard to representation (i.e. they both use mouse and keyboard), they are 

radically different in regard to implementation. This entails, that when Jon plays Battlefield 

3 he must use his crafting tools in radically different ways than when he uses the same tools 

to play World of Warcraft. In this way, it is the keyboard and mouse that become sublime 

tools supporting intuitive craftsmanship knowledge rather than the simulational tools of 

Rock Band. When Jon strips off his identity as Battlefield-craftsman and dons his identity 

as World of Warcraftsman he must simultaneously reformat his established Battlefield 3 

bodily knowledge; that is, his Battlefield 3-skills, his Battlefield 3-hands and his Battlefield 

3-tools, to his established World of Warcraft bodily knowledge; that is, his radically 

different World of Warcraft-skills, World of Warcraft-hands and implemented World of 

Warcraft-tools. Even though the hands (Jon’s) and the tools (mouse and keyboard) remain 

the same when seen from without, they are profoundly different when experienced from 

within. The crafting material (the specific composition and choreography of a specific 

gameworld) has radically changed the way the hands and the tools should ‘work on, with 

and against’ the material – entailing that, if the gameworld material changes from e.g. 

Battlefield to World of Warcraft the ‘ways of the hands’ and ‘the use of the tools’ also 

changes. This can, for example, be evidenced in the fundamental differences in the 

craftsmanship approach Jon takes towards the two games.  
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When playing Battlefield the keyboard-hand is characterized by miniscule and 

interdependent coordination and collaboration between the fingers maneuvering the 

WSAD keys. It almost looks like a four-legged tap dancer performing a delicate tapping 

dance on the spot of the WSAD keys as the fingers silently and smoothly shift their 

balance between the four keys. This changes dramatically the moment Jon’s hands venture 

on to different crafting materials such as World of Warcraft. Here, the keyboard-hand is 

characterized by fast movements around on the keyboard as it is jumping and dancing all 

over the place. When working with the World of Warcraft material, the fingers must work 

independently, asynchronously, and in multiple different directions and rhythms at the 

same time while still staying coordinated and in collaboration as a World of Warcraft hand 

in gameplay. When crafting the gameplay activity of World of Warcraft the keyboard-hand 

is not so much characterized by minutiae delicate movements and the fingers by tap 

dancing on the same spot as it is characterized by moving around in break-dancing patterns 

and the fingers by extending, contracting, stretching and jumping movements all around the 

left half of the keyboard (and even more so in a game like Starcraft 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

Importantly, this difference in craft material that causes change in the handcraft and the use 

of the crafting tools is more than merely amusing: It brings along its own distinctive 

experiential and (kin)aesthetic value and requires its own rhythmical finesse and 

understanding. 
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Accordingly, the abstractness of the keyboard and mouse when approached from 

outside the craftsmanship context is exactly what necessitates the innate imaginative leap of 

the craftsman when he/she approaches his/her crafting tools from within the craftsmanship 

context. As the ways of the hands, the use of the tools and/or the crafting material changes, 

the activities and experiences of the craftsman also changes fundamentally. When Jon shifts 

from playing Battlefield to playing World of Warcraft his hands are still at the keyboard 

and mouse, but his craftsmanship activity and experience changes essentially, kin-

aesthetically and experientially. Consequently, a shift in either of the dimensions – 

handcraft, crafting tools or craft material – will also cause significant shifts in the other 

dimensions.  

 

Generally speaking, there is an inherent resistance in the gameplayer’s abstract tools that, 

together with the inherent ‘goading’ character of the gameworld, generates a productive 

tension or frustration in gameplay activity and experience. According to Sennett this 

production of frustration in the activity can, surprisingly, lead to a toleration of frustration at 

large: “The psychologist Leon Festinger explored such toleration of frustration, under 

laboratory conditions, by observing animals exposed to prolonged frustration; he found 

that rats and pigeons, just like engineers, often became adept at sustaining frustration rather 

than going berserk” (Sennett, 2008, p. 219). If this holds true, then the frustration of 

interacting with and in Battlefield 3 and World of Warcraft should lead to less ‘berserk 

behavior’ not more.  

That is, even though Jon hammers his hand on the table, shouts or in other ways 

seems to be behaving aggressively during instances of frustrating gameplay that does not 

entail that he will be likely to shout or punch people’s faces, or in other ways behave 

aggressively, in frustrating situations in general. Rather, the gameworld’s ability to hold and 

maintain him as ‘frustrated craftsman’ involved in ‘frustrating craftsmanship’ induces a 

toleration of frustration in him.  

 

Besides the crafting tools and the crafting material displaying inherent resistance and 

frustration, gameplayers can furthermore choose to make things difficult for themselves. 

When Jon ventures into still more difficult dungeons in World of Warcraft or decides to 

engage in seemingly unwinnable fights in Battlefield 3, he chooses to make things difficult 

for himself in order to become engaged in the deeper complexities of his craft: “To make 

difficulties where none need be is a way to think about the nature of soundness. ‘It’s too 

easy’ is a test of ‘there’s more here than meets the eye’” (Sennett, 2008, p. 225). It is a way 

to produce progress through frustration in the development of skill.  

Jon intuitively knows that when he voluntarily gets so frustrated that he yells out in 

an empty room he is simultaneously pushing himself forward as a craftsman. He knows 

that through repetition and endurance he will eventually become a master of his craft given 

that: “The more he or she plumbs them, the more will that person gain the craftsman’s 

emotional reward, the sentiment of competence” (Sennett, 2008, p. 238).  
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Fenja is sitting at her keyboard evening upon evening, hour after hour, playing Battlefield 3 

with her father. Her cheeks are red, her eyes are piercing the screen and her throat is 

hoarse from screaming, squealing and laughing. It is obvious she has what Sennett labels 

‘issues with quality.’ Meaning that, in playing Battlefield 3 she is “’quality-driven.’ Driven 

means the obsessional energy invested in making a concrete object or forming a skill. […] 

The pursuit of quality entails learning how to use obsessional energy well” (Sennett, 2008, 

p. 243).  

Thus, what she is obsessed with is improving her skills as a Battlefield 3 craftsman, 

entailing that this passionate and quality-driven approach permeates every single repetition 

of a Battlefield 3 round until she has to throw herself on the couch in the room to 

concentrate while waiting for the regeneration of her abilities. As soon as she could focus 

she returned to the game, pursuing her masterful father and holding her tongue every time 

he smilingly shot her down. She kept practicing her craft evening upon evening, hour after 

hour, until one evening she came running downstairs with gleaming eyes and jubilantly 

declared: “Mom, mom, I shot dad!” At that moment she stood as the incarnation of 

quality-driven work as she “evince[d] a second hallmark of obsession: the relentless pursuit 

of excellence as a badge of distinction” (Sennett, 2008, p. 245).  

She was ‘outside herself’ and ‘inside her craft’ as she, by keeping an intent focus on 

the concrete objects and procedures involved in getting competent as a Battlefield 3 

craftsman, had lost her narcissistic self and through endured repetition and frustration had 

donned an attitude as craftsman: “In part this is simply because the routines by which craft 

proceeds take people out of themselves […] craft routines relieve stress by providing a 

steady rhythm for work” (Sennett, 2008, p. 254). As a quality-driven, gameplay-obsessed 8-

year-old girl she embodies the fusion of work and (game)play that is incarnated in the 

‘crafting repetition’: 

 

Repetition of games in turn lays the groundwork for experiences of practice, 

going over a procedure again and again. In childhood play, though, children also 

learn how to modify the rules they make, and this too has adult consequences, as 

when in repeating a technical practice we can gradually modify, change, or 

improve it. To get better at a skill we need to change the rules that repeat […] In 

short, play inaugurates practicing, and practicing is a matter both of repetition and 

modulation. (Sennett, 2008, p. 272) 

 

Through repeated and serious, but passionate, gameplay she slowly but steadily pushes the 

borders of her Battlefield 3 craftsmanship; it is concurrently an activity that is taken very 

seriously and experienced as very enjoyable. Sometimes she has to leave the gameworld 
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because she becomes so involved she cannot control her emotions and needs to find 

renewed composure before returning. At other times she has to leave the gameworld 

because she becomes so bored she cannot maintain a dedicated concentration and needs 

to find renewed enthusiasm before returning. But involvement and boredom alike are 

equally important when learning to master a craft, given that: “Boredom is as important a 

stimulus to craftsmanship as it is in play; becoming bored, the craftsman looks for what else 

he can do with the tools at hand” (Sennett, 2008, p. 273).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

It is often in such situations permeated by boring but sustained gameplay that Fenja’s 

craftsmanship improves. Because she is bored she can just as well experiment with and 

practice her craft. Then, she takes up aiming or experiments with the practice of jumping 

and suddenly she finds that she has learnt something new. Or, she plays around with the 

corporeal interaction patterns at her keyboard or makes the mouse skate or jerks it around 

and suddenly a realization about viewpoint-control occurs. But, no matter if she is utterly 

bored, deeply involved or something in between, she is persistently incorporating 

Battlefield 3 craftsmanship into her body in a still more nuanced and finely detailed way 

until she has succeeded in localizing gameplay in her fingertips, similar to the way that the 

pianist localizes the playing of music in the fingertips:  

 

In the hand, we have seen the localization occurring at the musician’s or 

goldsmith’s fingertip […] The work process can thus be imagined as following a 

certain time rhythm, in which action leads to suspension while results are 

questioned after which action resumes in a new form. We have seen this rhythm of 

action-rest/question-action to mark the development of complex hand skills; 

merely mechanical activity, which does not develop technique, is simply 

movement. (Sennett, 2008, pp. 278-279) 
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Battlefield 3 is a difficult game to master for an 8 year old. It takes a lot of hard work for 

Fenja to become competent enough to shoot her father. But when she succeeds, she takes 

pride in her developed skill and technique. As Fenja is battling her father and other 

gameplayers she is able to strafe and run and duck, to turn her viewpoint quickly and 

orient herself, to aim and shoot and hit, to evade and escape, to attack and pursue, to lock 

and load, to camp and capture a checkpoint and on rare occasions she is even able to kill 

her father.  

It is skills and capabilities such as these that are the reward for her prolonged 

commitment and concentration. To play Battlefield is a skill and craft that matures slowly, 

but it is a skill that steadily develops. In this way, Battlefield craftsmanship, as many 

gameplay crafts, is an endlessly evolving craft. And this is, according to Sennett, one of the 

reasons for a certain craft’s ability to remain engaging and absorbing:  

 

Craftsmen take pride most in skills that mature. This is why simple imitation is not 

a sustaining satisfaction; the skill has to evolve. The slowness of craft time serves as 

a source of satisfaction; practice beds in, making the skill’s one’s own. Slow craft 

time also enables the work of reflection and imagination – which the push for 

quick results cannot. Mature means long; one takes lasting ownership of the skill. 

(Sennett, 2008, p. 295) 

 

It is in accordance with the above framing of the essence of craftsmanship that I, Selma, 

Tue, Jon and Fenja take lasting ownership of our achieved crafting skills, be it in Rock 

Band 2, Jetpack Joyride, Starcraft 2, World of Warcraft or Battlefield 3. And it is as 

craftsmen of different crafts that we unite and relate and express our activities and 

experiences as craftsmanship gameplay. 
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Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of gameplay as craftsmanship. 

The first layer contains the emerged ‘master trope’ or core concept, craftsmanship; the 

second layer contains the emerged main concepts, crafting, craftsman and craft; while the 

third layer contains the emerged categories and their attached codes. In the next chapter, 

“METHODOLOGY – theory behind methods & method behind theory” the methodological 

framework needed to construct such grounded and remixed analyses as found in this 

chapter is presented and explicated. Moreover, a methodological framework suitable for 

developing a conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

activity and experience is developed. This methodological framework will then be put to 

use in the remaining parts of the dissertation as the corporeal-locomotive dimension is 

analyzed and conceptualized. Importantly, the choice of methods and the components and 

tools that were selected to enter into the methodological framework for the corporeal-

locomotive dimension was selected in the light of the pointers and insights picked up in the 

present chapter. Finally, the choice of concepts, aspects and features that was selected to be 

further theoretically refined and conceptualized, and subsequently enter into the 

conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension, was also selected in the 

light of the pointers and insights picked up in the present chapter. 

 Below is a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds
3

, theoretical refinement
4

 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes
5

 for the chapter of 

“CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands.” 

 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Selma playing iPhone Touch-and-tilt games, Tue playing World of Warcraft & 

Starcraft 2, Jon playing Battlefield 3 and World of Warcraft and Fenja Playing 

Battlefield 3: Observing craftsmanship 

 Rikke playing Rock Band 2: Experiencing craftsmanship 

 

Theoretical refinement 
 Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (2008) 

  

                                                      
3

 See the sections ”Game seeds” and ”Gamplayer seeds” for further elaboration 
4

 See the section ”Refinement” for further elaboration 
5

 See the section  ”Grounded theory method” for further elaboration 
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Framework 1: Grounded concepts, categories and codes 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

CRAFTING CRAFTSMAN CRAFT 

GAMEPLAY CRAFTING 

 Engagement of material 

 Absorption in material 

 Form-giving activity & 

material consciousness 

 Crafting at the tip of the 

tool 

 Crafting at the fingertip 

 Fusing gameplay 

understanding and 

gameplay doing 

GAMEPLAY CRAFTSMAN 

 Crafting a gameplay activity 

& experience 

 A form-giver/conductor of 

gameplay 

 Identity lies in the craft  

 A body anchored in 

technology 

 A body in practice/of 

practice absorbed in 

embedding gameplay 

 A crafter of gameplay 

GAMEPLAY CRAFT 

 Material for crafting 

 Materiality & digitality 

 Offscreen & onscreen 

gameworld 

 Craft material  

 Crafting tools 

 Input & output devices 

 All-purpose & fit-for-

purpose tools 

CRAFTING PROCESS 

 The kin-aesthetic process 

of making 

 Expressivity through 

technique 

 A relation between 

craftsman & craft 

 Working with and against 

material  

 Repetitive gameplay in 

offscreen-onscreen 

gameworlds 

FUSING CRAFTSMAN 

 An intimate connection 

between hand and head – 

bodily existence 

 The fusion of cognition, 

perception and digitality in 

corporeality 

TANGIBLE CRAFT 

 Tangible materiality of 

input 

 Tangible perceptibility of 

output 

 Arousing input-output 

gameworld material 

 Tangible instruments 

 

CRAFTING PRACTICE 

 A bodily practice 

 Gameplay-crafting hands 

 Proactive and reactive 

touch & grip 

 Sensitizing the hand to the 

craft 

 Dwelling in locomotive 

flow 

 Incorporating patterns & 

rhythms 

THE LEARNED 

CRAFTSMAN  

 The rhythmic skill & tacit 

knowledge of a craftsman 

 The tempered talent, 

disciplined & concentrated 

body  

 The intelligent hand 

 The transitional touch 

 The rhythm in hand 

 Independent & 

interdependent fingers  

CHANGING CRAFT  

 Transitional 

objects/objects of flux 

 Body schematic patterns 

& rhythms  

 Ordered composition 

and sequencing 

 Sequenced, spatial 

gameplay 

 Paced choreography and 

transitioning 

 Rhythmical, temporal 

gameplay  

CRAFTING SKILLS 

 The skill of expressive, 

energetic, exhilarated & 

meaningful repetition 

 The skill of 

(ap)prehension 

 The skill of obedience & 

the endurance of 

frustration & boredom  

 Getting to grips & getting a 

grasp 

 Desire for correctness  

 Technical mastery & 

masterful technique 

 Evolving the craft & 

BECOMING CRAFTSMAN  

 The craftsman apprentice 

expressing reverence of, 

aspiration to & imitation of 

handcraft 

 The craftsman journeyman 

expressing obedience to, 

incorporation & 

implementation of 

handcraft  

 The craftsman master 

expressing leadership & 

authority through 

complexity, delicacy & 

quality in craft  
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stretching limits 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Many years have passed since those summer days 

Among the fields of barley 

 

See the children run as the sun goes down 

Among the fields of gold 

 

You'll remember me when the west wind moves 

Upon the fields of barley 

You can tell the sun in his jealous sky 

When we walked in the fields of gold 

 

(Lyrics from ‘Fields of Gold’ as performed by Sting) 
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The preceding chapter’s remixed analyses presented the first grounded concept to emerge 

out of fieldwork observations and experiences ‘of being a body in play’; namely, the master 

concept of ‘craftsmanship’ as well as its grounded concepts, categories and attached codes. 

It was through these analyses of gameplay as craftsmanship that the research quest got 

underway and ‘into physical’ by taking a decisive plunge into the messiness of the 

gameplayer’s ‘body talk’, to cite some of the introductory lyrics from the preceding chapter.  

However, after the thorough overview of the research fields that pointed towards 

a potential new field of gold within the area in “OVERTURE – research quest & research 

questioning” as well as the first fieldtrip to this potential new field of gold in “CRAFTING – 

the play of crafting hands and the craft of playing hands” it is now time to return to the hard 

agricultural work of methodologically cultivating this potential new field of gold in the 

present chapter “METHODOLOGY – theory behind methods & methods behind theory.” If 

one wants to venture on a research quest into a potential new field of gold one cannot do 

so empty-handed; it is necessary to cultivate the field by developing a methodological 

framework for it. This lead us to the present chapter’s introductory lyrics that are meant to 

illustrate the circumstance that hard cultivation work has to be carried out before a field of 

gold carries a good yield; whether this be barley or research results. That is, before we can 

run in our new field of gold and enjoy the serenity of its landscape and the excellence of its 

yield, the field needs firstly to be properly seeded, cultivated and harvested and its crop 

refined.  

The chapter in hand presents this meticulous, methodological development of a 

methodological framework that enables the researcher to study something tacit – the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. Only then can the 

quest move on to theoretically reap what has been methodologically sown. 

 

The methodological sowing of the field is, however, far from unproblematic or straight-

forward due to the nature and structure of the field under investigation. To develop a 

methodological framework that will enable the investigation of and development of a 

conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience bring certain central methodological challenges and consequences. These 

immediate challenges, how they are methodologically tackled and the methodological 

contributions and/or consequences of tackling them can be outlined in the below points, 

which simultaneously can be viewed as the main methodological contributions of the thesis: 

 

1. The challenge of discovering an uncharted area in research. This challenge has 

been methodologically tackled in “OVERTURE – research quest and research 

questioning” by performing a charting or grounded theory method investigation of 

the research area (see the section “Grounded theory method: Organic manure for 

growing theory” in the present chapter). Through this charting, the master tropes 

or fields of gold of the research area emerged, enabling the designation of 

uncharted areas or fallow fields within the area. The consequence of tackling this 

challenge functions simultaneously as one of the main contributions of the thesis; a 

thorough overview of the research area as well as the discovery of a new field of 

gold within the area due to this overview. 

2. The challenge of investigating something unexplored and uncharted. The research 

quest investigates something for which there are no set methods or theories within 
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the area of game research. This challenge has been methodologically tackled in 

two different ways. Firstly, by making initial analyses of the data coming from the 

field in “CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands” in 

order to get indications of which methods suit the investigated field best. Secondly, 

by selecting to adopt a ‘grounded theory method’ approach. By taking this 

approach, the field is able to ‘speak for itself,’ enabling the development of a 

conceptual framework for that field. The consequence of tackling this challenge is, 

on the one hand, that the researcher stands rather ‘naked’ in the field, which can 

be anxiety-provoking, and, on the other hand, that the data coming from the field 

are rather unstructured and ‘wild’ given that the researcher does not have any set 

research questions or theories in hand. The advantages of doing so are, however, 

another main contribution of the field; the development of a conceptual 

framework for a new field of gold.  

3. The challenge of investigating something tacit, pre-linguistic and non-

representational. The research quest explores and investigates corporeality and 

locomotion in gameplay, something inherently tacit, pre-linguistic and non-

representational. This challenge has been methodologically tackled in two ways by 

taking the tacitly nature of field seriously. Firstly, by putting a strong emphasis on 

bodily self-experience. Only by having intimate first-hand bodily experience with 

the tacit activities being observed can the researcher know what the field tries to 

state. Secondly, by putting a strong emphasis on intimacy with the observed 

participants. Only through intimate and sustained contact with the research 

participants is deep empathy in the corporeal-locomotive activities and experiences 

of the participants possible. The consequence of tackling this challenge is that one 

part of the data is coming from close relatives while that other part of the data is 

auto-ethnographic; both can be scholarly problematic. The advantages of doing so 

are, among other things, that it becomes possible to literally observe and follow the 

research participants day and night and partake in gameplay activities and 

experiences with them without being intrusive which bring about another main 

contribution of the field; emphatic insight into something tacit, pre-linguistic and 

non-representational. 

4. The challenge of describing something tact, pre-linguistic and non-representational. 

The research quest tries to put something innately mute and nonverbal into words. 

This challenge has been methodologically tackled in three different ways. Firstly, 

by adopting visual methods and metaphorical and figurative language in an effort 

to access the corporeal and locomotive by other means than purely descriptive 

language (see the section “Harvesting and storing the yield: Overview of 

documentation methods” in the present chapter). Secondly, by selecting to adopt a 

‘remix methods’ approach. By taking this approach, the thesis is able to eclectically 

adopt and fuse external concepts coming from (in)compatible theoretical 

frameworks in order to get a suitable (theoretical) vocabulary to speak about the 

‘wordless.’ Thirdly, together with grounded theory method, the adoption of remix 

methods enables the development of a suitable methodological framework for the 

investigated field. The consequence of tackling this challenge is, on the one hand, 

that the researcher speaks ‘metaphorically’ of the field under study and, on the 

other hand performs ‘objectionable’ remixes and narrativizations of data and 

theory; both can be scholarly problematic. The advantages of doing so are, 

however, another main contribution of the field; the development of a 
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methodological framework for this new but tacit field. The (deliberation on) 

development of such a methodological framework for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension of gameplay activity and experience will be in focus of the present 

chapter; “METHDOLOGY - theory behind methods & methods behind theory” 

 

Consequently, this part of the thesis describes and reflects on the methods and theories 

used to reclaim and refine the new field within the area of game research through the 

continuation of the agricultural metaphor initiated in the mapping of the principal farms 

and their fields of gold within the area of game research.  

 The development of a methodological framework for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension furthermore implies an adoption of a ‘messy methodology’ capable of 

embracing the corporeal-locomotive dimension’s mute, multifarious and multifaceted 

expressions. Accordingly, observational and participatory, objective and subjective, 

empirically grounding, phenomenologically describing and innovatively fabricating and 

remixing methods and theories are in this chapter set free to intermingle, proliferate and 

cross-fertilize – the (caco)phonic, (kin)aesthetic and (in)compatible corporeal-locomotive 

voices coming from the field are not silenced or uniformized but preserved and followed. 

This entails that the research quest dives into and is carried out in a field teeming with 

figurative imagery, lyrical descriptions, metaphorical concepts, remixed works, fabricated 

narratives, bricolages of seemingly incompatible concepts, data remixes and remixed data. 

The corporeal-locomotive investigation had to face up to the fact that, rather than 

commencing the research quest head on with a preselected methodology or grand theory 

securely in hand, it had to take up this methodological challenge and incorporate the 

development of a teeming methodological framework as part of the quest. That is, besides 

a theoretical multifarious understanding of the field, a diversified methodological 

understanding was also sought. Consequently, this chapter presents the results of the 

methodological quest within the overall research quest. The presentation is carried out as a 

six-layered methodological processing of the field divided between: 

 

1. The selection and combination of the most appropriate ‘seed corn’ for the field 

through hand-picking the games, gameplayers and gameplay formats that yield the 

utmost potentiality for the development of the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

(see “Seeding the field: Overview of data material”) 

2. The selection and combination of the range of methods that can be fused into a 

powerful ‘cultivation’ method for the field. Through providing the sowed seeds 

with a combination of ‘basic substrate,’ (qualitative methods) ‘organic manure’ 

(grounded theory method) and ‘synthetic fertilizer’ (remix methods) there is an 

attempt to secure a good growth of crops. (see “Cultivating the field: Overview of 

methods”) 

3. The selection and combination of the range of techniques and ‘data remixes’ for 

collecting, processing and storing the data coming from the field that can act as a 

‘storage and processing facility’ for the hopefully good yield that is harvested from 

the field. (See “Harvesting and storing the yield: Overview of documentation 

methods”) 

4. The selection and combination of a range of concepts, categories, ‘theoretical 

remixes’ and ‘metaphorical remixes’ that can be used for ‘refining’ the corporeal-

locomotive yield coming from the field. (see “Refining the yield: Overview of 

conceptualizing crops”) 
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5. The presentation of the developed methodological practice and framework to be 

used in the analysis and conceptualization of the field (see “Presenting the 

methodological practice” and “Presenting the methodological framework”) 

6. The presentation of issues concerning ethics and validity in relation to the 

developed methodological framework (see “Critically evaluating the cultivated 

field”) 

 

The following exposition of these six layers constitutes the developed methodological 

framework used to farm the new field of the corporeal-locomotive dimension.  

It is, however, important to underline the fact that within the context of this thesis 

and its research quest the concept of ‘methodology’ should be comprehended as equally 

concerning ‘the theory behind the employed methods’ and ‘the method behind the 

employed theories.’ In this way, theories are merged with method and vice versa, on the 

basis of the premise that “…there is [on the one hand] nothing so practical as a good theory” 

(Lewin, 1951, p. 169) and “There is [on the other hand] nothing so theoretical as good 

practice” (Hunt, 1987, p. 78). In the research quest, theory becomes method and method 

becomes theory – only by securing a good yield of empirical data does one attain the skill 

to build a valid, functional and grounded conceptual framework, and only by securing a 

good crop of concepts does one attain the skill to gather, process and remix the data 

material in a valid, functional and grounded way.  

As a result, this chapter aims at providing a methodological mature soil for the 

following chapters’ conceptual development of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience. The challenge is, then, to pick the right (re)mix of 

methods and theories to truthfully transform this former fallow field into a shining field of 

gold that carries a good yield of grounding data and magnificent crop of grounded concepts. 
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Importantly, when trying to grow a field of gold it needs first of all to be seeded. That is, 

the specific games to be investigated, the actual gameplayers to be studied and the concrete 

forms of gameplay activities to be included have firstly to be carefully picked out and 

implemented. Only when the seed corn has been selected and sowed can the field begin to 

flourish. 

When choosing seed corn for the field, it is important that the chosen seeds are 

appropriate for the overall aim of cultivating this newfound corporeal-locomotive field. 

That is, the selection of the overall types of seeds – game seeds, gameplayer seeds and 

gameplay seeds – must, when combined, be able to deliver a productively and probable 

crop of insights into and knowledge about the field under cultivation. As the aim of the 

thesis’s cultivation is to preserve some of the complexity and intricacy of the field, the 

chosen seeds for the field should exercise diversity and versatility; a circumstance that turns 

the seeded field into something more akin to a household plot than to a uniformly 

monoculturally farmed field. Hence, the variety of sorts within the three overall types of 

seeds is sought to be kept at a maximum as to ensure that the development and 

investigation of the corporeal-locomotive field is grounded in a multifaceted and wide-

ranging data material – it is a complicated, critical and delicate selection process, but one 

that is nonetheless attempted here. 

 

The selected seeds have been sowed within a relatively large timespan where the growth of 

some seeds has been slow while others have been fast, and where some seeds have been 

followed intently while others have been followed more sporadically. Furthermore, some 

seeds turned out to grow into main crops of the field while others only played the roles as 

spice or garnish. Finally, some seeds turned out to be perpetual while others were in season 

for a very limited time only. 

Below is a brief introduction to the central and peripheral game seeds, 

gameplayer seeds and gameplay seeds that, when combined, constitute this thesis’s 

‘household plot’ and as such form the basic structure for the following chapters’ cultivated 

and refined analytical investigations and conceptual frameworks. 

 

Game seeds 
The introduced central and peripheral game seeds (see below) comprise the blend of 

games that have figured in the cultivation and investigation of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension of gameplay activity and experience. The central game seeds consist of games 

that comprise the main part of the data material and observations (like World of Warcraft 

or Battlefield 3) and games that constitute important insights or central observations (like 

Starcraft II or Rock Band 2). The peripheral game seeds function primarily as intense but 

brief observations/participations (like Extreme Pamplona) or as exemplars that ensure 

diversity and gradation in the data material (like Start the Party PS3/Move or Mario Kart 

Wii/DS). Importantly, the games placed under ’Peripheral game seeds’ have, when taken 

together, been an equal provider of empirical material as well as analytical and theoretical 

insights in the investigation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience. The central game seeds are ranked in accordance with their centrality in the 

thesis while the peripheral game seeds are ranked according to their alphabetical order. 
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CENTRAL GAME SEEDS 
 

World Of Warcraft 
(2005-2012), PC: Blizzard 

Entertainment 

 

 
Fig. 6 

World of Warcraft is the most well-known, well-researched 

and well-attended Massively Multiplayer Online Game 

(MMOG) to date and had 10.2 million subscribers as of 

December 2011.  In the game, the gameplayer controls an 

avatar belonging to a specific faction (e.g. horde), a specific 

race (e.g. undead), a specific class (e.g. healer) and can gain 

specific talents and skills, join guilds and play the game in a 

range of different realms such as 'Player versus Player,' 

'Player versus Enemies,' or 'Role Play.' Within each, the 

gameplayer can partake in a range of different gameplay 

activities such as 'raiding,' 'instancing,' 'questing,' 'leveling,' 

'battlegrounds' or 'arena' while leveling up and improving the 

avatar. 

 

For a more extensive introduction see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gameplay_of_World_of_Warc

raft 

 

Battlefield: Bad 
Company  2 

(2010), PC: EA Digital 

Illusions CE and Electronic 

Arts 

 

Battlefield 3 
(2011), PC: EA Digital 

Illusions CE and Electronic 

Arts 

 

 
Fig. 7 

 

The Battlefield series is a classic First-Person Shooter (FPS) 

where the gameplayer controls an avatar and fights with and 

against other gameplayers/NPC's in teams of up to 32 

gameplayers. It has, however, a greater focus on large maps, 

teamwork and vehicle warfare than many other FPSs. The 

gamplayer can occupy four different roles: 'assault,' 'support,' 

'engineer' or 'recon' and the gameplay focuses on large, 

online multiplayer battles with emphasis on piloting a 

number of vehicles as well as team-based infantry combat.  

 

For a more extensive introduction see:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battlefield_(series) 
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Starcraft II: Wings of 
Liberty 

(2010), PC: Blizzard 

Entertainment 

 

 
Fig. 8 

Starcraft II is a classic Real-Time Strategy (RTS) where 

the gameplayer controls an army of different units and 

fights against other gameplayers/NPCs alone or in teams. 

The gameplayer can chose amongst three different races: 

'terran,' 'protoss' and 'zerg,' with each race containing 

unique buildings, units, upgrades and abilities. The 

gameplayer can 'level up' through winning matches and 

thus ascend in the online 'ladder system.' The game has a 

dual gameplay, focusing on strategic macromanagement 

as well as tactical micromanagement where proficient 

gameplayers perform over 300 unique actions per minute 

in order to build buildings, select units, move units, train 

units, upgrade buildings and so on while simultaneously 

micromanaging units as they attack, move or defend 

themselves. 

For a more extensive introduction see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starcraft_2 

 

Rock Band 
(2008), PS3: Harmonix, MTV 

Games & EA 

 

Rockband 2 
(2009), PS3: Harmonix and 

MTV Games 

 

 
Fig. 9 

 

The Rock Band series is a music game that allows up to 

four gameplayers to play together on the same screen 

occupying the roles of 'bass,' 'guitar,' 'drums' and 'vocals,' 

and choosing between the difficulties 'easy,' 'normal,' 

'hard' and 'expert.' The gameplayers play on 'instrument 

controllers' that resemble their roles and try to match the 

scrolling colored notes with the corresponding colors on 

their controller just as the notes reach the bottom of the 

screen. Or they use the microphone controller and try to 

sing in a pitch corresponding to the horizontal pitch line 

on the top of the screen. 

 

For a more detailed description see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_Band_2 

Just Dance 2 
(2010), Wii: Ubisoft 

 

Just Dance 3 
(2011), PS3Move: Ubisoft 

 

 
Fig. 10 

 

 

 

The Just Dance series is a dance game that allows up to 

four gameplayers to play together on the same screen 

while trying to follow the onscreen choreographed moves 

with their 'motion controller.' There is a range of 

different gameplay modes to choose from such as 'just 

sweat,' 'duet' or 'Simon says' as well as different physical 

and technical difficulties depending on the chosen track. 

The gameplayer moves the controller in accordance with 

the movement of the highlighted hand on the screen and 

in time with the horizontally scrolling silhouette figures 

on the bottom of the screen. 

 

For a more detailed description see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_Dance_3 
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Tetris Battle 
(2012), Facebook App: Tetris 

Online Inc., The Tetris 

Company 

 

 
Fig. 11 

Tetris Battle is an emulation of the original Tetris game 

by Alexey Pajitnov (1984) but with several important 

additions. As in the classic Tetris game you score points 

by clearing rows of bricks, and the more rows you clear 

at a time, the more points you earn. Various shapes, or 

‘tetriminoes,’ appear at the top of the screen and fall 

slowly towards the bottom. However, in contrast to 

classic Tetris a central element in Tetris Battle is the fact 

that you play and compete against other players; either 

in ‘Sprint mode 4 player’ (clear 40 lines faster than your 

opponents) or in ‘Battle mode 2 player’ and ‘Battle 

mode 6 player’ (competing against opponents to see 

who most successfully overpowers the other(s) within 

the two minute time frame). As you play you either earn 

stars and level up through winning or get stripped of 

stars and level down through losing. 

 

For a more detailed description see: 

http://voices.yahoo.com/tetris-battle-tetris-friends-

facebook-tips-7148938.html?cat=19 

 

 

PERIPHERAL GAME SEEDS 
 

Borderlands 
(2009), PC: Gearbox 

Software, Feral Interactive 

and 2K Games 

 

 
Fig. 12 

 

Borderlands is an FPS with character-building elements 

similar to those found in many RPGs and the gameplayer 

can chose between four different characters with special 

abilities, which the gameplayer levels up through FPS 

gameplay. 

 

For more information see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borderlands_(video_game) 

Extreme Pamplona 
(2007), PC: Sure for Men 

and Rexona 

 

 
Fig. 13 

 

Extreme Pamplona is a side-scrolling obstacle game where 

the gameplayer tries to avoid different obstacles by running 

back and forth using the arrow keys and jumping using the 

spacebar while staying ahead of a stampeding bull and 

various other NPCs. Never being able to outrun the 

chasing NPC, a small mistake can quickly prove to be fatal. 

 

For more information see: 

http://www.miniclip.com/games/extreme-pamplona/en/ 
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MarioKart 
(2005), DS: Nintendo EAD 

 

MarioKart 
(2008), Wii: Nintendo EAD 

 

 
Fig. 14 

 

MarioKart is a racing game where gameplayers play 

using a Wii-mote as a wheel or the controls on the DS 

as they try to beat other gameplayers/NPCs on a race 

track by utilizing various power-ups. The gameplay 

activity is significantly different depending on whether 

one steers with the Wii-mote or pushes the DS buttons. 

 

For more information see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariokart_DS and: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MARIOKART_Wii 

New Super Mario Bros 
(2006), DS: Nintendo EAD 

 

 
Fig. 15 

New Super Mario Bros is a side-scrolling platform game 

wherein Mario (or Luigi) jumps obstacles, stomps 

enemies, collect coins and power-ups and breaks blocks 

in his search for the princess. The game also has a 

multiplayer function where gameplayers can fight each 

other for the 'Big Stars' within the same level. 

Furthermore, the game contains a row of minigames 

divided into 'Action,' 'Puzzle,' 'Table' and 'Variety.' 

 

For more information see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Super_Mario_Bros 

 

Start the Party 
(2010), PS3Move: 

Supermassive Games and Sony 

Computer Entertainment 

 

 
Fig. 16 

Start the Party is a move-controlled party game 

consisting of a range of various minigames where 

gameplayers are pitted against each other in short and 

fast-paced competitions such as bug swatting, painting or 

hair cutting. The gameplayers are projected on the 

screen through a camera and thus act as their own 

avatars with various digital 'tools' replacing the material 

move-controller, such as a hammer, a bell, a fly swatter 

or a fan. The gameplayers move their controller and 

bodies in the offscreen gameworld and the gameplayer 

moves and uses his/her digital tool accordingly in the 

onscreen gameworld. 

 

For more information see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Start_the_Party 
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Toy Story 3 
(2010), PS3: Avalanche 

Software and Disney 

Interactive Studios 

 

 
Fig. 17 

Toy Story 3 is loosely based on the movie Toy Story 3 and 

is a platform game wherein gameplayers can chose 

between playing as Woody, Buzz, Jessie or Zurg; each of 

them holding special abilities. The game contains two main 

modes: 'story' and 'toybox' - where 'story' follows the 

storyline from the movie across levels and 'toybox' lets the 

gameplayer roam around in a kind of sandbox gameworld 

which is customizable. There is a multiplayer option, lots 

of minigames/miniquests and other objectives the 

gameplayer can try to solve if he/she should want to - but 

there is just as much emphasis on 'fooling around' in the 

game. 

 

For more information see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toy_Story_3:_The_Video_Ga

me 

 

Touch-and-tilt games: A 

collection of various 

iPhone 4 apps 
 

 
Fig. 18 

Touch games consist of a range of very different iPhone 

games that all make use of the touch screen in an active 

and/or creative way. This encompasses games such as the 

one-button obstacle game Tiny Wings, the tower defense 

game Bug Heroes, the tilt-racing game Sonic All-Stars 

Racing, the sweep game Fruit Ninja, the rhythm game 

Groove Coaster, the physics game Snuggle Truck, the 

puzzle game Cut the Rope, the 1-minute-to-match-3 game 

Diamond Dash, the hack-n-slash game Samurai versus 

Zombies Defense, the strategy game Legendary Wars, the 

emulator Sonic CD, the avoidance game 8 Bit Ninja, the 

touch-and-tilt adventure game Rolando and the finger-

painting game Max and the Magic Marker. All of these 

games pattern and orchestrate the gameplayer's corporeal-

locomotive gameplay in unique and different ways. 

 

Y3 / Y8 / Kizi: Three 

extensive libraries of free 

online mini-games 
 

 
Fig. 19 

The three websites Y3, Y8 and Kizi are all characterized 

by being vast flash-game libraries of free online games. 

They contain almost every possible gameplay form and 

content and are thus a sort of compressed and simplified 

overview of what games are and have been. There are 

loads of reworkings, emulations, rip-offs and spin-offs and 

thus they are a look into the chaotic world of games. 

Together organized into categories such as 1 player, 2 

player, action, ‘advergames,’ arcade, baby, beat 'em up, car, 

collecting games, dress up, food, magic, Mario, killing, 

scary, suicide and so on, and so on. As is seen from this, 

gameplay content and gameplay form is freely mixed and 

the layout of the site incite the gameplayer to jump from 

game to game in an exploratory and unbound fashion. 
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Omitted varieties of game seeds and 

benefits/shortcomings of the selected game seeds 
Obviously, it is impossible to include all games, all game types and genres or even all 

important games. But, as the above presentation of the chosen game seeds hopefully shows, 

it is nonetheless a clear ambition in the investigation of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension that the data set exhibits and strives for, on the one hand, a sufficient and 

satisfactory spread that will enable some generalizability of claims and, on the other hand, 

the ability to accentuate specific differences between games. Through selecting games that 

vary wildly both when it comes to content and form it is possible to get a wide-ranging and 

detailed picture of the corporeal-locomotive dimension than if only games with very similar 

expressions and interactions were chosen. In this way, the data material ranges from simple 

games such as Extreme Pamplona to extremely complex and multi-facetted games such as 

World of Warcraft; from perceptually impressive games such as Battlefield 3 to 

locomotory-expressive games such as Just Dance 3; from interactional intricate games such 

as Starcraft II to one-button games such as Jetpack Joyride, and from games that constantly 

put the gameplayer under corporeal-locomotive and/or perceptual pressure such as Tetris 

Battle to meditative or playful gameplay experiences such as Toy Story 3.  

Overall, the specific game seeds are selected to make the research quest an 

exploration of the dynamics between the generalizable and the specific/particular which 

enable, on the one hand, the emergence of generality out of distinctiveness and, on the 

other hand, the discovery of nuancing details and aspects in the general. Or, in other words, 

the specific selection is made in order to see the essence of corporeal gameplay in the 

individual seed corns as well as in the overall crop. 

 

Furthermore, it is a clear strategy to not only include rewarding and convenient game 

exemplars such as Just Dance 3 or Start the Party, but also more troublesome and 

inconvenient games such as World of Warcraft, Battlefield 3 or Starcraft II – and, not only 

to include them, but to place them in the very center of the investigation of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension. The reason for making this move is: if the description and 

investigation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension seems justifiable and makes sense to 

the reader even when it comes to games such as World of Warcraft, then the thesis’s 

assertion about corporeal locomotion as something worth studying in its own right in 

(almost) all games seems more legitimate and plausible than it would if the assertion were 

exclusively based on and underpinned by games such as Just Dance 3. 

 However, there are still certain genres or types of games that the thesis still could 

be accused of neglecting or omitting. Game genres or game types such as purely linguistic 

‘text games,’ visual ‘point-and-click games’ or cut-scene based ‘story games’ (and probably 

many more) are not explicitly treated in the thesis. Such games are first and foremost 

omitted because the game varieties are rather marginal types of games placed on the 

outskirts of the area when it comes to prototypical gameplay traits and characteristics, 

replay value or gameplayer base. Hence, text-games such as Zork (1977) or The 

Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (1984), visual games such as Myst (1993) or The 

Whispered Word (2009) and story games such as Grim Fandango (1998) or Slouching 

Towards Bedlam (2003) are not included or discussed here even though they have 

attracted a discordant amount of attention within the game research community. Even 
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though these games could be seen as talking against the relevance of corporeal locomotion 

as a dimension that imbues gameplay activity and experience with significance, 

(kin)aesthetic value or depth, they are all, nevertheless, dependent on the continued 

corporeal locomotion of gameplayers in order to function as ‘interactive fictions’, ‘point-

and-click adventures,’ ‘graphic adventure games,’ ‘dialogue-based adventures’ or ‘interactive 

storytelling.’ In this way, it could be a potential and promising future study to investigate 

how more ‘non-dependent,’ ‘repressed’ or ‘delimited’ corporeal-locomotive activities and 

experiences impact the overall gameplay activity and experience found in these games. 
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Gameplayer seeds 
But in order to properly investigate the corporeal-locomotive dimension, the games need 

to be transformed from static artifacts to gameplay activities and experiences. And in order 

for this transformation to happen, games and thesis alike need gameplayers.  

 

The thesis’s central and peripheral (see below) gameplayer seeds consist of known 

participants whose gameplay history and gameplay activity have been followed for varying 

lengths of time – ranging from one evening to ten years – and have differed significantly in 

scholarly consistency – ranging from a solitary, casual and haphazard observation of a 

gameplayer at a party to formal and meticulously performed fieldwork observations of a 

single gameplayer carried out over several months. The gameplayers are all of Danish 

nationality and their ages range from 4 to 64 years. The sample is, however, not randomly 

drawn from the population as the thesis is not concerned with demographics or cultural 

characteristics such as class, gender, age, race or nationality. Quite the contrary, as one of 

the thesis’s central claims is that the corporeal-locomotive dimension is rather 

demographically and culturally unbounded and independent. Therefore, the gameplayer 

seeds consist of close family and friends whose gameplay activities and experiences it has 

been possible to follow, document and discuss in a regular but unscheduled and 

unrestricted way over the course of many years – thus, gameplayers were observed when 

they happened to be around and playing games; some were followed on an almost day-to-

day basis (Jon, Fenja and Selma), one was observed when he participated in intensive 

gameplay sessions several times every month (Tue) while some gameplayers’ activities and 

experiences were only observed and documented over the course of a couple of gameplay 

sessions (C, Herdis and Iben).  

However, even though the distribution of participants is not randomly drawn but 

conveniently selected, the total composition of the sample still covers both ends of the 

spectrums such as age (from the very young to the very old), gender (somewhat equal 

distribution between female and male), gameplayer skill (from novice to competent and on 

to expert) as well as gameplayer-identity (from hardcore to casual and on to non-gamer). 

The gameplayers have given their explicit and informed consent in relation to having their 

identity revealed, their gameplay activities documented and their gameplay activities and 

experiences investigated and included in the thesis. They have agreed to this for various 

reasons ranging from ‘fun and fame’ (Fenja and Selma) over ‘researcher fellowship’ 

(Herdis) to ‘sympathy for the quest to get the corporeal-locomotive activity and experience 

of gameplayers documented, investigated and included in the research area’ (Tue and Jon). 

Below is a short description of the various central and peripheral gameplayers followed by 

a brief reflection on the advantages and disadvantages of building the investigation of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience on such a ‘familiar’ 

sample. 
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CENTRAL GAMEPLAYER SEEDS 
 

Fenja 
8 years, female, competent and 

hardcore gameplayer 

 

 
 

 Began playing games on a laptop at the age 

of three and has played intently ever since. Is 

an all-round gameplayer, playing all genres 

on all devices. Occasionally she is obsessed 

with certain games such as Minecraft, Rock 

Band or Battlefield and aspires to be an 

expert and hardcore gameplayer. She does 

not, however, play games such as Starcraft II, 

World of Warcraft or Portal 2 as they are 

too demanding in relation to gameplay 

complexity and/or intricacy. Plays several 

hours every day 

 Has been regularly observed for the last five 

years and more intently with a grounded 

theory approach for the last three. 

 First own gameplay device: EyeToy camera 

for Playstation 2 

 Recent favorites: Toy Story 3 (PS3), 

Battlefield 3 (PC) and Minecraft (PC) 

 Also plays: The Rock Band series (PS3), 

MarioKart (Wii/DS), The Just Dance series 

(Wii/PS3Move), Extreme Pamplona (PC), 

Start the Party (PS3Move), Touch-and-tilt 

games (iPhone), Y3 / Y8 / Kizi (PC), New 
Super Mario Bros (DS), Katamari Forever 
(PS3), EyeToy: Play 3 (PS2) and Battlefield: 
Bad Company 2 

 

Jon 
39 years, male, expert and hardcore 

gameplayer 

 

 Began playing games on a Commedore Vic 

20 at the age of 12 and has played intently 

ever since. Is a stereotypical FPS gameplayer 

but does occasionally also play games such as 

World of Warcraft, Portal 2 or the drums in 

Rock Band. He does, however, not enjoy the 

games for Wii or Playstation Move due to 

their lack of accurracy, complexity and 

intricacy. Plays several hours every day. 

 Has been  regularly observed for the last six 

years and more intently with a grounded 

theory approach for the last three. 

 First own gameplay device: Commedore Vic 

20 

 Recent favorites: Fallout: New Vegas (PC), 

Battlefield: Bad Company 2 (PC) and 

Battlefield 3 (PC) 

 Also plays: World of Warcraft (PC), The 

Rock Band series (PS3), Borderlands (PC), 

Left4Dead2 (PC) and Portal 2 (PC) 
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Rikke (me) 
35 years, female, competent and 

casual gameplayer 

 

 Began playing games on a Commodore 64 at 

the age of 11 and has played regularly since, 

but with non-playing periods spanning several 

years. Is a typical casual gameplayer, but does 

occasionally become obsessed with a specific 

game such as Wizard of War  (Commodore 

64), Atomic Bomberman (PC), Pretty Pet 

Salon (iPhone) or The Rock Band series 

(PS3). She does, however, not have the 

sustained gameplay approach needed to 

become a skillful gameplayer . She prefers co-

located gameplay with known gameplayers 

and seldom plays on her own. She has, 

however, recently picked up on playing 

iPhone games frequently and on on her own 

in breaks between other activities. Plays 

several hours every week. 

 Has been playing 'reflectively' for the last three 

years mixing video-recorded observations with 

phenomenological participation and on the 

basis of a grounded theory approach 

 First own gameplay device: Commodore 64 

 Recent favorites: World of Warcraft (PC), 

Pretty Pet Salon (iPhone) and Just Dance 3 

(PS3Move) 

 Also plays: The Rock Band series (PS3), Fruit 

Ninja (iPhone), EyePet: Move Edition 

(PS3Move), Family Trainer: Extreme 

Challenge (Wii), Katamari Forever (PS3), 

MarioKart (Wii), Touch-and-tilt games 

(iPhone) 

 

Selma 
5 years, female, novice and casual 

gameplayer 

 

 Began playing EyeToy games at the age of one 

and moved on to iPhone games at the age of 

three and has been playing frequently on 

laptops and iPhones ever since. She primarily 

plays alone as she is not yet proficient enough 

to handle full-fledged games such as 

Battlefield, Katamari Forever or New Super 
Mario Bros. But she has recently attempted 

playing games such as EyePet: Move Edition 

and Toy Story 3. Generally, she prefers to 

jump from mini-game to mini-game, playing 

them in short bursts, before moving on to the 

next  (mini)gameplay activity/experience. 

Some gameplay experiences and activites 

have, however, been able to captivate her 

attention for longer periods, such as Cut the 
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Rope or Angry Birds on the iPhone and 

Plants versus Zombies on PC which she plays 

with her father Jon. Plays every day. 

 Has been regularly observed for the last three 

years with a grounded theory approach 

 First own gameplay device: Toshiba gamer 

laptop 

 Recent favorites: Touch-and-tilt games 

(iPhone), Y3 / Y8 / Kizi (PC) and 

EyePet:Move Edition (PS3Move) 

 Also plays: Fruit Ninja (iPhone), EyeToy: Play 
3 (PS2), Start the Party (PS3: Move) and Toy 
Story 3 (PS3) 

 

Tue 
28 years, male, expert and hardcore 

gameplayer 

 

 Began playing games on a Commedore 64 at 

the age of 4 and has played intently ever since. 

Is a stereotypical RTS gameplayer but does 

occasionally also play games such as 

Battlefield, Portal 2 or guitar in Rock Band.  

He does not, however, play casual or 

undemanding games as they lack complexity 

and intricacy, but can play Playstation Move 

games or Wii games 'for fun'. Has also played 

World of Warcraft with a decidedly strategic 

approach in a high-end raiding guild. Has 

participated in various  local and a few 

international Starcraft: Brood War  
tournaments and was for a short period 

involved in the professional  E-sports scene 

where he participated in Warcraft 3 

tournaments. Plays several hours every day. 

 Has been observed for the last ten years 

alternating between periods of informal and 

formal observations and has been followed 

more intently with a grounded theory 

approach for the last three. 

 First own gameplay device: Nintendo Game 

Boy 

 Recent favorites: World of Warcraft (PC), 

Starcraft II: Wings of Liberty (PC) and Diablo 
3 (PC) 

 Also plays: Battlefield: Bad Company 2 (PC), 

Battlefield 3 (PC), The Rock Band-series 

(PS3), Borderlands (PC), Left4Dead2 (PC) 

and Portal 2 (PC) 
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PERIPHERAL GAMEPLAYER SEEDS 
 

C 
30+, male, competent and casual 

gameplayer 

 

 Has been observed playing the games Borderlands 
in co-located gameplay sessions with Tue and Jon 

and Battlefield 3 in co-located gameplay sessions 

with Tue, Jon and Fenja. 

 Has wished to remain anonymous but has agreed 

to be observed when playing with Tue and Jon. 

 Favorite game: Diablo II 
 

Herdis 
60+, female, novice and casual 

gameplayer 

 

 Has been observed playing the game Rock Band 

on several occasions, mostly alongside family 

members but also on her own. Has for periods 

been near-obsessed with playing the game. Has 

also been observed playing the game Just Dance 

both on the Wii (which she owns) and on the 

PS3Move. Has recently begun 'stealing' Rikke's 

iPhone to play Bejeweled on it. Is a gameplayer, 

but she seldom has the time to play and at present 

never plays alone. 

 Favorite game: The Rock Band series 

 

Iben 
30+, female, novice and non-

gamer 

 

 Has been observed playing the game Just Dance 

on the Wii on a couple of occasions together with 

family members. Is decidedly non-gamer. 

 Favorite game: none 
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Omitted varieties of gameplayer seeds and 

benefits/shortcomings of the selected gameplayer seeds 
Clearly, there can be problems connected to using close family members such as one’s own 

children, husband, siblings and mother as research participants in a thesis – not to mention 

placing oneself as a central gameplayer seed. But, given the investigation’s corporeal-

locomotive focus, approach and goals, this might prove to be the lesser of two evils if the 

alternative is to use anonymous, unknown, bodiless or randomly drawn individuals. In fact, 

it might prove to be an advantage as the gameplayers have had the time to grow 

accustomed to a researcher presence over a period of several years. During the research 

quest it was quite clear that this ‘scholarly acclimatization’ had reached a point where my 

presence no longer was framed as ‘strange researcher looking at me playing’ but plainly as 

‘Rikke doing her usual thing.’ Furthermore, the ability to be with the observed gameplayers 

for prolonged periods spanning several years also makes it possible to switch between and 

experiment with different scholarly modes such as ‘video-recording,’ ‘writing field notes,’ 

‘asking participants for clarifications,’ ‘photo-documenting,’ ‘developing metaphorical 

formats,’ ‘discussing and developing fieldwork results with participants,’ ‘showing and 

discussing video recorded material with participants,’ ‘fusing different documentation 

formats’ and so on. The fact that the gameplayers are an inherent part of the researcher’s 

everyday life and vice versa generates a freedom to implement, adjust, discuss, experiment 

and develop the methodological framework through an iterative cyclic process and 

dialogue with the participants that evolves naturally over a long period of time. That is, 

without the unbounded and continual access to the research participants, literally day and 

night, it would not have been possible to take the experimental, experiential and expressive 

approach to the research field that is at the core of this research quest. Or, in other words, 

only close family and friends would have allowed and tolerated all the weird ideas, such as 

secretly video-recording my husband’s manic emotional expressions during FPS gameplay 

or taking 300 close-up photographs with flash of my brother’s hands (hanging on his 

shoulder) during an important ladder fight in Starcraft II, that have been devised and 

implemented during the research quest. 

 Finally, whether the research participants are well-known, anonymized or 

unknown is not of particular relevance or importance in this research quest, as it is their 

general being as ‘bodies in play’ that is being investigated. In this way it is of less 

importance whose hands are being video-recorded playing Starcraft II for example, than 

the fact that the hands are playing this specific game. Thus, what is in focus is whether the 

hands are playing Starcraft II, Battlefield 3 or Toy Story 3, rather than whether the hands 

belong to Tue, Jon or Selma. Of course, I am not claiming that it makes no difference at all 

whether it is Fenja, Selma or Jon that is playing Just Dance 3. I am only pointing towards 

the fact that it is not the difference between their gameplay activities and experiences that is 

the focus of this thesis, but their overall similarities. Under this particular view, it makes no 

difference for the development of the methodological-theoretical framework whether it is 

Fenja, Herdis or Tue who plays the guitar in Rock Band 2 and accordingly they are treated 

as particular instantiations of the same corporeal-locomotive gameplay activity and 

experience. Nonetheless, it could be appropriate and auspicious to investigate if there are 

important or meaningful differences in the corporeal-locomotive activities and experiences 

of different ‘bodies in play.’ In this way, finer nuances or distinctions could be brought to 

the fore and implemented in the methodological-theoretical framework. This is, however, 

outside the scope of the present research quest.  
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Gameplay seeds 
In order to ensure a useful and viable crop of data material for the analysis of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension and the development of a methodological-theoretical 

framework, the corporeal-locomotive activities and experiences that gameplayers are 

engaged in needs to be extracted, focused and demarcated in relation to gameplay activities 

and experiences at large. That is, it needs to be designated which gameplay activities and 

experiences should be brought into focus and become the centre of attention in order to 

ensure that the thesis’s investigation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension has a 

thoroughly grounded and well-informed foundation to draw on. 

 

The thesis’s central gameplay seeds consist of a web of interrelated aspects that, when taken 

together, amalgamate into the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay. In this way, 

the dimension contains both aspects concerning the overall characteristics of being a bodily 

gameplayer, the overall characteristics of being a bodily gameplayer involved in corporeal 

gameplay, the distinctive characteristics of being a bodily gameplayer involved in corporeal 

gameplay in a specific gameworld, the distinctive characteristics of being a bodily 

gameplayer involved in digital gameplay in a specific gameworld, the overall characterstics 

of being a bodily gameplayer involved in digital gameplay as well as the general and 

distinctive characteristics of the internal connections between the different aspects of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

While the central gameplay seeds serve as the main ingredients of the thesis, the 

peripheral gameplay seeds serve as garnish, or a side dish that adds nuances, brings 

supplementary information or functions as accompaniment to the main findings delivered 

by the central gameplay seeds. The advanced central and peripheral gameplay seeds have 

emerged out of the observation of and participation in various gameplay activities. 

 

CENTRAL GAMEPLAY SEEDS 
 

The bodily gameplayer 

 

The bodily gameplayer is the exploration of what the 

overall implications and benefits are of acknowledging 

gameplayers as corporeal beings. What are the general 

traits and characteristics of such a being? And what 

impact has corporeality in general on the gameplayer’s 

overall activity and experience? Here, it is the generality 

of the gameplayer as a bodily being that is the center of 

attention in the quest to ‘extract’ some of the central 

and common characteristics of that area. 

 

The bodily gameplayer in 

corporeal gameplay 

 

The bodily gameplayer in corporeal gameplay is the 

exploration of what the overall implications and benefits 

are of acknowledging gameplay as a corporeal activity 

and experience. What are the general traits and 

characteristics of such activities and experiences? And 

what impact has corporeal gameplay on the overall 

gameplay activity and experience? Here, it is the 

generality of the gameplay as a corporeal activity and 

experience that is the center of attention in the quest to 

‘extract’ some of the central and common 

characteristics of that area.  
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The bodily gameplayer in 

corporeal gameplay in a 

specific offscreen/onscreen 

gameworld 

 
 

The bodily gameplayer in corporeal gameplay in a 

specific offscreen/onscreen gameworld is the 

exploration of what the implications and benefits are of 

acknowledging gameplay activities and experiences as 

unique and distinctive corporeal activities and 

experiences when played out across different 

offscreen/onscreen gameworlds. What are the 

specificities and distinctiveness of corporeal gameplay 

in particular offscreen/onscreen gameworlds? And what 

impact does a specific gameworld’s composition (‘place 

of the hand’) and orchestration (‘pace of the hand’) 

have on the specific gameplay activity and experience? 

Here, it is the specificity of corporeal gameplay in a 

specific offscreen/onscreen gameworld that is the center 

of attention in the quest to ‘extract’ some of the 

particular and distinctive characteristics of such activities 

and experiences. 

 

The bodily gameplayer in 

digital gameplay in a specific 

offscreen/onscreen 

gameworld 

 

 

The bodily gameplayer in digital gameplay in a specific 

offscreen/onscreen gameworld is the exploration of 

what implications and benefits the acknowledging of the 

bodily gameplayer has in relation to the comprehension 

of digital gameplay in specific onscreen gameworlds. 

How does a specific gameworld through composition 

and orchestration connect the onscreen and offscreen, 

the digital and corporeal within specific gameplay 

activities and experiences? How is the distinctiveness of 

such a specific corporeal-digital connection played out 

and experienced by the gameplayer?  Here it is the 

specificity of digital gameplay in a specific 

offscreen/onscreen gameworld that is the center of 

attention in the quest to ‘extract’ some of the particular 

and distinctive charactersitics of such activities and 

experiences. 

 

The bodily gameplayer in 

digital gameplay 

 

 
 

 

The bodily gameplayer in digital gameplay is the 

exploration of what general implications and benefits 

the acknowledging of the bodily gameplayer has for the 

overall comprehension of digital gameplay. What are 

the common traits and characteristics of such corporeal-

digital activities and experiences? And what impact has 

digital gameplay on the overall gameplay activity and 

experience? Here it is the generality of the gameplay as 

corporeal-digital activity and experience that is the 

center of attention in the quest to ‘extract’ some of the 

central and general characteristics of that area. 
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The body of corporeal-digital 

gameplay in 

offscreen/onscreen 

gameworlds 

 

The body of corporeal-digital gameplay in 

offscreen/onscreen gameworlds is the exploration of the 

deeper and inherent connections between the above 

gameplay seeds. That is, rather than looking at the 

specific elements of gameplay activities and 

experiences, it is the interconnectedness and reciprocity 

between the elements that take center stage. Here, it is 

the generality and specificity of the relations between 

corporeal and digital, offscreen and onscreen, 

perceptual and locomotive, gameplayer and gameworld 

in the gameplay activity and experience that is the 

center of attention in the quest to ‘extract’ some of the 

central and common characteristics of these linkages. 

 

 

PERIPHERAL GAMEPLAY SEEDS 
 

Game extrinsic corporeal-

locomotive gameplay activities 

and experiences 

 

 
Fig. 20 

Game extrinsic corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

activities and experiences encompass a range of 

rather diverse elements that can occur alongside the 

actual corporeal-locomotive gameplay activity and 

experience. In this way, the elements can infuse the 

gameplay with certain nuances or a general 

atmosphere. Such elements encompass acts such as 

gesticulating, gazing, swearing, yelling, laughing, 

pointing, leaning, pushing or poking. These 

elements are most prominently present within co-

located gameplay sessions, but also figure, albeit to a 

lesser degree, within most other gameplay sessions. 

Even though the elements appear outside the actual 

gameplay activity and, thus, outside the gameworld, 

they are nonetheless part of the overall socio-

corporeal context. As such they have been 

considered and they will be included where they 

seem to be of particularly relevance for the 

investigation of the corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

activity and experience. 
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Game extrinsic digital gameplay 

activities and experiences 
 

 
Fig. 21 

Game extrinsic digital gameplay activities and 

experiences comprise different forms of 

digital onscreen activities and experiences 

that take place outside the offscreen/onscreen 

gameworld’s actual gameplay activities and 

experiences. As such, these elements can 

constitute an important parallel dimension. 

Such elements include activities such as 

viewing and/or making machinima or fanart, 

reading and/or making theorycraft, watching 

uploaded gameplay videos on Youtube, 

reading and/or making game-related wikis, 

following and/or participating in guild 

forums, discussion forums or fansites or 

partaking in gameplay extrinsic role-playing 

activities. These elements are most 

pronounced and noticable around large-scale 

MMOG’s such as World of Warcraft, E-

sport games such as Starcraft or culturally 

influential games such as Angry Birds. As 

with the above elements, these activities and 

experiences can be important in the overall 

socio-cultural context even though they are 

not part of the actual gameplay activity and 

experience. As such they will be included if 

they prove to have particular relevance for 

the investigation of the corporeal-locomotive 

gameplay activity and experience. 

 

Linguistic interaction 

 

Linguistic interaction denotes the textual 

and/or auditory communication that takes 

place outside and during gameplay activity 

and experience. As such, both game-extrinsic 

and game-intrinsic linguistic interaction often 

relates directly to the corporeal-digital 

interaction that takes place in the 

offscreen/onscreen gameworld. Such game-

intrinsic linguistic elements include the 

written and spoken communication the 

gameplayer produces during gameplay 

directed at other gameplayers or the 

gameworld and the read and heard 

communication the gameplayer picks up 

from other gameplayers or the gameworld. 

Game-extrinsic linguistic elements, on the 

other hand, include the writing of a forum 

post, the composition of a game-related 

narrative, the discussion of a strategy in a 

guild forum or the post-game discussions of 
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tomorrow’s raid activities over Ventrilo. 

However, whether intrinsic or extrinsic, 

linguistic interaction is always more or less 

detached from the actual gameplay activity 

and experience; often it is a dimension 

completely absent from the gameworld (e.g. 

Tetris Battle or Extreme Pamplona). But, it 

can also be a central and sometimes even 

inevitable part of the gameplay activity (e.g. 

co-op in Starcraft II or high-end raiding in 

World of Warcraft). Accordingly, game-

extrinsic and game-intrinsic linguistic 

interaction has been considered and will be 

included where it seems particularly relevant 

for the investigation of the corporeal-

locomotive gameplay activity and experience. 

 

Spectating and other non-gameplayer 

interaction 

 

Spectating and other non-gameplayer 

interaction covers interaction carried out by 

individuals in the offscreen and/or onscreen 

gameworld who are not participating in the 

gameworld as gameplayers. These non-

gameplayers can occupy a range of different 

gameplay-extrinsic positions such as 

spectators of onscreen (live)streamed 

tournament gameplay, spectators of co-

located gameplayers' gameplay activities, 

guides of other co-located gameplayers' 

gameplay activities, audiences at E-sports- or 

LAN tournaments or individuals chatting and 

hanging out with friends in the on--screen 

and/or offscreen gameworld. Even though 

these activities are part of the overall socio-

cultural context, they are not part of the 

actual gameplay activity and, thus, they do not 

make the individual into an actual 

gameplayer. 
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Omitted varieties of gameplay seeds and 

benefits/shortcomings of the chosen central gameplay 

seeds 
Obviously, it is impossible to consider or account for all potentially influential gameplay 

seeds in the present thesis. That is, by focusing almost exclusively on the ‘inner corporeal-

locomotive core’ of gameplay activity and experience and the distinctive characteristics of 

this dimension, a lot of potential gameplay activity and experience seeds are simultaneously 

sacrificed. Hence, the selection of the central gameplay seeds is concurrently the de-

selection of other varieties of gameplay seeds – varieties that could hold important 

developmental potential. Meaning that, if the peripheral gameplay seeds had been granted 

a more central position in the investigation, it could have brought important nuances or 

additional elements in the gameplay activity and experience to the fore. Insights into and 

knowledge about the impact of the gameplayers’ affective outbursts on the overall 

corporeal-locomotive experience or the significance of co-located spectators’ support, 

approval and guidance of gameplayers for their gameplay activities could have been 

included and considered. In a similar vein, the inclusion of linguistic interaction as a central 

gameplay seed could potentially have proven to hold noteworthy insights and, thus, have 

imparted a greater level of detail in the developed methodological-theoretical framework. 

Accordingly, there is lot of potential work to be done in connecting the peripheral 

gameplay seeds with the central gameplay seeds or even in introducing altogether new 

varieties of gameplay seeds and, thus, refining and further developing this first attempt at 

developing a  methodological-theoretical framework for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience. 

Conversely, there could prove to be equally important insights to be gained from 

investigating some of the elements found within the peripheral gameplay seeds in the light 

of the cultivated comprehension of gameplay activity and experience as incorporating a 

vital corporeal-locomotive dimension. Accordingly, scholarly work investigating linguistic 

interaction in gameplay activities that allow for the significance of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension could potentially move away from characterizing the communication as 

primarily ‘creative,’ ‘fictional,’ ‘identity-constructing’ or ‘social’ and towards seeing it as a 

tool aiding the gameplayers in their corporeal-locomotive activities, along the lines of J.L. 

Austin’s How to Do Things with Words (Austin, 1962). Likewise, such a change in view 

could move investigations into the E-sports scene away from being framed purely as socio-

cultural activities and experiences. 

 

However, in order to conjure as nuanced and thorough a portrait of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in the gameplay activity and experience as possible, I have chosen to 

delimit the research quest to the investigation of the presented central gameplay seeds and 

only to touch upon elements presented in the peripheral gameplay seeds when they turn 

out to be of particular relevance.  
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By now we have a discovered fallow field with nascent potential and a blend of carefully 

selected seeds that hopefully will turn it into a field of gold, but we still need methods to 

secure the field’s fertility and, thus, the seeds’ growth. What are needed are techniques for 

cultivating the field by making its soil fertile and productive through providing it with 

manure and fertilizer. Or, in other words, what the seeded field needs next is productive 

methods. Only then can the seeded field grow golden crops to be stored and processed 

(see: “Harvesting and storing the yield: Overview of documentation methods“) and finally 

to be refined into a golden, qualitative product (see: “Refining the yield: Overview of 

conceptualization crops”). This is, at least, the proper way to proceed according to Marcus 

Banks: “Ideally, one should formulate an intellectual problem, then consider the most 

suitable subject or empirical context for investigation, and then consider which methods 

within that context are most likely to yield data that will address the problem.” (Banks, 

2007, p. 8). 

However, given the aim of the thesis – to investigate and cultivate a fallow field 

through developing a suitable methodological and conceptual framework for it – it 

becomes of particular importance that the chosen methods for this rather pristine field are 

able to let the field speak for itself, so to speak. That is, the methodological ‘manure’ and 

‘fertilizer’ as well as the techniques for cultivation have to be fashioned to fit the field rather 

than the other way around. This entails, on the one hand, that the chosen methods must be 

flexible, adaptable and adjustable, and, on the other hand, that the chosen methods do not 

automatically bring along specific world views on, concepts for, or framings of games, 

gameplayers or gameplay with them. This is necessary to ensure that the field can speak 

freely, so to speak. Thus, the first task at hand is to track down a suitable combination of 

reasonably ‘empty,’ ‘open’ and ‘elastic’ methods that allow the field to command the 

researcher in these corporeal-locomotive uncharted, tactile and tacit territories. Finally, it is 

of immense importance that the chosen methods allow for consecutive and continual 

changes in the ways the field is approached, the fieldwork carried out and the field 

cultivated, harvested and refined. Aptly put, what is needed is an empirically grounding and 

analytically creative methodological approach capable of handling corporeal-locomotive 

research conducted in a constant empirical-methodological-theoretical flux.  

Consequently, a ‘compound’ method is pieced together regardless of whether the 

methods the elements are adopted from are traditionally regarded oppositional or even 

incompatible. This is done in order to honor what the field is trying to tell me, rather than 

what is traditionally done. Thus, to comprehend and convey these novel corporeal-

locomotive ‘tales from the field,’ a methodological ‘cultivator’ is constructed.  

 

Below is a condensed and categorized overview of the different components from which 

the methodological ‘manure’ and ‘fertilizer’ are constructed, which will be accounted for in 

the present section, as well as an overview of ‘harvesting techniques,’ ‘storage facilities’ and 

‘refinement techniques,’ that will be accounted for in the following sections: 
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METHODOLOGICAL 

COMPONENTS 

FUNCTIONALITY 

 

Qualitative research 

methods 

 Monique Hennink, Inge 

Hutter & Ajay Bailey 

Qualitative Research 
Methods (Hennink, 

Bailey, & Hutter, 2011) 

 Thomas R. Lindlof & 

Bryan C. Taylor 

Qualitative 
Communication 

Research Methods 
(Lindlof & Taylor, 2002) 

 Egon G. Guba & Yvonna 

S. Lincoln Competing 
Paradigms in Qualitative 
Research (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1994) 

 Annette Markham “Ethic 

as Method, Method as 

Ethic: A Case for 

Reflexivity in Qualitative 

ICT Research” (A. 

Markham, 2006) 

 

Basic substrate 
Components taken from these listed works amalgamate 

into a ‘basic substrate’ that forms the tacit underlying 

foundation for the dual methodological superstructure of 

grounded theory method & remix methods. In this way, 

qualitative research methods function as a basic substrate 

for both methods and, as such, ensure general 

methodological stability and coherence. Of particular 

importance and relevance for the present investigation is 

the qualitative research methods’ notions of ‘the research 

design cycle,’ ‘taking a fieldwork approach,’ ‘ethical issues 

and considerations,’ ‘doing observation,’ ‘doing 

participation,’ ‘the analytical research cycle,’ ‘developing 

theory,’ ‘doing interpretation’ and ‘ensuring qualitative 

validity and reliability.’ Accordingly, these notions 

constitute inherent parts of the overall methodological 

approach to the field. Finally, qualitative research methods 

have served as a steadfast guide regarding the overall 

design, implementation and validation of the research 

quest. 

 

Grounded theory method 

 Antony Bryant & Kathy 

Charmaz (eds.) The 
SAGE Handbook of 
Grounded Theory 

(Bryant & Charmaz, 

2010) 

 Kathy Charmaz 

Constructing Grounded 
Theory: A Practical 
Guide Through 
Qualitative Analysis 
(Charmaz, 2006) 

 Brian D. Haig 

“Grounded Theory as 

Scientific Method” (Haig, 

1995) 

 George Allen “A critique 

of using grounded theory 

as research method” 

(Allen, 2003) 

Organic manure 
These listed works constitute the first of the two major 

methodological approaches (the other being remix 

methods) that are utilized in the cultivation of the new 

field. It is, however, important to emphasize that even 

though the research quest employs grounded theory 

method as one of its two methods, it neither pretends to 

adhere ‘properly’ to the Grounded Theory Method 

paradigm, nor to result in a ‘proper’ Grounded Theory. 

Regardless, the thesis is still heavily inspired and 

influenced by grounded theory methods (both 

constructivist and objectivist) as this approach is judged to 

be one of the most valid, thorough and unbiased 

approaches one can take to a pristine field or subject such 

as the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

activity and experience. As a methodological approach that 

has the potential to impart meticulousness and weight to 

previously unsubstantiated claims (if handled in an 

appropriate methodological manner) it will be more 

exhaustively introduced and contextualized in the 

following. 
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Remix Methods 

 Annette Markham “The 

Internet as research 

context” (A. N. 

Markham, 2004) 

 Annette Markham “’Go 

Ugly Early’: Fragmented 

Narrative and Bricolage 

as Interpretive Method” 

(A. N. Markham, 2005) 

 Annette Markham 

“Fabrication as Ethical 

Practice” (A. Markham, 

2012)  

 John Mingers & John 

Brocklesby 

“Multimethodology: 

Towards a Framework 

for Mixing 

Methodologies” (Mingers 

& Brocklesby, 1997) 

 Martyn Denscombe 

“Communities of 

Practice: A Research 

Paradigm for the Mixed 

Methods Approach” 

(Denscombe, 2008) 

 Julia Brannen “Mixing 

Methods” (Brannen, 

2005) 

 

Synthetic fertilizer  

These listed works constitute the other half of the 

methodological approach that is utilized in the cultivation 

of the field. However, contrary to grounded theory 

method, remix methods form a rather motley crew that 

finds a common ground in taking ‘triangulation’ or 

‘multimethodology’ as a prime methodological trait. 

Traditionally, ‘mixed methods’ or ‘multimethodology’ 

have referred almost exclusively to the intermixture of 

qualitative and quantitative methods (Hennink et al., 2011, 

p. 52), but within this research quest, the approach to 

‘remix methods’ is more in line with Annette Markham. 

This denotes a more ‘radical’ cross-fertilization of methods 

and approaches (such as the fusion of empirical data, 

narration, close observations and autobiographical notes) 

as well as the incorporation of more ‘unorthodox’ or 

‘contested’ methods and approaches (such as fabrication, 

metaphorization, aestheticization or autophenomeno-

graphy). On the one hand, the term remix methods is 

meant to point towards the adaptation and implementation 

of a range of different methodologies, data forms, 

documentation methods, researcher positions etc. On the 

other hand, the use of remix methods is meant to denote 

the intermingling, amalgamating and cross-fertilization of 

concepts coming from different or even incompatible 

theories and frameworks. Thus, remix methods refers 

here to a fieldwork approach where (in)compatible 

methods and theories are made to mingle and mix. In this 

way, various empirical, methodological, analytical, 

theoretical and philosophical elements are chosen and 

remixed through interpretation or interpreted through 

remixing, thus amalgamating into a new blend potentially 

capable of generating novel empirical, methodological, 

analytical, theoretical and philosophical insights and 

results. 

 

Accordingly, I am  heavily inspired and influenced by the 

remix methods approach, as it was introduced to me by 

Annette Markham; as a methodological approach that 

holds the potential to unlock previously tacit insights that 

would have remained silent or hidden if the field had been 

approached solely on the basis of a traditional qualitative 

research method or of a pure grounded theory method. 
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Documentation Methods 

 Roger Sanjek (ed.) 

Fieldnotes: The Makings 

of Anthropology (Sanjek, 

1990) 

 Michael Angrosino 

Doing Ethnographic and 
Observational Research 
– The SAGE Qualitative 
Research Kit (Angrosino, 

2007) 

 Marcus Banks Using 
Visual Data in 

Qualitative Research – 
The SAGE Qualitative 
Research Kit (Banks, 

2007) 

 Pirkko Markula & Jim 

Denison “See Spot Run: 

Movement as an Object 

of Textual Analysis” 

(Markula & Denison, 

2000) 

Harvester & Silo 
Here, different components taken from these listed works 

amalgamate into a ‘harvester’ that harvests data from the 

field and a ‘silo’ that stores the harvested data in various 

formats. Importantly, the composition of harvester and silo 

enables data to be harvested and kept in disparate ways; as 

‘scratch notes,’ ‘head notes’ and ‘field notes,’ as 

‘inscriptions,’ ‘transcriptions,’ ‘descriptions’ and 

‘interpretations,’ as ‘metaphoric patterns,’ as ‘photo 

documentations,’ ‘photo montages’ and ‘bricolages,’ as 

‘observations’ and ‘participations,’ as ‘emic perspectives’ 

and etic perspectives’  as ‘offscreen video documentation’ 

and ‘onscreen video documentation,’ as ‘research music 

videos’ and ‘photo/video elicitations,’ as ‘ephemeral 

movement experiences’ and as ‘tales,’ ‘fictions,’ ‘poetry,’ 

‘fabrications,’ ‘representations’ and ‘non-representations.’ 

The ability of the harvester to harvest and the silo to 

contain data of such a very hybrid, multifarious, 

kaleidoscopic and checkered nature supports a 

methodological and theoretical receptiveness and flexibility 

as data is not standardized or made to conform to certain 

schemas or formats in the collection stage of the project. 

Rather, both harvested data and applied methods and 

theories are kept in manifold and potentially contradictory 

or incompatible ways even in the finishing stages of the 

research quest. This is done in order to enable an 

adaptable pursuit of this ever moving and ever evolving 

field. 

 

Conceptualization crops 

 Craftsmanship theory 

 Corporeal 

philosophy/theory 

 Perceptual psychology 

 Movement theory 

 Learning theory 

 Game theory 

 Gameplayer theory 

 Gameplay theory 

Refinement plant 
Here, a range of analytical, theoretical and philosophical 

concepts, notions, ideas, insights, results, metaphors, 

interpretations and frameworks, coming from various 

scholarly works and articles, are implemented, 

metaphorically or literally, to the empirical concepts, 

categories and codes emerging from the data in order to 

gain a deeper and more nuanced knowledge about them. 

Accordingly, when a concept such as ‘locomotion’ 

emerges and begins to assert itself in the fieldwork 

observations and interpretations (grounded theory 

method), different understandings and framings of the 

concept are traced within diverse research areas such as 

musicology, movement theory, learning theory and 

corporeal philosophy that touch upon the subject. And 

then, workable bits from these various works are fused into 

a compound concept or category (remix methods) which is 

then implemented in the investigation of this empirically 

emerging concept. 

 

 

As the above references and short descriptions demonstrate, the overall methodological 

research approach draws on current understandings of how to qualitatively construct and 

develop concepts and conceptual frameworks that are well-grounded in empirical data 

(qualitative methods: grounded theory method) as well as how to remix these data, 
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descriptions, analyses and theories in qualitative ways that ensure empirical data 

triangulation, experiential analysis triangulation and expert theory triangulation (qualitative 

methods: remix methods). This mixed methods approach and its inherent diversity of 

documentation methods and conceptual refinement methods have proven to spark novel 

corporeal-locomotive insights through cultivating and refining gameplay activity and 

experience in new thought-provoking ways. Furthermore, it has proven to be a particularly 

apt framework for addressing, developing and conveying an ‘inarticulate’ dimension such 

as corporeal locomotion in gameplay. 

However, such an incorporation of ‘unorthodox’ remixing of data forms, 

representation formats and theoretical frameworks demands thorough background 

knowledge of both methodological and theoretical research traditions within, as well as 

outside, the specific investigated area in order to ensure a powerful and appropriate stock 

of theories and methods to draw on in the construction of these remixed but new 

methodological and conceptual frameworks for corporeal gameplay. Without a fair 

amount of valid and workable methodological-theoretical background knowledge it is 

impossible to identify and generate new ‘groundbreaking’ insights and results. Likewise, it 

is impossible to construct and carry out authoritative and potent remixes of methods and 

theories without knowing exactly what it is one is remixing and remixing for. 

 

Moreover, the thesis exhibits an approach where the grounding and remixing methods not 

only came to affect the data harvested and the theoretical concepts adopted to refine them, 

but also the methodological-theoretical design and result itself. This is due to the fact that 

both the method of analysis and the conceptual development were ‘remixingly’ evolved 

through iterative design-processes where methods and concepts were generated by 

adjusting, reworking and mixing the developing methodological and conceptual framework 

on the ground of the data coming from the field. Here, the remixing of data gradually 

induced higher insight into the intimate conceptual workings of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension. Thus, the overall approach has been to continually and constantly mix and 

remix whatever data ingredients and whatever method/theory ingredients that seemed to 

produce the most methodologically and conceptually adequate fit with the emerging field 

of gold and its inner inarticulate workings. So, rather than adhering strictly to constructivist 

or empiricist paradigms, quantitative or qualitative methods, corporeal philosophy or 

perceptual psychology, the overall methodological attempt has been to move freely 

between them all while remixing, omitting, propagating and paring constituents, optics and 

techniques in order to construct a framework that competently and honestly cultivates, 

harvests and refines the empirical yield of the field.  

 

All in all, the only guiding methodological principles that the present research quest can be 

said to obey are that methods, data forms and theoretical concepts should be cultivated, 

harvested, refined and remixed in such a way as to enable: 

 

1. the closest possible fit between field and framework, that is, between the 

‘corporeal-locomotive dimension’ out there and the ‘methodological and 

conceptual frameworks’ developed to describe it here, 

2. the closest possible fit between the developed methodological framework and the 

developed conceptual framework, 

3. the incorporation of potentially valuable techniques, optics and metaphors, even 

when seemingly incompatible or estranging, that in the long run could produce a 
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presentation of data in such a way that it reflects the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension out there, 

4. maximum flexibility and adaptability of methods and concepts in relation to what 

the field and the harvested data demands, that is, enable a method of investigation 

iteratively developed on the basis of what the field tells us and teaches us ‘at this 

moment,’ and 

5. a conceptual framework which is developed on the basis of what the field tells us 

and teaches us that the conceptual framework should be. 

 

Inherent in these guiding principles is an intimate interdependency between the grounded 

theory method and the remix methods. This is due to the fact that remixing is carried out 

based on and guided by the grounding of it in the field’s harvested crop of data. That is, the 

grounded theory method specifies that the data should guide, select, deselect, identify and 

decide the (re)mixing of methodological and theoretical categories, concepts, optics and 

tools in such a way as to most powerfully and properly capture what emerges from the field. 

The grounded theory method tells us to come to the field carrying no set traditions, 

paradigms or theories. Instead, the ‘frameworks,’ ‘perspectives’ and ‘standpoints’ we 

occupy in relation to the field should be whichever frameworks, perspectives and 

standpoints the field tells us to adopt. Accordingly, the methodological-theoretical 

foundation must necessarily in the outset be a foundation of ‘no-method’ and ‘no-theory’ 

given that a methodological-theoretical foundation and framework should be developed on 

the ground of the data coming from the field.  

In this way, adopting a grounded theory method approach could be seen as 

implying that one should take a remixing approach when it comes to the construction of a 

conceptual framework or theory for the field. Rather than initially preselecting specific 

methods, theories or hypotheses that then come to frame or construct the field in a certain 

way, the final result should be the establishment of a method, theory and hypothesis that is 

formulated through an iterative process of developing, remixing and refining method, 

theory and hypothesis until it sufficiently fits the investigated field – or in other words, if 

one chooses to adopt a grounded theory method approach, one must be able to let various 

methods, theories, hypotheses, paradigms and traditions cross-fertilize, cross-breed and 

flow freely until they have been mixed into an appropriate methodological-theoretical 

manifestation of the field. 

 

Together, grounded theory method and remix methods, unite to form a rewarding 

cultivation method for the corporeal-locomotive dimension. A cultivation method that is 

capable of grasping both the outer and inner, objective and subjective, observable and 

participatory, emic and etic, literal and metaphorical, factionalizing and fictionalizing sides 

of the dimension. Whereas grounded theory method can be said to serve as ‘empirical’ 

manure for the field that constitutes an excellent medium for growing theory, remix 

method can, on the other hand, be said to serve as a theoretical/metaphorical synthetic 

fertilizer that constitutes a powerful growth-enhancing method capable of boosting the first 

stratum’s generated understanding, knowledge and insights. In this way, the project 

carefully and consciously tries to combine inherently competing paradigms and methods 

(See Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

This is done in order to capture both the insider perspective, where descriptions 

and perspectives are expressed in accordance with what is regarded as meaningful by 

gameplayers, as well as the outsider perspective, where descriptions and perspectives are 
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imbued with conceptual categories and frameworks coming from outside the gameplay 

setting in order to add theoretical depth to the inner descriptions and perspectives. While 

the insider perspective is eminent for putting aside prior scholarly assumptions in order to 

let the data speak for itself and, thus, let new patterns and concepts emerge and unexpected 

insights and theories form, the outsider perspective is exceptional for letting in unfamiliar 

or unorthodox scholarly concepts or frameworks coming from outside the field, in order to 

allow the emerged patterns and concepts to be well founded and substantiated through 

grounding them in theory. 

 Hence, the applied methodological framework is a mixture of empirical and 

theory-laden methods. The empirical method underpins the grounded theory approach as 

it uses collections of data to form theories. In this way, the empirical method consists of the 

aggregating of naturally occurring data where concepts, categories and theories are derived 

from experienced practice. It is a method where no previously selected hypothesis guides 

the process of aggregating data in order for the data to test the specified hypothesis. Rather, 

data is aggregated through a sort of trial-and-error framework (i.e. iterative process). Thus, 

the empirical method, underpinning the grounded theory approach, is generally 

characterized by collecting relatively large amounts of data before serious speculation as to 

their significance and without much idea of what they mean. So, while the object of 

investigation (i.e. the corporeal-locomotive dimension) is established beforehand, what the 

object signifies and whether it is meaningful to study it is unknown at the outset. However, 

the empirical method, in the present research quest, is supplemented with more theory-

laden methods. Thus, remix methods are underpinned by a more theory-laden approach 

where a well-assorted toolbox of different theories and/or methods is used to (re)mix the 

data coming from the field. In this way, the ability to entertain a range of different concepts 

and theories to account for the emerging findings (caused by the use of the grounded 

theory method) gives the researcher a solid foundation for playing with and trying out 

multiple methodological and theoretical ideas and frameworks before constructing a 

(grounded) methodological-theoretical framework of his/her own. Accordingly, it is 

asserted that an open (grounded theory method) mind does not necessarily imply an empty 

(remix methods) mind. 

The following two sections of the present chapter are dedicated to briefly 

describing the core components of the two main methods for cultivating seeds into crops – 

the supply of organic manure (grounded theory) and synthetic fertilizer (remix methods) – 

as well as the interplay between them.  
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Grounded theory method: Organic manure for growing 

theory 
The grounded theory method is a method not for creating data, but for creating concepts 

and conceptual frameworks out of data. The grounded theory method was first presented 

by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in their two founding books Awareness of Dying 

(1965) and The Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967) wherein they propounded the 

grounded theory mantra stating that ‘theory emerges from data.’ It is a method aimed at 

generating a theory or framework around a core concept (here ‘gameplay corporeality’). 

This developed core concept should be able to account for most of the variation in the 

collected data. Furthermore, the emerging strings of concepts, categories and codes that 

enter into the framework should all somehow relate to the developed core concept. Thus, 

even though the core concept is of a somewhat abstract nature it is, however, thoroughly 

grounded in the data by way of its subordinated concepts, categories and codes that show 

how the core concept works and is played out in the activities and experiences of 

gameplayers. A model of the relationship between abstracted core concept and messy data 

could look as follows: 

 

 
 

Both Glaser and Strauss shared a positivist and empiricist belief in the circumstance that 

‘objective truth rises out of data’ which has later been criticized by Kathy Charmaz, the 

third leading figure within grounded theory. Instead of an objectivist approach, she has 

propounded a more constructivist and subjectivist approach to the grounded theory 

method where ‘conceptual frameworks are carefully constructed out of data’ in her 

influential book Constructing Grounded Theory (2006). It is this more ‘creative’ approach 

to theory development that is adopted in the present research quest.  

However, Glaser, Strauss and Charmaz all hold the same view on doing 

grounded theory research as: 

 

An analytical interplay between analyzing inductive data, conceptualizing them, 

and then checking these conceptions through further data gathering which brings 

in deductive elements. [The] approach uses abductive reasoning. The logic of 

The grounded theory method 

conceptualization hierarchy 

 

Core concept:  

Corporeal locomotion in the gameplay 

activity and experience 

Concept: 

1 
Concept: 

Craftsmanship 

Concept: 

3 

Categori: 

1 

Category: 

2 

Category: 

Crafting 

Category: 

Craftsman 

Category: 

Craft 

Data Data Data Data Data Data Data Data Data Data 

Code: 

1 

Code: 

2 

Code: 

3 

Code: 

Identity lies  

in the craft 

Code: 

A body  

of practice 

Code: 

The tempered  

talent 
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abduction entails studying individual cases inductively and discerning a surprising 

finding and then asking how theory could account for it. The researcher 

subsequently puts all these possible theories to test by gathering more data to 

ascertain the most plausible explanation. Abductive reasoning resides at the core 

of grounded theory logic: it links empirical observation with imaginative 

interpretation, but does so by seeking theoretical accountability through returning 

to the empirical world. (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 46) 

 

Kathy Charmaz criticizes the (post)positivist belief in discovery of real facts and distanced 

observation of reality found in Glaser and Strauss’ earlier work, claiming that: 

 

A repositioned GTM [grounded theory method] bridges defined realities and 

interpretations of them. It produces limited, tentative generalizations, not 

universal statements. It brings the social scientist into analysis as an interpreter of 

the scene, not as the ultimate authority defining it. And this method 

acknowledges the human, and sometimes non-human, relationships that shape 

the nature of inquiry. (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 52)  

 

However, both sides of the approach share the same view on doing research in that they 

stress “developing or generating novel theories as opposed to verification of existing ones, 

and urge social researchers to go into the field to gather data without ready-prepared 

theoretical frameworks to guide them” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 43). This process of 

theory and/or conceptual generation is, importantly, carried out iteratively as a movement 

between data collection, data analysis and data conceptualization continually performed 

throughout the research quest. The core of the grounded theory method process is this 

simultaneity of collecting data through fieldwork, analyzing and interpreting data through 

open and selective coding and creating and developing codes, categories and concepts from 

data which are finally sampled into a theoretical framework. The core of the grounded 

theory method process can be sketched out as follows: 

 

 

The grounded theory method process of developing theory 

(Previously: Preliminary data gathering → surprising/puzzling finding(s) → grounded theory method process to answer 

the puzzle) 

 
DATA CONCEPTUALIZATION 

Development of codes, categories, concepts → Arrangement of codes, categories and concepts into a conceptual 

framework → Sampling of a grounded theory that account for the empirical data 

 

           

INTERCHANGE BETWEEN DATA CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DATA 

INTERPRETATION 

DATA INTERPRETATION 

Open coding of data → Discovery of core variables of the core concept → Selective coding of concept, category, codes 

under the core concept → Saturation and delimitation of codes, categories and concepts 

INTERCHANGE BETWEEN DATA ANALYSIS AND DATA 

GATHERING 

DATA GATHERING 

Empirical observation/participation within the core concept → Documentation of observation/participation within the 

core concept → Documentation of data variables within the core concept 
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Before proceeding it is, however, important to make a distinction between following the 

grounded theory method and developing a grounded theory, as these are often confused. 

While the term ‘grounded theory’ is the result of the process – e.g. a grounded theory on 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience – the term 

‘grounded theory method’ refers to the method being used to reach that goal. So, strictly 

speaking, a grounded theory is a theory that has resulted from adhering to the grounded 

theory method (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, pp. 2-3). Accordingly, this investigation cannot 

claim to have developed a ‘proper’ grounded theory as, on the one hand, the grounded 

theory method has not been followed slavishly and, on the other hand, a mixed methods 

approach has been adopted, adding remix methods to the mix. Rather then, the 

investigation has adopted a grounded theory method approach in order to form a 

‘substantive’ conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

that is grounded thoroughly in empirical data. A ‘substantive’ framework is a theoretical 

interpretation of or explanation for a discovered demarcated enigma (such as the 

simultaneous significance of corporeal locomotion in gameplay  and absence of 

corporeality and locomotion in game research) within a particular substantive area 

(gameplay) (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 610). 

The grounded theory method for developing a grounded substantive theory was 

adopted as part of the methodological framework due to the fact that the grounded theory 

method encompasses a “systematic, inductive, and comparative approach for conducting 

inquiry for the purpose of constructing theory” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 1). The aim 

of adopting grounded theory method is thus to promote the development of a conceptual 

framework for corporeal locomotion in gameplay through analysis of gameplay data.  

 

As indicated above, the grounded research method is, both in its positivistic and in its 

constructivist flavor, a research method that operates in a reverse fashion from many other 

research paradigms found within qualitative research. Rather than verifying a research 

question, hypothesis or theory, the aim of taking a grounded theory approach is to venture 

on a research quest and demonstrate how the research investigation adds a new dimension 

to or enlightens new elements within the research community. Thus, the grounded 

research method does not begin with forming a research question or hypothesis but 

inductively with collecting, describing and analyzing data that then takes the researcher on a 

quest for theory:  

 

Data collection and analysis proceed simultaneously and each informs and 

streamlines the other. The GTM [grounded theory method] builds empirical 

checks into the analytical process and leads researchers to examine all possible 

theoretical explanations for their empirical findings. The iterative process of 

moving back and forth between empirical data and emerging analysis makes the 

collected data progressively more focused and the analysis successively more 

theoretical. (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 1)  

 

In this fashion, empirical data are coded and clustered into categories which are then again 

grouped under concepts which then form the basis for the construction of the core concept 

and its framework. In other words, the grounded theory method leads to a reverse 

engineered hypothesis which stands in opposition to the way qualitative research is usually 

conducted, where the researcher begins with a hypothesis/theory which is then applied to 
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data in order to see if the hypothesis/theory proves correct. Furthermore, a grounded 

theory should always adhere to the primacy of grounded observations over preconceptions. 

Or, as Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin put it: “A researcher does not begin a project with 

a preconceived theory in mind […] Rather, the researcher begins with an area of study and 

allows the theory to emerge from the data” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 47). 

Given the above, it is also evident that the grounded theory method differs 

substantively from most other qualitative methods in regards to the collection of data in at 

least two important ways: 1. The researcher does not leave the field before analyzing the 

data or writing up the results. 2. The method does not strive to ensure the uniformity of 

data collected over a period of time. Instead, the researcher stays in the field or keeps 

returning to the field in an iterative process where the gathering and analysis of data keeps 

changing and evolving throughout the research process. As Glaser puts it: “A theory must 

be readily modifiable, based on ever-emerging notions from more data” (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2010, p. 47).  

This process is within the grounded theory method known as ‘the constant 

comparative method,’ which progressively generates more abstract concepts and 

frameworks. This is done in a spiraling process where data is compared with data, then 

data is compared with categories, then categories are compared with categories and then 

categories are compared with concepts. This method of constant comparison is 

incorporated into the very heart of the grounded theory method as it is put forward by 

Glaser and Strauss: 

 

1. A spiral of cycles of data collection, coding, analysis, writing, design, 

theoretical categorization and data collection. 

2. The constant comparative analysis of cases with each other and to theoretical 

categories throughout each cycle. 

3. A theoretical sampling process based upon categories developed from 

ongoing data analysis. 

4. The size of sample is determined by the ‘theoretical saturation’ of categories 

rather than by the need for demographic ‘representativeness,’ or simply a 

lack of ‘additional information’ from new cases. 

5. The resulting theory is developed inductively from data rather than tested by 

data, although the developing theory is continuously refined and checked by 

data. 

6. Codes ‘emerge’ from data and are not imposed a priori upon it. 

7. The substantive and/or formal theory outlined in the final report takes into 

account all the variations in the data and conditions associated with these 

variations. The report is an analytical product rather than a purely descriptive 

account. Theory development is the goal. (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 154) 

 

The above focus on developing novel theory and carrying out selective theory driven data 

collection stands out from the way most other qualitative research (e.g. ethnography, 

ethnomethodology or reception analysis) carries out data collection, i.e. as something 

generating ‘thick descriptions’ of a given setting regardless of theoretical relevance (Bryant 

& Charmaz, 2010, p. 155). Thus, designing an investigation on the basis of theoretical 

rather than demographic categories, as it is done here, is done because it “is more likely to 

result in new theory instead of either pure description or a simple analysis of the difference 

between two demographic categories” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 159). But, in 
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accordance with the amount of data qualitative research needs to generate thick description, 

Phyllis Noerager Stern estimates that “20 to 30 […] hours of observation [is] adequate to 

reach saturation of the categories” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 117) and goes on to warn 

against the strive for exactness of data description:  

 

I have found that, in the years since Glaser and Strauss’s 1967 publication The 

Discovery of Grounded Theory, researchers have placed more and more 

emphasis on the accuracy of collected data rather than concentrating on the 

developing of theory. These researchers are in grave danger of developing a rich 

description of the social scene rather than a theoretical one. Description is 

important to our knowledge, but it’s not theory. (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 

118).  

 

Similarly, verbatim quotations from participants or field notes are rare and the results of 

employing the grounded theory method are often stated without data, citation or direct 

reference: “The skill of the grounded theorist is to abstract concepts by leaving the detail of 

the data behind, lifting the concepts above the data and integrating them into a theory that 

explains the latent social pattern underlying the behavior in a substantive area” (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2010, p. 606). Accordingly, a profusion of systematically identified theoretical 

nuances, and conceptually framed and categorized examples, underpin each category and 

concept of hypothesis in a way that should display great scope in both empirical fieldwork 

and theoretical library work. Thus, the formulations of categories and concepts that came 

to be known through data analysis are stated and used to ground theoretical conclusions in 

a way that reflect thorough grounded theorizing (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 132). This is 

also the path this investigation takes as it strives to develop the core concept of corporeal 

locomotion in gameplay. Adhering to Glaser and Strauss’ advice it favors theoretical 

density over the general preferment of descriptive amplification found within most 

qualitative research (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 144). This is a particular rewarding route 

to take if one aims to develop a theoretical vocabulary for a field that has no 

methodological-theoretical framework of its own. 

This vocabulary is built through what is known as ‘theoretical sampling’ within 

the grounded theory method: “You conduct theoretical sampling to develop the properties 

of your category(ies) until no new properties emerge. Thus, you saturate your categories 

with data and subsequently sort and/or diagram them to integrate your merging theory” 

(Charmaz, 2006, p. 96). Empirical saturation of theoretical categories are, however, not the 

same as ‘gathering data until nothing new occurs.’ Rather, researchers aim their data 

gathering toward the different areas (specific gameplay situations) and objects (specific 

games) that will develop their theoretical categories. In contrast to this, most qualitative 

research describes the patterns that happen to be in their gathered data material and these 

patterns reflect empirical themes in a studied segment of the world: “This suggests that 

categories are grounded when they provide logical and economical accounts of empirical 

observations; they do not so much represent these observations as explain them” (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2010, p. 177). These saturated theoretical categories group into the main 

concepts of the theory and together they form the ‘skeleton’ of the theory while analyzed 

(coded) empirical data provide the flesh. These categories “can be both ‘analytic’ and 

‘sensitizing.’ They allow us to conceptualize the key analytic features of phenomena, but 

also to communicate a meaningful picture of those phenomena in everyday terms. They 

allow us to classify phenomena, but also to construct relationships among different 
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elements of a theory.” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, pp. 168-169). Hence, a category (such as 

‘craftsmanship,’ ‘reflexes’ or ‘rhythm’) has analytical generalizability and can account for a 

range of empirical observations, while a concept (such as ‘corporeal locomotion’ or ‘digital 

corporeality’) can account for a range of theoretical categories. Accordingly, a ‘theoretical 

sampling’ should result in the production of a ‘formal,’ ‘substantive’ or ‘mid-range’ theory 

that is grounded in empirical data in such a way that the theoretical product displays a close 

fit between data and theory and generates applicable and useful analytical explanations for 

the investigated area (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 6). This theoretical product is, thus, the 

result of an iterative process of going back and forth between still more focused and 

nuanced data gathering, and still more nuanced and abstract categorization and 

conceptualization of data. As such, the grounded theory method is in practice more akin to 

‘abductive discovery’ than to ‘inductive reasoning’:  

 

Something unintelligible is discovered in the data and, on the basis of the mental 

design of a new rule, the rule is discovered or invented, and simultaneously it 

becomes clear what the case is. The logical form of this operation is that of 

abduction. Here one has decided (with whatever degree of awareness and for 

whatever reason) no longer to adhere to the conventional view of things. This way 

of creating a new ‘type’ (the relationship of a typical new combination of features) 

is a creative outcome which engenders a new idea (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 

219).  

 

As such an abductive method of discovery and inquiry, grounded theory method is well 

suited for the investigation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and 

experience. An investigation that commenced because something unintelligible was 

discovered through observation, i.e. the gameplayer’s movements, from which a new type 

was created ‘the corporeal-locomotive dimension’ that did not adhere to the conventional 

view on gameplay, instrumental interaction or game research at large. In this way, even if 

the investigation cannot be said to be a ‘proper’ grounded theory, it can, however, be said 

to be a theory properly grounded in data, given that “If the data has been analyzed without 

a preconceived theory or hypothesis, that theory is truly grounded in the data because it 

came from nowhere else” (Allen, 2003, p. 3).  

 

Thus, given the project’s initial aim of describing the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 

layers in gameplayers’ communication practice, the present investigation’s developed 

theory is truly grounded in the data as it was empirical observations that obliterated the 

planned study and turned the project into an investigation of corporeal locomotion in 

gameplay. Subsequently, the investigation turned into a research quest for a 

methodological-theoretical framework that could grasp and explain the significance of what 

kept emerging from the data. And, since what was emerging from the data was of a pre-

linguistic, pre-representational, invisible dimension of gameplay, grounded theory method 

was especially suited for the task as “Grounded theory [method] is an excellent tool for 

understanding invisible things. It can be used to reveal the invisible work involved in many 

kinds of tasks” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 79). 

 However, even though Glaser and Strauss presume it, creative, nuanced and 

deep theoretical categories and concepts do not emerge out of a theoretical vacuum or 

immaculateness. Rather, they emerge out of the theoretical baggage we carry with us as 

researchers wherever we go. So, if one wants to break new ground one must have 
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‘groundbreaking’ theories and methods at hand. Later iterations of the grounded theory 

method generally also acknowledge this:  

 

The argument that categories simply emerge from the data was doubtful even 

when it was first formulated. Perhaps it did not even convince its authors [Glaser 

and Strauss], given their emphasis on theoretical sensitivity and the value of 

bringing a wide repertoire of theoretical ideas to the data […] If we think of 

validity as the extent to which a theory is well-grounded empirically and 

conceptually, then we can better appreciate the importance of theoretical 

consistency as well as the acuteness of our empirical interpretations. When we 

develop categories, we need to take account of their theoretical underpinnings 

and implications as much as their efficacy with regard to the data. (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2010, pp. 176-177).  

 

Or, in other words; using grounded theory method does not imply an empty head but an 

open mind. Thus, as such a grounded abductive investigation in need of groundbreaking 

‘synthetic’ methods and theories to fill the head and keep the mind open, ‘remix methods,’ 

with their inherent unorthodox, innovationist, appropriating and fabricating approach, 

would seem the obvious place to go. Even more so, as the adoption of interpretive and 

creative remix methods, as presented in the following section, suits the methodological 

abductive framework perfectly as: “Abduction is a cerebral process, an intellectual act, a 

mental leap, that brings together things which one had never associated with one another: 

A cognitive logic of discovery” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 220). 
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(Re)mix methods: Synthetic growth enhancing method 
Different methodologies are complementary, making different assumptions about the 

problem situation, and that it is therefore necessary to make a choice as to which 

methodology(ies) is(are) appropriate for a particular intervention. It is the contention of this 

paper that in order to make the most effective contribution in dealing with the richness of 

the real world, it is desirable to go beyond using a single methodology to generally 

combining several methodologies, in whole or in part, and possibly from different 

paradigms. We argue for the use of multimethodology. (Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997, pp. 

489-490) 

 

Given that the analytical and conceptual results of  the methodological approach which are 

presented in the next parts of the thesis have emerged through the fusion of two distinctive 

methodological approaches, the investigation of corporeal locomotion can be said to have a 

truly ‘multimethodological’ or ‘mixed methods’ approach. It is, however, important to 

underline the fact that the notion of a ‘mixed methods approach’ and ‘remix methods’ is 

not the same. Whereas a multimethodological or mixed methods approach refers to the 

use of two or more different research methods or paradigms within the same research 

project, remix methods can, within a scholarly context, refer to the remixing of different 

styles and genres of research representation, the remixing of various concepts coming from 

different theoretical frameworks, the remixing of different data forms and formats or the 

remixing of several analytical practices and aesthetic forms.  

Such a remix approach was, for example, played out in the previous chapter 

“CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands” wherein selected 

concepts from Richard Sennett’s work on craftsmanship were ‘abducted,’ remixed and 

used on different gameplay activities and experiences. The remix method approach was 

also evident in that chapter’s mixture of metaphorical constructions, scholarly observations 

and analyses, empirical data material and phenomenological autobiography. Finally it was 

evident in the mix of different styles, genres and registers where ‘objectified scholarly 

language’ was mixed with narration, empirical field notes, lyrical passages, close 

descriptions, theoretical quotes and figurative language. 

 

Hence, while multimethodology or mixed methods solely denote the use of more than one 

method, remix methods denote a more radical or unorthodox remixing approach to data, 

analysis and theory. Accordingly, the present investigation takes a mixed methods approach 

by way of utilizing two main methods – grounded theory method and remix methods – and 

it takes a remix methods approach in terms of bringing different elements — be they data, 

analysis or theory — together and remixing them in order to develop a methodological-

theoretical framework that is both grounded and remixed. Accordingly, this section will, 

very shortly, first present some of the reasons for taking a mixed methods approach and 

then move on to account for the use of remix methods as methodological and theoretical 

‘synthetic fertilizer’ in relation to the investigation of corporeal locomotion. 

 

Mixed methods 
Mixed methods is an approach John Mingers and John Brocklesby (1997) recommend 

when doing research in the richness of the real world (Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997, p. 489). 

However, rather than the ‘traditional’ mix of quantitative and qualitative methods, the 

present investigation mixes methods coming from three major research philosophies: 
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(post)positivist grounded theory method, constructivist grounded theory method and 

interpretivist remix methods. This is done as “a fusion of approaches. Seeking to challenge 

what are regarded as sterile and unproductive dualisms, some mixed methods researchers 

favor a search for common ground – some compatibility – between the ‘old’ philosophies 

of research” (Denscombe, 2008, p. 273). In this way, the mixed methods approach 

constitutes an alternative paradigm that is especially suitable when approaching ‘virgin soil’ 

such as corporeal locomotion in gameplay, and, as it was for Julia Brannen, it has been the 

experience that: “The two types of data analysis were broadly complementary, providing 

different kinds of insights into the different aspects of the social phenomena which 

constituted our field of interest” (Brannen, 2005, p. 180). Thus, if the aim is to develop a 

methodological-theoretical framework that is capable of addressing both the etic, objectivist, 

perceivable and empiricist side of the activity and experience (grounded theory) as well as 

the emic, experiential, phenomenological, and interpretivist side of the activity and 

experience (remix methods), then a mixed method approach is the way to go about it given 

“the belief that not only is it allowable to mix methods from different paradigms of research 

but it is also desirable to do so because good social research will almost inevitably require 

the use of both quantitative [(post)positivist] and qualitative [constructivist/interpretivist] 

research to provide an adequate answer” (Denscombe, 2008, p. 274).  

 

It is, however, a multimethodology that has emerged out of a practice-driven need to mix 

methods in order to develop an adequate and holistic methodological-theoretical 

framework; it is a multimethodology that is formed in order to efficiently take care of a 

particular problematic situation (here: the unacknowledged research area of corporeal 

locomotion in gameplay) (Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997, p. 492). Hence, methodological 

‘holism’ arises out of the circumstance that even though grounded theory method and 

remix methods are directed at the same field – corporeal locomotion in gameplay – they 

produce totally different, and at first sight even incompatible, perspectives and results. This 

is, however, not an incompatibility in actuality but, rather, a complementarity as “in 

adopting only one paradigm one is inevitably gaining only a limited view of the problem 

situation” (Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997, pp. 492-493). Thus, by adopting and fusing 

multiple (in)compatible methodologies, a more boundless view is achieved – a view where 

both the observable outer side of the activity and the experiential inner side of the activity is 

represented. Below is a compound model of the multimethodological or mixed methods 

approach: 
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A central insight gained during the research quest for the significance of corporeal 

locomotion in gameplay is, that if one wants to both conceptualize and delve deeply into a 

field, such as the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience, that 

is characterized by a heavy emphasis on the experiential, phenomenological, inarticulate 

and pre-representational, then grounded theory method is the way to begin, and remix 

methods the way to proceed. That, at least, has been the experience of this explorer. In the 

above, the methodology for ‘conceptualization’ was accounted for. In the below, the 

methodology for ‘delving deeply’ will be accounted for. 

 

Remix methods 
Remix is a term originating from within the practice of music where multi-track mix tapes 

could be remixed. Here, new tracks would be added, tracks would be removed, tracks 

would be altered, tracks would be substituted with other tracks or tracks would be moved 

to the foreground or background in the final (re)mix. This notion of remixing has over 

time been adopted by many different practices such as software, fan art machinema and 

even research. Today, remix generally refers to the ‘reworking of previously existing 

elements.’  

Accordingly, the notion of remix in ‘remix methods’ indicates the systematic re-

working of various elements (e.g. video data, theoretical concepts or analytical methods) 

coming from various sources (e.g. the empirical field or different theories) in various ways. 

Following this, the present thesis is a work of remix as well as a remixed work. Or, more 

correctly, it is a mix of data remixes, analytical remixes and theoretical remixes. These 

three layers of remix and some of the practices that go along with them can be sketched out 

as follows:  

 

THE MIXED METHODS APPROACH 
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My purpose of using remix methods is comparable with Annette Makrham’s stated goal in 

“’Go Ugly Early’: Fragmented Narrative and Bricolage as Interpretive Method” (2005):  

 

My goal in engaging in this type of work is to explore how we come to know 

something about another and then how we come to speak of this with our 

colleagues in the written piece. Here, you witness my attempt to strike a good 

balance between giving an account of a culture and giving an account of my 

experiences as these interact with the role of researcher for this project. (A. N. 

Markham, 2005, p. 836)  

 

In this thesis, this engagement is played out as the exploration of corporeal locomotion in 

gameplay as the explorer struggles to strike the right (re)mix of corporeal-locomotive 

observations and corporeal-locomotive participations, of corporeal-locomotive interactional 

expressions and corporeal-locomotive experiential impressions, of the abstracting 

conceptualization of grounded theory method and the empathetic fabrication of remix 

method. As I work on my (re)mix, the fundamental realization is the same as Markham’s, 

that “it is an interpretive process. I learn about my own interpretative frameworks as I place 

various pieces of data [or analysis, or theory] near others. Cutting and pasting late into the 

night yields interesting patterns in my own logic [such as the similarities between weeding 

the garden and grinding in World of Warcraft or playing a Starcraft II ladder game with 

THE THREE LAYERS OF REMIX 

DATA REMIXES 

The remixing of various data forms and formats. For example the mixing of field 

photography from one field trip with field notes from another field trip and video 

recordings from a third into a new more or less coherent whole. An example of such a 

data remix is found within the analysis of my gameplay activity and experience in Rock 

Band 2 in ‘The Hand’ in “CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & the craft of playing 

hands.” 

ANALYTICAL REMIXES 

The remixing of various analytical practices and strategies. For example the mixing of 

grounded analytical codes with autobiographical phenomenological observations, 

figurative language and external, theoretical concepts into a new more or less coherent 

whole. An example of such an analytical remix manifests itself in my ‘research music 

video’ “Body Movin’: Gaming as the joy of doing” published in Audiovisual Thinking 

– The Journal of Academic Videos, no. 3. 

THEORETICAL REMIXES 

The remixing of various theoretical concepts and frameworks. For example the mixing 

of an internally emerged grounded concept (and its categories) with concepts and 

categories coming from an external theoretical framework, the argumentative structure 

of another external framework and/or the literal use of a metaphor (or the 

metaphorical use of a literal concept) coming from a third. An example of such a 

theoretical remix is the entirety of the chapter “CRAFTING – the play of crafting hands & 

the craft of playing hands.” 
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keyboard and mouse and crafting with your hands]” (A. N. Markham, 2005, p. 836). Some 

of these patterns turn out productive while others stay slumbering in the back of my head, 

waiting for the right (re)mix to happen.  

 

Meanwhile, I play with patterns, make metaphorical mosaics, creative collages and 

conceptual patchworks. Remix methods make research fun. But it does, however, also 

make research risky. Remix methods research is far more demanding than the ‘traditional’ 

practice of scholarly quoting where elements are correctly and pedantically copied, cited 

and referenced within the author’s otherwise ‘truly original’ work. Remix methods are 

more demanding, in that remix methods do much more than ‘respectfully quoting’ 

elements (other people’s prior research, empirical observations, the study’s participants etc.) 

into a piece that you as author otherwise take full ownership of in regards to ‘originality of 

content.’  Contrary to this, remix is more closely associated with the less honorable 

practices of appropriation, mimicry or fabrication. This is due to the fact that the elements 

that enter into the (musical or scholarly) mix are not necessarily unaltered and uniquely 

traceable back to their origin, neither as content nor form. Rather, remixing implies the 

combining and manipulating of elements from various sources into a new fabricated blend 

that is a concurrently original and unoriginal form and content. In this way, the research 

result is the joint accomplishment of all the remixed data, analytical and theoretical bits and 

pieces. It is the fusion of own ideas, concepts, analyses, data with other people’s ideas, 

concepts, analyses, data which is then mixed with yet other ideas, concepts, analyses, data 

of one’s own or others which is then remixed and reworked to such an extent that in the 

end it is meaningless to separate the original from the unoriginal. In this way, remix 

methods are, when efficiently put to use, an endless cross-fertilization of conceptual and 

empirical crops of different species and origins into a new (un)original crop. Importantly, 

however, the scholarly quality of the remix rests entirely on the Research Jockey’s 

shoulders. 

Lastly, a remix, such as this thesis, is concurrently a ‘presented original mix’ and a 

‘potential future remix.’ In this way, there is no end to remix as each mix expands the 

possibilities for future remix. That is, for me, the endless art and craft of remix – an art and 

craft which, like the collage, the mosaic or the bricolage, does not aspire to be completely 

coherent, homogeneous, stable and streamlined or universally representational. A research 

quest is often messy in the making even though the research result may be neat. Adopting a 

remix approach means, to me at least, that one acknowledges some of this messiness, 

instability and fabrication within the final polished product.  

 

I was first introduced to the idea of ‘remix methods’ by Annette Markham in a 

presentation she gave on innovative methods in 2011 and it immediately made sense as I 

was struggling to construct a conceptual framework for corporeal locomotion in gameplay 

from all sorts of interesting bits and pieces I was happening to stumble on along the way. 

This idea of ‘creatively remixing’ rather than ‘truthfully referencing’ became even more 

appealing as I read up on the subject. I began to think of my research quest as a re-working 

of numerous sources – empirical, analytical, theoretical and philosophical – into organic 

stories. Through the use of remix methods I could move away from the ‘truthfully positivist 

surface-referencing’ and the ‘empirical descriptions’ I had practiced in my thesis and 

towards the interpretivist fabrication and innovative constructions of methodological, 

analytical and theoretical ‘lively, colorful and dense stories that conveyed a sense of 
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corporeal locomotive presence.’ Such a sentence will, however, inevitably sound the 

scholarly alarm, as Markham points out:  

 

Fabrication is a term often glossed as the opposite of truth-telling; the 

quintessential form of unethical research conduct. But when we remove the 

political baggage, fabrication represents the activity of combining, molding and/or 

arranging elements into a whole for a particular purpose. Whether one is 

building ships, shaping metal for arrowheads, weaving a narrative, creating a 

documentary, or arranging data to make a particular point, the fabrication 

process is not value-laden in itself. It is only when fabrication is combined with 

deliberate ill intention, deception, self-serving motives, or political gain that it 

earns its contemporary pejorative connotations. In anthropological or 

postpositivst research arenas, fabrication is actually an apt description for a 

process of interpretation. (A. Markham, 2012, p. 338).  

 

And for the process of theory development, it could be added. As such an analysis-

generating, theory-developing tool the fabrication/mosaic construction process was adopted 

and incorporated in order to add nuances, details, lived experience and depth to the 

observational, empirical and conceptual insights gained from using the grounded theory 

method. The incorporation of ‘fabrication’ in the methodological design and process 

accentuates the fact that the researcher is a meaning-maker and a research-interpreter or 

research–constructor, rather than a conveyor of raw data or truth. Likewise, the 

incorporation of ‘remix’ in the methodological design and process accentuates the fact that 

the researcher is a remixer of previous research and ideas from all sorts of places rather 

than a scholarly blank slate (as many grounded theory advocates like to propound). Or, in 

other words, the accentuation of ‘fabrication’ and ‘remix’ points toward the interpretivistic 

and creationistic aspects of research; the fabrication of remixed (or composite) accounts:  

 

Creating a composite account is, on the surface, a straightforward activity of 

selecting representative elements from the data set and composing a new original 

that is not traceable back to the originals […] The value of composite accounts of 

events lies in the ability to combine instances from several perspectives or from 

several similar events to present a ‘typical’ or ‘ideal-type’ description for readers. 

(A. Markham, 2012, p. 342) 

 

This process of fabrication and remix is clearly at odds within the traditional ‘descriptive’ or 

‘interviewing’ approach to fieldwork within qualitative research methods but, surprisingly, 

in line with the approach to developing theory within grounded theory method – within 

grounded theory methods it is a common practice to warn the researcher against the 

incorporation of raw data, verbatim recordings or ‘thick descriptions’ on the expense of 

focused conceptualization, abstraction, generalization and theory construction. Thus, both 

remix methods and grounded theory method come together in their emphasis on analytical 

and theoretical fabrication and synthesization, their emphasis on the researcher’s 

interpretive authority as well as in their emphasis on a “method of analytical representation 

[which] is designed to unfocus from the individual and refocus on the patterns – those 

discursive activities that, when experienced live, speak to more than the specific content.” 

(A. Markham, 2012, p. 344). 
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While grounded theory methods deploy this design to aid the development of a 

generalized conceptual framework for a certain activity such as corporeal-locomotive 

gameplay, remix methods deploy it to aid the sense of fidelity, presence and lived 

experience of a certain phenomenon such as corporeal-locomotive gameplay: “Actually, 

creating composite accounts is a good way to emphasize what is crucial about this 

phenomenon and to render the essence of the findings in ways that both give fidelity to the 

participants in context and illuminate the key elements of one’s findings.” (A. Markham, 

2012, p. 344). 

The present thesis’s chapters on corporeal-locomotive activities and experiences 

in gameplay are aimed at functioning as the fusion of these two seemingly opposite, but 

inherently compatible, methodologies. That is, as a sort of ‘empirically grounded 

fabrications of the corporeal-locomotive dimension’ and ‘conceptual remixes of corporeal 

locomotion grounded in original data.’ The addition of remix methods to grounded theory 

method is like the addition of theoretical knowledge to empirical data, of 

phenomenological flesh to a conceptual skeleton, of experiential impressionistic narratives 

to grounded activity analyses and of experiential quality to the interactional quality of things. 

Or, to remix Annette Markham’s excerpt from her research journal (A. N. Markham, 

2004, pp. 328-329) on researching the internet, this is what the gameplay activity and 

experience could look like when seen through the lens of interpretivist and innovative 

remix methods: 

I ache everywhere. I have been playing Rock Band 2 for hours on end with my mother – 

she won’t let me go to bed – and now it is 6 in the morning. Within hours Fenja and Selma 

will be awake. My feet hurt from standing still in front of the television. My fingers hurt 

from strumming the strum bar and hitting the fret buttons. My eyes hurt from looking at 

the screen. My ears hurt from the very loud music pumping from the speakers. But my 

brain is sore because my mind isn’t thinking, it is floating. My mind has migrated to my 

fingers. All of my intentionality, concentration and thinking have turned corporeal. All of 

my being is curled up in the tips of my fingers. My brain doesn’t have to consciously reflect. 

My fingers just need to dance to the music. This feels like a good thing. I am elevated. I am 

rhythm. My mother’s body rocks from side to side beside me. She is swinging to the music 

in a very hippie-like fashion as the Queen melody that comes blasting from the speakers 

and pouring down the screen moves on to the guitar solo. She says ‘Oh yeah!’ and closes 

her eyes for a second before she looks to the screen. I am bass. I am walking with music. 

But I am also somewhat intellectually intrigued by what is going on here. Even 

though it is 6 in the morning, my questioning research-questing mind is still awake. It 

whispers to me while I play. It calls attention to the fact that I – strangely – have to keep my 

eyes from focusing on the screen if I want to play well in ‘hard mode.’ Perception should 

be performed as a casually glancing, rather than a concentrated, staring. It should be a 

careless sideways look. And my fingers must not think while they dance. The moment I 

wonder or even ‘see’ which button to press next I miss it and cringe as false music cries out. 

The fingers have to have their own uncontrolled, untethered existence. They have to be set 

free. Occasionally my eyes will blink. Occasionally my mouth will breathe. Occasionally a 

song ends. Then I will take a sip of wine and realize I was thirsty. And I will look away and 

realize my neck is stiff. Then the next song begins. 

When I finally manage to go to bed, my fingers are humming along with the 

thudding sound in my head, which probably originates from my throbbing ears. My body is 

vibrating with music. My head feels light. And shimmering brightly colored nodes rain 
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behind my closed eyes. As I fall into sleep, two things happen: firstly, music seems to come 

streaming out of my fingers in a colorful rainbow and I realize that in the game it is I who 

make the music happen! I am not pretending to be a rock star playing guitar in a rock band. 

I always resented that interpretation of the gameplay activity. How stupid do game 

researchers really think that gameplayers are? I am simply the midwife of music! Secondly, 

I hear Selma’s feet come toddling down the hallway, soon to be followed by a sunny smile 

insisting that I wake up and greet the new day!  

 

At least that is what remix as ‘empirically grounded fabrication and mosaic construction’ is 

to me. In the thesis’s theory-generating chapters such empirically grounded fabrications 

and mosaic constructions are then remixed with externally adopted concepts that seem of 

particular relevance, such as the concept of craftsmanship lifted from Richard Sennett’s 

The Craftsman (2008), in order to perform a theoretical remix of a central aspect of 

corporeal locomotion in gameplay.  

In this way, a constant balancing of objective, observational, scholarly and 

conceptualizing parameters (grounded theory method) with subjective, phenomenological, 

aestheticizing and fabricating parameters (remix methods) is persistently performed. This 

balancing is carried out in accordance with a basic philosophical-methodological conviction: 

only by being able to acknowledge, juggle and incorporate both perspectives was the 

research quest able to grasp and hand over both the outer perceivable, interactional 

expression of the activity and experience as well as the inner sensuous, experiential 

impression of the activity and experience. Only by (re)mixing grounded theory method 

with interpretivist fabrications and innovative mosaic constructions has the research quest 

been able to explore the inner realities of the investigated field. By going beyond purely 

instrumental, cognitivist, neurologist, physiological, psychological or sensorimotor 

approaches to corporeal locomotion in gameplay, and by adopting the outlined remix 

method approach, was the investigation able to escape a mechanistic understanding of the 

activity. It was only through the fusion of grounded theory method and remix method that 

what felt like a genuine grip on corporeal locomotion in gameplay emerged.  

 

Consequently, the deeper meaning of the corporeal-locomotive dimension was harvested 

by way of grounded theory method and refined by way of remix methods. While grounded 

theory method was what kept the research quest ‘scholarly sound,’ remix method was 

undoubtedly what kept it ‘scholarly alive.’ Through the research quest’s effort to animate 

the remix mantra, ‘Find it! Rip it! Mix it! Share it!,’ concepts, ideas and insight were 

eclectically engaged, combined and integrated as the pursuit to illuminate the inner, 

intimate and innate workings of the corporeal-locomotive dimension was carried on. 

Through empirical, analytical and theoretical remixes the offscreen and the onscreen, the 

corporeal and the digital, the locomotive and the perceptual, the gameworld and the 

gameplayer, the gameplay activity and the gameplay experience amalgamated into a 

(in)coherent whole. Through systematically reworking, reclaiming and recycling, remix 

methods effectively aided grounded theory method in the development of a conceptual 

framework for corporeal locomotion in gameplay. As such, the research quest was also an 

empirical, analytical and theoretical rethinking through remixing. It was a conceptual re-

membering of ‘gameplay’ into a rambling, teeming, brimming, animate whole. And it was, 

first and foremost, the wholehearted embrace of the gameplayer’s body as it came tumbling 

in and smashed the stereotypical framings of the gameplay activity and experience.  
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The methods for documenting and harvesting the field can be described as a mix of 

traditional fieldwork documentation methods and more alternative or experimental 

approaches. The implemented documentation methods that derive from the qualitative 

research methods paradigm are concisely presented in the table ‘Basic documentation 

methods’ along with basic information on the form and extent of the data documentation. 

The table is followed by a brief account of the grounds for choosing this particular mix of 

documentation methods. Then the more experimental approaches that derive from remix 

methods are concisely presented in the table ‘Remixing documentation methods’ along 

with basic information on the form and format of the data documentation. The table is 

followed by a brief account of the grounds for choosing this particular mix of remixing 

methods.  

The general multiplicity and multimodality of data apparent within the tables has 

been decided on to ensure that many different angles, expressions and perspectives are 

covered in relation to the corporeal-locomotive dimension of the gameplay activity and 

experience. Out of this mess and mesh of qualitative, grounded and remixing data 

approaches, the conceptual framework slowly emerged through careful data analysis. 
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BASIC 
DOCUMEN-
TATION 
METHODS 
 

DATA FORM AND EXTENT 

 O
B
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E
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 Informal observational fieldwork: Casual, sometimes even 

coincidental, observations of a more or less haphazard nature 

focused on gameplayers in gameplay across various games. 

Nevertheless, many of the research quest’s most profound insights 

and central concepts or categories were stumbled upon during such 

informal observational fieldwork. Insightful or theory-laden 

observations were later developed and refined through formal 

observational fieldwork. Often no formal documentation was 

carried out during these observations, given their casual or 

coincidental manner. Insights, concepts and categories were, 

however, stored as ‘head notes’ or written down as ‘post-field 

recapitulations’ (see below). ~ Extent: An unspecified number of 

hours; weekly, in periods daily, observations during a three-year 

period. 

 

 Formal observational fieldwork: Structured and pre-planned 

scholarly observations in the effort to grow, cultivate or refine 

‘interactional’ codes, categories and concepts for corporeal-

locomotive gameplay on the basis of an ‘etic’ perspective. 

Sometimes the observational fieldwork was focused on the 

cultivation or refinement of a specific category/concept, or even a 

specific aspect of a specific concept/category; at other times formal 

observational fieldwork was carried out in order to breed new or 

contradict old codes, concepts or categories. Formal documentation 

in the form of (elaborate) ‘field notes,’ ‘analytical memos,’ 

‘snapshots,’ ‘screenshots,’ ‘video clips’ and ‘FRAPS clips’ (see 

below) was ordinarily carried out during these sessions in order to 

‘preserve the observed field’ for further analysis and 

conceptualization. ~ Extent: An unspecified number of hours; 

monthly, in periods weekly, observations during a three-year period 

covering the entire selection of central and peripheral game, 

gameplayer and gameplay seeds. 
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 Informal participatory fieldwork: ‘Natural,’ unplanned everyday 

participation in different gameplay activities and experiences of 

varying compositions and orchestrations. Here, the entire selection 

of central and peripheral game and gameplay seeds were tried out 

on the researcher’s own body in order to gain some personal 

familiarity with the activities and experiences characterizing these 

offscreen/-onscreen gameworlds. Furthermore, the present state of 

the research quest and the methodological-theoretical framework 

for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay was set free to 

roam and take shape during these sessions. Often no formal 

documentation was carried out given the fieldwork’s casual manner, 

albeit ‘head notes,’ ‘scratch notes’ and ‘post-field recapitulations’ 

(see below) occasionally were made when something of particular 

interest occurred during these sessions. ~ Extent: An unspecified 

number of hours; daily during a three-year period covering the 

entire selection of central and peripheral game and gameplay seeds. 

 

 Formal participatory fieldwork: Structured and pre-planned 

scholarly participation in the effort to grow, cultivate and refine 

‘interactional’ and ‘experiential’ codes, categories and concepts for 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay on the basis of an ‘emic’ 

perspective. Sometimes participatory fieldwork was focused on the 

cultivation or refinement of inner experiential qualia and 

sometimes it was more focused on outer interactional qualia 

regarding corporeal locomotion. Formal documentation in the 

form of ‘scratch notes,’ ‘analytical memos,’ ‘video clips,’ ‘FRAPS 

clips’ and ‘post-field recapitulations’ (see below) was ordinarily 

carried out during these sessions in order to ‘preserve the 

experienced field’ for further analysis and conceptualization. ~ 

Extent: Approximately 5 hours monthly during a three-year period 

(about 100 hours in total) covering the majority of central and 

peripheral game seeds and the entirety of central and peripheral 

gameplay seeds. 
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 Head notes: Notes kept and carried in the head. Head notes are a 

kind of mental or experiential note that the researcher ‘stores in the 

head’ during participation or observation. Given head notes' 

immaterial form, they are more ephemeral and mutable by nature 

than their textual cousins. Some head notes are later converted into 

‘field notes’ or enter into ‘post-fieldwork representations’ (see 

below), other head notes continue to develop after the field has 

been left and turn into analytical insights, full-fledged categories or 

simply slowly evaporate. Head notes often constitute the majority of 

notes taken from the field but often have to be given a written form 

to prevent them from ‘evaporating’ or ‘changing’ completely. ~ 

Extent: An unspecified number of notes; sometimes accumulating 

into dense intricate networks, other times into a jumbled, 

incoherent mess and at other times just emerging as a single word 

such as ‘craftsmanship.’ 

  

 Scratch notes: Notes taken ‘on the fly’ when something has to be 

scribbled down hurriedly in the heat of (own or others) ongoing 

action. Scratch notes are inherently ‘dangerous’ as they constitute 

moments of abstraction or distraction where attention is moved 

away from the activity/experience and onto the pad (or screen) to 

jot down an instance of participation or observation for further 

inquiry. As such, a scratch note functions as a kind of scholarly 

‘Post-it’ note where the flow, activity and experience of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension has been frozen and turned into 

text. However, these notes are often of a very esoteric nature and, 

thus, have to be turned into a more expanded, contextualized 

product, such as ‘field notes’ (see below) in order to prevent them 

from becoming unintelligible with time. ~ Extent: An unspecified 

number that well exceeds 1000 jotted down over the three-year 

period. 

 

 Field notes: Field notes are the most extensive, interpretative and 

internally coherent type of note as they often consist of a unified or 

narrated description containing diverse scratch and head notes and 

the enlargement and/or interpretation of the observations and 

participation these notes contain. Thus, field notes are often more 

rich in contextual information and present a more detailed account 

of the corporeal-locomotive activity and experience. While head 

notes and scratch notes are often the first to express important 

insights, categories and concepts, it is the field note which turns the 

discovery into a coherent argument or narrative as it contains the 

chronology, context and coherence of events, activities and 

experiences. ~ Extent: Approximately 300 single-spaced pages 

written over the three-year period. 
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 Analytical memos: Done as post-field analysis. Taking the stream of 

data captured through textual or visual means and trying to break 

them down into component parts by way of paraphrasing, analyzing 

and/or arranging the corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

observations/participation as well as the relationship between the 

elements that entered into the gameplay activities and experiences. 

Analytical memos are simple and intuitive analyses of what was 

noticed during observations/participation in the field. An analytical 

memo is the analysis of spontaneously discovered or recognized 

analytical patterns and elements – aspects of gameplay activity or 

experience that seem to be repeated or recur so that they can be 

said to be typical of the (general) gameplay activity and experience 

being explored. However, they also contain analysis of suddenly 

realized or recognized deviations and exceptions. ~ Extent: 

Approximately 100 single-spaced pages written over the three-year 

period (possibly more). 

 

 Methodological memos: Done as post-field methodological 

reflections. Rather than focusing on the content, meaning or form 

of the harvested data, these memos focus on the way data was 

harvested. That is, these memos focus on the methodological 

framework itself and can stem from methodological failures, 

problems, intricacies, considerations, ideas etc. that have emerged 

during fieldwork and that need to be stored, worked out and 

possibly tried out. Methodological memos can also contain 

comments about what was methodologically adopted, abandoned 

or decided. Such methodological memos would subsequently play 

an important part in the development of the methodological 

framework for investigating corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

activities and experiences (see later). ~ Approximately 50 single-

spaced pages written over the three-year period (possibly more). 

 

 Theoretical memos: Done as post-field philosophical, theoretical or 

conceptual reflections. Rather than focusing on concrete analytical 

elements/insights or the method of the investigation, these memos 

focus on abstracting what was harvested and analyzed. That is, these 

memos focus on the conceptual framework itself and can stem 

from discovering, trying out, describing varieties of or refining a 

concept or category. Methodological memos can also contain 

comments or reflections on prior research, connections between 

what was seen in the field and previous research in that area, 

research to be searched, concepts or categories to be looked up or 

explored, metaphors to be tried out and played with or research to 

be reckoned with. Theoretical memos contain the ongoing struggle 

of figuring out how the patterns, meanings, qualia, elements, 

deviations and exceptions that emerge in the analytical memos fit 

together, can be accounted for and, subsequently, conceptualized. 

Such theoretical memos would subsequently play an important part 

in the development of the conceptual framework for investigating 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay activities and experiences (see 

later). ~ Extent: Approximately 300 single-spaced pages written over 

a three-year period (possibly more). 
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 Snapshots: In-field offscreen photo documentation. Employed as a 

source of data to be experimented with and investigated to yield 

corporeal-locomotive insights. Given their ‘static’ nature, snapshots 

of corporeal-locomotive gameplay are excellent meditative tools 

when contemplating the finer nuances and subtle structures of 

corporeal gameplay or trying to develop the conceptual framework. 

The practice of taking ‘streams of close-ups of gameplaying hands’ 

(up to 150 consecutive snapshots) turned out to be of particular 

usefulness both as a meditative tool, as a conceptual development 

tool and as an interpretative static representation of dynamic 

corporeal locomotion. Hence, snapshots were incorporated, first 

and foremost, as an interpretative documentation method, and, 

secondarily, as a formal representational documentation method. ~ 

Extent: Approximately 1600 own snapshots taken over the three-

year period. 

 

 Screenshots: In-field onscreen photo documentation as well as 

appropriated external digital screenshots. Employed as a source of 

data to connect the offscreen and onscreen gameworld as well as a 

source of data to be remixed with offscreen data into ‘photo 

montages,’ ‘visual collages/bricolages’ or visual representations’ (see 

below). Screenshots were incorporated firstly as a formal 

representational documentation method, and secondly as material 

to be remixed into visual arguments, statements, exemplifications, 

imagery etc. ~ Extent: Approximately 300 own and other 

screenshots taken or downloaded over the three-year period. 

 

 Video clips: In-field offscreen video documentation. Employed as a 

source of data that forms the basis of close descriptions of the field 

and that makes gameplay categories and concepts emerge. Given 

their ‘dynamic’ nature, video clips of corporeal-locomotive 

gameplay are excellent documentary tools when looking for the 

dynamic qualities, deeper meanings and general structures of 

corporeal gameplay. Often, however, these video documentations 

inevitably turned into interpretations, explorations and discoveries 

rather than remaining simple, straightforward documentations. 

Hence, ‘video clips’ were incorporated, firstly, as a ‘neutral’ 

documentation method which then was allowed to change in order 

to document the changing comprehensions of corporeal gameplay. 

~ Extent: Approximately 50 hours of raw video data recorded over 

the three-year period. 

 

 FRAPS clips: In-field onscreen video documentation. Employed as 

a source of data to connect the dynamic offscreen gameworld with 

the dynamic onscreen gameworld. This was, in a couple of cases, 

effectively carried out as actual mergers of the two data forms into 

one. Furthermore, FRAPS data was used in the remix of ‘research 

music videos’ and ‘visual presentations’ (see below). FRAPS clips 

were incorporated firstly as a formal representational 

documentation of onscreen activities and experiences, and secondly 

as material to be remixed. ~ Extent: Approximately 30 hours of raw 

FRAPS data recorded over the three-year period. 
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 Post-field recapitulations: Done as concise post-field 

documentations accumulating the key points of the concrete 

fieldwork observation/participation. It is the drawing up of the main 

points to be taken away from the field and kept for future work. 

Recapitulations can take the form of written text, schematizations, 

models, listings, graphs etc. Such post-field recapitulations are 

ordinarily carried out in immediate continuation of the fieldwork, 

but can on rarer occasions also be written up later on. ~ Extent: An 

unspecified number that exceeds 100 recapitulations of various 

length and form written down over the three-year period.  

 

 Post-fieldwork representations: Done as elaborate and close post-

field descriptions aiming at representing concrete stretches of 

observation/participation performed during a fieldwork session in 

its ‘completeness’ or the overall corporeal-locomotive field in its 

‘entirety.’  Such field-representations are more lengthy and 

exhaustive than ‘post-field recapitulations’ and ordinarily carried 

out some time after fieldwork has ended. As such, post-fieldwork 

representations are the product of the re-reading, reviewing and 

reworking of textually and visually harvested material as data is 

worked up, gone over, organized and thumbed through in an effort 

to compose a coherent representation of the field. Thus, post-

fieldwork representations are a turning away from actual corporeal-

locomotive activity and experience and toward an enclosed place of 

description, analysis and conceptualization. It is an absorption in 

the practice of scholarly writing up. Thus, it compiles various 

observations/participation and smooths over interactional and 

experiential mess (or richness) reflected in the more spontaneous 

documentation methods. It is more or less ‘truthful’ reconstructions 

of a more or less distant field. Within such representations the 

messiness of the field is evened out and disparate observations and 

participations fused to produce rich coherent representations.  ~ 

Extent: Approximately 100 single-spaced pages written over the 

three-year period. 
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 Video clip transcriptions: Done as post-field visual transcriptions of 

the offscreen video data. In this way, an effort is made to transform 

what is visually perceived offscreen into a textual product that 

maintains close and nuanced descriptions of what is taking place in 

the offscreen gameworld. These transcriptions either focus solely 

on the observational qualities of the gameplay activities and 

experiences (transcribing other gameplayers’ gameplay) or try to 

fuse the gameplay activity perceivable in the video clip with the 

inner experiential qualities of that activity (transcribing own 

gameplay). Such video clip transcriptions alternate between the 

purely descriptive and the experientially interpretative. ~ Extent: 

Approximately 60 single-spaced pages written over the three-year 

period. 

 

 FRAPS transcriptions: Done as post-field visual transcriptions of 

the onscreen FRAPS data. In this way, an effort was made to 

transform what was visually perceived onscreen into a textual 

product that maintains close and nuanced descriptions of what is 

taking place in the onscreen gameworld and connects this with what 

is taking place in the offscreen gameworld. These transcriptions 

either focus solely on the observational qualities of the onscreen 

gameplay activities and experiences and connect these to their 

offscreen counterparts (transcribing other gameplayers’ gameplay) 

or try to fuse the onscreen gameplay activity perceivable in the 

FRAPS clip with what takes place offscreen and the inner 

experiential qualities of this corporeal-digital activity and experience 

(transcribing own gameplay). Such FRAPS clip transcriptions 

alternate between the purely descriptive and the experientially 

interpretative. ~ Extent: Approximately 30 single-spaced pages 

written over the three-year period. 

 

 

All of the data harvested through the above basic documentation methods were harvested 

in ‘natural settings’ and were characterized by being expressions and impressions of ‘natural 

gameplay situations,’ given that gameplay was never initialized or carried out on the 

researcher’s request. Furthermore, the researcher never intervened or interrupted the 

observed gameplay activities as they were unfolding. Rather, research took place wherever 

and whenever there was gameplay to be observed (or participated in). In this way, gameplay 

was never ‘performed’ in honor of the researcher as the participants were never 

‘encouraged’ to deliver data (as is the case when using e.g. ‘interviews,’ ‘questionnaires’ or 

‘lab experiments’). Rather, the researcher documented corporeal gameplay manifestations 

through naturally occurring, non-planned gameplay sessions among family members. 

Moreover, all harvested corporeal-locomotive data are of a ‘first-hand’ nature, meaning that 

they are obtained through first-hand observation and participation. This is of particular 

importance when one strives to comprehend and develop a fallow or unacknowledged field 

within research:  

 

Observational research is emergent, which in this context means that it has great 

potential for creativity [when compared to interviewing or lab experiments]. 

Observational researchers can, if they so choose, eschew predetermined 

categories; at any point in the process outlined above, the researcher can shift the 

question(s) he or she is pursuing. Observation has the potential to yield new 
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insights as ‘reality’ comes into clearer focus as the result of experience in the field 

setting. (Angrosino, 2007, p. 61). 

 

And this could also be said to be valid for purely participatory or auto-phenomenographic 

research. Hence, instead of adopting the canonical role of ‘participant as observer’ (being a 

participant of the group that observes the group) or ‘observer as participant’ (being an 

observer of the group that participates in the group) the roles of ‘observer as observer’ and 

‘participant as participant’ were chosen. That is, conscious and active effort was exerted in 

relation to keeping the two positions and their harvested data sets apart at the outset and 

only later merging them through remix methods (see below). This is done on the grounds 

that being an observer observing and being a participant participating yields two very 

different and distinctive sets of data about corporeal gameplay which, when merged, 

excellently covers the spectrum of activity and experience, gameplay ‘expressions’ and 

gameplay ‘impressions’ as well as exterior and interior. 

 In the above fashion, data was continually harvested and stored using the basic 

documentation methods which were allowed to continually evolve with the field and the 

researcher’s comprehension of it. This did, however, also entail that data harvested in the 

initial stages of the research quest were quite disparate from data harvested in the 

concluding stages (e.g. wide angle optics were substituted by zoom lenses and thick 

descriptions were substituted by grounded analysis and conceptualization). Hence, the 

harvesting and storing of data “appears not as an orderly process of collecting or recording 

but as an improvisation in the midst of competing, distracting messages and influences.” 

(Sanjek, 1990, p. 54). Ironically, it was thus not until the fieldwork was over that the 

methodological framework was practically complete. 

 

Such a turn from fieldwork to ‘filework’ did, however, more than make the developed 

methodological framework manifest itself; it also underscored the fact that harvested data 

are not unanimous or uniform: “Having notes – all neatly typed or bound, all stored safe 

and sound – is one thing: it validates our anthropological communications. But using notes 

is quite another: that activity shows field notes to be not a fixed repository of data from the 

field but a reinterpretable and contradictory patchwork of perspectives” (Sanjek, 1990, p. 

90).  

Thus, the diverse, polyvocal, extensive and exhaustive harvested data had to be 

standardized and shrunken into a manageable whole: “For fieldwork you can count up 

pages of notes, hours of tapes, feet of film. For filework, on the other hand, over the short 

run – particularly during composition of a monograph or a visual documentary – your best 

indicator of activity may be not output but outthrow.” (Sanjek, 1990, p. 374). Thus, the 

polyphonic field had to be reshaped into linear text, which also meant that even though 

“…a substantial corpus of sequentially produced, wide-ranging field notes is the heart of the 

ethnographic enterprise” (Sanjek, 1990, p. 100) these were now moved to the background 

as analysis and conceptualization was commenced and turned into text. However, raw data 

were allowed to break through within analysis and conceptualization in the way described 

by Roger Sanjek: 

 

Or one can choose to introduce it [the ‘raw’ field] into the text by allowing field 

notes to break through at critical points to advance the argument or even to 

constitute it. Allowing field notes to break through does not necessarily require 

direct quotation from the notes, but it does demand that some of the 
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fragmentation of knowledge – some of the contradictions and polyvocality 

characteristics of field notes – be represented for readers to consider, alongside 

the writer’s interpretative efforts of orchestration. (Sanjek, 1990, pp. 85-86) 

 

Lastly, before moving on to the presentation of the remixing documentation methods, a 

word on visual research methodologies needs to be stated, as they were foundational and 

instrumental in the comprehension and development of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension. Thus, textual and visual methods were of equal significance and impact in the 

research quest. Here, textual methods were important in the development of emerging 

concepts and categories while visual methods proved decisive in the discovery of these 

categories and concepts as well as of the overall field in the first place (see: “PRELUDE: 

coming from the past & being in transit” – ‘A tale of a subconscious camera-turn’).  

In Using Visual Data in Qualitative Research – The SAGE Qualitative Research 

Kit this ‘serendipitous’ quality of visual methods is underlined by Marcus Banks: “…image-

based research often encourages investigative serendipity, the following of a line of inquiry 

that could not have been predicted in the original research design.” (Banks, 2007, pp. 8-9). 

He then proceeds to emphasize the exploratory nature of such visual methods:  

 

In general, visual research methodologies tend towards the exploratory rather 

than the confirmatory. That is, visual methodologies are not so much employed 

as a method to gather data of predetermined size and shape that will confirm or 

refute previously posited hypotheses, but as a method designed to take the 

researcher into realms that she may not have considered and towards findings 

previously unanticipated. (Banks, 2007, p. 10) 

 

Accordingly, adopting such visual methods in the research quest seemed self-evident. And 

even more so, as the subject under analytical investigation and conceptual development was 

of a decidedly non-linguistic, non-representational and non-narrative nature. Here, visual 

methods proved their strength both within the rendering of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension of gameplay, as“…the addition of visual methods can bring an added dimension, 

particularly in realms where the knowledge sought is beyond the range of language” (Banks, 

2007, p. 116), as well as within the analysis of it, as “…analytical strategies that rely on 

linguistically derived models of semiotic communication are inadequate.  

One reason for this is that there is, or can be, an immediate sensory experience 

that comes from encountering a visual image [as researcher] that other forms of text cannot 

replicate” (Banks, 2007, p. 41). In this way, textual and visual, observational and 

participatory documentation methods became collaborators in the research quest for the 

significance of the corporal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience – a 

collaboration that nonetheless was thoroughly cut into pieces, reworked, rearranged and 

reinstated through the application of remix methods. 
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 Tales: Transforming field descriptions from previous fieldwork or 

preliminary fieldwork into ‘tales of the past’ through reworking field 

descriptions into coherent tales (see: “PRELUDE: coming from the 

past & being in transit”). 

 Narratives: Transforming data gathered through basic 

documentation methods into narratives that highlight specific 

points, explore certain themes, express a grounded category or 

concept and fuse disparate observations or participations and 

present them as coherent articulate wholes (see: “CRAFTING – the 

play of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands”). 

 Story: Transforming the methodological and theoretical research 

quest into a well-told story that has a progressive and ordered 

structure, a considered design as well as a targeted and focused 

quest and presenting it as a thesis.  
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 Auto-phenomenography: Interpreting data gathered through basic 

documentation methods on the grounds of the researcher’s own 

lived experience and performed activities in order to create first-

person accounts of the experiences and activities of corporeal-

locomotive gameplay and thus a more engaged, immersed and 

present comprehension of the area. Although auto-

phenomenography has many traits in common with the more 

widely known method of auto-ethnography, auto-

phenomenography focuses not so much on the researcher’s 

experience of a social setting, culture or group of people as on the 

researcher’s own lived experience of a specific phenomenon (e.g. 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay). Thus auto-phenomenography is 

the exploring of experiences and activities and the development of 

theories and concepts on the grounds of the researcher’s own lived 

bodily involvement with the phenomenon. 

 

 Metaphorical conceptualization: Interpreting data gathered through 

basic documentation methods through performing a metaphorical 

reading of the gameplay activity and experience in order to create 

connections between the source domain (e.g. craftsmanship) and 

the target domain (e.g. corporeal gameplay) and thus subsequently 

new insights into and a possible new comprehension of the target 

domain. 

 

 Theoretical conceptualization: Interpreting data gathered through 

basic documentation methods through incorporating theoretical 

concepts and frameworks into the analyses of the gameplay activity 

and experience in order to create a deeper and more nuanced 

understanding of the analyzed area as well as new insights into and a 

thoroughly theoretically grounded comprehension of the area. 
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 Figurative language: Inscribing data gathered through basic 

documentation methods with figurative language, imagery, tropes 

etc. in order to conjure a more ‘image-formed’ understanding of the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

 Lyrical passages: Inscribing data gathered through basic 

documentation methods with lyrical language, poetic sentences, 

dense or evocative phrases etc. in order to conjure a more ‘emotive’ 

understanding of the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

 Non-representation: Inscribing data gathered through basic 

documentation methods with emotions, feelings, sensations, 

experiential qualia, memories, impressionistic or expressionistic 

features etc. in order to conjure a more ‘empathetic’ understanding 

of the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

 Synesthesia: Inscribing data gathered through basic documentation 

methods with sense inversions, sense transformations, cross-sensory 

metaphors, sensory associations, multi-sensory mappings etc. in 

order to express the linkages between the senses and conjure a 

more ‘sensuous’ understanding of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension. 
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 Photo montages: Transforming data gathered through basic 

documentation methods into photo montages that talk to the eye 

rather than the mind – i.e. transforming visual material in order to 

make a specific methodological/theoretical point or argument, 

juxtaposing visual material to underscore certain similarities, 

making visual antitheses to underscore certain differences or fusing 

visual material to transform disparate elements into a coherent 

whole. 

 

 Research music videos: Transforming data gathered through basic 

documentation methods (‘shoot footage’) into ‘research music 

videos’ (my coinage) talking to the body rather than the mind – i.e. 

transforming different video and FRAPS clips into an assembled 

kinaesthetic rendering of ephemeral corporeal-locomotive 

gameplay activities and experiences in order to evoke corporeal-

locomotive gameplay sensations and memories in the viewer’s body 

and thus get the ‘corporeal-locomotive message’ across (see e.g. the 

research music video “Body Movin’: Gaming as the joy of doing” 

published in Audiovisual Thinking – The Journal of Academic 
Videos, no. 3.). 
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 Visual collages/bricolages: Interpreting data gathered through basic 

documentation methods through cutting up and then fusing 

together own and other visual material in order to perform visual 

readings of or arguments about the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension, or critical visual readings of or arguments about prior 

framings of gameplay or corporeal locomotion. Visual 

collages/bricolages are performed as the fusion of various source 

domains into a new remixed target domain in order to create new 

insights into or points about corporeal-locomotive gameplay.  

 

 Visual presentations: Interpreting data gathered through basic 

documentation methods through transforming them to academic 

arguments presented as purely visual PowerPoint presentations at 

conferences or through transforming academic arguments into data 

and presenting them remixed with machinema, music videos and 

visual collages/bricolages. Visual presentation is performed as the 

fusion of various remixed visual data from various external/internal 

source domains into a new remixed target domain in order to 

create methodological or theoretical presentations about corporeal-

locomotive gameplay. 
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 Aestheticizing inscription techniques: Inscribing data gathered 

through basic documentation techniques with music, external 

imagery, beautifying editing, inserted adornments or 

embellishments etc. in order to conjure a more persuasive and 

pleasing presentation of the corporeal-locomotive dimension. 

 

 Stylization inscription techniques: Inscribing data gathered through 

basic documentation methods with a certain uniformity of style, 

narrative modus, dense or evocative imagery etc. in order to 

conjure a more ‘moving’ understanding of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension (e.g. presenting the ‘corporeal and passionate 

gameplayer’ in the research music video “I am not a Robot”). 

 

 (Re)Fashioning techniques: Inscribing data gathered through basic 

documentation methods with theory and presenting them as music 

videos, scholarly arguments, conference presentations, 

craftsmanship metaphors, ‘living concepts’ etc. in order to conjure a 

more ‘scholarly’ understanding of the visually present corporeal-

locomotive dimension. 

 

 

All of the data remixed through the above remixing documentation methods were remixed 

in order to encode theoretical and analytical corporeal-locomotive insights within the text 

itself along the line of Rundstrom:  

 

Some filmmakers, again within anthropological tradition, have sought to go a step 

further and encode theoretical or analytical insights within the film itself […] 

Rundstrom’s film The Path (1971), for example, is a highly constructed film 

about the Japanese tea ceremony, which uses color, camera angle and frame to 

convey a Japanese aesthetic sensibility rather than a realist representation. (Banks, 

2007, p. 77) 
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In this way, a kin-aesthetic sensibility was sought implemented in the textual corpus in 

order to render it more “visceral; that is, they go beyond conscious reasoning and bring us 

inside experience and in touch with feelings. They are closer approximations of lived 

experience, which give them greater credibility and authority as a realistic account” 

(Markula & Denison, 2000, p. 418). This is done to incorporate a more ‘skin-tight’ 

comprehension of corporeal-locomotive gameplay activities and experiences. Importantly, 

this does not mean that scholarly textualization, objectified renderings of corporeal-

locomotive activities and experiences or realistic accounts are eschewed. Rather, these two 

forms of research interpretations are allowed to coexist side by side or remixed. In doing 

so, the thesis is in agreement with Pirkku Markula and Jim Denison’s caution in “See Spot 

Run: Movement as an Object of Textual Analysis” (itself a work of full-fledged remix) 

about abandoning research as a textual object of (more or less) scholarly objectified analysis 

altogether:  

 

In our discussion, we aim to demonstrate that in order to be considered research, 

movement as a nonobject has to travel from its body-incorporated field and cross 

the horizontal axis into the experience field. This means that it is now more 

closely connected to the mind. However, experience still has to be converted into 

an object to become research. To do this, it must cross the vertical axis of the 

diagram and enter the textual field. (Markula & Denison, 2000, p. 428) 

 

Instead, the incompatibilities and incongruences inherent in the combination of traditional 

qualitative documentation methods and remixing documentation methods, grounded 

theory method and remix methods, objectified scholarly writing and interpretative 

experiential writing are cultivated and honored, given that “Not only is meaning always 

ambiguous but also the processes we engage in to make sense of the world are neither 

linear nor smooth. Rather, they are seamed through and through, more of a patchwork or 

mosaic than a coherent, flawless, and stable whole.” (A. N. Markham, 2005, pp. 837-838). 

In this way, vivid kinaesthetic non-representation, passionate language and figurative 

imagery is composed in conjunction with sober descriptive representations, abstract 

language and theoretical frameworks in order to get an accurate rendering of gameplayers 

interacting in and experiencing offscreen/onscreen gameworlds through corporeal-

locomotive gameplay.  

Through such cut-up techniques, fragmented observations and participation, 

punctuated or scattered narratives and multiple theoretical frameworks (e.g. craftsmanship, 

sensory experience and body-schematic learning), corporeal locomotion in gameplay is, in 

accordance with Annette Markham, presented not as a grand narrative but as a remix of 

imagery, insights and impressions in order to make a new conception of gameplay make 

itself heard: “…if the purpose is to break the frames we have arbitrarily set around the ways 

we present what it is we think we know, the form should also break the frame […] to make 

readers think about many things while forming their own impressions” (A. N. Markham, 

2005, p. 822). Herein, the use of metaphorization in the investigation and development of 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension can be viewed as a tool that is placed in the middle 

ground between the two methodologies in that it is simultaneously a tool of cognitive 

conceptualization and a tool of interpretative non-representations: “Metaphors are literary 

devices, shorthand ways of expressing relationships (I like to think of them as poetic 

versions of hypotheses)." (Angrosino, 2007, p. 73). As such a reconciling tool ‘metaphorical 

conceptualization’ is explicitly utilized in the chapters “CRAFTING - the play of crafting hands 
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& the craft of playing hands” and “PERCEPTUAL LOCOMOTION – seeing to move & moving to 

be.” In the end, the use of basic documentation methods and the use of remixing 

documentation methods and the way these were (re)mixed, cultivated and cross-fertilized 

and later re-worked into analyses and conceptualizations were all carried out based on the 

same foundational methodological struggle as Pirkko Markula and Jim Denison sought to 

address in their unorthodox remixed investigation of movement as an object of textual 

analysis:  

 

I am a sport sociologist who longs to move. However, I also enjoy theorizing 

about the meaning of movement in contemporary Western society, particularly 

dance. But how does one theorize about movement? How does one write about 

movement? Can one theorize about movement by writing about it? How do I 

translate movement into text? (Markula & Denison, 2000, p. 406) 

 

As such, this thesis can be regarded as a consideration of this methodological struggle 

within gameplay activity and experience. 
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Before presenting the results of the second part of the research quest (the first being the 

research questioning), that is the developed methodological framework for the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience, the present section will, in a 

preliminary way, present the third part’s applied conceptualization crops. As the content of 

these crops are explicitly and exhaustively played out in the designated ‘conceptualization 

chapters’ they will only very briefly be introduced here.  

 

Contrary to earlier demands within grounded theory that contend that the researcher 

should approach and investigate the field without any theories in hand or in head, it is now 

acknowledged that such a theoretical ‘virginity’ is an impossible and senseless demand. 

Instead, it is now recognized that all researchers carry theoretical baggage with them when 

they venture out into the field. Rather than turning a blind eye to this circumstance, 

grounded theory method now incorporates the consulting of theoretical knowledge into the 

grounded theory method. One of the ways this is done is by distinguishing between the 

dissuaded practice of carrying ‘defining theories’ (that prescribe how and what to see) and 

the advised practice of carrying ‘sensitizing concepts’ (that suggest new ways to see). 

Including such un-specifying or un-determining sensitizing concepts and frameworks in the 

investigation 

 

permits researchers to apply them [sensitizing concepts/frameworks] to a wide 

array of phenomena. Regardless of how empirically contentless and vague they 

are, they may serve as heuristic devices for the construction of empirically 

grounded categories […] Therefore, a sensible way to use a heuristic concept like 

identity in grounded theory research is not to derive a ‘hypothesis,’ which can be 

‘empirically tested’ […] but to employ it as a conceptual frame which helps to 

understand empirical phenomena found in the research field (Bryant & Charmaz, 

2010, p. 208).  

 

It is in accordance with the above description that the investigation incorporates and 

remixes different concepts and frameworks coming from rather distant theoretical contexts 

such as corporeal philosophy, craftsmanship theory and psychological ecology. By adopting 

these concepts and frameworks (literally or metaphorically), the investigation is an amalgam 

of remixed theory and data. Importantly, the investigation does not necessarily concur with 

the theory it borrows and remixes from. In this way, adopting a notion such as 

‘craftsmanship’ from Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (2008) does not imply that the 

investigation agrees with the presented worldview, theoretical stances or scholarly 

paradigms present in the book. Instead, the eclectic assortment of specific sensitizing 

frameworks, concepts and categories coming from different theoretical traditions are 

depleted of ‘original paradigm content’ and then filled with ‘empirical gameplay’ content in 

order to refine and develop the empirical findings emerging from the field.  

Such an eclectic remixing from more or less (in)compatible traditions, paradigms 

and perspectives is carried out in accordance with the viewpoint that: “A strategy of coding 

which uses different and even competing theoretical perspectives may often be superior to 

a strategy which remains restricted to a limited number of pet concepts” (Bryant & 

Charmaz, 2010, p. 209). Finally, ‘refinement frameworks’ are only imported when they are 
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needed for refining concepts or categories emerging from the data. In this way, “Heuristic 

categories play the role of a theoretical axis or skeleton to which the flesh of empirically 

contentful information from the research domain is added” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 

210). As such, the works enumerated below under ‘Refining through’ serve as 

conceptualization crops that enhance the cultivated comprehension of the phenomena and 

its relations within the area to which they are applied. 

 

CENTRAL CONCEPTUALIZATION CROPS 
 

Chapter 
“CRAFTING - the play of crafting hands & the 

craft of playing hands” 

 

Developed master concept 
Craftsmanship 

 

Refined through 
Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (2008) 

 

In this chapter corporeal gameplay as 

craftsmanship is investigated and developed 

as an apt metaphor or thinking tool that 

provides a more holistic take on corporeal-

locomotive gameplay activity and 

experience.  

Craftsmanship puts a vocabulary at the 

researcher’s disposal that acknowledges 

corporeal-locomotive activities and 

experiences with materiality as something 

qualitative and kinaesthetically significant. 

As something worth studying in its own 

right. 

 

Chapter 
“CORPO-REAL RE-MEMBERINGS – corporeal 

conceptions & conceiving the corporeal 

 

Developed master concepts 
Corporeal dis-appearance 

Corporeal knowledge 

Gameplay corporeality 

Body-schematic gameplay 

Corporeal re-membering 

 

Refining through 
Drew Leder’s The Absent Body (1990) 

Michael Polanyi’s The Tacit Dimension 

(1966) 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s The 

Phenomenology of Perception (1958) 

Erwin Straus’s The Primary World of 

Senses: A Vindication of Sensory 

Experience (1963) 

Edward S. Casey’s Remembering: A 

Phenomenological Study (1987) 

Nina Bonderup Dohn’s “Roles of the Body 

in Learning” (2002) 

 

In this chapter corporeality in gameplay 

activity and experience is scrutinized. 

Through the development of a more 

holistic and ‘carnal’ understanding of the 

gameplayer, the research quest breaks 

sharply with the view on the body as trivial, 

a cultural construct or an embodiment 

holster. Contrary to the classic Cartesian 

view or the newer perspective of 

embodiment, there is nothing ‘inhabiting’ 

the body and the body ‘embodies’ nothing. 

The gameplayer does not ‘inhabit’ his/her 

body as the gameplayer isn’t ‘embodied’ in 

a body – rather, the gameplayer is a body: a 

corporeal undividable unity. In this way, 

gameplay activities and experiences are 

investigated as something corporeal; as 

something originating from the gameplayer 

as a corporeal being and as something 

arriving to the gameplayer as a corporeal 

being. In this way, a comprehension of 

gameplay activity and experience as 

something the gameplayer corporeally 

grows into and incorporates is developed. 

Likewise a comprehension of the 

gameworld as something the gameplayer 

corporeally inhabits is sought developed. 
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Chapter 
“PERCEPTUAL LOCOMOTION – seeing to move 

& moving to see” 

 

Developed master concepts 
Gameplay perception 

Gameplay locomotion 

Perceptual learning in gameplay 

 

Refining through 
James J. Gibson’s The Ecological Approach 

to Visual Perception (1986) 

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s The Primacy of 

Moving (1999) 

Jonas Linderoth’s “This is not a Door: an 

Ecological approach to Computer Games” 

(2007) 

Jonas Linderoth’s “Why gamers’ don’t learn 

more: An ecological approach to games as 

learning environments” (2010) 

Jonas Linderoth’s “Beyond the digital 

divide: An ecological approach to 

gameplay” (2011) 

 

In this chapter locomotion and perception 

in gameplay activity and experience are 

scrutinized. Through the development of a 

corporeal comprehension of how gameplay 

is perceived, experienced and performed 

the research quest breaks sharply with the 

‘ocularcentristic’ and ‘logocentristic’ view on 

gameplay within game research. Rather than 

a pair of eyeballs, a comprehension of the 

gameplayer as a perceiving body in 

locomotion is developed. Importantly, 

locomotion is not comparable with 

automatization, muscle reflexes, hand-eye 

coordination or ergonomics. The body is 

not a vehicle the gameplayer commands or 

pilots as a mere means to a digital end – 

rather, corporeal locomotion is an end in 

itself. In this way, corporeal locomotion and 

perception are investigated as indivisible 

streams of gameplay emanating from the 

gameplayer’s gameplaying body. Likewise, 

onscreen-offscreen gameworlds are 

investigated as concurrently addressing the 

gameplayer’s perception and locomotion 

through gameplay. Accordingly a 

comprehension of the gameplayer as a 

locomotory and perceiving body in 

gameplay within offscreen-onscreen game 

worlds is developed. 
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On the next page is an outline of the methodological practice conducted before, during 

and after the research quest for the significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience. This outline is of course a beautified, idealized and 

simplified version of the actual practice which was far more messy, unorganized and 

haphazard. However, it is still a tolerably accurate rendering of the research quest’s 

employed methodological practice in the investigation and development of a conceptual 

framework for corporeal gameplay. As such, it reflects the iterative process of harvesting, 

processing and remixing data in the effort to develop a methodological framework for 

investigating, and a conceptual framework for comprehending, corporeal gameplay.  
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Preliminary fieldwork:  2 months of formal observational fieldwork, field notes, video clips, 

FRAPS clips and screenshots 

Preliminary post-fieldwork: 3 months of post-fieldwork representations, video clip transcriptions, 

FRAPS transcriptions, analytical memos, methodological memos and 

theoretical memos 

Research quest foundation: 2 months of analytical and conceptual grounded theory method 

exploration, theoretical conceptualizations, visual presentations and 

tales leading to the discovery of ‘the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience’ 

Fieldwork 1: 2 months of grounded theory method, observational and participatory, 

informal and formal fieldwork, head notes, scratch notes, field notes, 

snapshots, screenshots, video clips, FRAPS clips and post-field 

recapitulations 

Post-fieldwork 1: 2 months of analytical memos, methodological memos, theoretical 

memos, post-fieldwork representations, video clip transcriptions and 

FRAPS transcriptions 

Remix fieldwork 1: 2 months of narratives, autophenomenography, theoretical 

conceptualization, figurative language, lyrical passages, photo montages, 

visual collages/bricolages and visual presentations 

Fieldwork 2: As fieldwork 1, but explicitly aiming to develop the (sub)categories, 

variants, relationships and deeper aspects of the concepts that emerged 

through fieldwork 1  

Post-fieldwork 2: As post-fieldwork 1, but explicitly aiming to validate (or invalidate) and 

refine the results of the first time round in the iterative cycle through 

adding the data of fieldwork 2 

Remix fieldwork 2: As remix fieldwork 1, but now with the addition of metaphorical 

conceptualization, non-representation, research music videos, 

aestheticizing techniques and (re)fashioning techniques 

Fieldwork 3: As fieldwork 1 and 2, but now aiming determinedly for theoretical 

saturation of the emerged concepts, categories and comprehension of 

corporeal gameplay 

Post-fieldwork 3: As post-fieldwork 1 and 2, but now aiming determinedly connecting the 

emerged concepts and categories and merging them to a somewhat 

coherent comprehension of corporeal gameplay 

Remix fieldwork 3: As remix fieldwork 1 and 2, but now with the addition of story, 

synesthesia and stylization inscription techniques 

Write up: 6 months of writing up the results of the research quest 
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On the next page is an outline of the methodological framework developed through the 

methodological practice conducted before, during and after fieldwork (see previous page). 

With this, the next part of the research quest is concluded: the development of a suitable 

methodological framework for investigating and developing a conceptual framework for the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. Through the 

methodological practice the research quest tried to develop an answer to some of the 

foundational questions that emerged at the outset of the quest: How does one 

methodologically approach, investigate and analyze corporeal gameplay in a way that 

adequately acknowledges and addresses the inherent complexity, multimodality, 

indissolubility of the field as well as its self-sufficient relevance, autonomic significance and 

(kin)aesthetic value? And how does one methodologically approach, investigate and 

analyze the corporeal-locomotive dimension in such a way that its manifold relations, 

interdependencies and intimacies internally and to other dimensions of gameplay activity 

and experience are acknowledged and preserved? 

 In the process of considering such questions a comprehension of the intricate 

relationship between method and theory also slowly formed. It was realized that the 

methodological framework was what shaped the theoretical approach, as the conceptual 

framework was what shaped the methodological approach. And both were shaped by the 

field of gold: the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience.  

What became of particular importance was the realization that method is inherently 

theoretical and theory is inherently methodological. Consequently, there is, in reality, no 

‘methodological framework,’ as there is no ‘conceptual framework.’ There is only the 

methodological-conceptual framework, as the one is inseparable from the other. So, even 

though the two are presented within separate sections in the thesis, in the research quest 

they were one. Here, method was something conceptual as concepts were a 

methodological approach and only through fusing the two was the carrying out and 

completion of the research quest possible. Hence, the presented methodological 

framework is not solely an empirically developed methodological design for conducting 

research on corporeal gameplay or related areas; it is just as much a theoretical concept. 

Accordingly, the framework is not just a technical tool, but just as much a philosophical 

conception. Conversely, the presented philosophical, theoretical and analytical 

conceptualizations present in the surrounding chapters are just as much methodological 

expressions as they are theoretical impressions; the chapters are just as much the 

constructions of method as they are the creations of concepts. Consequently, even though 

the framework for the grounded remix method is presented here, the results of it are found 

within the remaining parts of the thesis. 
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The methodological framework for the corporeal-

locomotive dimension 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SEEDED 

FIELD OF GOLD 

              DATA 

GROWING CROPS: Game, gameplayer 

and gameplay seeds are fused in 

actual gameplay activities and 

experiences. 

HARVESTING AND STORING: 

Gathering data through basic 

documentation methods. 

DATA REMIXES: Mixing various basic 

data forms into remixed data forms. 

SEEDING THE FIELD: 

GAME SEEDS GAMEPLAYER SEEDS GAMEPLAY 

CODE 

DATA ANALYSIS: Analyzing data through grounded 

theory method coding and then checking codes 

against new data. CODE 

ANALYTICAL REMIXES: Mixing various codes  

through remix methods into remixed analyses (e.g. 

‘research music video’). 

CON 

CEPT 

CON 

CEPT 

CONCEPTUALIZATION: Abstracting codes into 

concepts and categories through hierarchical 

organization and variant specification and then 

checking concepts against new data developing 

hierarchies, variants and aspects. 

THEORETICAL REMIXES: Mixing internally 

grounded concepts and categories with externally 

adopted theoretical frameworks/concepts through 

remix methods into remixed concepts (e.g. 

‘craftsmanship’). 

REMIXED 

GROUNDED 

THEORY  

ON  

THE 

CORPOREAL-

LOCOMOTIVE 

DIMENSION IN 

GAMEPLAY 

EXTERNAL THEORIES AND CONCEPTS A REMIXED GROUNDED THEORY:  

Assembling the theory (yield), 

checking the theory against new data 

and then presenting it. 
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Before moving on from the presentation of the results of methodological process and 

design to the presentation of the results of the development of a conceptual framework for 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience, firstly a brief note 

on research ethics and validity. 

 

Ethical decision-making and research-making  
The research quest is grounded in Cathy Charmaz’s call for what she in a presentation has 

labeled ‘emergent ethics’
1

; that is, ethical guidelines that are adjusted, reworked and 

reconsidered as the research quest develops, rather than set from the outset. This approach 

was selected due to the changing and developing nature of both the methodological 

framework and the comprehension of the field itself. Accordingly, the ethics of the 

research design were considered continually during the carrying out of the research quest. 

In so doing, the only thing that was given at the outset was the ambition to honor the 

gameplayers as gameplayers and try my best to pass on their gameplay activities and 

experiences. Out of this ambition emerged certain ethical guidelines. Furthermore, 

Markham’s stance in “Ethic as Method, Method as Ethic” (2006) towards practicing 

ethically reflected research was adopted:  

 

Reflexive ethics is a stance that views ethics as a dialogic process rather than a set 

of values or principles. This stance advocates intensive and critical dissection of 

the everyday means by which the researcher makes sense of his or her world, 

whether directly or tangentially related to the research project. This mode of 

inquiry requires shifting the criteria for quality away from traditional measures of 

validity or reliability towards responsibility and accountability, whereby: 1. The 

research questions drive procedures and design. 2. The context guides responses 

to sensitive situations. 3. Broad training in a range of inquiry methods aids 

adaptation and flexibility.(A. Markham, 2006, p. 50).  

 

Naturally, given the level of ‘kinship’ with the research participants, Markham’s call for 

‘good’ research was likewise adopted and incorporated: “At risk of sounding like a self-help 

guide, then, one might say that ‘good’ research comes from the heart […] Hence, 

considered from the perspective of method, an ethical researcher is a reflexive researcher 

who works from the center, the heart. This entails being knowledgeable and prepared; 

present and aware; adaptive and context sensitive; and honest or mindful.” (A. Markham, 

2006, pp. 43-44). 

 

From these basic ethical maxims, concrete ethics emerged and evolved through the 

research quest. Below is a brief account of what became the most central aspects: 

 

 Informed consent to reveal name and visual identity of the gameplayers and 

portraying their gameplay activities and experiences in order to incorporate them 

as a central element of the thesis was sought and given (with the exception of C). 

Of particular ethical concern was here Fenja’s (age 8) and Selma’s (age 4) consent. 

                                                      
1

 See: http://www.docstoc.com/docs/40261369/Emergent-Ethics-in-Qualitative-Research  
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Accordingly, the implications of this were discussed at some length with them. The 

informed consent forms are enclosed as appendix.  

 The disclosure of the research participants’ names and the inclusion of them in the 

visual material was the most central ethical concern in the research quest. The 

decision to incorporate the participants as ‘themselves’ was ultimately chosen out 

of ethical concerns – the participants were presented as themselves in text and 

pictures and were then given the right to disagree with that presentation and 

request the material removed. In this way, the research material was presented to 

participants before being included in a conference presentation or the thesis. 

Hence, the participants always had the final word both in relation to being 

included as research participants and in relation to the ways their gameplay 

experience and activities were portrayed and framed. 

 Research participants were generally observed openly, but on very rare occasions 

also covertly. In these cases the involved participants’ explicit consent for the 

inclusion of such deceptively obtained material was always requested. 

 The respect for the research participants as persons and the truthfulness of their 

gameplay activities and experiences was seen as essential. 

 

Reviewing the emerged ethics of the research quest in the light of e.g. Uwe Flick’s 

Designing Qualitative Research – The SAGE Qualitative Research Kit (2007), the quest 

can be said to have been carried out without (prolonged) deception, with informed consent, 

without the participants suffering any risk, harm of disadvantages, without disturbing the 

participants’ activities, without being pushy or ignorant towards their experiences and with 

data analysis carried out as accurately and fairly as achievable (Flick, 2007, pp. 68-75). In 

conclusion, the researcher concurs with Markham’s tentative axiom; methods first, ethics 

follows:  

 

So although one can begin by addressing conceptual ethical questions, one can 

also begin from another suitable angle, addressing the questions of what makes 

good quality research? Consider the tentative axiom: methods first, ethics follows. 

This axiom focuses attention on the fact that ethics is embedded in one’s 

everyday method of approaching, understanding, evaluating, and producing 

academic texts about a social phenomenon. To say method first, ethics follows is 

to emphasize that all methods decisions are in actuality ethics decisions and that 

all ethics decisions are in actuality methods decisions. (A. Markham, 2006, pp. 

42-43) 

 

Accordingly, the research quest continually tried to put method first, in the attempt to 

make ethical as well as valid decisions and research. 

 

Valid decision-making and research-making 
The importance of the ethnographer’s path goes far beyond its size and range […] 

an assessment of the interpretative power of ethnography also requires that we 

understand the ethnographer’s path. As a measuring stick of ethnographic validity, 

accounts of an ethnographer’s fieldwork path should be incorporated in 

ethnographic writings. (Sanjek, 1990, p. 400) 
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Following the above quote from Roger Sanjek, the fieldwork path of the research quest has 

been incorporated into the final research product in order to enable the reader to assess 

the interpretative power and validity of the proposed framework for the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in the gameplay activity and experience present in the surrounding 

chapters.  That is, if there is no methodological basis for trusting the propounded claims 

then the research quest has been meaningless. And, when it comes to observation-based 

research like the present research quest, concerns regarding ‘validity’ become even more 

pressing given that “Unlike interview-based research, which can feature direct quotes from 

people in the community, observational findings are rarely ‘confirmable’”(Angrosino, 2007, 

p. 59). According to Michael Angrosino, there are, however, certain ways of achieving 

validity within observational research, the most important being ‘analytical induction’ and 

‘verisimilitude’: 

 

 It may be possible to follow the methodology of analytic induction, 

which in this case means that emergent propositions (findings that 

describe patterns in the observations) are tested in a search for negative 

cases. The goal of this is to achieve assertions that can be taken as 

universal (or ‘grounded’, in the language of some schools of theory). 

 When writing up results, the observation-based researcher may be 

encouraged to use techniques of verisimilitude […]. This is a style of 

writing that draws the reader into the world that has been studied so as 

to evoke a mood of recognition; it uses rich descriptive language (rather 

than abstract ‘facts and figures’). Verisimilitude is also achieved when the 

descriptions seem internally coherent, plausible, and recognizable by 

readers from their own experience or from other things they have read 

or heard about. A work that achieves these goals is said to be authentic 

in the eyes of those who read it. (Angrosino, 2007, pp. 59-60) 

 

In this way, analytic induction, through grounded theory method, and verisimilitude, 

through remix methods, have been rigorously implemented in the effort to produce valid 

decision-making and research-making regarding the exploration of the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. Importantly, this does not 

entail that it is contended that the results of the quest are universally valid for all gameplay 

activities and experiences. Generalizations based on this research quest should, at least, 

limit themselves to gameplay activities and experiences that share some similarity with the 

ones described above. Furthermore, the research quest has been carried out through 

guiding principles concerning:  

 

 ‘Credibility,’ that is the prolonged, persistent, iterative and reflective engagement in 

the researched field; i.e. following the grounded theory method.  

 ‘Fittingness’ and ‘Transferability,’ that is the obligation to describe the empirical 

grounding & remixing investigation in such a way that the interested reader is able 

to access and judge whether the central claims and findings can be generalized to 

the reader’s specific purpose or own field of study.  

 ‘Confirmability,’ that is the total accountability for data gathered and remixed, the 

process of gathering them, theories and methods deployed in the research process 

and methodological-theoretical development. The intention has been that all 
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claims, findings and results can be documented to be grounded in such a way that 

others are able to make their own informed conclusions.  

 ‘Authenticity,’ that is the ability of the research quest to elicit immediate 

recognition in participants and other gameplayers through making an authentic 

account of whatever it was that was observed and experienced during gameplay; i.e. 

the credibility of results to gameplayers and readers.
2

 

 

Thus, through a process of continued engagement with the field of corporeal gameplay, 

with gameplaying gameplayers and with game researchers, the research quest has 

continually been re-worked and fine-tuned in order to ensure that the results of the quest 

resonated with the involved participants in particular, gameplayers in general as well as the 

overall research community of game research. 

 

A foretaste of these results was presented in the preceding chapter – “CRAFTING – the play 

of crafting hands & the craft of playing hands” – and the remaining results as well as the 

developed conceptual framework will be presented in the chapters proceeding this chapter 

as the researcher ventures out to ‘run as the sun goes down among the fields of gold.’ 

  

                                                      
2

 See (Angrosino, 2007, pp. 58-61) for more on the adopted approach to validity. 
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I’m vulnerable, I’m vulnerable  

I am not a robot 

You’re loveable, so loveable 

But you’re just trouble 

 

Guess what? I am not a robot! 

Guess what? I am not a robot  

 
Can you teach me how to feel real? 

Can you turn my power on? 

Well, let the drum beat drop! 

 

 

(Lyrics from ‘I am not a Robot’ as performed by Marina and the Diamonds) 
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When observing gameplayers in gameplay, it quickly becomes apparent how persistently 

they attend, from their corporeal offscreen gameplay activities to their digital onscreen 

gameplay activities. Their perception stays firmly locked on the screen as they participate in 

gameplay activities across different gameworlds. It is only when something goes corporeally 

wrong, such as accidently pressing the wrong key that the gameplayer fleetingly becomes 

aware of what it is he/she is corporeally doing. The gameplayer then quickly attends to 

his/her corporeal activity, corrects the corporeal mistake and then immediately returns 

his/her awareness to the onscreen gameplay activity. Hence, even though faulty gameplay 

can occasionally lead the gameplayer’s attention away from the digital to the corporeal 

gameplay, the gameplayer promptly turns his/her attention towards the onscreen 

gameworld again. In general, corporeality escapes the gameplayer’s focused attention 

during gameplay. This ‘absence of corporeality’ in the gameplayer’s attentional field has led 

to a corresponding absence of the corporeal dimension in the stereotypical researcher’s 

field of attention (see “OVERTURE: research quest & research questioning”). When 

corporeality isn’t articulated or considered by the gameplayer it will not surface in the 

inquiring researcher’s questionnaires or interviews, in the researcher’s collected 

gameplayer-produced text or talk, or in the researcher’s own gameplay activities, as it is 

absolutely absent when the researcher solely researches games, gameplayers and gameplay 

in the digital sphere of gameplay (which is the rule rather than the exception). 

Consequently, the customary ways of conducting game research as well as the gameplayer’s 

and the game researcher’s onscreen focus counteract the inclusion of corporeality within 

the research field. This inherent corporeal inattention within gameplay activities and 

experiences will be the focal point of this chapter as it seeks to demonstrate that corporeal 

absent-mindedness does not equal the absence of corporeal quality, significance or 

pertinence. 

 

The present chapter dives into the exploration of ‘corporeality’ as it is expressed and 

experienced when gameplayers dive into gameplay activities. Through remixed analyses of 

different aspects of corporeality such as corporeal dis-appearance, tacit knowledge, body-

schematic learning, body memory and corporeal experience, the chapter documents the 

conceptualization of the first of the two major grounded concepts to emerge from the 

fieldwork: the concept of ‘corporeality.’ Thus, at the end of each section constituent parts 

of the conceptual framework for ‘corporeal gameplay’ will be presented. These various 

frameworks will then come to constitute the first half of the total framework for the 

corporeal-locomotive dimensions in the gameplay activity and experience (the other half 

being ‘perceptual-locomotive gameplay’) presented as the conclusion of this dissertation’s 

research quest. Importantly, the grounded concept and categories explored in this chapter 
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all emerged prior to the theoretical remixes of them. Consequently, the theoretical 

concepts and notions adopted are acquired succeeding the fieldwork in order to achieve a 

more nuanced, exhaustive and palpable articulation of what is ‘corporeally at stake’ in the 

empirical gameplay activities and experiences.  

 Especially well-suited tools for ‘conceiving the corporeal’ in gameplay activity and 

experience has proven to be the (re)mixing of various philosophical and phenomenological 

‘corporeal conceptions’ manifest within the following pioneering and authoritative works 

on corporeality: Drew Leder’s The Absent Body (1990), Michael Polanyi’s The Tacit 

Dimension (1983), Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception (1945), Nina 

Bonderup Dohn’s “Roles of the Body in Learning” (2002), Edward S. Casey’s 

Remembering: A Phenomenological Study (1987) and Erwin Straus’s The Primary World 

of Senses: A Vindication of Sensory Experience (1963). Accordingly, the sections of this 

chapter will be remixing these works with empirically grounded observation, participation 

and analyses of corporeal gameplay in order to make a conceptual framework emerge. 

 

Generally seen, the analyses at hand all concern the human condition of ‘being bodily’ 

seen through the lens of ‘being in gameplay.’ This is, however, a condition that traditionally 

has suffered under a three-way blindness; a cultural blindness, anchored in the framing of 

the gameplayer as motionless, sedentary and dull to an extent that is nearing stillborn; a 

scholarly blindness, anchored in framings of the gameplayer as digital inhabitant, embodied 

mind, spectating eye or socio-cultural individual; and a gameplaying blindness, anchored in 

the fact that  the gameplayer normally doesn’t perceive or pay attention to what he/she as a 

bodily being is doing in gameplay.  

Rather, both game researcher and gameplayer habitually look ahead, past 

corporeality and toward onscreen digitality. Through remixing the abovementioned works, 

this chapter actively tries to bypass this habitual blindness by looking straight at the body in 

gameplay while incorporating concepts and frameworks into this exploration that enable 

the corporeality of gameplayers in gameplay to be addressed. Accordingly, this chapter can 

also be seen as a homage to these works that aided the development of a vocabulary for 

corporeality in gameplay and a crucial shift away from bodily being in gameplay as ‘robotic,’ 

automatized, instrumental, embodied cognition, trivial or peripheral towards a view on 

bodily being in gameplay as sensuous, experiential, expressive, knowledgeable, qualitative 

and central. 

 

To paraphrase the lyrics of Marina and the Diamonds’ song “I am not a Robot”: the body 

of the gameplayer is not a ‘robotic being’ controlled or steered by the gameplayer who is 

encapsulated within. Rather, gameplayer’s are holistic bodily beings gameplaying ‘in the 

flesh.’ Gameplay corporeality is not controlled but in control of the place and pace of 

gameplay. Here, corporeal gameplay is the living and sensory dimension of gameplay 

activity and experience; it is in flux, in transition and away from attention, making it 

immediately ephemeral, indiscernible and unutterable. It seems as if the gameplayer’s 

hands are just going about their business outside the gameworld, taking care of matters 

mechanically and automatically. But, as I hope to show in this chapter, the body is not the 

gameplayer’s prosthesis or robot – rather, gameplay is the activity and experience of bodily 

being; a bodily being which will not be shut out, shut up or shut down. In consequence, this 

chapter declares the gameplayer’s body as un-robotic and turns the animate power of 

gameplay corporeality back on.  
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A game of Starcraft II one-on-one is put into motion and fast-paced gameplay is 

immediately undertaken by the two competing gameplayers in their battle to withdraw 

victoriously from the gameworld. Build orders are given, units constructed, buildings 

checked, move orders dispatched and terrain scouted at incessant speeds as brightly 

colored gameplay unfolds on the screen. I sit behind one of the gameplayers, Tue, and 

vigilantly observe his gameplay. I cannot help but look to the screen. Tue is looking to the 

screen. His torso is immobile when seen from behind, his neck is fixed, his face is 

impassive, his mouth is closed, his legs are motionless and his feet are placed firmly on the 

ground. Glancing at him before looking back to the screen, all that seems to be mobile is 

Tue’s eyeballs as they twitch, leap up and down and from side to side in his eye sockets as 

he is monitoring the onscreen interaction. I look back to the screen, following the 

unfolding digital gameplay.   

But I can’t help noticing the sounds. The tap-tap-tapping and the click-click-

clicking. I look away from the screen and to Tue’s hands that are sprinting around with 

razor-sharp precision and at unthinkable speed. Making gameplay happen. Looking back 

and forth between screen and hands it becomes clear that Tue’s digital being in the 

onscreen gameworld is irreversibly contingent upon his corporeal being in the offscreen 

gameworld. Interestingly, this corporeal-digital being is, as will be clear below, dependent 

on the self-effacing transitivity of Tue’s corporeality.  

 

Tue is able to perceive and play Starcraft II because of his corporeality. In this way, Tue’s 

corporeality constitutes a point of origin within his perceptual field. Or, in the words of 

Drew Leder: “Insofar as I perceive through an organ, it necessarily recedes from the 

perceptual field it discloses […] As the very means whereby I act, these organs constitute a 

null point within their actional field” (Leder, 1990, pp. 16-18). Although Tue’s hands are 

opening up a specific actional field – ‘gameplaying Starcraft’ – as he puts them to use in the 

offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Starcraft II the hands are simultaneously also establishing 

an attentional absence as Tue perceptually focuses upon the goal of the activity, not his 

corporeal means of accomplishing gameplay. Tue, as a Starcraft-gameplaying body 

animates the central paradox Leder investigates in his book The Absent Body (1990) – 

“The radical paradox of the present-absent body” (Leder, 1990, p. 21) – as he watchfully 

monitors his onscreen presence while simultaneously blotting out his offscreen presence.  

Accordingly, Tue’s corporeal interaction disappears from explicit awareness as 

his digitality appears onscreen. However, his very Starcraft-life in this one-on-one battle 

depends on Tue’s ability to synthesize his seeing, thinking and doing into an unbroken 

stream of “linked corporeal foci” (Leder, 1990, p. 24).  
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Over time Tue has, as a competent Starcraft II gameplayer, successfully assimilated his 

gameplay corporeality to the composition and choreography of the offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld, and conversely, as the composition and choreography of the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld has been incorporated into his bodily being. In this way, the Starcraft 

II gameworld has come to pervade Tue’s corporeality as he has become a Starcraft-body. 

In a way, Tue has become the incarnation of Starcraft II – that bodily from which he 

operates upon the gameworld. Tue is, as a bodily being, absorbed in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld wherein he is molded into a corporeal-digital being that concurrently 

and effortlessly engages the gameworld as a digital form perceived and as a corporeal form 

performed. He has, in effect, become a self-moving Starcraft-body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   
 

 

As a self-moving Starcraft-body, Tue no longer needs to pay attention to his body in order 

to move correctly in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. He is, like Leder: “Directed 

ecstatically outward, my organs of perception and motility are themselves transparent at the 

moment of use. This is the principle of focal disappearance. The intentional arc has a telos 

that carries attention outward, away from its bodily points of origin.” (Leder, 1990, p. 53). 

Tue’s Starcraft-competent gameplay attention and perception is free to roam in the 

onscreen gameworld despite his performance of corporeal-locomotive gameplay and its 

derived corporeal sensations.  

On the very rare occasions where something goes awry and he has to turn 

attention away from the screen and transitorily make his corporeal gameplay the object of 

perception, “an element of distance is introduced. I no longer simply ‘am’ my body, the set 

of unthematized powers from which I exist. Now I ‘have’ a body, a perceived object in the 

world.” (Leder, 1990, p. 77). That is, whenever Tue’s gameplay corporeality explicitly 

enters into his perceptual or attentional field it actually ruptures the Starcraft-body’s being 

in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld, the intercorporeity of corporeal-digital being is 

broken, and the actional field kept open by the Starcraft-playing hands closes. This is due 

to the fact that the ‘from-to’ structure of Tue’s bodily engagement with the gameworld is 
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reversed as Tue is now acting to the offscreen gameworld. The implication of this is that 

corporeality ordinarily only enters into explicit gameplayer awareness when the gameplayer 

attempts to correct a corporeal or material fallacy in the offscreen gameworld. Accordingly, 

‘corporeal absence’ becomes the desired state to be in during gameplay; to win, Tue has to 

uphold the corporeal-digital connection, he has to keep the offscreen-onscreen gameworld 

fused and he has to keep the corporeal gameplay of his body transparent and away from 

explicit awareness. 

 

Because of this strong and inherent tendency towards corporeal ‘self-annihilation’ within 

gameplay activity and experience there has been a propensity to identify the essence of 

being a gameplayer with the gameplayer’s incorporeal digital manifestation. Because the 

gameplayer’s body is, in ideal gameplay, a tacit and self-concealing structure, gameplay can 

all too easily be framed as an un-corporeal activity and the corporeal gameplay-body can, 

accordingly, all too easily disappear or be bypassed within research. Even more so as visual 

perception is a particularly effective annihilator of corporeality as “sight, more thoroughly 

than any other perceptual mode, effaces the rootedness in the body. The viewer can seem 

to be an incorporeal awareness” (Leder, 1990, p. 118). And this is especially true when 

researchers limit their research to onscreen gameplay. Here, the gameplayer as bodily 

being and the activity and experience of corporeal gameplay disappears entirely. Thus, the 

framing of gameplay as something taking place onscreen is directly based on the body’s 

disposition to disappearance.  

When watching onscreen gameplay one can all too easily come to the conclusion 

that the gameplayer makes no real or significant use of his or her body: “It [the body] 

comes to be identified primarily with mindless passion or passive automaticities […] Those 

attributes most definitive of the subject are withheld from corporeality. Body comes to play 

the role of the Other” (Leder, 1990, p. 126) or, in the case of gameplay, the role of an 

operative machine devoid of real experiential or interactional qualities. In this way, the 

attentional self-efficacy of corporeal gameplay is mistakenly read in ontological terms. 

 

However, although Tue directs his perceptual attention away from his corporeal gameplay 

and towards his digital gameplay that does not entail that his corporeal gameplay evaporates 

or becomes insignificant. In Starcraft II Tue is a living and moving digital-corporeal 

organism, he is the manifestation of a sensorimotor Starcraft II functionality as his 

perception is Starcraft-perception and his locomotion is Starcraft-locomotion. When Tue 

looks to the screen, he perceives the events onscreen corporeally; that is, as perceived 

courses of action for corporeal actions, and when Tue acts corporeally, he shapes the 

perceived onscreen gameplay corporeally. Even though his corporeal gameplay generally 

functions as perceptual background to the digital gameplay, his corporeal gameplay is not a 

tool for playing, but a being in play.  

Importantly, even if Tue’s corporeal gameplay takes the backseat in Tue’s 

explicit awareness, corporeality is still his field of experience – the pace of the hand pacing 

the game and the pace of the game pacing the hand, the fluency and rhythm of action, the 

exhilaration and the emotional agitation caused by corporeal sensation, the place of the 

hand placing the game and the place of the game placing the hand. All this is corporeal 

gameplay and all this requires that corporeality is away from explicit awareness.  

As Tue’s hands fly in the offscreen gameworld of Starcraft II, as his fingers dance 

around in the ritual Starcraft II tribal dance, as he keeps his composure, as his perception 

is sharp and focused on directing his corporeal gameplay and his corporeal gameplay is 
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sharp and directed at creating (desirable) perceptions, as he reads the opponent’s offscreen 

corporeality of his screen and responds to it through corporeal gameplay, it is quite clear 

that Tue’s Starcraft-being is of the experiencing and expressive corporeal body itself. It is 

the experiential and interactional origin from where Tue, as a gameplaying being, acts. It is 

to this corporeality that perceptions flow and it is from this corporeality locomotion flows.  

 

Accordingly, the battle to win the one-on-one game is to a great extent the struggle to 

amalgamate corporeal gameplay perception and corporeal gameplay locomotion into an 

unimpeded flow of corporeal-digital gameplay. The one who most successfully 

accomplishes this amalgamation is often the one who wins. And in the effort to achieve this, 

Tue disregards his corporeal gameplay and regards his digital gameplay. If he looks to or 

merely becomes explicitly aware of his hands, he will lose the rhythm, pace and place of 

the game. And in a game where ‘Actions per Minute’ is one of the standardized measures 

of gameplay greatness, such a loss of pace and place can quickly prove fatal.  

In this way, the game is concurrently a corporeal experience and an ‘un-attention-

demanding’ experience. Consequently, it is a corporeal experience that requires an 

extraordinary amount of corporeal practice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   
 

 

The playing of Starcraft II belongs to Tue’s well-trained hands but not to mine. This is 

precisely so because Tue’s has a corporeal-locomotive knowledgeable Starcraft-being body, 

while my body is only an observational Starcraft-being body. My eyes know the game, but 

my hands don’t. In this way, Tue perceives Starcraft II very differently from me, because 

he perceives it on the basis of his corporeal incorporation of the gameworld. He lives 

ecstatically from his corporeal gameplay to his digital gameplay – he is self-forgetting, but 

corporeally experiencing, although his corporeality is away from direct perception and 

explicit awareness. My body only knows the visuality of digital gameplay, not the corporeal 

actuality. I am not able to become corporeally absorbed in the gameplay or express a 

“taken-for-granted body from which I inhabit the world” (Leder, 1990, p. 32). Starcraft II 
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has not sedimented corporeally in my body or seeped into my organism in the ways that 

characterize the acquisition of higher gameplaying skills such as Tue’s. Tue has brought 

Starcraft II within his body and his body is now pervaded by Starcraft II as Tue is battling 

his opponent over which one of them possesses and is able to express the most full-fledged 

and fluent incorporation of Starcraft II; over which one of them is Starcraft II incarnated. 

 What separates my bodily being from Tue’s Starcraft II incarnated being is that 

Tue has successfully integrated Starcraft II into his ways of bodily knowing; he has 

developed a knowledgeable corporeal-locomotive Starcraft-body. In so doing, Tue has 

developed what Polanyi labels a ‘tacit knowing’: 

 

In an act of tacit knowing we attend from something for attending to something 

else; namely from the first term to the second term of the tacit relation. In many 

ways the first term of this relation will prove to be nearer to us, the second further 

away from us. Using the language of anatomy, we may call the first term proximal, 

and the second term distal. It is the proximal term, then, of which we have a 

knowledge that we may not be able to tell. (Polanyi, 1967, p. 10) 

 

When Tue is absorbed in the gameplay of Starcraft II he is attending from his corporeal 

gameplay (the first term of the tacit relation) in order to attend to his digital gameplay (the 

second term of the tacit relation). Hence, even though Tue’s corporeal gameplay is nearer 

or proximal to him and his digital gameplay is further away or distal to him, it is his digital 

gameplay he is able to speak of, not his corporeal.  

In this way, Tue is able to tell me, while playing and without hesitation, what he is 

doing digitally onscreen, but he needs to reflect if I ask him questions about his offscreen 

corporeal gameplay – and in many cases he is not able to articulate it at all. He might be 

able to tell me which key he presses in order to carry out a specific digital action, but he is 

not able to articulate the inner qualities and features of his corporeal gameplay. This might 

be due to the fact that he is attending from the internal qualities and characteristics of his 

corporeal gameplay to the qualities of things outside himself, on the screen.  

Thus, corporeal knowledge remains tacit knowledge for gameplayers in gameplay. 

This is the functional structure of tacit knowing, Or, in the remixed words of Polanyi: “We 

are attending from these elementary movements [corporeal gameplay] to the achievement 

of their joint purpose [digital gameplay], and hence are usually unable to specify these 

elementary acts. We may call this the functional structure of tacit knowing.” (Polanyi, 1967, 

p. 10). Consequently, this research quest has sought to approach corporeal gameplay 

reflectively – or attend to it – during actual gameplay in order to give an implied account of 

it.  

 

However, this tacit and tactile nature of gameplay knowledge does not entail that Tue is 

blissfully unaware of or totally absent from his corporeality in the act of Starcraft II 

gameplay. Quite the contrary, as Tue needs to be continually corporeally present, 

engrossed and engaged during gameplay.  

Although Tue’s perception is firmly locked on the screen, monitoring the digital 

gameplay, and although Tue is attending from his corporeal gameplay to his digital 

gameplay, then all he perceives and all he attends to is in a certain sense his corporeality 

and corporeal gameplay. Meaning that, in the appearance of digital gameplay he is 

perceptually aware of his (and the opponent’s) corporeal gameplay. Tue perceives the 

opponent’s corporeality in his digitality and then, due to his knowledgeable Starcraft-bodily 
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being, tacitly knows what to do corporeally in the gameplay activity; he is aware of his own 

and his opponent’s corporeality in the appearance of digitality.  

This is the phenomenal structure of tacit knowing: “We may say, in general, that 

we are aware of the proximal term of an act of tacit knowing in the appearance of its distal 

term; we are aware of that from which we are attending to another thing, in the appearance 

of that thing. We may call this the phenomenal structure of tacit knowing” (Polanyi, 1967, 

p. 11). Consequently, Tue’s digital gameplay relies on this functional and phenomenal 

structure of his tacit knowing. He is continually relying on his ability to attend from his 

corporeal gameplay to his digital gameplay. And, furthermore, Tue is aware of his 

corporeal gameplay in the appearance of his digital gameplay. 

 

It is through the ability to dwell knowingly in the gameplay material and the corporeal 

gameplay of Starcraft II that Tue is able to perform in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. 

Seen though Michael Polanyi’s account of tacit knowing, the battle between the two 

Starcraft II gameplayers becomes the battle of competently reading the opponent’s 

corporeal gameplay through the perception of its distal digital expression and then 

competently respond to it by dwelling assuredly in the tacit knowing of corporeal gameplay.  

In consequence, the gameplayer who dwells securely and energetically in the 

experiential and expressive qualities of his or her ‘moving corporeality,’ in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld’s composition and choreography for corporeal-digital movements and 

in responding to the corporeal gameplay of the opponent will be able to present a skillful, 

or even masterful, gameplay performance: 

 

We consider the way one man comes to understand the skillful performance of 

another man. He must try to combine mentally the movements which the 

performer combines practically and must combine them in a pattern similar to 

the performer’s pattern of movements. Two kinds of indwelling meet here. The 

performer co-ordinates his moves by dwelling in them as parts of his body, while 

the watcher tries to correlate these moves by seeking to dwell in them from 

outside. He dwells in these moves by interiorizing them. By such exploratory 

indwelling the pupil gets the feel of a master’s skill and may learn to rival him. 

(Polanyi, 1967, pp. 29-30) 

 

And then we are back at the beginning, watching a game of Starcraft II one-on-one unfold 

as two gameplayers battle over who will withdraw victoriously from the gameworld. The 

game continues as more build orders are given, more units constructed, more buildings 

checked, more move orders dispatched and more terrain scouted. I sit behind Tue, 

observing his gameplay. I cannot help but to look at the screen. Tue is also looking at the 

screen. His torso is still immobile, his neck is still fixed, his face is still impassive, his mouth 

is still closed, his legs are still motionless and his feet are still placed firmly on the ground.  

But his body is nevertheless relentlessly expressing and experiencing his tacit 

knowledge through corporeal gameplay, emanating as fast tap-tap-tapping and click-click-

clicking melodies. Although, his body seems absent onscreen and from his attentional field 

it is where he dwells. It is therefrom gameplay happen. It flows incessantly from Tue’s 

hands until a “GG” appears onscreen and gameplay is terminated. Tue smiles, stretches his 

body and leans back in the chair. Tue has left the gameworld. Victoriously. 
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Overview of the section 
Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of gameplay as containing and 

expressing corporeal dis-appearance and corporeal knowledge. In the next section, “The 

phenomenology of perception,” the present section’s analyzed corporeal absence and tacit 

knowing is left behind as the quest centers on developing the concept of ‘gameplay 

corporeality.’ Here, the awareness of corporeal dis-appearance will be put to use as the 

structure of gameplay corporeality in itself is investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds
1

, theoretical refinement
2

 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes
3

 for the section of 

“The absent body & its tacit knowing” is outlined. 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Tue playing Starcraft II: observing the absent body & its tacit knowing 

Refinement 
 Drew Leder’s The Absent Body (1990) 

 Michael Polanyi’s The Tacit Dimension (1983) 

Grounded concepts, categories and codes 
 

CORPOREAL DIS-APPEARANCE CORPOREAL KNOWLEDGE 

THE PRESENT-

ABSENT BODY 

 Away from 

explicit 

awareness 

 Away from direct 

perception 

 

CORPOREAL DIS-

APPEARANCE 

 Focal dis-

appearance 

 Perceptual dis-

appearance 

 Transparent 

corporeality away 

from explicit 

awareness 

 Transparent 

corporeality away 

from direct 

perception 

 

INCORPORATING 

CORPOREALITY 

 Expressing the 

gameworld’s 

composition and 

choreography 

 Incorporating the 

composition and 

choreography of 

the gameworld into 

bodily being 

 The gameplayer as 

the gameworld 

incarnated 

 

ASSIMILATED 

CORPOREALITY 

 Corporeality 

shaped out of the 

gameworld’s 

composition and 

choreography 

 Corporeality 

assimilated to the 

composition and 

choreography of 

the gameworld 

 The gameplayer as 

inhabiting the 

gameworld 

 

  

                                                      
1

 See the sections ”Game seeds” and ”Gamplayer seeds” for further elaboration 
2

 See the section ”Refinement” for further elaboration 
3

 See the section  ”Grounded theory method” for further elaboration 
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THE FROM-TO 

STRUCTURE 

 The  functional 

structure of tacit 

knowledge based 

on corporeal dis-

appearance 

 Corporeality as 

null point and 

point of origin 

 Attention from 

corporeality to 

digitality 

 Focusing away 

from corporeality 

towards digitality 

 Gameplay 

corporeality as 

an un-attention 

demanding 

experience and 

activity 

THE PROXIMAL-

DISTAL 

STRUCTURE 

 The 

phenomenal 

structure of tacit 

knowledge based 

on corporeal dis-

appearance 

 Attention away 

from the internal 

qualities and 

characteristics of 

corporeal 

gameplay and 

towards the 

perceivable 

qualities of things 

outside 

corporeality/onsc

reen  

 Attention away 

from the 

proximal 

corporeal 

gameplay 

towards the distal 

digital gameplay 

 Being aware of 

the proximal 

term 

(corporeality) in 

the light of the 

distal term 

(digitality) 

 Perceiving 

corporeality in 

digitality 

 

TACIT 

KNOWLEDGE 

FROM BEING 

 Being corporeally 

absorbed, 

engrossed, engaged, 

present in the 

gameworld 

 Corporeality as the 

gameplayer’s field 

of experience 

 The tacit 

experiential 

knowledge of the 

corporeal 

gameworld being 

 Tactile knowledge 

 Dwelling 

experientially  and 

assuredly in the 

spatial qualities of 

the gameplay 

material and the 

corporeal gameplay 

 Gameplay 

corporeality as 

tacitly and tactilely 

being body 

TACIT 

KNOWLEDGE 

FROM MOVING 

 Being a 

corporeally self-

moving body 

 Sensorimotor 

gameworld 

schema 

 The tacit 

expressive 

knowledge of the 

corporeal 

gameworld being 

 Locomotive 

knowledge 

 Dwelling 

expressively and 

energetically in the 

temporal qualities 

of the gameplay 

material and 

corporeal 

gameplay 

 Gameplay 

corporeality as 

tacitly and tactilely 

moving knowledge   

  TACITLY 

KNOWING THE 

PLACE OF THE 

HAND 

 The place of the 

hand placing the 

game 

 The place of the 

game placing the 

hand 

 

TACITLY 

KNOWING THE 

PACE OF THE 

HAND 

 The pace of the 

hand pacing the 

game 

 The pace of the 

game pacing the 

hand 
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Tue, Jon and C meet for a weekend filled with Borderlands gameplay. They eat breakfast 

and then they play Borderlands; they eat lunch and then they play Borderlands; they eat 

dinner and then they play Borderlands. While I am cleaning the dinner table I can hear 

them laugh, yell and gameplay upstairs. I go to them. They are already ‘there’: playing 

Borderlands absorbed, engaged and present together in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld.  

During the weekend they have gradually incorporated the gameworld as an 

inalienable presence in their bodies. Together they are experiencing Borderlands as an 

activity ‘in them,’ as an unreflective corporeal experience and as a corporeal-digital activity 

they have come to know together. A corporeal-digital closely woven fabric they have woven 

together with their hands. Their gameplay perception is not voyeuristically feasting itself 

upon the surfaces, representations and simulations of the onscreen gameworld. Rather, the 

gameplayers deliberately and directly perceive the gameworld in a corporeal-locomotory 

manner. Perception is the background from which their locomotive hands weaves the 

gameworld and is woven by the gameworld. As such, perception is in gameplay a 

corporeal-locomotive perception. It is through the coming together of gameplay perception 

and gameplay locomotion that gameplay corporeality emerges and it is through gameplay 

corporeality that gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion flows. When Tue, Jon 

and C are talking while playing, they are talking perceptually, locomotory and corporeally 

about the gameworld, their activities in it and experiences of it: 

 

Should we check up here also? 

Wow, it is fast! 

Argh! What is happening! 

Oh! I’m dying! 

No, bloody hell, now it is me they are after! 

Shit! 

Argh! 

Shit, man! Maybe we shouldn’t have gone up here! 

Hey, can’t you help me out? I’m behind you! 

What? You aren’t! 

No! Behind you! Behind you! 

Oh! 

Now they’re mad at me! 

Arrrggh! Jesus Christ! 

You can say that again7 

 

                                                      
7

   Excerpt from field notes 2011.01.08 – Translated from Danish 
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All of the above exclamations carry within them strong perceptual, locomotive and 

corporeal components as the gameplayers move and see as bodily beings in the gameworld. 

Tue, Jon and C are struggling corporeally to stay alive digitally as they try to keep on top of 

the game through fusing corporeal perception and corporeal locomotion into a gameplay 

corporeality. Accordingly, gameplay corporeality should not be set in a realm apart from 

the gameworld but put in the very center of it. In gameplay, neither the gameplayer nor the 

gameworld are ‘pure digital being’ – rather, gameworld and gameplayer are emerging in the 

intersections of corporeality and digitality. These intersections are, on their part, enabled 

by the gameplayer as ‘a corporeal being in the offscreen gameworld.’  

Here, in this room, and now, this evening, the bodily being of these three 

gameplayers facilitate the intersection of corporeality and digitality in the digital game 

Borderlands, thus creating the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Borderlands and three 

corporeal-digital Borderlands gameplayers. Here, in this gameworld, the three bodily 

beings engage themselves and each other as gameplayers and the gameworld’s corporeal-

digital composition and choreography through diving into corporeal-digital gameplay.  

Importantly, this facilitation and engagement is not based on ‘visual impressions 

of digitality’ but on ‘corporeal expressions in digitality, perceived and related back to 

corporeality.’ It is within the activity and feel of corporeal gameplay that digital gameplay 

arises as the yield of corporeal expressivity. But, as became apparent in the preceding 

section, it is a corporeality that is concealed, rather than revealed, in gameplay.  

 

However, it is towards this concealed corporeal structure that we now turn, as it is explored 

and investigated in the present section. This is done following Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 

conceptual framework in Phenomenology of Perception (1958), by shifting scholarly 

awareness away from the ‘with’ and towards the ‘by’: “The visible is seized upon with the 

eyes, the sensible is seized on by the senses. Let us follow up the idea of sensation on this 

basis, and see what becomes of this ‘by’ and ‘with’” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 7).  

Accordingly, the focus in this section will be on gameplay, not as something the 

gameplayer does with the eyes, but by having corporeal expressivity, by having corporeal 

experiences and by having the gameworld as a meaningful corporeal composition and 

choreography.  In this way, visual perception becomes the impression of direct corporeal 

experience (the role of the eyes, or visual perception, will be one of the subjects explored 

in the following chapter).  

 

Gameplay corporeality is that which brings gameplay significance to the gameworld and 

that which unites gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion. However, gameplay 

corporeality can never be experienced ‘as meaning in itself’ during gameplay, but rather as 

a perceptual-locomotive engagement with the onscreen-offscreen gameworld. Or, in the 

words of the three Borderlands gameplaying gameplayers: 

 

Here is probably coming some pretty…is it a boss or what? 

Are you down or what?  

No, there just isn’t any more ‘shield’ – ouch, okay he is hitting pretty hard…well, 

is there anybody who can get me up – I can’t get a ‘second wind’ over here 

Argh! Fuck, fuck, fuck! 

Do you have him? 

Yes 

I can’t see anything over here 
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Hey, was that the one you wanted, Jon? 

No 

It’s white 

What are the ‘stats’? 

‘Fire range’ what? 

I just dropped it so you can have a look 

No, god damn! 

He is hitting really hard – him, the ‘burning psycho’ over there!8 

 

In the above interchange, we see how Tue, Jon and C in communication reflect themselves 

as bodily beings trying to manage their corporeal perception and corporeal locomotion in 

order to stay alive in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. As such bodily beings they are 

surrounded by the corporeal-digital activities of the offscreen-onscreen gameworld which 

they have to corporeally engage through locomotive gameplay. They are corporeally caught 

up and absorbed in the gameworld, entailing that they are not explicitly aware of the fact 

that they are corporeally caught up and absorbed in the gameworld. In the heat of 

gameplay, they merely are in the gameworld as corporeal-digital beings.  

In this way, their perception in the gameworld is, like the child’s perception of 

the burning candle in Phenomenology of Perception, a corporeal perception: “The light of 

a candle changes its appearance for a child when, after a burn, it stops attracting the child’s 

hand and becomes literally repulsive” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 60). Tue, Jon and C are, in 

Borderlands, neither cognitive, visual nor digital beings in an onscreen gameworld. Rather, 

they are persistently addressing each other and relating to each other as corporeal beings 

capable of performing corporeal actions as they address and assess each other’s gameplay 

activity as a corporeal activity carried out in more or less corporeally successful ways. As 

gameplayers, Tue, Jon and C are intrinsically and extrinsically, to use Merleau-Ponty’s 

terminology, like a corporeal being ‘in it-self’ partaking in corporeal gameplay ‘for-itself’ in 

the ‘lived through’ onscreen-offscreen gameworld. This is evident when Tue asks Jon: “Jon, 

how do you use the longbow?” – that is, Tue asks what he should do corporeally in order 

to use the longbow digitally. It is also evident when Jon calls out “well, is there anybody 

who can get me up?” – that is, Jon asks if Tue or C corporeally will make their digital 

avatar come to Jon’s digital avatar and then revive the digital avatar in the onscreen 

gameworld through corporeal actions in the offscreen gameworld. As is evident when Jon 

shouts “Arg! Fuck, Fuck, Fuck!” – that is, Jon is pointing towards the corporeal-locomotive 

pressure the gameworld’s composition and choreography puts him under. A pressure that 

is so massive, when compared to Jon’s corporeal-locomotive capabilities, that Jon cannot 

ensure his digital avatar’s survival in the onscreen gameworld through corporeal-locomotive 

activity in the offscreen gameworld. 

Concisely put, the majority of communication between the three gameplayers 

revolves around their own and each other’s corporeal-into-digital gameplay – the ways they 

corporeally perform, the corporeal pressure the gameworld put their gameplay under, the 

corporeal performance of gameplay compositions and choreographies that the gameworld 

demands of them and the ways the gameplayers corporeally respond to this pressure and 

these demands and so on. In this way, Tue, Jon and C become, through gameplay, 

corporeality manifested as a certain manner of Borderlands-being-in-the-world as they 

express a certain corporeality that displays itself as a certain digitality. But this displayed 
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digitality is, importantly, inhabited as corporeality. Hence, it is not ‘visual digitality’ but 

‘incarnated digitality.’ Entailing that, Tue is for Jon ‘corporeality-in-digitality’ as Jon is for 

Tue ‘corporeality-in-digitality.’ Meaning that, they do not perceive each other as digital 

entities, but as corporeal beings. And it is as such corporeal beings that they address each 

other during corporeal-digital gameplay.  

Importantly, this is not a corporeality that is experienced as an external or 

mechanical relation, but as an internal and organic relation. When Jon yells: “Yeah, baby! 

We did it! Woohoo! We made it!” he is celebrating the three gameplayers’ combined 

corporeal competency. They have, as gameplayers, emerged victorious from an intensive 

corporeal activity and experience.  

 

When observing Tue, Jon and C’s Borderlands corporeality it is quite clear that they are 

very much corporeally present, engaged and absorbed in the gameworld. In Merlau-

Ponty’s words they “cannot gain a removed knowledge of it.” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 87). 

Being a gameplayer in a game such as Borderlands is not about ‘seeing’ or ‘reflecting’ but 

about ‘doing’ in the first-person direct sense of the word. Comprehending such gameplay 

corporeality is, in the remixed words of Merleau-Ponty, about:  

 

abandoning the body as an object, partes extra partes, and going back to the body 

which I [the gameplayer] experience at this moment, in the manner in which my 

hand moves round the object [the keyboard and mouse] it touches, anticipating 

the stimuli and itself tracing out the form [the corporeal-digital gameplay] which I 

am about to perceive. I cannot understand the function of the living [gameplaying] 

body except by enacting it myself, and except in so far as I am a body which rises 

towards the [game]world. (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 87) 

 

What is found ‘crouching’ behind the visual spectacle of digital gameplay in Borderlands, is 

Tue, Jon and C’s living gameplay corporeality and their being-in-the-world. As such, the 

gameplayer-as-digital-being asks for a corporeal recognition that anchors ‘the-gameplayer-

as-avatar’ in the onscreen gameworld to the ‘the-avatar-as-gameplayer’ in the offscreen 

gameworld; that is, to the gameplayer as corporeal being. Out of this relation emerges the 

amalgamation of ‘gameplayer-as-avatar-as-gameplayer’ that exists in and inhabits the 

offscreen-onscreen gameworld through corporeal-digital gameplay. This is gameplay 

corporeality; the ability to talk as if it is the gameplayer that is there on the screen, because, 

given his or her gameplay corporeality, in a certain sense it is him/her that is there on the 

screen. 

When Jon plays Borderlands he is aware of his being as avatar in the onscreen 

gameworld through the corporeal activities he as a corporeal being performs. In this way, 

playing Borderlands becomes an integrated corporeality-into-digitality-into-corporeality 

activity and experience. Thus, the gameplayer who sits in front of his/her material interface 

and screen is also the gameplayer who is in the gameworld. The gameplayer’s being at is an 

integral part of the gameplayer’s being in. When Jon cries out for help, he directly 

addresses Tue and C’s corporeality in the sense that, as he is yelling “Argh! Fuck, fuck, 

fuck” he is also yelling ‘Please, do something corporeally now-here in order to help me 

digitally now-here!’ 

 

From Merlau-Ponty’s differentiation between grasping/touching (proximal corporeality) 

and pointing (distal corporeality) it furthermore becomes quite clear that as corporeal 
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gameplayers we are not beings who are stretched out into digitality. Gameplay corporeality 

is more a case of corporeally taking a proximal hold of the gameworld than a case of being 

technologically extended into a distal gameworld. As gameplayers, we do not find ourselves 

extended digitally into the onscreen gameworld. Rather, we are, simply, actual corporeal 

beings in an actual offscreen-onscreen gameworld carrying out actual corporeal-digital 

gameplay.  

That is, we do find ourselves extended digitally in the onscreen gameworld, 

because we already are ourselves corporeally in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. As Jon 

can immediately take hold of his corporeal body if a bee stings him in the offscreen 

gameworld, he can likewise immediately take hold of his gameplayer-as-avatar-as-

gameplayer body when an opponent begins to shoot at him in the onscreen gameworld: 

 

As far as bodily space is concerned, it is clear that there is a knowledge of place 

which is reducible to a sort of co-existence with that place, and which is not 

simply nothing, even though it cannot be conveyed by a description or even by 

the mute reference of a gesture. A patient of the discussed above, when stung by 

a mosquito, does not need to look for the place where he has been stung. He 

finds it straight away, because for him there is no question of locating it in relation 

to axes of co-ordination in objective space, but reaching with his phenomenal 

hand a certain painful spot on his phenomenal body. And because between the 

hand as a scratching potentiality and the place stung as a spot to be scratched a 

directly experienced relationship is presented in the natural system of one’s own 

body […] It is never our objective body that we move, but our phenomenal body, 

and there is no mystery in that, since our body, as the potentiality of this or that 

part of the world, surges towards objects to be grasped and perceives them. 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 121) 

 

Similarly, with Jon’s gameplay knowledgeable Borderlands-body in gameplay: it enters into 

corporeal co-existence with digitality and the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. As 

gameplaying corporeality, Jon does not need to look for where to put his hands or where to 

move his hands when a ‘burning psycho’ attacks him in the gameworld. Rather, his hands 

take him immediately there where he wants to go digitally. He is, as a knowledgeable 

Borderlands gameplayer, a phenomenal body moving and seeing in an offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld. As such, Jon experiences his digitality as corporeality straightaway. Jon’s 

gameplay corporeality is a directly experienced relationship between corporeality and 

digitality that is created on the grounds of the fact that when Jon wants something done 

digitally he does something corporeally and when Jon does something corporeally he does 

something digitally. In this way, when Jon perceives trouble in the onscreen gameworld he 

surges towards overcoming this trouble in the offscreen gameworld. He is persistently 

corporeally ‘coming to grips’ with digitally presented challenges. 

In effect, it is only as fused gameplay corporeality that Tue can react to Jon’s 

“Argh, fuck, fuck, fuck!”, come to the rescue and prevent Jon from being digitally 

obliterated and banished from the gameworld. What Jon’s utterance of “Argh, fuck, fuck, 

fuck!” conveys to Tue is the conveyance of ‘motor significance’ directed at a ‘mobile 

subject.’ Or, in the remixed words of Merleau-Ponty: 

 

If the order has an intellectual significance to him and not a motor one, it does 

not communicate anything to him as a mobile subject; he may well find in the 
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shape of a [digital] movement performed an illustration of the order given, but he 

can never convert the thought of [digital] movement into actual [corporeal] 

movement. What he lacks is neither [digital] motility nor thought, and we are 

brought to the recognition of something between [digital] movement as a third 

person process and thought as a representation of movement – something which 

is an [corporeal] anticipation of, or arrival at, the [digital] objective and is ensured 

by the [corporeal] body itself as a motor power, a [corporeal] ‘motor project’ 

(Bewegungsentwurf), a [corporeal] ‘motor intentionality’ in the absence of which 

the [digital] order remains a dead letter. (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, pp. 126-127) 

 

Tue’s plunge into corporeal locomotion in the attempt to respond to Jon’s “Argh, fuck, 

fuck, fuck” in order to save Jon-as-digital-avatar from the digital ‘burning psycho’ is from 

Tue’s point of view the natural and native way of relating to onscreen interaction and is on 

the same footing as his corporeal perception of it. Tue’s being in the gameworld is a being  

as concrete corporeal actuality, not as abstract digital entity.  

The offscreen-onscreen nature of the gameworld and the corporeal-digital nature 

of gameplay is to him, as gameplayer, a given, whereas the ability to contextualize abstract 

digital movement (e.g. watching YouTube videos of digital gameplay or observing other 

players’ gameplay) has to be corporeally grounded in order to be meaning-ful. Tue views 

digital gameplay as directed directly towards his corporeal being and his corporeal 

capabilities. Gameplay corporeality can in the remixed words of Merleau-Ponty be viewed 

as something that “arise from the kinaesthetic and tactile sense […] It would appear, then, 

that the distinction between concrete [corporeal-digital] movement and abstract [purely 

digital] movement, like that between Greifen and Zeigen, is reducible to the traditional 

distinction between tactile and visual” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 130).  

 

This entails that Tue is, through his tactile-kinaesthetic relation to the gameworld, not 

perceiving the onscreen as visual representation of something but as perceptions to 

corporeally do something. Furthermore, Tue does not perceive Jon-as-avatar’s onscreen 

locomotion as abstract digital movement for-itself, but as something that is an expression of 

and intimately connected to Jon’s corporeal being. In this way, Tue unreflectively perceives 

Jon-as-avatar as Jon on the grounds of personally knowing himself as ‘Tue-as-avatar-as-Tue’ 

in the gameworld of Borderlands. 

 During gameplay, Jon’s avatar is not a ‘thing’ or a ‘representation’ but simply 

‘Jon.’ Accordingly, Jon-as-avatar, Tue-as-avatar and C-as-avatar are only ‘sensible’ or 

‘meaning-ful’ through the avatars’ direct connection to Jon, Tue and C as corporeal beings 

carrying out corporeally ‘sense-giving’ activities – the avatars become ‘sense-less’ if they are 

not connected to gameplay corporeality. Jon-as-avatar’s digital gameplay is rooted in and 

created by Jon’s corporeal gameplay and, consequently, digital gameplay and digital avatars 

in gameworlds can never be existence-in-itself. Rather, the corporeality and the digitality of 

gameplay are always intertwined and enter into a reciprocal relationship in the gameplay 

activity and experience, but, importantly, in a hierarchical order – digital gameplay is always 

an integral part of but dependent on corporeal gameplay.  

 

In this way, well-known gameworlds are to competent gameplayers as the flat is to the 

Merleau-Pontian subject:  
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My flat is, for me, not a set of closely associated images. It remains a familiar 

domain round about me only as long as I still have ‘in my hands’ or ‘in my legs’ 

the main distances and directions involved, and as long as from my body 

intentional threads run out towards it. (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 150) 

 

Following from this, the gameplayer’s movements in the digital gameworld are not 

cognitive thoughts about movement or visual perceptions of movement, but corporeal 

doing movement; gameplay consciousness is not in the first place a manner of ‘I think’ or ‘I 

see’ but of ‘I can’ as gameplay “consciousness is being-towards-the-thing through the 

intermediary of the body. A movement is learned when the body has understood it, that is, 

when it has incorporated it into its ‘world’” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, pp. 159-160).  

Given that Tue is a corporeal being acting as Tue-as-avatar in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld of Borderlands, he is able to respond to Jon’s call given that Tue-as-

avatar’s onscreen interaction is not a collection of adjacent points in digital space, nor a 

limitless number of relations synthesized by their cognition, extended into digitality. Tue 

and Jon are not in digitality, nor are they of digitality. Rather, digitality is in them – included 

within their corporeality. It is Tue’s Borderland-corporeality that catches, comprehends 

and contains his Borderlands-digitality. That is why he as knowledgeable Borderlands-body 

is capable of lending Jon a corporeal-digital helping hand. Consequently Borderlands can 

be said to be “knowledge in the hands, which is forthcoming only when bodily effort is 

made, and cannot be formulated in detachment from that effort” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 

166).  

 

From the above it becomes clear that the below excerpts of gameplay communication are 

not only firmly rooted in the onscreen digital gameplay context, the digital gameplay 

context is also firmly rooted in the offscreen corporeal gameplay context. Only this way are 

the gameplay communication and the digital gameplay activity transformed from ‘sense-less’ 

to ‘sense-giving’: 

 

 Hey, why can’t I drive with you guys? 

 Because there is two of us 

 Who was it that almost died there? 

 Nice one, Jon! 

 Err, what just happened? 

 What are you doing? Hey, stop it! 

 C is a real terrorist! 

 Is he a terrorist? 

 We have completely wrecked our cars! 

 […] 

 What is going on! 

 Should I just take the one that is completely wrecked? 

 It is on your own account! 

 What is this Sunday driving? Step on it! 

 Hmm… 

 You just follow the way all the way 

 There is all kinds of loot in there 

 Yes, you can walk 

 Hey, Hey! 
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 You simply cannot drive! 

Look who’s talking!9 

 

Gameplay communication, such as the above Borderlands communication, does not 

simply arouse the (cognitive or visual) representation of digital gameplay which in turn does 

not simply arouse the representation of corporeal gameplay, thus, making gameplay 

communication meaningful. Such a comprehension is ‘sense-less.’ When Tue, Jon and C 

look at the screen and communicate with each other ‘visual impressions’ do not simply 

occur onscreen which they then ‘talk about.’ Rather, corporeal patterns are formed 

beneath their hands as they perceive. And these corporeal patterns, such as ‘driving a car in 

Borderlands’ or ‘shooting the burning psycho in Borderlands,’  are endowed with familiar 

corporeal rhythms and physiognomies. Thus, when C is sitting at his keyboard and 

deliberately incompetently ‘driving a car in Borderlands,’ his incorporation of materiality 

(offscreen input devices) and digitality (onscreen output) into gameplay corporeality can be 

conveyed through remixing Merleau-Ponty’s description of his incorporation of the 

typewriter: 

 

When I sit at my typewriter [or Borderlands-keyboard and Borderlands-mouse], 

a motor space opens up beneath my hands, in which I am about to ‘play’ what I 

have read [or perceived]. The reading of the word [or perception of the screen] is 

a modulation of visible space, the performance of the movement is a modulation 

of manual space, and the whole question is how a certain physiognomy of ‘visual’ 

[onscreen] patterns can evoke a certain type of [offscreen] motor response, how 

each ‘visual’ structure eventually provides itself with its mobile sense without 

there being any need to spell the word or specify the movement in detail in order 

to translate one into the other. (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 167) 

 

This is one of the core characteristics of gameplay corporeality: gameplayers understand 

gameplay communication and digital gameplay in the light of their corporeal gameplay. To 

understand digital gameplay is, in Merleau-Ponty’s remixed words, “to experience the 

harmony between what we [digitally or corporeally] aim at and what is [digitally or 

corporeally] given, between the [gameplay] intention and the [gameplay] performance – 

and the [gameplay] body is our anchorage in the [game]world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 

167).  

Accordingly, C as a competent Borderlands gameplayer can be deemed to be ‘a 

terrorist Borderlands driver’ or a ‘Borderlands Sunday driver’ given that Tue and Jon both 

know that C has incorporated “the key-bank space into bodily space” (Merleau-Ponty, 

1958, p. 167), but then chose to ‘override’ this incorporation and play the game in a 

deliberately incompetent and reckless manner. In this way, C has chosen to relinquish his 

grasp of corporeally competent gameplay. A grasp he can choose to relinquish, because he 

had it in the first place. The significance of this is that C can only be labeled a ‘terrorist 

driver’ or a ‘Sunday driver’ by Tue and Jon because they have insight into, on the one hand, 

the corporeal-digital composition and choreography for driving in Borderlands, and, on the 

other hand, C’s corporeal-digital Borderlands-driving competencies – Tue and Jon know 

that C knows the digital significance [onscreen driving] of the corporeal activity [offscreen 

‘driving’] to the extent that, Tue and Jon know that C is indulging in ‘driving incompetently’ 
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through competently reaching for precisely the places and paces that bring ‘driving 

incompetently’ into being.  

 As with every gameplayer, C’s gameplay corporeality is his general medium for 

having a particular gameworld such as Borderlands. As such, gameplay corporeality is 

essentially an expressive space and a corporeal expressivity that can make itself manifest in 

the onscreen gameworld a number of ways; as ‘coming to the rescue’ or as ‘terrorist 

driving.’ In ‘terrorist driving,’ ‘coming to the rescue’ or any other digital activity, C does not 

move his hands as ‘mechanical things’ or ‘gameplay appendixes’ outside the ‘proper 

gameworld.’ Rather, C has gameplay corporeality “as a power of locomotion which extends 

[his] motor intention downwards” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 169) onto keyboard and 

mouse and ‘onwards’ to the onscreen gameworld. As such a relation, gameplay activities 

and experiences are the enactment of gameplay corporeality. It is the way gameplay comes 

into being as a bodily being.  

 

Tue, Jon and C do, as gameplayers, “not translate the ‘data of touch’ into the language of 

‘seeing’ or vice versa” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 173) – they do not bring together their 

‘perception of the onscreen’ Borderlands with their ‘offscreen corporeal locomotion’ in 

Borderlands, neither do they bring together their ‘onscreen digital gameplay’ in 

Borderlands with their ‘offscreen corporeal gameplay’ in Borderlands. This unification of 

the offscreen and the onscreen, the digital and the corporeal, is not something ‘performed’ 

or ‘brought about’ by the gameplayers, but something inherent in the gameplay activity and 

experience in itself.  

 

The corporeal-digital activities and experiences of offscreen-onscreen gameplay is within 

the gameplayer, they are the gameplayer’s enactment of gameplay corporeality in-itself. 

Accordingly, the gameplayer is not in front of the gameworld or in front of his or her digital 

self. Rather, the gameplayer is in the gameworld and the gameplayer is his/her digital self. 

Accordingly, the gameplayer is not a spectator, perceiving and associating the relation 

between his or her visual digital body and ‘absent’ corporeal body – in gameplay, the 

gameplayer is gameplayer – meaning that the gameplayer is, as gameplayer, the 

amalgamation of the onscreen and the offscreen, the corporeal and the digital.  

 Furthermore, when gameplaying in gameworlds, digitality is not just a visual 

surface, but also a certain composition and choreography informing the gameplayer’s 

locomotive conduct; implying certain paces and places of the gameplayer’s fingers and, in 

the last resort, a certain corporeal bearing in the onscreen gameworld. Gameplaying in 

gameworlds becomes the enactment of corporeal motor intentionality, and, as such, 

corporeal-digital conduct becomes the gameplayer’s way of existing in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld. Framed this way, specific offscreen-onscreen gameworlds become 

specific experiential and interactional ways of patterning corporeal-digital gameplay while 

actual corporeal-digital gameplay activities and experiences become the gradual and specific 

incorporation of a specific offscreen-onscreen gameworld into the gameplayer’s bodily 

being. Borderlands is such an example of an interrelationship of corporeal-digital, 

onscreen-offscreen structures founded in the gameplayers’ experience of being corporeally 

present in the gameworld.  

Here, the gameplayer, among many other things, becomes involved in digitally 

‘fighting off burning psychos’ or ‘wrecking the co-player’s car’ through corporeal gameplay. 

As a consequence, the gameplayer cannot be understood as being a visual representation 
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or being a digital avatar – the gameplayer is forever an incarnate being. Or, in the remixed 

words of Merleau-Ponty: 

 

I am my [corporeal gameplaying] body, at least wholly to the extent that I possess 

experience, and yet at the same time my body is as it were a ‘natural’ subject, a 

provisional sketch of my total [gameplay] being. Thus the experience of one’s 

own body [in gameplay] runs counter to the reflective procedure [within game 

research] which detaches [locomotive] subject and [perceived] object from each 

other, and which gives us only the thought [or perception] about the [digital] 

body, or the body as an [cognitive, perceptual digital] idea, and not the 

experience of the [corporeal-locomotive] body or the body in reality. (Merleau-

Ponty, 1958, p. 231) 

 

When Jon drives a car with Tue as passenger and C comes crashing into them in 

Borderlands their corporeal bodies are in the gameworld as the heart is in the organism. 

Tue, Jon and C are not in the gameworld from ‘no point of view,’ but from their corporeal 

first-person point of view and point of doing. Their corporeality is not erased during 

gameplay, but is expressing their gameplay as a perceptual-locomotive unity. Gameplay is 

something learnt by corporeally taking it up.  

 

Driving through the gameworld of Borderlands, Jon is moving in the gameworld as a 

gameplaying body and he perceives the gameworld as a gameplaying body. And when Jon 

returns to the game after having been to the bathroom he is reawakening this perceptual-

locomotive unity as he is re-membering his gameplay corporeality through recommencing 

corporeal contact with the gameworld. Thus, it is as gameplay corporeality that Jon is 

sensitive to the gameworld of Borderlands.  

Importantly, Jon is, as gameplay corporeality, not a ‘creator of Borderlands’ who 

posits the gameworld, rather, Jon finds himself thrown into and wrapped up in the 

offscreen-onscreen gameworld. Furthermore, Jon is, as gameplay corporeality, not 

adhering to his gameplay perception, nor is he adhering to his gameplay locomotion – Jon 

simply is a natural unit of Borderlands perception and Borderlands locomotion; a 

perceptual-locomotive unit that interacts in the gameworld by opening up to the 

composition and choreography of it. It is a gameplay corporeality that finds its own 

corporeal ‘place’ and ‘pace’ in the gameworld. Jon’s activities and experiences are not a 

collection of digital sensations or cognitive representations; rather, they are a unified way of 

being with a gameworld. The gameworld is incorporated into his corporeal being and he is, 

as corporeal being, inserted into the gameworld. Consequently, corporeal gameplay is 

concurrently a unification of corporeality and digitality and “a mass of tactile, labyrinthine 

and kinaesthetic data […] a mosaic of given sensations” (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 290).  

 This concurrency of gameplay corporeality is manifest in the fact that the 

gameplayer is wherever there is something to be done. Meaning that the gameplayer is 

neither an autonomous digital object nor cognitive subject, that the gameplay activity is 

neither a visual spectacle nor a cognitive puzzle and that the gameplay experience is neither 

a ‘being-for-the-eyes’ nor a ‘being-for-the-mind.’ Instead, gameplay is a kinaesthetic ‘being-

for-the-body’ which the gameplayer becomes corporeally engrossed in and accesses as a 

body in motion. It is an experience of bodily being in perceptual-locomotive transit — 

always looking and moving towards something. It is the simultaneity of corporeally being-

in-place-and-pace.  
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It is not visions and movements coming to the gameplayer from ‘nowhere,’ it is 

corporeal perception and corporeal locomotion coming from the gameplayer ‘now-here.’ 

As Jon, Tue and C laugh and yell, as they drive their cars into each other and over the edge 

of cliffs, as they wreck cars through competent incompetency they exist in Borderlands 

through their corporeal gameplay. They are not visual or digital entities, but corporeal 

beings. Borderlands “is constituted in the hold which my body takes upon it; it is not first 

off all meaning for the understanding, but a structure accessible to inspection by the body” 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 375). Following this we can, in Merleau-Ponty’s remixed words, 

come to understand that I as gameplayer, 

 

have a world as an incomplete individual, through the agency of my [gameplaying] 

body as the [gameplay] potentiality of this [game]world, and I have the positing of 

[digital onscreen] objects through that of my [corporeal-digital] body, or 

conversely the positing of my [corporeal-digital] body through that of [digital 

onscreen] objects, not in kind of [cognitively or visually] logical implication, as we 

determine an unknown size through its objective relations to given sizes, but in 

real [corporeal-locomotive] implication, and because my [corporeal-digital] body 

is a movement towards the [onscreen/offscreen game]world and the 

[onscreen/offscreen game]world my [corporeal-digital] body’s point of support. 

(Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 408)  

 

The experience of and the partaking in gameplay is, for the gameplayer, not a cognitive, 

visual or digital ‘being-for-itself’ but a phenomenal ‘being-in-the-world.’ Enjoying the 

gameplay of Borderlands consists of the experience of and partaking in a certain 

gameworld-shaped composition and choreography, a certain patterning of corporeal-digital 

behavior which is handed over to the gameplayer, presenting him or her with a certain 

corporeal-digital hold on the onscreen/offscreen gameworld. Even though C’s ‘terrorist 

driving’ in Borderlands is ‘gameplay visually displayed’ for Jon and Tue and ‘gameplay 

corporeally lived through’ for C, their perspectives merge into each other as they 

corporeally co-exist in the same Borderlands gameworld. Jon and Tue’s corporeal 

perception of ‘terrorist driving’ and C’s corporeal-locomotive performance of ‘terrorist 

driving’ come together in their unified corporeal experience of ‘what we are doing’ and in 

their unified corporeal activity of ‘gameplaying amongst each other.’  

Together they are experiencing the gameworld as the unification of ‘a displayed 

perceptual field’ and a ‘locomotory engaged experience’ precisely because it is always 

gameplay corporeally lived through. Tue, Jon and C are living corporeal-digital cohesions 

expressing their gameplay activity within the same offscreen-onscreen gameworld which is 

experientially bound up with their corporeal being in that gameworld. As such, their 

gameplay activity and their gameplay experience are always inseparable from their 

gameplay corporeality – their gameplay activity and gameplay experience only has meaning 

to them because corporeally ‘they are it.’ Tue, Jon and C are not mechanical robots or 

automatized corpses, nor are they thinking minds or monitoring eyes; they are corporeal 

beings that through their gameplay corporeality make gameplay activities and experiences 

emerge and come alive in the gameworld. 
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Overview of the section 
Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of gameplay as founded in and 

emerging from gameplay corporeality. In the next section, “Body-schematic learning & 

being,” the present section’s account of the master concept of ‘gameplay corporeality’ is 

detailed and specified as the quest centers on analyzing corporeal-locomotive learning 

through developing the concepts of ‘body-schematic learning’ and ‘body-schematic 

knowledge’ in gameplay. Here, the built knowledge about gameplay corporeality will be put 

to use as the structure of ‘body-schematic gameplay’ is investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the present 

section of “The phenomenology of perception” is outlined. 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Tue, Jon and C playing Borderlands: observing the phenomenology of perception 

Refinement 
 Maurice Merlau-Ponty’s The Phenomenology of Perception (1958) 

Grounded concepts and categories 
GAMEPLAY CORPOREALITY 

CORPOREAL GAMEPLAY DIGITAL GAMEPLAY 

CORPOREAL 

LOCOMOTION 

 Expressions in 

the gameworld, 

corporeal 

‘expressivity’ 

 Motor 

intentionality, 

motor space; the 

pace and place of 

the hand or body 

 Flowing from the 

offscreen to the 

onscreen 

 Fused with 

corporeal 

perception in 

corporeal 

gameplay 

 Offscreen 

sensibility seized 

by locomotion 

 Intrinsic to 

extrinsic; playing 

the gameworld 

out 

 The inhabitation 

of familiar 

locomotive 

rhythms 

 First-person point 

of doing 

 

CORPOREAL 

PERCEPTION 

 Impressions of 

the gameworld; 

perceptual 

‘impressivity’ 

 Perceptual 

intentionality; 

perceptual space 

 Flowing from the 

onscreen to the 

offscreen 

 Fused with 

corporeal 

locomotion in 

corporeal 

gameplay 

 Onscreen 

visibility seized 

upon with the 

eyes 

 Extrinsic to 

intrinsic; taking 

in the gameworld 

 The inhabitation 

of familiar 

perceptual 

rhythms 

 First-person 

point of view 

 

GAMEPLAY 

COMPOSITION 

 The corporeal-

digital spatial 

pattern for 

corporeal 

perception 

 The corporeal-

digital enactment 

of the gameworld 

by means of 

perception 

 Gameplay 

compositions are 

structures for 

gameplay 

perception 

 Patterns for 

corporeal 

perception; the 

place of the game 

 Modulations of 

perceptual space 

 ‘Thrown into’ 

 

GAMEPLAY 

CHOREOGRAPHY 

 The corporeal-

digital temporal 

pattern for 

corporeal 

locomotion 

 The corporeal-

digital enactment of 

the gameworld by 

means of 

locomotion 

 Motor significance 

directed at a mobile 

subject 

 Gameplay 

choreography are 

structures for 

gameplay 

locomotion 

 Patterns for 

corporeal 

locomotion; the 

pace of the game 

 Modulations of 

locomotive space 

 ‘Wrapped up in’ 

 A kin-aesthetic 

being for the body 
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THE CORPOREAL 

GAMEPLAYER 

 The gameplayer 

as bodily, 

incarnate being 

 Proximal 

corporeality 

 ‘Of’ corporeality; 

corporeal ‘being-

in-itself’ 

 The phenomenal 

gameplaying 

body; the 

simultaneity of 

corporeally being-

in-place-and pace 

 The intersections 

of corporeality 

and digitality are 

enabled by the 

gameplayers’ 

bodily being in 

the offscreen 

gameworld 

 A perceptual-

locomotive 

engagement with 

the 

onscreen/offscree

n gameworld 

making gameplay 

significance 

emerge 

 A corporeal 

commitment to 

and involvement 

in a corporeal-

digital 

environment  

 

THE AVATAR-

SPECIFIC 

GAMEPLAYER 

 The ‘avatar-as-

gameplayer’ 

 A corporeal-

digital being 

 ‘In’ corporeality; 

digitality ‘within’ 

corporeality 

 A being towards 

digitality 

 Fused with the 

digital 

gameplayer in 

gameplay into 

the ‘gameplayer-

as-avatar-as-

gameplayer’ 

 Corporeal ‘sense-

giving’ to 

otherwise ‘sense-

less’ digital 

avatars 

 Catches, 

comprehends 

and contains 

gameplay 

digitality 

 The 

gameplayer’s 

settling in to the 

gameworld 

 A certain matter 

of corporeally 

being in the 

gameworld 

 Is corporeally 

wherever there is 

something to be 

done 

 

THE 

GAMEPLAYER-

SPECIFIC AVATAR 

 The ‘gameplayer-

as-avatar’ 

 Distal 

corporeality - 

proximal digitality 

 In ‘digitality’; 

corporeality 

‘within’ digitality 

 A digital-

corporeal being 

 A being towards 

corporeality 

 Fused with the 

corporeal 

gameplayer in 

gameplay into the 

‘gameplayer-as-

avatar-as-

gameplayer 

 Digital ‘sense-

giving’ to 

otherwise ‘sense-

less’ digital avatars 

 A certain matter 

of digitally being 

in the gameworld 

 Is digitally 

wherever there is 

something to be 

done 

 

THE DIGITAL 

AVATAR 

 The avatar as digital 

entity 

 Distal digitality 

 ‘Of’ digitality; 

digital ‘being-for-

itself’ 

 Digital abstract 

‘visions’ and 

‘movements’ 
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THE OFFSCREEN 

GAMEWORLD 

 The gameplayers 

‘being at’ 

 Grasping and 

touching the 

material interface 

 Fused with the 

avatars ‘being in’ 

during gameplay 

 Now-here 

THE OFFSCREEN-

onscreen 

GAMEWORLD 

 Fused with the 

onscreen 

gameworld in 

gameplay 

 The ‘lived 

through’ 

onscreen/offscree

n gameworld 

 Incarnated 

digitality and 

locomotory 

engaged field 

 Specific 

offscreen/onscree

n gameworlds 

become the 

instantiation of 

specific 

experiential and 

interactional ways 

of patterning 

corporeal-digital 

gameplay 

 

THE ONSCREEN-

offscreen 

GAMEWORLD 

 Fused with the 

offscreen 

gameworld in 

gameplay 

 Consisting of 

things to 

corporeally do  

 Displayed 

corporeality and 

Displayed 

perceptual field 

THE ONSCREEN 

GAMEWORLD 

 The avatars ‘being 

in’ 

 Perceptually 

pointing to 

 Fused with the 

gameplayers 

‘being at’ during 

gameplay 
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CORPOREALITY 

 A spatio-

temporal 

corporeal now-

here 

 Turned into a 

corporeal-

digital now-

here during 

gameplay 

 Concrete 

corporeal 

practicality in-

itself 

 

 

CORPOREALITY 

INTO DIGITALITY 

 Fused with 

digitality in 

gameplay into 

corporeality-into-

digitality-into-

corporeality 

 The fusion of 

corporeality and 

digitality 

 Corporeality and 

digitality entering 

into an 

intertwined, 

reciprocal 

relationship 

 Corporeality 

surging towards 

digitality 

 Digital 

impressions in 

corporeality, 

expressed and 

related to digitality 

 Corporeal-into-

digital gameplay 

expressions 

 Specific corporeal-

digital gameplay 

activities and 

experiences 

become the 

enactment of 

specific 

incorporations of 

specific 

onscreen/offscree

n gameworlds 

 

DIGITALITY INTO 

CORPOREALITY 

 Fused with corporeality in 

gameplay into digitality-

into-corporeality-into-

digitality 

 The fusion of digitality and 

corporeality 

 Digitality and corporeality 

entering into an 

intertwined, reciprocal 

relationship 

 Digitality surging towards 

corporeality 

 Corporeal expressions in 

digitality, perceived and 

related to corporeality 

 Digital-into-corporeal 

gameplay impressions 

 Dependent upon 

corporeality into digitality 

 A certain expression of 

corporeality displayed as 

digitality 

DIGITALITY 

 A spatio-

temporal 

digital no-

where 

 Turned 

into a 

corporeal-

digital now-

here during 

gameplay 

 Pure digital 

abstractness 

for-itself 
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Selma is concentrating. Her tongue is sticking out. Her finger is eagerly waiting, hovering 

above the mouse pad. It is ready to swoop down. Selma’s tongue is sticking out in an effort 

to keep in touch with the hovering finger and keep inside the pace and place of the game. 

She drums the game forward. She is good with rhythm. She loves games where she can 

drum the game forward. It makes her corporeally ‘sense-full’; on a good day smiling and 

humming, on a bad day crying and screaming. Today is a good day. She plays games on 

Y8.com where she alternates between being a shark eating boats and people while evading 

guns and bombs, being Wile E. Coyote riding a rocket while evading obstacles in an effort 

to catch Road Runner, and being Super Mario running and jumping in Super Mario Land.  

Chasing, running and platform games often do this; make you rhythmic. Selma 

plays the same level over and over again. Selma hears the same music over and over again. 

Selma evades or fights the same obstacles and monsters over and over again. Selma 

performs the same jumps in the same terrain over and over again. Her finger is jumping to 

the beating of the gameworld’s drum. Her finger has certain known paces in certain known 

places. The rhythm of gameplay is something Selma possesses. But even though it is 

possession of gameplay knowledge, it is not a knowledge that is linguistically communicable. 

Rather, it is knowledge that is corporeally expressible. It is knowledge acquired through 

repetition by playing the same level or game over and over again.  

As such, Selma’s knowledge is intimate knowledge. It is knowledge in the sinews 

of her body and hands. It is not uniform knowledge, mechanical knowledge, automatized 

knowledge or trivial knowledge. Rather, it is knowledge of the inner workings of gameplay 

and the ability to fully adopt and adapt to the gameworld at hand. Such knowledge is, for 

example, manifest in Selma’s ability to fluently move from Super Mario Crossover to New 

York Shark, to Wile E. Rocket Ride and onwards to Snail Bob 2 on Y8.com while fluently 

substituting one composition and choreography with another while keeping the games in 

hand. Such knowledge is also manifest in Selma’s ability to move from one activity form 

such as playing an Angry Birds clone on her laptop to another activity form such as playing 

Angry Birds on the iPhone while fluently altering the interaction form of her hands. 

 

Selma has grown into a gameplayer during the research quest. She was one and a half years 

old when it began, now she has just turned five. During this period she has become fluent 

on the iPhone, a little less so on her laptop (which she got last Christmas) and she has just 

begun picking up the Playstation 3 controller. Selma’s transformation from non-gamer to 

novice to competent gameplayer is not something brought about by thinking or watching 
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but by ‘corporeal acquaintance’ – it is not visual or cognitive knowledge, but corporeal 

knowledge.  

It is through corporeally approaching, getting the hang of and overcoming games 

that Selma has grown into being a gameplayer. It is learning acquired as ‘knowledge in and 

about corporeal practice’ and ‘knowledge in and about gameplay corporeality.’ It is through 

corporeal-digital gameplay that Selma has learnt how to fuse her corporeal perception with 

her corporeal locomotion into what constitutes a corporeal gameplay perspective on the 

gameworld. In this way, Selma’s acquired gameplay perspective lets specific perceptual and 

movement patterns of a given gameworld stand out as important and relevant in the 

specific gameplay activity. When centering on Selma’s learning to be a knowledgeable 

gameplayer; on Selma wielding the iPhone, laptop and Playstation 3:  

 

The question arises how knowledge that is not linguistic is learned, since, 

obviously, it cannot be (directly) passed on in verbal communication. The 

obvious answer, ‘through experience in practice,’ is insufficient, though true, in 

that it leaves the concepts ‘experience’ and ‘practice’ unaccounted for and in so 

far it actually does not explain how knowledge comes about. (Dohn, 2002, p. 3)  

 

It is this question about ‘the role of the body in learning to play digital games’ that will be 

the focal point of this section’s exploration of body-schematic learning and being in 

gameplay through remixing Nina Bonderup Dohn’s Roles of the Body in Learning (2002) 

and Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the body schema in Phenomenology of 

Perception (1958) with grounded analyses of Selma’s ways to becoming a gameplayer. But 

firstly, three important distinctions need to be made: 1) a distinction between ‘body schema’ 

and ‘body image,’ 2) a distinction between ‘corporeal learning’ and ‘perceptual learning’ 

and 3) a distinction between ‘intentional learning’ and ‘learning as we go along.’  

 Firstly, and importantly, the concept of the body image must be distinguished 

from the concept of the body schema – especially since Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s ‘schema 

corporel’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, p. 55) in his Phenomenology of Perception confusingly 

has been translated to ‘body image’ on several occasions. That is, the concept of the body 

schema has to be set apart from, on the one hand, the cognitive image or representation of 

our body which we form in our mind, and, on the other hand, the image or representation 

of our body in a mirror or on a screen.  While these forms are thoughts about or 

perceptions of our ‘body image,’ the body schema is a corporeal-locomotive system:  

 

A body image consists of a system of perceptions, attitudes and beliefs pertaining 

to one’s own body. In contrast, a body schema is a system of sensory-motor 

capabilities that function without [conscious and cognitive] awareness or the 

necessity of perceptual monitoring. This conceptual distinction between body 

image and body schema is related respectively to the difference between having a 

perception of (or belief about) something and having a capacity to move (or an 

ability to do something). (Gallagher, 2005, p. 24) 

 

Thus, the body schema is the way gameplayers have and know their bodies in action. In 

accordance with the concept of the body schema gameplayers come to know themselves as 

gameplay corporeality through the body-schematic activities they undertake. On the 

grounds of the body schema then gameplay activities are meaningful because of what 

gameplayers are capable of doing in them, and not because of what gameplayers think of 
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themselves or look like or are represented as in the gameworld. Hence, the body schema 

pertains to corporeal-locomotive capabilities while the body image pertains to visual 

appearances and cognitive representations. Or, in the words of Merleau-Ponty: 

 

I am an undivided possession of it [my body] and I know where each of my limbs 

are through a body schema in which all are included. […] Psychologists often say 

that the body schema is dynamic. Brought down to a precise sense, this term 

means that my body appears to me as an attitude directed towards a certain 

existing or possible task. […] the body schema is finally a way of stating that my 

body is in-the-world. (Merleau-Ponty, 1958, pp. 112-115) 

 

Secondly, perceptual learning is, concisely put, the things we learn by looking (or hearing 

or touching) directly. That is, the knowledge we obtain by being perceptual organisms in an 

environment. As such, it is knowledge we acquire through the general impression that the 

environment makes on the organism and the perceptual affordances the organism 

perceptually picks up by perceptually being in that environment. This ‘impressionistic’ side 

of learning in gameplay activities and experiences will be the focal point in the next 

chapter’s section on perceptual learning.  

Corporeal learning, on the other hand, is the things we learn by using and moving 

our body actively; that is, the things we learn as body-schematic beings in an environment. 

As such, it is knowledge we acquire through the body-schematic expressions we as 

organisms make in a specific environment and the body-schematic constraints, capabilities, 

compositions and choreographies the organism picks up in a locomotory manner by being 

locomotory in that environment. This ‘expressionistic’ side of learning in gameplay 

activities and experiences will be the focal point in this section.  

 

Thirdly, and lastly, intentional learning is knowledge we acquire while having the intention 

to learn or being aware of the fact that we are now learning: “We are aware that we learn” 

(Dohn, 2002, p. 3). Learning as we go along, on the other hand, is knowledge we acquire 

while having our attention directed towards other things. We have no overt intention to 

learn as: “We pick up this kind of knowledge without being mentally aware, neither that we 

learn nor that there is something to be learned, as part of our going about the practice we 

partake in” (Dohn, 2002, p. 4).  

 

With these three distinctions in hand, we now return to Selma sitting at her laptop 

engrossed in the gameplay activity and experience of gameplaying games on Y8.com.

 When Selma initially learned to play games on her laptop through learning to 

spatio-temporally navigate and corporeally-digitally participate in the myriad of gameworlds 

present on sites such as Y8.com or Y3.com, she was very aware that she ‘was learning to 

gameplay.’ She was intentionally, and often under the supervision of her older sister, trying 

hard to learn to maneuver in and to manage, on the one hand, the complex, intricate and 

sometimes very abstract onscreen gameworlds and digital interaction forms found within 

the gameworld and, on the other hand, trying hard to learn to manage and to master the 

tricky, complicated and sometimes frustrating offscreen gameworlds and corporeal 

interaction forms found within these self-same gameworlds. Sometimes she became so 

frustrated she burst into tears, her body shaking with pent-up emotions, because she knew 

what she wanted to do, but her body was unable to perform. Sometimes she even had to 
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eat humble pie and turn to her older sister, beseeching her to overcome the 

insurmountable obstacle by performing the necessary corporeal-digital actions.  

 

 

Even today, such frustrations can recur when facing – a still too demanding – corporeal or 

digital obstacle. This is especially observable when she plays Toy Story 3 with the 

Playstation 3 controller. Selma has only recently begun to play on the Playstation and is, 

accordingly, still in the phase of intentionally learning how to manage the material-digital 

interface and the corporeal-digital gameplay. As she is still in the phase of perceptually and 

body-schematically learning the significance of the relationship between subject, objects and 

activities in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. Selma has, however, watched her older 

sister, Fenja, play the game for hours on end, so she is visually familiar with the gameworld 

and the visuality of objects and activities in them. But she does not know how to 

corporeally manage these objects and activities in the desired way. So, when falling into the 

pit for the eleventh time, the pit Fenja casually leaps over when she plays, she gets so 

frustrated she has to momentarily let go of her gameplay corporeality and give in to her 

pent-up emotions before she can return to the gameworld once again and concentrate on 

learning the task at hand. 
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But now, this morning sitting at her laptop, gameplay is child’s play. Even though Selma’s 

tongue comes sticking out now and then, moving from side to side, when she has to 

corporeally concentrate, she is humming most of the time, talking to herself, laughing and 

generally just enjoying being a body in play.  

At her laptop, Selma is both able to sustain the experience of gameplay and 

uphold corporeal equipoise in the gameplay activity. Playing in the familiar gameworlds of 

Y8.com, Selma’s gameplay activity and experience consists of (mostly) fluent expressions 

and meaningful impressions. She has acquired her Y8.com gameplay corporeality as she 

went along in and between the gameworlds of the site. Consequently, Selma has come to 

corporeally know through hours spent in corporeal perception and corporeal locomotion 

in the gameworlds. Selma is learning as she goes along – maneuvering, navigating and 

sometimes even dwelling in the material-digital interface and the corporeal-digital gameplay 

and their intricate patterns of place and pace. Selma is learning as she goes along – unaware 

of the fact that she is learning for at least as long as she doesn’t experience overt perceptual 

or locomotory ‘learning difficulties’ in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. She is learning as 

she goes along – through dutiful training, repeating and incorporating the gameworld’s 

compositions and choreographies. And this learning as she goes along is knowledge 

acquired through keeping her hands and their corporeal gameplay in ‘darkness’ while her 

attention basks in the screen’s bright light. 

 

Selma’s hands learned their ways in Y8.com through dancing to the beat of the gameworlds. 

At first, Selma was acutely aware of every move and every perception, but quickly 

awareness moved to the onscreen and settled in, and her hands turned to silently learning 

as they went along. But even though Selma is unaware of her hands, her hands are very 

aware of the gameworld. Her lifted fingers are sentient of the rhythm in the gameworld, 

ready to go down at the exact right place and with the exact right pace. Selma does not 

think that the place and pace is right, she does not even notice that her fingers should 

swoop down. Rather, she perceives and experiences the knowledgeable activity of the 

‘fingers’ in the onscreen gameworld’ as they go along underneath her attentional field.  
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It is Selma’s fingers in the gameworlds of Y8.com as they have learned to become 

inhabitants of the gameworlds and the gameworlds have become incorporated in the 

fingers through the fingers’ body-schematic doings. The gameworlds have become an 

acquired part of Selma’s body-schematic being which she is able to express as body-

schematic knowledge as she goes along in and between the gameworlds of Y8.com.  

 

Observing Selma gameplay, it is easy to see that she has knowledge in her hands, but it is 

also quite clear that she, in the remixed words of Dohn: 

 

Is not able to articulate the knowledge of her hands in any adequate way; she can 

put words to what she experiences with her hands [i.e. the onscreen gameworld] 

[…] but she cannot articulate the experiencing of her hands [i.e. the offscreen 

gameworld] – that whereby she knows that this is so – simply because there is no 

‘whereby.’ (Dohn, 2002, p. 4)  

 

That is, in the well-known gameworlds her hands are gameplaying in this morning, Selma’s 

fingers do not possess a representational knowledge, but a corporeal knowledge which they 

express directly, unmediated and actively. As Selma’s forefinger slides across the mouse 

pad, it is expressing its learned way of relating actively and corporeally to the specific 

gameworld in question.  

This is not learning founded in thinking or looking, but in doing. And it is not 

learning founded in perceived impressions but in performed expressions. It is body-

schematic learning. Or, more specifically, it is Selma’s finger expressing its acquired body-

schematic knowledge about the specific gameworld in hand through:  

 

A focusing of the body on the concrete task whilst holding open the possibilities 

of other ways of acting […] And, it should be added, the way we know our body 

in action is precisely through the concrete task, through our existence towards it – 

in action, we do not feel the body or observe it; instead, we know it by what we 

undertake with it. (Dohn, 2002, p. 8) 

 

The way Selma has learned gameplay and the ways Selma learns in gameplay is, in this 

particular one-button-mouse-pad-game, as and through the finger’s flying-up-and-swooping-

down-ways in the offscreen game-world as well as through her corporeal presence, 

engagement and absorption in it. Selma has learning (in) this game; through what her finger 

is undertaking with it, as a learned body-schematic interaction pattern for the finger, as a 

bodily rhythm in place, as a sensation of her corporeality in digitality and as a lived 

familiarity acquired through corporeal conduct. Selma’s knowledgeable finger hovers and 

swoops the way the gameworld has corporeally taught it to hover and swoop by imprinting 

the gameworld’s places and paces into the finger through ‘qualitative repetitive manual 

labor.’ The finger has carried out its learned concurrency of the ‘dancing to and conducting 

of’ the gameworld’s rhythm numerous times, it intimately knows when to jump and dive in 

order to carry gameplay forward, it can feel it as a singing in its bones. There is knowledge 

there; in the flesh. 

 

This is how Selma has acquired gameplay corporeality; through gaining knowledge about 

gameplay and by engaging corporeally in it and being corporeally absorbed by it. Acquiring 

gameplay corporeality is often arduous and sometimes even frustrating work. It is without a 
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doubt the hardest learning quest Selma has been on so far as she struggles to incorporate 

new and often very complex body schematic structures. It is the appropriation of the ability 

to function concurrently in the offscreen-onscreen and in the corporeal-digital. And it is the 

intimate exploration and comprehension of the relations between these parameters.  

And, importantly, it is knowledge not thought about at all, consciously or 

unconsciously, this morning as Selma is sitting at the laptop while her finger effortlessly 

stitches her corporeality and her digitality, the offscreen and the onscreen gameworld 

together to a seamless whole. After Selma has acquired her gameplay corporeality, she can 

now wield it without thinking about it. Consequently, a new space of possibilities, i.e. 

playing digital games such as those found on Y8.com on her laptop, has been opened up 

through body schematic learning and is now included on par with other learned body 

schematic possibilities such as swinging on the swing, cycling on the tricycle, painting with 

watercolors or playing tambourine to music.  

Now, this morning, absorbed in familiar gameplay, her body schema is fully 

capable of carrying out gameplay underneath her attentional field as Selma is perceptually 

and locomotory engrossed in the gameplay situation. In such situations: 

 

The important points to notice, however, are, firstly, that in every case of skill 

mastery the body schema is the basis of the action undertaken and, secondly, that 

the consciousness involved is never of a controlling, supervising kind, i.e. it is not 

representative of thinking, but is, rather, to the extent that it is there at all, 

directed outwards and is totally absorbed in the situation. (Dohn, 2002, p. 9)  

 

In other words, Selma has, through carrying out and sustaining demanding corporeal work, 

gradually incorporated (the ability to) gameplay into her body schema. Gameplay in 

Y8.com has become a body schematic possibility for Selma. It is now, as swinging or 

cycling, a part of the way Selma can partake and engage in the world of corporeal-

locomotive activities and experiences.  

 

Although Selma is still learning as she plays, she is no longer partaking in a reflective 

learning process of intentional learning. Rather, gameplay has become a performative 

learning process of learning as she goes along – a learning process that in many ways is 

similar to the ways craftsmen or musicians learn through repetition and corporeal 

engagement. As Selma is being repeatedly and persistently corporeally present and engaged 

in a specific gameworld such as Super Mario Crossover, still finer nuances and depths are 

added to her knowledge of this gameworld as Super Mario Crossover gets ever more 

incorporated into her body schema. Learning is happening Selma corporeally and digitally 

goes along in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld acting corporeally upon what she 

corporeally perceives without cognitively thinking about it. Gradually, still more delicate 

features and aspects become discernible in her perceptual field precisely because she 

gradually acquires a deeper incorporated body schematic knowledge about the corporeal-

locomotive specificities of the offscreen-onscreen gameworld.  

Or, in other words, Selma knows corporeally what she is seeing perceptually 

because she has learnt the corporeal significance of her perceptual impressions. When she 

plays the game, when she watches herself jump and run on the screen, her body is 

untiringly but inaudibly calling attention to what is relevant and what is irrelevant for her 

corporeal-digital gameplay in the concrete gameworld at hand.  
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Importantly, the above does not just hold true for Selma’s gameplay activities and 

experiences across different mini-games on Y8.com or Y3.com on her laptop played out 

with keyboard and mouse pad. This is equally true of the different corporeal-digital activity 

forms Selma has plunged into, adopted and adapted to during the years I have followed 

her. 

 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

Through learning to master such a diversity of corporeal gameplay forms she is gradually 

improving her grip on the gameplay activities and experiences she is engaged in across 

different offscreen-onscreen gameworlds such as playing EyeToy: Play 3 by way of moving 

her body in front of the EyeToy camera, playing Rock Band 2 by way of using her hands 

and fingers on the plastic guitar, playing Y8.com by way of using her fingers on the 

keyboard and moving the mouse with her hand and clicking its buttons with her fingers, 

playing Fruit Ninja by way of moving her fingers on the touch-screen, playing Start the 

Party by way of moving her arms with the Move controller in hand and playing Toy Story 3 

by way of moving her fingers on the Playstation controller.  

 Mastering all of these corporeal-digital gameplay activities and experiences 

requires that Selma has successfully incorporated them into her body schema and, in effect, 

has created a multifarious and multifaceted gameplay corporeality. It is not just that she has 

a concrete Fruit Ninja gameplay corporeality or a concrete Start the Party gameplay 

corporeality, Selma has also acquired a more abstract gameplay corporeality consisting of 

the coming together of these diverse body-schematic possibilities across various platforms 

and gameworlds into a compound body-schematic structure. Consequently, when Selma 

encounters an unknown offscreen-onscreen gameworld, she can be relieved of some of its 

learning and appropriation burdens given that she has her compound gameplay 

corporeality to draw on. Furthermore, whenever Selma enters a specific gameworld her 

abstract gameplay corporeality becomes manifest as e.g. her concrete Fruit-Ninja-on-the-

iPhone gameplay corporeality or her concrete Start-the-Party-on-the-Playstation-3 gameplay 

corporeality. Such a shift from abstract body-schematic structure to concrete body-

schematic enactment end engagement entails the emergence of a specific gameplay 

orientation and attitude.  

That is, when Selma is playing Fruit Ninja she is employing a rather different 

body-schematic structure than when she is playing Start the Party. Entailing that what Selma 

has learned and incorporated as significant, meaningful and important to her as gameplay 
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corporeality in Fruit Ninja (e.g. the delicate controlling of the pace and place of the index 

finger) is not necessarily significant, meaningful or important to her as gameplay 

corporeality in Start the Party.  

 Selma has learned Fruit Ninja through corporeally learning what is important in 

Fruit Ninja to her as a Fruit Ninja gameplayer – she has learned the corporeal possibilities 

and constraints of the gameplay activity to such an extent that she can undertake the activity 

of playing Fruit Ninja skillfully. As such, Selma’s incorporation of delicate Fruit Ninja 

finger-gameplay is fundamental in the structuring of her overall gameplay activity in and 

experience of Fruit Ninja. The gameplay activity and experience is a direct result of her 

body-schematic (fingering) involvement in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Fruit Ninja.  

Selma’s finger-gameplay is so fundamental in the activity and for the experience 

that she does not notice its importance – it has become “a body-schematically incorporated 

importance” (Dohn, 2002, p. 17). Consequently, the experiential and expressive delicacy of 

the finger’s pace and place has become a part of the way that Selma has the gameworld of 

Fruit Ninja as it is part of what sets Fruit Ninja apart from a game such as Start the Party.  

 

But what Selma has come to know corporeally, she does not know representationally as 

she has not learned to move her finger gracefully across the screen ‘intentionally.’ Rather, 

she has learned to move her finger gracefully as a practical requisite for sustaining gameplay 

in Fruit Ninja. Accordingly, the gracefulness of finger movement is what Selma acts from 

while having her attention directed towards the fruits being tossed across the screen. But it 

is, nevertheless, a from that is qualitatively, structurally, experientially and kin-aesthetically 

different from the from learned, incorporated and expressed in Start the Party. 

Accordingly, Start the Party has taught Selma one possible way of being in gameplay while 

Fruit Ninja has taught her another. Or, in the remixed words of Nina Bonderup Dohn: 

 

Therefore, the ‘opening up’ of the space of possible [corporeal-digital Fruit Ninja] 

actions [in the offscreen/onscreen gameworld of Fruit Ninja] with the bodily-

schematically incorporated background knowledge this ‘opening up’ involves [the 

ways of the Fruit Ninja finger], is precisely our attuning ourselves to the [Fruit 

Ninja game]world […] an ‘attuning’ that comes about in and through our very 

[corporeal and body-schematically finger-]living in the [Fruit Ninja game]world. 

Within the space of possible actions, the body schema’s focusing of the [Fruit 

Ninja gameplayer’s] body on the concrete activity is a selection of one possible 

way of acting [in offscreen/onscreen gameworlds] – which selection again is not to 

be understood as a process involving reflection or representation. (Dohn, 2002, p. 

18) 

 

Given the above rough analysis of Selma becoming a gameplayer and learning to gameplay 

through the three-year period of the research quest it becomes clear that in gameplay 

activities and experiences it is, using Dohn’s terminology, the body that is the learner, 

meaning: “’The body as that, which learns’ or ‘the body as the entity that learns.’ I most 

emphatically do not mean that the body is a kind of homunculus or ‘bodily mind’ doing 

what the ‘real’ mind does just in a ‘bodily way.’” (Dohn, 2002, p. 20). Looking at Selma 

evolve into a competent gameplayer through mastering various fine motor body schematic 

gameplay activities (playing a range of games on the iPhone and on the laptop), managing 

other gross motor body schematic gameplay activities (playing games with the Move 

controller and the EyeToy camera) as well as commencing still new gameplay activities 
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(playing games with the Playstation controller and the plastic guitar) one can see how 

gameplay, to a great extent, is a process of corporeal learning. Importantly, this process of 

learning is also learning to corporeally express what you have come to corporeally know.  

 Furthermore, it is a process of quickly moving from an initial intentional and 

simple corporeal learning of the type ‘which key does what?’ and into the tacit complex 

incorporation of learning as we go along. When looking to Selma’s becoming a gameplayer 

it becomes apparent that although Selma initially learned intentionally what to do in the 

gameworld – like hitting the mouse pad to jump – complex ‘genuine’ corporeal learning 

only begins when this superficial learning of the controls is incorporated and transcended. 

In a game like Fruit Ninja, for example, such complex corporeal learning skills consist 

among other things in intimately understanding the accurate breadth of your finger, the 

resistance of the screen (relatively to the moisture of your finger), the way to effortlessly 

move you finger with great spatial accuracy and with great temporal accuracy as well as the 

way to smoothly move your finger back and forth with great rhythmic accuracy and so on. 

Then gradually, through repeating corporeal-digital gameplay over and over again within 

short bursts of Fruit Ninja gameplay (each game normally lasting only minutes), the 

gameplay of Fruit Ninja becomes more finely and skillfully ingrained in the gameplayer’s 

body schematic structure. As such qualitative repetitive learning, gameplay knowledge only 

arises by enduring the gameworld’s rhythmic disciplining and spatial molding of the 

gameplayer through endless repetition. It is Fruit Ninja’s spatio-temporal composition and 

choreography which Selma tries to follow as kin-aesthetically and competently as possible 

as she struggles to become a better ‘finger-dancer’ and know Fruit Ninja’s rhythm by heart 

through incorporating it in the very sinews of her finger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   
 

 

From the above, it also becomes apparent that the ‘role of the mind’ in most gameplay 

activities and experiences, such as learning to play Tasty Planet on the iPhone or Toy Story 

3 on the Playstation, is to a large extent:  

 

To focus the body on the activity to be learned: Since the skill is not yet mastered, 

the body schema is not able to do this. Instead, the whole point of the learning 

process, narrowly defined, in my opinion is the incorporation of the skill into the 

body schema so that the skill becomes part of one’s space of possible actions. 

(Dohn, 2002, p. 20)  
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That is, in learning to play Toy Story 3  the mind assists the gameplaying body in the initial 

learning process by ‘bearing in mind’ and recalling the (functionality of) the movements of 

the fingers. Later, then, when this initial finger-moving functionality has been properly 

incorporated, Selma will be able to turn towards learning the game in a more holistic way 

and dive more fully into the corporeal gameplay activity and experience.  

 In this way, corporeal learning in gameplay begins as the ‘bearing in mind’ of the 

game’s general structure and functionality – what has traditionally been perceived as the 

sole role of corporeality in gameplay – but then moves on to concern the gameplayer’s 

whole gameplay activity and experience in the gameworld. Through ‘corporeally being in 

play’ the gameplayer gradually widens his/her gameplay comprehension of and gameplay 

comepetency in the gameworld without being cognitively or perceptually aware thereof. 

The outcome of this is a more sophisticated body schematic gameplay comprehension and 

expression as well as a more sophisticated gameplay perception (see: the following chapter). 

 

The scholarly problem of corporeal gameplay learning is, however, that the body is ‘away 

from awareness’ and its knowledge is ‘tacit’ making it complicated to communicate what it 

really is that is learned in the ‘now-here’ of corporeal gameplay. Or, in Dohn’s words: 

 

We do not have reflective and representative knowledge of this perspective and 

definitely cannot explicate it in any adequate manner. And this is so, because the 

perspective is not a theoretical ‘point of view.’ But as a dynamic way in practice of 

letting the world present itself to us as a meaningful place and as demanding and 

facilitating given actions. […] This lived familiarity,’ further, in my opinion can be 

said to ‘resonate’ in our understanding of the situation so that it ‘echoes’ in the 

words we use to describe the situation. (Dohn, 2002, p. 21) 

 

This has also been one of the grand ‘side quests’ of this research quest: to find ‘echoing 

words’ that make the corporeality of gameplay ‘resonate’ in the reader. The side quest has 

been carried out on the basis of the conviction that ‘away from awareness,’ ‘tacit,’ ‘pre-

linguistic’ and ‘non-representational’ in no way equals insignificant or trivial. What is 

needed, then, when talking about gameplay corporeality and body schematic learning, 

knowing and being, is a way to convey ‘corporeal significance by way of corporeal 

resonance.’ Just as the driver of a car cannot put the essence of competent driving into 

words through e.g. formulating how and why he or she knows that ‘this is a dangerous 

overtaking maneuver’ or ‘this is a situation in which one should be particularly aware,’ the 

gameplayer cannot put the essence of his or her gameplay corporeality into words.  

Today, when Selma sits with the iPhone in her left hand and her right index finger slides 

across the screen, slicing fruit in Fruit Ninja, she is no longer focusing on the corporeality 

of her gameplay activity, it just is. Selma is able to let herself be corporeally engrossed in 

gameplay. Rather than being intentionally learning, Selma can now be corporeally engaged 

and present in the gameworld. Selma is no longer thinking about how to incorporate Fruit 

Ninja into her body schema, she can now express herself fluently in the gameworld. As 

Selma’s corporeal activities gradually become ever more sophisticated and delicate, and as 

she gradually commences new corporeal activities, she is experiencing the important roles 

her corporeality has to play in the learning of non-linguistic and non-representational 

knowledge. And when Selma frolics or struggles with her corporeal-digital gameplay, she is 

expressing and acquiring knowledge as she, corporeally engaged, goes along in the 

offscreen-onscreen gameworld.   
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Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of gameplay competency as 

building on and developing from body-schematic learning. In the next section, 

“Corporeally re-membering gameplay,” the reach of the present section’s developed 

concepts of ‘body-schematic gameplay,’ ‘body-schematic learning’ and ‘body-schematic 

knowledge’ are extended as the quest centers on analyzing corporeal-locomotive memory 

through developing the concept of ‘corporeal re-membering’ in gameplay. Here, the built 

knowledge about body-schematic structures in gameplay will be put to use as the nature of 

‘corporeally re-membering gameplay’ is investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the present 

section of “Body schematic-learning and being” are outlined. 

 

Gameplayer & game seeds 

 Selma playing Y8.com, Fruit Ninja, Toy Story 3, Start the Party, Rock Band and 

EyeToy: Play 3: observing body-schematic learning and knowledge 

Refinement 
 Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception (1958) 

 Nina Bonderup Dohn’s Roles of the Body in Learning (2002) 
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Grounded concepts and categories 
BODY-SCHEMATIC GAMEPLAY 

BODY-SCHEMATIC LEARNING BODY-SCHEMATIC KNOWLEDGE 

INITIAL BODY-

SCHEMATIC 

LEARNING 

 Having the 

intention to learn 

something body-

schematically 

 Being aware of the 

fact that something 

is learned body-

schematically 

 Learning to 

control and 

perform 

movements 

 Learning to 

navigate the 

material interface 

 Learning to 

navigate the digital 

interface 

 Acute awareness 

of every move and 

every perception 

on the basis of that 

move 

 Acute awareness 

of how to fuse 

corporeality and 

digitality 

 Acute awareness 

of the concurrency 

of the offscreen 

and the onscreen 

 Simple and 

intentional 

learning of ‘which 

key, button etc. 

does what’ 

 Learning to ‘bear 

in mind’ 

 A reflective 

learning process 

BODY-SCHEMATIC 

LEARNING AS WE 

GO ALONG 

 Learning without 

having any overt 

intention to learn 

 Learning without 

being mentally 

aware of the fact 

that something is 

learned 

 Learning without 

being mentally 

aware that there is 

something to be 

learned 

 Learning certain 

paces in certain 

places 

 Qualitative 

repetitive (manual) 

labor 

 Playing through 

again and again; 

intimate learning 

of the body in 

action 

 Learning the tacit 

complexity and 

intricacy of the 

onscreen/offscree

n gameworld 

 Come to 

corporeally know 

 Tacit learning 

during onscreen 

attention 

 Acquiring a new 

body-schematic 

structure and 

possibility 

 A performative 

learning process 

 

 

 

 

 

HAVING BODY-

SCHEMATIC 

GAMEPLAY 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Brought about by 

corporeal 

acquaintance 

 Intimate 

knowledge; 

knowledge in the 

sinews 

 The ability to 

adopt and adapt 

 Knowledge in and 

about corporeal 

practice 

 Knowledge in and 

about gameplay 

corporeality 

 Knowledge gained 

through dwelling 

in the 

offscreen/onscree

n gameworld 

through 

corporeal-digital 

gameplay 

 Deeply 

incorporated 

knowledge 

 Corporeal 

knowledge of the 

significance of 

perceptions 

 The ability to go 

from abstract to 

concrete gameplay 

corporeality 

 The ability to 

enter and stay in 

offscreen/onscree

n gameworld 

 The ability to 

engage and enact 

a body schematic 

structure for 

gameplay 

 

EXPRESSING 

BODY-

SCHEMATIC 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Not linguistically 

communicable, 

but corporeally 

expressible 

 Expressing the 

fusion of 

corporeal 

perception and 

corporeal 

locomotion as a 

specific 

gameplay 

perspective 

 Expressing 

knowledge of 

the body in 

action 

 Making fluent 

expressions 

 The direct, 

unmediated and 

active expression 

of corporeal 

knowledge 

 Corporeally 

expressing what 

is significant, 

meaningful and 

important in 

gameplay 

 Expressing 

body-

schematically 

incorporated 

importance and 

excellence 

 The ability to 

express 

corporeally what 

the gameplayer 

has come to 

corporeally 

know 
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 The gradual 

process of gaining 

corporeal 

knowledge of 

delicate nuances 

and finer aspects 

 The gradual 

acquiring of a 

compound 

gameplay 

corporeality 

 

 Knowledge that 

enables 

continued 

gameplay in 

gameworlds 
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LEARNING BODY-

SCHEMATIC 

CAPABILITIES 

 The body as the 

learner, the body 

as that which 

learns 

 Sensory-motor 

capabilities 

 The capacity to 

move and use the 

body 

 Corporeal-digital 

capabilities 

 The having of a 

corporeal attitude 

towards a task 

 The ability to state 

that the body is in-

the-world 

 The capacity to 

corporeally 

concentrate upon 

a task 

 The capacity to 

sustain gameplay 

 The capacity to 

uphold corporeal 

equipoise when in 

gameplay 

 The capacity to 

have onscreen 

gameplay 

experience with 

the hands/body 

 The capacity to 

have offscreen 

gameplay 

experience of the 

hands/body 

 The capacity to 

learn gameplay as 

and through 

moving the body 

 The capacity to 

learn in gameplay 

by moving the 

body 

BODY-

SCHMATICALLY 

LEARNING 

GAMEWORLD 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Learning the 

body-schematic 

constraints, 

capabilities of a 

specific 

gameworld 

 Learning the 

body-schematic 

composition and 

choreography of a 

specific 

gameworld 

 Picking up 

locomotory 

knowledge 

through 

locomotory being 

in the gameworld 

 Dutifully training, 

repeating and 

incorporating a 

specific 

gameworld’s 

composition and 

choreography 

 Founded in 

gameworld 

specific performed 

expressions 

 Founded in the 

rhythmic 

disciplining and 

spatial molding of 

the gameplayer 

 Coming to know 

the gameworld 

through sustaining 

arduous and 

occasionally 

frustrating work  

 

BODY-

SCHEMATICALLY 

HAVING 

GAMEWORLD 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Knowledge of the 

gameworld’s 

‘inner’ workings 

 Knowledge of the 

intricate patterns 

of pace and place 

 Possessing the 

rhythm of the 

gameworld 

 The gameworld’s 

imprint of places 

and paces in the 

gameplayer’s body 

schema 

 Having 

qualitatively 

different 

gameworld 

choreographies 

and compositions 

 Having qualitative 

different 

gameworld 

interaction forms 

 Having a 

gameworld 

perspective that 

lets specific 

perceptual and 

movement 

patterns stand out 

 Tacitly possessing 

knowledge of the 

intricate 

relationship 

between subject, 

objects and 

activities in the 

gameworld 

 The gameworld as 

an acquired part 

of the 

gameplayer’s 

body-schematic 

being 
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Fenja picks up the Playstation 3 controller. Her hands cup the controller’s ‘legs.’ The right-

hand thumb finds its way to the buttons as the left thumb finds its way to the thumb stick. It 

makes the thumb stick circle a couple of times; re-membering the feeling of motion. The 

left hand’s forefinger and middle finger find their way to the L1 and L2 buttons and the 

right hand’s forefinger and middle finger find the R1 and R2 buttons. The fingers drum the 

buttons rhythmically a couple of times, as if Fenja were trying to beat the location and 

functionality of the buttons into her fingers. Fenja looks to the load screen. Her hands are 

ready, her fingers are ready, she is ready to enter the gameworld of Toy Story 3. As the 

gameworld loads, Fenja looks to her fingers and hands trying to reacquaint herself with the 

controller and its ways in the gameworld. It has been some time since she last played Toy 

Story 3 on the Playstation. Recently, she has been too absorbed in playing Battlefield 3 on 

her laptop with her father. But now it is Saturday morning and her father is sleeping. Her 

fingers impatiently drum the buttons. But also a bit enquiringly as they have lost some of 

their felt familiarity with the gameworld. Finally, the gameworld of Toy Story 3 opens up to 

her and indecision subsides as the hands take over.  

 Now, in play, the fingers are quickly re-membering controller, gameworld and 

gameplay corporeality. The hesitancy present in her eyes as she looked enquiringly to the 

controller, trying to re-cognize the controller and re-mind herself of what exactly it is the 

buttons do in the game, is gone. Cognitive re-minding and visual re-collecting is left behind 

as corporeal re-membering takes over and takes possession over controller and gameworld. 

At first, Fenja-as-Woody zigzags between the buildings, as if Fenja is trying to shake herself 

into Woody, her digital avatar. But her running quickly becomes smoother, her actions 

become more fluent and her jumping becomes accurate. Fenja’s gameplay corporeality is 

regained as her body re-members its Toy Story 3 ways and settles into the gameworld.  

Fenja has, quite literally, the memory of the game in hand. Her fingers find their 

way about in the gameworld, bending and stretching in familiar ways. Fenja has, what 

Edward S. Casey in Remembering – A Phenomenological Study (1987) calls ‘body 

memory’ of Toy Story 3: 

 

I speak of ‘body memory,’ not of ‘memory of the body.’ Body memory alludes to 

memory that is intrinsic to the body, or its own ways of remembering: how we 

remember in and by and through the body. Memory of the body refers to those 

manifold manners whereby we remember the body as the accusative object of 

our awareness, whether in reminiscence or recognition, in reminding or 

recollection or in still other ways. The difference is manifest in the noticeable 

discrepancy between recollecting our body as in a given situation – representing 

ourselves as engaged bodily in that situation – and being in the situation itself 
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again and feeling it through our body […] the way the body itself, in its sinews and 

on its surface, remembers its own activity (Casey, 1987, p. 147) 

 

In gameplay, we find this important distinction in, on the one hand, talking about gameplay, 

observing gameplay, recollecting gameplay, reminding ourselves about gameplay, thinking 

about gameplay (‘memory of the body’) and, on the other hand, actually being in 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay (‘body memory’). When Fenja begins to play and, thus, 

returns to the corporeal gameplay of Toy Story 3 and feels gameplay through her body 

again, her ‘body memory’ takes over as she — as corporeal being — re-members the 

gameplay activity. As her hands find their familiar ways in the offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld, Fenja does not have to reflect, recollect or articulate the gameplay activity and 

experience to herself; her body simply resumes its enactment of it. While perceptual 

memory determines where Fenja is in the onscreen world of Toy Story 3, corporeal 

memory determines how she is in the offscreen-onscreen world Toy Story 3.  

This is due to the fact that, for Fenja, the memory of Toy Story 3 is alive in her 

corporeality. She has gameplay of Toy Story 3 as ‘active ingredients’ in the very corporeal-

locomotive activity that accomplishes gameplay. Fenja does not access memory somewhere 

in her mind (‘embodied cognition’) but re-members it because of her corporeal gameplay. 

Through the hours of gameplaying Toy Story 3, Fenja has accomplished consistency in her 

corporeal-digital gameplay, and it is this consistency she now re-members. When, after an 

interval of several months, she again picks up the Playstation controller and enters the 

gameworld, she resembles Casey’s remixed description of the Model T driver: 

 

What is particularly striking in a case like this is not only the sudden 

unpremeditated return of the relevant [Toy Story 3] body memory – for which 

no express relearning [cognition] or review [perception] was required – but the 

fact that no explicit recollection of past learning was required. Even if my friend 

[or Fenja] had happened to recall specific occasions on which he had learned (or 

relearned) to drive the Model T [or play Toy Story 3], specific recollections were 

not necessary to his successful driving [or Fenja’s successful gameplay]. Nor was 

there required even a minimal re-familiarization at the level of ready-to-hand: JH 

[or Fenja] did not have to become reacquainted with the odd assortment of levers 

and knobs when his hands went unhesitatingly to the correct instruments at the 

right moments [when gameplay was underway]. If the habitual body memory is 

suitable active, one need not have recourse to other levels or kinds of experience 

[other than corporeal] beyond that in which one is presently engaged. All that is 

called for is that one exists bodily [as corporeality] in the circumstance [gameplay] 

where a given body memory is pertinent [how to gameplay corporeally]. This sort 

of bodily remembering might usefully be termed ‘performative’ remembering 

(Casey, 1987, p. 148) 

 

Given Casey’s above description of body memory or ‘corporeal re-membering,’ we can see 

how the activity and experience of Fenja’s hands on the Playstation controller becomes 

deeply ‘orientating’ as the gameworld opens up to her and absorbs her in corporeal-digital 

gameplay. The fact that she has learned Toy Story 3 through corporeal gameplay (and not 

through e.g. observing the gameplay of others) now helps her to get and stay oriented in the 

offscreen gameworld. Fenja’s corporeal re-membering is the foundation upon which 

spontaneity or the learning and mastering of more complex or challenging corporeal 
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gameplay activities and experiences can arise. It is because of Fenja’s corporeal re-

membered base of gameplay that she now can take on new challenges in the gameworld or 

discover new aspects of the offscreen and/or onscreen gameworld of Toy Story 3 such as 

how to shrink the horse, perform a car-somersault or change the dress of the digital citizens. 

She is able to corporeally re-member the general ‘landscape’ of corporeal gameplay in Toy 

Story 3 and now she can discover new varieties within or aspects of that landscape.  

 

Without her corporeal re-membering, Fenja would be lost within the unfamiliar world of 

corporeal-digital gameplay in Toy Story 3 – it is not enough to have thought about it, talked 

about it or witnessed it; the corporeality of digital games implies that the gameplayer has to 

have corporeally done it. It is what enables a ‘re-membered gameplay corporeality’ to rise 

within Fenja’s momentary or now-here gameplay corporeality in a way that does not 

impede her presence in the gameworld. She does not have to ‘re-think,’ ‘re-present,’ ‘re-

view,’ ‘re-visit’ or ‘re-enact’ Toy Story 3, Fenja spontaneously re-members the activity and 

experience as she enters into it as bodily being. Actually, it might well lead to impediment 

or misperformance if she should try to ‘cognitively re-mind’ or ‘visually re-view’ given “that 

body memory is by no means the same thing as the memory of the perception of the body” 

(Casey, 1987, p. 162).  

Here, we quite clearly see the connection, on the one hand, between body 

memory and body schema and, on the other hand, between memory of the body and body 

image. In order to play Toy Story 3 again it is not enough for Fenja to perceive Woody, 

her digital body image, she must also engage him through her body schema; only through 

being body-schematically present, engaged and immersed in Woody is Fenja able to go 

from ‘memory of the body’ (the body image of Woody) to ‘body memory’ (the body-

schematic structure of Woody) and slip into the gameworld once again.  

 What's more, given that the structures of body-schematic gameplay and the body 

memories of it are tacit or away from explicit awareness in the gameplay activity they can 

ordinarily not be re-called in speech, thought or vision as “These are perhaps the most fully 

marginal memories we possess” (Casey, 1987, p. 163). Moreover, “If such a background 

were to be explicitly remembered, it might well become intrusive and disorienting – 

whereas, precisely as marginal, it is the immediate basis for all becoming-oriented in the 

world as well as for all stabilization there” (Casey, 1987, p. 164). This is precisely why Fenja 

was dis-oriented before corporeally entering the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Toy 

Story 3 given that she explicitly tried to re-call her body memory (of the controller) in 

thought and vision. And this is why she became oriented and stabilized in the gameworld as 

she commenced corporeal gameplay there.  

 

In this way, Edward Casey’s account of body memory can be said to be in agreement with 

Drew Leder’s account of the absent body in that: “In the realm of body memory almost 

everything is marginal from the very start. Even if the lived body memory is the center of 

our active experience, as remembered it is continually being displaced into the dim 

backland of apprehension. The paradox is that body memory is rarely of the body as an 

explicit focus memories” (Casey, 1987, p. 165).  

This is probably one of the reasons why gameplayers recur to their perceived 

digital gameplay rather than to their corporeally experienced gameplay when recollecting 

their gameplay activities and experience, given that it is the onscreen digitality that is 

assigned explicit awareness during gameplay. Another reason could be the tactile density of 

corporeal gameplay that renders the gameplayer’s body memories inarticulate. The 
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Playstation controller’s buttons, sticks and handles, Fenja’s fingers that crawl around on the 

controller, her hands that cup it, her corporeal gameplay locomotion carried out in 

‘invisible tactility’ below her perceptual awareness render her gameplay corporeality 

massive and opaque, and her gameplay digitality vivid and spectacular – “It is as if the 

density of body memories [and corporeal gameplay activites and experiences], their 

rootedness in the heft, the thick palpability of the lived body, rendered them mute” (Casey, 

1987, p. 165).  

 So, this is another reason for Fenja’s dis-orientation ahead of entering the 

gameworld of Toy Story 3; this is the reason she tries to drum body memories forward with 

her fingers and this is why her corporeal gameplay is only re-membered and re-awoken as 

she commences the gameplay corporeality of Toy Story 3. Gameplay memory is 

inarticulate, interior and mute; it can only be submitted to the gameplayer as he or she is 

engrossed in lived corporeal gameplay. Importantly, this corporeal re-membering of 

gameplay sets it apart from activities and experiences that are primarily cognitively or 

perceptually re-collecting or re-calling of nature. Or, in the remixed words of Casey: 

 

In this basic respect it [body memory] once again differs dramatically from 

recollection. In recalling, I do not connect with the [corporeal] depth of the scene 

being called back to mind. Instead of [corporeally] moving into its depths, I 

contemplate its projected, quasi-pictorial distance from myself as a voyeur of the 

remembered. No such voyeurism occurs in body memory, which takes me 

directly into what is being remembered. In such remembering, I leave the heights 

of contemplative recollection and enter the profundity of my own bodily being. 

(Casey, 1987, p. 167)  

 

Such is the depth of Fenja’s return to Toy Story 3 where she corporeally re-members what 

outside the gameplay activity and experience is dis-membered as she, with controller in 

hand, fuses corporeality and digitality, the offscreen and the onscreen, perception and 

locomotion into the re-awakening of her Toy Story 3 gameplay corporeality. As such, it is a 

(re)membering that has its own validity and quality. It is memory in the sinews of the 

gameplayer’s hands. It is an organismic memory that resides in the hands and is brought 

back through the hands as Fenja immerses her hands in familiar gameplay that then comes 

back as re-membered ways with thumb sticks, buttons and handles.  

As such, body memory can be said to be at the heart of gameworld corporeality 

as it is animating the gameplayer’s corporeal gameplay. It need not be accompanied by the 

‘intentional arc’ of embodied cognition; it has its own rhythmic, organismic intentionality. It 

need not be carried out as intentional goal-oriented behavior or imagistic representations; it 

simply kin-aesthetically enacts gameplay without cognitively or visually representing it as 

“no mediation by mind and its machinations is called for” (Casey, 1987, p. 178).  

 

Fenja immerses her hands in corporeal gameplay and re-members the locomotive places 

and paces it reinstates. Instantly, she is there in Toy Story 3 in flesh and blood and Woody. 

Her Toy Story 3 corporeality is her general medium for having Toy Story 3. It is only 

through corporeal gameplay that this world can really re-appear to her as it is only through 

corporal gameplay that she can really re-appear in this world. As such gameplay is in 

essence of body memory as the gameplayer’s “lived body is a center which refuses to be 

decentered, a central boundary that will not become peripheral” (Casey, 1987, p. 179).  
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Through gameplay Fenja is, quite literally, inscribing the gameworld in her body 

(memory) and inscribing herself in the (game)world. In this way, Gameplay corporeality is 

to not only have a point of view but also to have a place and pace in the gameworld. It is to 

have an orientation and location from which the gameplayer commences corporeal 

gameplay activities and undergoes corporeal gameplay experiences and upon return re-

members them. Accordingly, gameplayers are not digitally ‘dis-placed’ or ‘un-paced’ but 

always corporeally placed and paced.  

 

Re-membered gameplay corporeality is what enables Fenja to return to the gameworld of 

Toy Story 3, revive herself-as-Woody and then reassuringly take her corporeal-digital place 

and find her corporeal-digital pace within the offscreen-onscreen gameworld. Re-

membered gameplay corporeality manifests itself in the smile upon Fenja’s face as she 

jumps from cliff to cliff assuredly, having re-membered her corporeal ‘withness’ with 

Woody and with the gameworld. As such, re-membered gameplay corporeality is the 

pleasurable and secure homecoming and settling in of corporeality in digitality as the 

gameworld awakens within the gameplayer’s gameplay corporeality. 
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Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of how the gameplayer 

remembers gameplay. In the last section, “Sensing corpo-real experience,” the preceding 

sections’ concepts meet as the quest centers on analyzing the sensory experience of real 

and actual gameplay activities is explored. This is done through developing the concept of 

‘corpo-real experience’ in gameplay. Here, the built knowledge from the previous sections 

will be put to use as the nature of ‘sensing corpo-real experience’ is investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the present 

section of “Corporeally re-membering gameplay” is outlined 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Fenja playing Toy Story 3: observing corporeal re-membering 

Refinement 

 Edward S. Casey’s Remembering – A Phenomenological Study (1987) 

Grounded concepts and categories 
CORPOREAL RE-MEMBERING 

RE-MEMBERING  GAMEPLAY 

CONNECTIONS 

 Re-membering the connections between the 

material and the digital interface 

 Re-membering the connections between the 

onscreen and the offscreen gameworld 

 Re-membering the connections between 

corporeality and digitality 

 Re-membering the connections between the 

gameplayer, the gameworld and gameplay 

THE RE-MEMBERING GAMEPLAYER 

 Taking the gameworld into possession 

 Having corporeally intrinsic memories 

of gameplay 

 Gameplaying upon the foundation of 

body memory 

 Learning in gameplay upon the 

foundation of body memory 

 The rise of remembered gameplay 

corporeality within the now-here 

gameplay corporeality 

 Memory of gameplay in the sinews of 

the gameplayer’s body 

 Memory of gameplay residing in the 

body 

 Organismic gameplay memory; 

incarnate gameplay memory 

 Gameplay memory residing in the 

gameplayer’s body and brought about 

through corporeal gameplay 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RE-MEMBERING 

 Re-membering as consistency in gameplay 

 Re-membering as felt familiarity 

 Re-membering as fusion of connections as they 

come into play 

 Re-membering as the settling in to a familiar 

gameworld 

 Moving from cognitive/visual dis-orientation to 

corporeal orientation 

 Moving from dis-membered gameplay 

connections to corporeally re-membered 

connections 

RE-MEMBERING IN GAMEPLAY 

 Re-membering gameplay through the 

body 

 Re-membering gameplay in the body  

 Re-membering the game in hand 

 Re-membering the corporeality in the 

gameworld landscape 

 Re-membering as the re-appearing of a 

gameworld to a gameplayer and the re-

appearing of a gameplayer in a 

gameworld 

 Re-membering as the inscribing of a 

gameworld in a gamplayer and the 

inscribing of a gameplayer in a 

gameworld 

 Re-membering gameplay through being 

corporeally placed and paced by the 

gameworld 

 Reanimating the gameplayer as 

gameplayer 

 Reviving the gameplayer-as-avatar in 

gameplay 
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I return to my laptop with a coffee to see if my energy has been restored in sufficient 

quantities for me to take another round of Tetris Battle through my Facebook account. I 

have energy. I put the coffee down, my Word document in the background, and my hands 

metamorphose from ‘writing-mode’ to ‘Tetris-mode.’ I press the ‘Battle 6 P’ button and 

watch as the game matches me up with five unknown gameplayers. But it doesn’t matter if I 

know them or not. There is no facility that allows us to communicate anyhow. It is all about 

the gameplay. The load screen goes away and the gameworld opens up. I feel a slight 

tightening in the muscles of my fingers. I inhale. The first brick or ‘Tetrinimo’ appears at 

the top of the screen. I have 2 minutes to do the most. I begin dropping Tetriminos. Faster. 

My eyes narrow; intently focusing on the screen and what I am doing there. Suddenly, my 

finger hits the wrong key and the L-shaped Tetrimino gets dropped in the wrong place. It 

doesn’t go in the hole I have made for it. It protrudes. Now I have to work my way around 

it. This is not good. I must become faster. I drop and drop and drop. Finally, I have 

cleared up my own mess with the protruding L-Tetrimino.  

Then, I begin building my Tetriminos up to make a ‘Tetris’; clearing four lines at 

a time. This will send a lot of ‘Garbage Lines’ to one of my opponents. I need to achieve a 

‘Knock Out’ on one of the opponents to win this one. I need to make more Garbage Lines. 

I need to make more Tetrises. I need to become faster. Then the alarm goes off and we go 

into the end game. I need to clear these lines. I hold my breath. All I sense is my swirling 

hand. I have lost control over it. I let it do its thing. I look to the screen. Tetrimonos drop, 

drop, drop. Garbage Lines are sent to opponents. And then, suddenly, I Knock Out an 

opponent in the nick of time. But there is no time to celebrate. My vision blurs as I keep 

clearing lines. Faster. I need to clear it all before it is over. There is no time to build up. 

Just clear it. My hand swirls. Clearing, clearing, clearing. One line at a time. Not building 

anything. Just removing lines. And then two minutes has passed and the game is over. I 

exhale. I come in third. Not so good. But good enough. I don’t lose ‘Stars’ but get 

rewarded half a Star. And I still have energy left. I press Start. A new game begins. I inhale.  

 

To me, Tetris Battle is about expressivity. It is about fusing the senses; about making 

sensing, seeing and doing merge. Amalgamate into a holistic activity and experience. When 

I am engrossed in Tetris Battle gameplay I am not bringing together sensory impressions. I 

am in Erwin Straus’s words experiencing a “unity of the senses” (Straus, 1963, p. 234).  

Tetris Battle is all about attaining the unity of sensing and moving. It is the only 

way to achieve true excellence. In the flux of Tetris Battle I am in agreement with Erwin 

Straus who in The Primary World of Senses: A Vindication of Sensory Experience (1963) 

rejects the Cartesian view on the mechanistic body and asserts that: “We certainly 

experience our own movement not as muscular action, but as a conduct in relation to the 
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world” (Straus, 1963, p. 239). Or, here on my laptop; corporeal locomotion sensed and 

experienced as conduct in relation to the many worlds it opens up to.  

 

Today, on my laptop, my locomotive activities and my sensory experiences morph 

between writing Facebook updates, writing on my dissertation, playing Tetris Battle, 

reading the online newspaper Politiken, linking an article to my Facebook profile, getting 

an idea, writing a note and then playing some more Tetris Battle. It is the experience of my 

hands as they metamorphose between different locomotive activities kept in my body as 

corpo-real sensory experiences. The sensations of my hands shift as their activities shift.  

Writing on a dissertation and playing a couple of rounds of Tetris Battle are two 

very different ways of conducting myself in my laptop’s world of interfaces. The nature and 

structure of my sensory experience shifts as the nature and structure of my corporeal-

locomotive activities shifts. I do not carve out my thoughts when I play Tetris Battle. I do 

not have the time. I do not think of the keyboard ‘as making language’ or ‘communicating 

meaning’ – Tetris Battle is not a linguistic or communicative experience; it is a sensory 

experience of corpo-real actuality. My hands need to rush accurately. My mind needs to go 

silent. My eyes need to lock on. Sensations need to come together, reflexes need to be 

locked in, reflections need to be locked out as my body becomes a scope of action. Tetris 

Battle needs to concurrently be inside and outside me as a sensory amalgamation of 

perceptual impressions and corporeal expressions. As the gameworld of Tetris Battle 

opens up and puts my hands into flux, it also merges my visceral sensations and my visual 

perceptions. As the gameworld of Tetris Battle opens up my body becomes a Tetris Battle 

gameplay corporeality. Entailing that my body turns into a surge of gameplay as gameplay 

comes surging to me.  

 

   

   
 

As the gameworld of Tetris Battle opens up, shapes rain on the screen as my fingers dance 

on the keys. It is something internal. It is something in which I am included. I am locked in 

and locked on. But this is not a prison. This is an expressive space. In this moment of 

Tetris Battle’s intense two-minute gameplay sessions there is no inside and no outside. Just 

corpo-real me in the world of Tetriminos. And on the five other smaller windows on my 

screen there are the opponents in their gameworlds with their Tetriminos.  

I am this sensing body, tied to its sensation of this gameworld and holding its 

breath while moving its fingers. It is corpo-real me making Tetriminos fall.  
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When Tetris Battle is at its best, I am not having sensations of L-Tetriminos, I-Tetriminos 

or T-Tetrimonos; I am merely a sensory experiencing being in locomotion. Or, as Erwin 

Straus puts it: “The sum of sensations can never add up to sensing, nor can the sum of 

particular motions add up to locomotion. Both sensing and locomotion are understandable 

only as a totality relation, only, that is, as experience” (Straus, 1963, p. 248). That is, it is 

sense-less to try and describe my experience of corporeal gameplay in Tetris Battle through 

physiology. That is, by describing the involved motor processes, singular motor acts, 

muscle performance, eye-hand coordination etc. The corpo-real experience of gameplay in 

Tetris Battle is an experience in corpo-reality. Consequently, what holds the gameplayer’s 

attention in gameplay is the sensation of being a gameplay being and the totality of sensory 

experience and corporeal activity, not the singular corporeal act or the singular stimulus 

which activates the act, given that: 

 

Just as the contents of sensations are not replicas of the processes in the sensory 

organs, so the meaning and content of movement are not coincident with motor 

processes. The principle of psychophysical conversion holds as little for 

movement as it does for sensing. Self-movement is not consciousness’ after-image 

of events in the motoring process; in other words, movement is not a psychic 

epiphenomenon of physical processes. Not even the subtlest analysis of muscle 

performance, therefore, can reveal the nature of movement. (Straus, 1963, p. 253) 

 

Describing the singular key strokes, the specificities of the fingers’ movements, their 

particular positions, their precise trajectories and so on will not get us any nearer in the 

attempt to account for the sensory corpo-real experience and activity involved in playing a 

game such as Tetris Battle. Corporeal gameplay is not about the training or learning of 

specific actions or movements. The description of the reflex or voluntary movements, the 

instrumental goals and the cognitive intentions involved in the experience and activity will 

neither get us there as: “Voluntary movements are secondary functions. ‘The movements, 

to the study of which we now address ourselves, being desired and intended beforehand, 

are of course done with full prevision of what is to be. It follows from this that voluntary 

movements must be secondary, not primary functions of our organism’”(Straus, 1963, p. 

255).  

And it is this primary sensory experience and activity that is at the heart of this 

research quest. It is the gameplayer’s sensory experience of corpo-real self-movement in 

the act of gameplaying, not the gameplayer’s training of motor reflexes or planning of 

strategic or instrumental actions. It is sensation and self-movement as a primary 

(kin)aesthetic layer in gameplay corporeality carried out and experienced as gameplay 

impressions are molded into gameplay expressions. Sensory experience in Tetris Battle is, 

thus, the way movement takes hold of my hands and lets them be saturated in a certain 

mode of movement as a way of being – a Tetris Battle mode of movement creating a Tetris 

Battle way of being.  

 

In a certain way, I am my Tetriminos and they are me. Tetris Battle is the sensation of 

being within the corporeal-locomotive composition and choreography of this gameworld. It 

is not an everyday being, an everyday moving or an everyday sensing. It is the corpo-real 

experience of a Tetris Battle being, a Tetris Battle moving and a Tetris Battle sensing. It is 

gameplay corporeality as a fluctuating being in sequences, transitions, change and 
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limitations. It is the sensation of my body that twitches as if hit when the L-Tetrimino falls 

incorrectly and protrudes in my perception. It is my corpo-real dwelling in and swirling 

with Tetriminos. Almost like a snowflake dancing in the wind. The singular movements 

cannot be caught or kept. The totality of snowflakes does not have individual existence or 

meaning; they are experienced as snow, something implicating altogether different sensory 

experiences and activities. Likewise, with the experience of gameplaying Tetris Battle; it is 

not sensations and movements, but sensing in locomotion. And it is not corporeal acts, but 

a corpo-real sensing. 

 

This threesome of sensation, locomotion and corporeality makes the corporeal gameplay 

activity and experience into something altogether different: “The filigree of movement is 

learned; it is not at all correct to say that the individual movements are learned. What is 

learned is a new mode of movement” (Straus, 1963, p. 257).  

 

   

   
 

That is, when I think of Tetris Battle I do not think of the singular specificities of 

sensations, movements or corporeal acts. In actuality, when not in gameplay I have 

difficulties recollecting which keys I use to play the game – ‘What was it the Shift-key did? 

Did it ‘rotate’ the Tetrimino or ‘hold’ it?’ (I looked it up on Google – it ‘holds’ the 

Tetrimino). Rather, the gameworld of Tetris Battle awakens a lattice of inseparable and 

interconnected sensations, movements and acts of rushing, hard dropping, surging, looping, 

quicker, closer, faster, clearing, swirling, building, beating, breathing, whirling, holding, 

bombing, pressing, flying, trying, striving and so on and so on, which amalgamate into the 

sensory experience of playing Tetris Battle:  

 

One almost blushes to write a sentence like, ‘now I am here and then I will be 

there.’ And yet these words ‘now,’ ‘here,’ ‘then,’ ‘there,’ what is phenomenally 

most essential about self-motion is already expressed. The understanding of 

animal and human motion depends on proper phenomenological analyses of just 

these concepts: here, there, now, then. (Straus, 1963, p. 259).  

 

But this is, in fact, the essence of sensory experience in Tetris Battle; now I, the Tetrimino, 

am here at the top; now I, the Tetrimino am rotating and steering while falling; then I, the 

Tetrimino, am there at the bottom in the mesh with other and/or future other Tetriminos, 

and now I, the new Tetrimino, am here at the top. And so on and so on, faster and faster. 

Until the Tetriminos become fused into a totality relation of sensing, moving, being. There 

is nothing reflective about my Tetrimino-sensing, there is nothing instrumental about my 

Tetrimino-moving and there is nothing calculated about my Tetrimino-being.  
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 Of course this does not mean that I do not try to win. Quite the contrary, as my 

whole sensing, moving and being strive to win. But there is only one way to win and that is 

to forget myself and surrender to the surge. To let self-consciousness subside and let my 

sensing, moving and being melt into the sensing, moving and being of Tetris Battle. To try 

and let go of myself and become a falling Tetrinimo. There is no distancing in Tetris Battle 

gameplay, only the becoming of a Tetris Battle-mode of sensing, moving and being. There 

is no rationalistic way of describing this, no way of putting forward the isolated constituents 

as, in the remixed words of Erwin Straus: 

 

It is only individual [corporeal] movements [with material input devices] joined 

together with a [perceptual] sensation or a group of [instrumental] sensations that 

can be explained by a basically atomistic conception. Such a conception can 

acknowledge only a very rigid schema of motion. Such a theory contradicts the 

simplest facts of [corporeal gameplay] experience, facts which show that we do 

not learn [corporeal-digital] movements, but that we learn how to move 

[corporeally] in our surrounding [offscreen/onscreen game]world. […] Thus we 

learn not [corporeal-digital] movements, but, rather, particular [gameplay] modes 

of moving. […] Learning to move thus means entering into the ordered 

[gameworld] structure of [gameplay] sensations, into that which reveals itself in 

sensing, into the ordering of [corporeal gameplay] movement and the possible 

[corporeal-digital] co-ordination of moving and sensing [in the offscreen/onscreen 

gameworld]. (Straus, 1963, pp. 262-263). 

 

Entailing that the sensation of corporeal gameplay is not derivable from the physiology of 

the body or its movements. Therefore, the conceptualization of gameplay corporeality 

must work hard at making itself independent of conceptualizations derived from 

physiology, embodied cognition or rational cogitation.  

 Tetris Battle is not something I experience as the pressing of the Ctrl-key, then 

pressing the Ctrl-key again, then holding down the →-key, then hitting the spacebar-key, 

then pressing the Ctrl-key and so on. It is meaning-less to describe my gameplay activity as 

such a sequence of singular instrumental acts. My gameplay activity and experience in 

Tetris Battle is not graspable through such an atomistic account. It is, rather, an experience 

and activity of being a sensible and sensing moving being. It is found in the flow of the 

hand, in the stream of locomotion, and in the sensing of corporeal spontaneity and 

intuition that the gameplay activity and experience resides.  

 

In Tetris Battle I am a gameplay being. That is, “a being which in a state of becoming lives 

in transition from Here to There can move itself” (Straus, 1963, pp. 267-268). That is, I 

am Tetriminos on the move sensing their pace and place. As sensing Tetriminos I have 

learned that in gameplay I experience my gameplay corporeality and my gameplay activity 

as the specific relations they enter into with the gameworld. Thus, in Tetris Battle I am 

sensing my corporeality in a particular Tetris Battle way.  

This gameplayer-gameworld relation is not something discernible through 

thinking or looking, but directly accessible through sensing and moving my ‘unseen’ and 

‘unthinkable’ body. My gameplay activity and experience is not ‘data for cognition’ but ‘a 

sensing for being.’ As such the gameplay activity and experience is guarded by a ‘mine-ness.’ 

The game is mine in the act of gameplay in a way that sets it apart from e.g. movies or 

novels. In the novel or movie I am a nowhere; in the gameworld I am a now-here. I 
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experience the gameworld as ‘mine’ in a way radically different from the narrative universes 

found in movies or novels. Contrary to the watching of a movie or the reading of a novel, 

in gameplay: 

 

We are all ‘burnt children,’ and we all know that in the transition from seeing to 

touching we not only exchange optical for tactical excitations but also the modes 

of contact are changed, that we experience the things and ourselves in varying 

aspects. […] In contact with them, they ‘touch’ us in a manner much more 

intimate than is the case in seeing and hearing (Straus, 1963, p. 371).  

 

When I play Tetris Battle I sense myself in the gameworld and the gameworld in me, so to 

speak. I experience that it is the Tetrinimo and me that is ‘game-played,’ so to speak. I am 

directed at the gameworld, sensing it, and the gameworld is directed at me, sensing me. I 

am embracing the gameworld and it is encompassing me.  

While watching a movie or reading a novel I may forget that I am a moving 

bodily being, I may be lost to the showing of the movie or the reading of the novel. In the 

gameworld, on the other hand, I am a sensing locomotory being who perceives its 

corporeal locomotion as digital locomotion. Accordingly, gameplay communication is filled 

with gameplay corporeality, containing words such as ‘the quest is over there,’ ‘it is this way,’ 

‘come over here,’ ‘where are you?’ and ‘where are they coming from?’ Gameplay 

communication is indicative and can, thus, function only within the corporeal-locomotive 

context of gameplay. I am, as gameplayer, identifiable in Tetris Battle as such ‘indicative 

locomotion’; I am the motion, the constant change, the synthesizer of place and pace. I am 

the actualization of the Tetrinimo. As such, the relationship between gameplayer and 

gameworld becomes the amalgamation of directions and directing, of being-ahead-of and 

falling-behind-of, of letting-go, slipping-away and losing-grip, of approaching, searching, 

withdrawing and disappearing and of encounters and between-ness. Accordingly, gameplay 

corporeality cannot be appreciated as the occurrence of a stimulus, which is then followed 

by a sensation, which is then followed by a movement. Rather, the gameplay corporeality is 

the epitome of Straus’s maxim: “The subject who sees is a being who moves” (Straus, 1963, 

p. 384) as well as its reversal: ‘The subject who moves is a being who sees.’ I am, 

concurrently, the sensing body who moves (in) the gameworld and the sensing body moved 

by the gameworld. In both instances I am a self-moving organism. And, as is the case with 

the leap, corporeal gameplay: 

 

Can be physiologically analyzed by breaking it down into its parts and 

investigating the sequence of the motor processes according to innervations and 

synergies, mechanisms of the limbs, reflexes of location and position, weight 

distribution and energy consumption. But adding together all the partial motor 

processes does not yield the leap (Straus, 1963, p. 387) 

 

Neither do similar descriptions nor analyses yield the sensation of the corpo-real re-

membering going on in gameplay activities or experiences. Rather, we must now turn 

towards a close investigation of the second part of the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience: locomotion. As well as the close interchange between 

corporeal perception and corporeal locomotion in gameplay. 
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Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of how the gameplayer senses and 

experiences gameplay. In the next chapter, “PERCEPTUAL LOCOMOTION – seeing to move & 

moving to be,” the preceding chapter’s conceptual development of gameplay corporeality is 

nuanced and specified as the concept’s two main components ‘direct perception’ and 

‘actual locomotion’ is explored in detail. This is done through developing the concepts of 

‘gameplay perception’ and ‘gameplay locomotion’ in gameplay. Here, the built knowledge 

from the previous chapter will be put to use as the nature of ‘perceptual locomotion’ is 

investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the present 

section of “Sensing corpo-real experience” is outlined 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Rikke playing Tetris Battle: sensing corpo-real experience 

Refinement 
 Erwin Strauss’s The Primary World of Senses: A Vindication of Sensory 

Experience (1963) 

Grounded concept, categories and codes 
CORPO-REAL EXPERIENCE 

 

SENSORY EXPERIENCE 

 The nature and structure 

of sensory experience 

shift as the nature and 

structure of the corporeal 

activity shift 

 The sensory experience 

of corpo-real actuality 

 Sensory experience as a 

primary (kin)aesthetic 

layer in gameplay corpo-

reality 

 The experience of ‘now-

here’ in a gameworld 

 The sensing body being 

moved in the gameworld 

SENSORY EXPRESSIVITY 

 The ability to morph and 

metamorphose between 

different activities kept in 

the body  

 A sensory surge from and 

to corporeality, between 

gameplayer and gameworld 

 The sensation of expressing 

change in motion 

 The sensation of expressing 

the synthetization of 

onscreen/offscreen place 

and pace 

 The sensing body moving 

the gameworld 

SENSORY LOCOMOTION 

 From sensations and 

movements to sensing in 

locomotion 

 Corporeal locomotion 

sensed as conduct in a 

gameworld 

 The sensing body as a 

scope of action 

 The sensory experience of 

being in locomotion 

 The way gameplay 

movement takes hold of 

the gameplayer’s body 

 A sensible sensing moving 

body 

 The sensing body moving 

in the gameworld 
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CORPO-REAL GAMEPLAY 

EXPERIENCE 

 Locomotive experience 

kept in the body as corpo-

real sensory experiences 

 The experience of bodily 

reality in gameplay 

 The real-ness of corporeal 

experience 

 The experience of corpo-

reality 

 The totality of sensory 

experience and corpo-real 

activity 

 The experience of being a 

sensing gameplay being  

 The sensory experience 

of being within the 

corporeal-locomotive 

composition and 

choreography of a specific 

gameworld 

 The corpo-real 

experience of a 

gameworld-specific way of 

being, a gameworld-

specific way of moving 

and a gameworld-specific 

way of sensing 

 The experience of the 

relations between 

gameplay corporeality and 

gameworld activity as an 

experience of actuality 

 The experience of sensing 

oneself in the gameworld 

and the gameworld in 

oneself 

 

SENSORY 

AMALGAMATION 

 A fusion of the sensations, 

movements and acts into a 

totality relation 

 The coming of sensations 

 Making sensing, seeing and 

doing merge 

 The amalgamation of 

gameplay into a holistic 

activity and experience 

 A unity of the senses in 

gameplay 

 Attaining the unity of 

sensing and moving 

 A sensory amalgamation of 

perceptual impressions and 

corporeal expressions 

 Merging visceral sensations 

and visual perceptions 

 A lattice of inseparable and 

interconnected sensations, 

movements and acts which 

amalgamate into the 

sensory corpo-real 

experience of playing a 

game 

CORPO-REAL GAMEPLAY 

LOCOMOTION 

 From corporeal acts and 

movements to corpo-real 

locomotion 

 The corpo-real ‘me’ 

 A sensations of ‘mine-

ness’ 

 Corpo-real self-movement 

 The experience of 

actuality and reality in the 

act of moving 

 The way the gameworld 

saturates gameplay with a 

certain corpo-real mode of 

movement as a certain way 

of corpo-real being 

 The corpo-real dwelling 

and swirling 

 The sensation of the flow 

of the hand, the stream of 

locomotion and the 

spontaneity and intuition 

of locomotion in 

gameplay 

 The sensation of being a 

directedness towards a 

gameworld and the 

sensation of a gameworld’s 

directedness towards 

oneself 
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Everybody’s doing a brand new dance now 

Come on baby, do the locomotion 

I know you’ll get to like it 

If you give it a chance now 

 

 

 

 
My little baby sister can do it with ease 

It’s easier than learning your ABCs 

So come on, come on, 

Do the locomotion with me 

 

(Lyrics from ‘Locomotion’ as performed by Kylie Minogue) 
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On the basis of the preceding chapter’s development of a conception of gameplay 

corporeality as well as the chapter’s conceptualization of concepts, categories and codes for 

corporeality in gameplay activity and experience it became evident that perception and 

locomotion are important factors and stand in a particular interrelationship to each other in 

the gameplay activity and experience. Accordingly, this last part of the research quest into 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension in the gameplay activity and experience consists in the 

task to explore, unravel and incorporate the interrelationship between these two main 

constituents of gameplay corporeality: gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion. 

This is done, on the one hand, by focusing on gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion respectively, and, on the other hand, by highlighting some of the important and 

finer nuances of their intimate interrelationship. 

Observing gameplayers in gameplay in various offscreen-onscreen gameworlds 

and across various gameplay platforms it becomes apparent that perception and 

locomotion in the gameworld are intimately fused in gameplay activity and experience – 

gameplayers move in order to perceive and they perceive in order to move. Hence, what 

gameplayers first and foremost perceive when they are in gameplay is possibilities for 

locomotion and what gameplayers first and foremost do in gameplay is done on the basis 

of what they perceive. Even though inconsistencies and conflicts between corporeal 

perception and corporeal locomotion do arise during gameplay, being in gameplay 

generally implies the gameplayer’s coalescing of corporeal perception and corporeal 

locomotion into unified gameplay corporeality. 

 

However, that does not entail that perception and locomotion are the same in gameplay 

activity and experience. Quite the contrary, as gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion each have their own discrete structure, functionality and role in gameplay 

activity and experience. It is the distinctiveness of these two structures, functionalities and 

roles that will be the focal point of this chapter as gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion are explored separately and together.  

On the other hand, it is of vital importance that perception and locomotion are 

kept together when theorizing about or analyzing gameplay as it can have serious 

implications for the overall comprehension of the gameplay activity and experience as both 

the privileging of vision or ‘ocularcentrism’ and the privileging of cognition or ‘logocentrism’ 

within game research on gameplay can testify (see: “OVERTURE: research quest & research 

questioning”). The conversion of this inherent write-off or trivialization of gameplay 

locomotion within game research will be the focal point in this chapter as it aims to 

establish gameplay significance, quality and meaning as residing equally in the gameplayer’s 

perception and locomotion. 
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Accordingly, the present chapter tries to move and see with gameplayers as they are 

engrossed in gameplay activities and experiences in offscreen-onscreen gameworlds. 

Through remixed analyses of different aspects of gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion the chapter documents the methodological-theoretical unfolding of the second 

of the two major grounded concepts to emerge from the fieldwork: the concept of 

‘locomotion’ as well as the exploration of the concept’s kinship to the concept of 

‘perception’ and their interrelated properties, aspects and variants expressed as the 

concepts’ attached categories and codes in the analysis. Thus at the end of each section 

constituent parts of the conceptual frameworks for ‘gameplay perception,’ ‘gameplay 

locomotion’ and ‘perceptual learning in gameplay’ will be presented. These compound 

frameworks will then come to constitute the second half of the total framework for the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience (the other half being 

‘corporeal gameplay’) presented as the conclusion of this thesis’ research quest. 

Importantly, the grounded concepts and categories explored in this chapter all emerged 

prior to the theoretical remixing of them. Consequently, the external theoretical concepts 

and notions adopted are acquired succeeding the fieldwork in order to achieve a more 

nuanced, exhaustive and palpable articulation of what is at stake ‘perceptually’ and 

‘locomotively’ in empirical gameplay activities and experiences. 

Especially well-suited tools for ‘conceiving the perceptual’ and ‘moving to see’ 

have proven to be the (re)mixing of the so-called ‘ecological approach’ as it was originally 

conceived by James J. Gibson in his authoritative work on perception called The 

Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1979). Furthermore, Jonas Linderoth’s 

excellent development and enhancements of this approach to suit the specificities of 

learning in gameplay in his articles “This is not a Door: an Ecological approach to 

Computer Games” (2007), “Why gamers don’t learn more: An ecological approach to 

games as learning environments” (2010) and “Beyond the digital divide: An ecological 

approach to gameplay” (2011) are adopted in order to account for perceptual learning in 

gameplay. A well-suited tool for ‘conceiving the locomotive,’ on the other hand, has proven 

to be the (re)mixing of the philosophical-phenomenological exhaustive work on 

locomotion, Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s The Primacy of Movement (1999). Consequently, 

the sections of this chapter will be remixing these works with empirically grounded analyses 

of gameplay observation and participation in order to allow a conceptual framework to 

emerge.  

 

So, let us venture into this world of things that moves and are moved with Kylie Minogue’s 

invitation in the back of our minds: “Come on baby, do the locomotion / I know you’ll get 

to like it if you give it a chance now / So come on, come on, do the locomotion with me.” 
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This section of the thesis is concerned with how gameplayers perceive during gameplay. In 

contrast to ‘everyday perception’ that is carried out as “we look around, walk up to 

something interesting and move around it so as to see it from all sides, and go from one 

vista to another” (Gibson, 1979, p. 1), gameplayers are playing under rather severe 

constraints as their perception has to stay locked on to the screen as they play. Focusing on 

this trait, the screen becomes like “The headrest of the laboratory [that] prevents the 

observer from turning his head and looking around, which provides what I will call ambient 

vision. It also, of course, prevents him from getting up and walking around, which provides 

ambulatory vision” (Gibson, 1979, p. 1). On the face of it, it seems as if perception during 

gameplay lacks both the ambient (looking around) and ambulatory (moving around) 

aspects. This is probably one of the reasons why many game researchers have equated 

gameplay perception with ‘screen watching’ or ‘representational reception’ and deemed it 

sufficient to only consider the representational or simulational content of what is being 

watched or received.  

Gameplay perception is, however, not identical to headrest perception, screen 

watching or representational reception. Given that gameplayers are actively and directly 

engaged locomotively in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld they perceive, their perception 

cannot be subordinated to ‘fixed-eye vision,’ ‘reception’ or ‘headrest vision.’ Rather than 

‘passively’ receiving imposing optical stimulation from onscreen visuality (representational 

content), gameplayers are active and alert perceivers of the gameworld they are engrossed 

in (actual activity). As such, gameplayers are corporeally sentient to the impressions or 

information they pick up in the gameworld though actively and directly perceiving the 

consequences of their offscreen locomotion. That is, although the gameplayer’s head and 

eyes stay firmly locked on the screen in an almost headrest-like manner, the nature and 

structure of the interrelationship between gameplayer and gameworld drastically alters this 

relationship: the gameplayer is not as much looking at a screen as he or she is carrying out 

perception in a gameworld.  

 

Considering the previous chapter’s established account of gameplay corporeality it is clear 

that gameplay perception cannot be included meaningfully under the indirect perception of 

headrest, representational or movie-like vision but must, rather, be included under the 

organic perceptual relationship between an interactional organism (the corporeal-

locomotive gameplayer) and an interactional environment (the offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld). Consequently, James J. Gibson’s account of such interactional and direct 

visual perception in his The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1979) seems a well 

suited work to remix with the concepts, categories and codes that have emerged from 

fieldwork analysis. Through Gibson’s work on visual perception we are able to get a grip 
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on the perceptual side of the interrelationship between gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion as his work focuses on how: 

 

Animal locomotion is not usually aimless but is guided or controlled – by light if 

the animal can see, by sound if the animal can hear, and by odor it the animal 

can smell. Because of illumination the animal can see things; because of sound it 

can hear things; because of diffusion it can smell things. The medium thus 

contains information about things that reflect light, vibrate, or are volatile. By 

detecting this information, the animal guides and controls locomotion. (Gibson, 

1979, p. 17) 

 

Through remixing Maxine Sheet-Johnstone’s The Primacy of Movement (1999), the 

subsequent section will, on the other hand, focus on how gameplay locomotion creates, 

guides and controls gameplay perception. Thus, upon reaching the end of these two 

sections we will have both sides of the story about perception and locomotion in gameplay. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

I sit on the sofa watching Fenja as she plays a round of Start the Party on Playstation 3 by 

way of the Move controller. When she is finished with the round it will be my turn to try 

and pop the right colored fish in an effort to surpass Fenja’s score.  

Fenja’s eyes are intently focused on the brightly colored screen as she perceives 

in the gameworld and with her eyes guide her hand to the right fish-popping spots. Or, in 

Gibson’s remixed terminology: by detecting where the blue fish are located on the screen 

through direct visual perception Fenja can actively guide her locomotion as “Direct 

perception is the activity of getting information from the ambient array of light [coming 

from the screen]” (Gibson, 1979, p. 147). That is, in gameplay Fenja is involved in a 

process of ‘information pickup’ in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld where she explores 

the established interrelationship between gameplayer and gameworld through direct first-
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person visual perception. Through perceiving the gameworld Fenja has, for example, 

learned which fish-popping back-and-forth locomotion is most effective as she directly 

perceives which gameplay actions have what gameworld outcome. In this way Fenja has, 

through visual perception, learned that the fish-popping game in Start the Party affords 

back-and-forth stabbing motions ‘in front of’ the blue colored fish, which then affords 

popping the blue fish, which then affords the allocation of points in the game, which then 

affords winning over her mother in this particular mini-game. Fenja has perceptually 

‘detected’ the perceptual structures and aspects of fish-popping in Start the Party through 

the act of perceiving them.  

Fenja also knows that the insect-swatting game in Start the Party contains a rather 

different set of affordances than the fish-popping game. Rather than stabbing back and 

forth in precise linear locomotion and with a composed body posture, the insect-swatting 

game affords energetic running from side to side while wildly waving the controller back 

and forth and from side to side in an effort to swat every insect that appears on the screen. 

In this way, waving the controller affords swatting insects, which then affords the allocation 

of points in the game, which then affords winning over her mother in this particular mini-

game. The differences between the two mini-games is clear if we compare the above 

pictures from the fish-popping game with the below pictures from the insect-swatting game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

Furthermore, the fish-popping and the insect-swatting mini-game have a different set of 

affordances than the nestling game where pressing the trigger button affords activating the 

hand-held ‘fan,’ which then affords upthrust for the falling nestling, which then affords 

getting the nestling in the nest (by steering the ‘fan’), which then affords the allocation of 

points in the game, which then affords winning over her mother in this particular mini-

game.  

All these different affordance structures and gameplay functionalities are learned 

through the act of gameplay perception and carried out through the act of gameplay 

locomotion. In this way, a gameworld and its built-in affordances are to the gameplayer 
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what a specific environment and its inherent affordances are to a specific organism. Or, in 

the remixed words of Gibson: 

 

To sum up, the characteristics of an environmental [offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld] medium are that it affords respiration or breathing [or popping, 

swatting or fanning]; it permits [gameplay] locomotion; it can be filled with 

illumination [from and of the screen] so as to permit vision […] All these 

offerings of nature [or of a specific offscreen-onscreen gameworld], these 

possibilities or opportunities, these [gameworld] affordances as I will call them, 

are invariant. They have been strikingly constant throughout the whole evolution 

of animal life [or the established gameplay relation between gameplayer and 

gameworld]. (Gibson, 1979, pp. 18-19) 

 

In this way, when Fenja as a gameplayer perceives the gameworld of Start the Party she sees 

it as having certain affordances in certain situations, like popping fish in the fish-popping 

game or swatting insects in the insect-swatting game, that determines the perceptual relation 

between gameplayer and gameworld. Obviously, different mini-games afford different 

interactional possibilities within the onscreen gameworld and with the Move controller in 

the offscreen gameworld. Following from this framing of perception, Fenja can, on the one 

hand, be considered to be an agent in the gameworld that is molded in accordance with her 

gameplay perception of the gameworld’s affordances and constraints. On the other hand, 

Fenja is also an agent in the gameworld that is actively molding her gameplay activity and, 

subsequently, the gameworld in accordance with her gameplay perception. 

 

Furthermore, although the various mini-games of Start the Party can be deemed to be 

extremely closed and crude interactional environments, they are nonetheless initially 

dependent upon the gameplayer’s perceptual and locomotive exploration and 

experimentation. Through entering into the gameworld’s environment as a perceiving 

corporeal-locomotive organism, the gameplayer transforms the gameworld’s abstract 

visualized representations and planes into a perceived environment for interaction. 

Likewise, through entering into a perceptual-locomotive relationship with motions in the 

gameworld, the abstract motion of objects in abstract digitality is transformed into changes 

in the layout of the gameworld that directly and actively changes the gameplayer’s 

perceptual-locomotive relationship to the gameworld.  

When Fenja encounters crocodile mouths, hairy doll-heads, encased diamonds, 

flying insects or floating fish in the gameworld of Start the Party she is not seeing visual 

representations but actively perceiving things-that-afford-doing-this-with and things-that-

afford-doing-that-with. Likewise, when her Move controller turns into a toothbrush, a 

trimmer, a hammer or a harpoon on the screen, Fenja is not seeing it as trying to represent, 

but as something which actually affords. Entailing that it is not the gameworld’s 

representations that capture and hold Fenja’s perceptual attention; it is the gameworld’s 

affordances.  

The meaning of the perception of ‘a crocodile with open mouth’ in Start the 

Party is fundamentally different from the meaning of ‘a crocodile with open mouth’ in a 

nature program on TV about deer attempting to cross the Nile. In Start the Party such a 

crocodile affords doing something (brushing its teeth) with something (the Move controller), 

thus earning points and potentially winning the game. In the TV program, on the other 

hand, Fenja watches something that makes her anxious and fearful on behalf of the deer 
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(without being able to do something about it), something that is a ‘static’ representation or 

second-hand perception of a crocodile killing a deer. Crocodiles, in short, have many kinds 

of meaning. And while these meanings primarily are ‘representational meanings’ within 

representational media such as movies, stories or theatre plays, they primarily have 

‘interactional significance’ within activities such as digital games, sports or board games.  

Accordingly, Fenja does not perceive a ‘fictional crocodile representation,’ but 

something ‘affording gameworld-specific interaction.’ The Start the Party crocodile is not a 

case of a concrete manifestation of an abstract representation, but of a certain Start the 

Party-specific invitation, perceived as a perceptual presentation of a corporeal-locomotive 

affordance, to initiate Start the Party-specific corporeal gameplay.  

 

Consequently, when Fenja plunges into Start the Party gameplay, she is entering a 

perceptual and locomotive actual and concrete relationship with a specific gameworld 

wherein the representational surfaces and simulational behavior of things are transformed 

into perceptual-locomotive doings with things. It is not mediated, indirect or second-hand 

perceptual and locomotive knowledge, but knowledge acquired directly through first-hand 

perception and first-hand locomotion in an actual first-hand interactional environment that 

perceptually and locomotory surrounds the individual.  

Fenja is, as gameplayer, perceiving directly what should be done directly. She is 

engrossed in the actuality of first-person gameplay perception and first-person gameplay 

locomotion. In Start the Party Fenja is experiencing the gameworld as a first-person subject 

moving and seeing in a first-person gameworld. Accordingly, the gameworld of Start the 

Party activates Fenja’s gameplay perception of the Start the Party crocodile which then 

activates her gameplay locomotion of brushing the Start the Party crocodile’s teeth.  

 

Gameplay perception is not the passive reception of a representation but the active 

impressions of gameworld-specific affordances turned into active locomotory expressions. 

Gameplay perception is the corporeal perception of information to be corporeally acted 

upon. In the attempt to brush the crocodile’s teeth, Fenja is in the attempt to be swift and 

effective enough to beat her mother’s time and win the round not receiving 

representational stimuli to be interpreted, but directly acting upon perceptual information 

which is directly picked up in the onscreen-offscreen gameworld. Fenja is not receiving 

discrete representations of teeth, toothbrush, toothpaste and crocodile to be interpreted; 

she unceasingly perceives a continuous flow of perceptual information from the gameworld 

to be continually acted upon by her.  

While visual representations are autonomous and demarcated objects, gameplay 

perception is unifying, indivisible and incessant. In everyday gameplay, it is ‘meaning-less’ 

to talk about the gameplayer’s interpretation of the gameworld’s representation of a 

toothbrush and a crocodile. Rather, the gameworld’s ‘meaning-fulness’ arises from the 

totality relation between the perceptual and locomotory actuality of the offscreen-onscreen 

gameworld and the gameplayer’s direct perception and direct locomotion in the offscreen-

onscreen gameworld.  As such, offscreen-onscreen gameworlds permit unmediated first-

hand activity and experience. 

 

Observing Fenja as she is engrossed in the perceptual-locomotory first-hand activities and 

experiences of popping blue fish and brushing the crocodile’s teeth in Start the Party, with 

the Move controller in hand and her eyes intently perceiving the gameworld, it is clear that: 

“The information that can be extracted from ambient light is not the kind of information 
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that is transmitted over a channel. There is no sender outside the head and no receiver 

inside the head” (Gibson, 1979, p. 64). Rather, what we have is a perceiving body in 

motion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

When observing Fenja’s gameplay perception as it expresses itself during gameplay, it 

becomes clear that it is fundamentally different than her ‘television perception’ or her 

‘reading perception.’ It is clear on the face of it, so to speak. As Fenja swirls in the 

offscreen gameworld of Start the Party or Battlefield 3 with her perception firmly locked on 

the screen, no matter where in the offscreen gameworld she is placed, it is clear that she is 

surrounded completely by the gameworld, she is perceptually and locomotory of it and in it. 

In Gibson’s words, she is carrying out locomotive perception; she is a ‘moving point of 

observation’: 

 

The point of observation in ecological optics might seem to be equivalent of the 

station point in perspective geometry, the kind of perspective used in the making 

of representative painting […] But the terms are not at all equivalent and should 

not be confused, as we shall see. A station point has to be stationary. It cannot 

move relative to the world, and it must not move relative to the picture plane. But 

a point of observation is never stationary, except as a limiting case. Observers 

move about in the environment, and observation is typically made from a moving 

position. (Gibson, 1979, p. 66) 

 

When Fenja perceives the gameworld of a ‘gross motor’ game such as Start the Party, she 

perceives it as a subject moving in the gameworld environment. Likewise, when she 

perceives the gameworld of ‘fine motor’ games such as Battlefield 3 or MarioKart; here she 

equally perceives it as a subject moving in the gameworld environment. While she moves 

full-body in the first, she moves hand-fully in the two others.  
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But, importantly, all three gameworlds are characterized equally by being 

activities and experiences of a perceiving subject who moves in an environment. By arms, 

by hand, by finger or by feet doesn’t matter – they are all carried out through first-person 

perception and first-person locomotion. When the gameplayer is in gameplay in a 

gameworld such as Battlefield 3 or MarioKart there is no ‘artificial third-person gameworld 

perspective’ there is only ‘first-person gameplayer perspective.’ This is due to the fact that 

in Battlefield 3, MarioKart and Start the Party the optic array (the ‘visual’ gameworld) 

changes as the point of observation changes; either by moving the point of observation in 

the offscreen gameworld (full-body) or by moving the point of observation in the onscreen 

gameworld (hand-fully). The effect is the same – the gameplayer is experiencing first-

person perception through partaking in first-person activities.  

 

These changes in the optic array or in the perception of the onscreen gameworld are 

“optical transformation as information” (Gibson, 1979, p. 74). That is, the flowing 

changeable perspective structure of the onscreen gameworld serves as information for the 

gameplayer about his or her pace and place in the onscreen gameworld. In this way, the 

specific flow of onscreen-offscreen perspective specifies the gameplayers’ particular path of 

onscreen-offscreen locomotion. Through the remixed words of Gibson we see the 

emergence of the first-person perceptual perspective in a game such as MarioKart given 

that “the course of the [onscreen] optical flow is specific to the [offscreen] route the path of 

locomotion takes through the environment” (Gibson, 1979, pp. 75-76). As such, it is the 

gameplayer that brings about the appearance, disappearance and reappearance of things in 

the gameworld by being the one that moves and does things in it.  

When Fenja plays MarioKart, Battlefield 3 or Start the Party she is the one that is 

in control of the given perspective of the gameworld. Her gameplay locomotion makes the 

perspective into first-person gameplay perception, so to speak. When driving her car in 

MarioKart she is not ‘interpreting representations’ but picking up information about the 

environment directly through her direct perception and direct locomotion in the 

gameworld. When she is driving in MarioKart Fenja directly and continuously perceives 

changes in the layout of the gameworld. Some of what she perceives gets related to her 

first-person locomotion in the gameworld – e.g. the gameworld changes because she brings 

about changes in it – and some of what she perceives gets related to her first-person 

knowledge of the gameworld – e.g. driving through a box with a question mark affords the 

granting of a power-up – something that was learned through first-person perception and 

first-person locomotion in the ‘learning stages’ of the game. 

 

Returning to Fenja in front of the screen with the Move controller in hand, popping fish in 

Start the Party, we might ask ourselves what it is she is really seeing if it is not 

representational or simulational content? Following Gibson, gameplay perception can be 

said to be structured, on the one hand, around one’s own locomotion in the gameworld 

that causes changes in the optic array, and, on the other hand, around disturbances of the 

optical structure of the optic array caused by changes or events in the gameworld: “The 

most general term for what happens in the optic array when something happens in the 

world is a disturbance of its structure” (Gibson, 1979, p. 107). Such ‘disturbances of the 

optical structure’ carry information to the gameplayer about the gameworld.  

In Start the Party’s fish-popping game it can be perceptual information about the 

location of a blue fish in the onscreen environment, it can be perceptual information about 

the successful popping of a blue fish in the onscreen environment, it can be perceptual 
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information about the accidental popping of a bomb that sets of an explosion in the 

onscreen environment, it can be perceptual information about end of the round in the 

offscreen-onscreen gameworld, it can be perceptual information about an invalid move 

with the Move controller in the offscreen gameworld, it can be perceptual information 

about a valid back-and-forth movement with the Move controller or it can be perceptual 

information about the gameplayer’s self-movement in the offscreen gameworld. All of these 

situations are primarily situations of information pickup that help the gameplayer gameplay 

in the gameworld.  

Following Gibson, gameworld perception is not the reception of representational 

or simulational content but, rather, a sort of ‘visual locomotion’: “How is this optical flow 

related to classical kinesthesis, which is supposed to be the sense of movement? A person 

who walks or runs or rides a bicycle does get sensations from the muscles and joints that 

specify movement. All I propose is that visual kinesthesis should be recognized along with 

muscle-joint kinesthesis” (Gibson, 1979, p. 125). That is, while corporeal locomotion 

brings about the gameplayer’s kinaesthetic self-movement in the gameworld, gameplay 

perception brings about the gameplayer’s kinaesthetic self-perception in the gameworld. 

Accordingly, self-perception encompasses the perception of one’s own, the gameworld’s 

and other gameplayers’ disturbances of the perceptual structure. 

 

A crucial property of gameplay activity and experience is, however, that gameplay 

perception and gameplay locomotion is as inseparable as corporeality and digitality, and as 

the onscreen and the offscreen in the course of actual gameplay. That is, in gameplay 

activity visual kinesthesis and locomotive kinesthesis come together to form a structure 

where gameplay locomotion brings about information about the gameworld for gameplay 

perception while gameplay locomotion is carried out on the basis of information picked up 

by gameplay perception. Gameplay locomotion, then, brings about new information for 

gameplay perception. And so on. Importantly, this structure of information picked up by 

perception and carried out by locomotion is in itself never context-free or subject-free. 

Consequently, gameplay information is always found in the specificities of the relation 

between actual gameplayer and actual gameworld.  

This entails that information to be picked up in MarioKart is radically different 

than information to be picked up in Start the Party or Battlefield 3. In this way, gameplay 

perception of a box in MarioKart and a box in Battlefield 3 can carry radically different 

affordances – affordances the gameplayer has come to know through carrying out gameplay 

locomotion. By perceiving the information brought about by gameplay locomotion, Fenja 

has come to perceptually know the boxes of MarioKart and Battlefield 3, not as 

representations of a box, but as radically different game objects affording radically different 

game activities. While a box in MarioKart affords the granting of various power-ups, a box 

in Battlefield 3 affords the granting of cover or hideout. 

 

In this way, each specific gameworld can be said to constitute its own specific ‘ecological 

niche’: “Ecologists have the concept of a niche. A species of animal is said to utilize or 

occupy a certain niche in the environment. This is not quite the same as the habitat of the 

species; a niche refers more to how an animal lives than to where it lives. I suggest that a 

niche is a set of affordances” (Gibson, 1979, p. 128). Here, the distinction between 

representational surface (‘where’) and interactional structure (‘how’) is also quite clear.  

Following this, we can comprehend how Fenja is occupying one kind of 

interactional niche, containing one set of affordances, in Start the Party while occupying a 
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different kind of interactional niche, containing a different set of affordances, in Battlefield 

3. What keeps Fenja absorbed in the two gameworlds is not the representational surface of 

their habitats but the utilization of the affordances within their interactional niches. Or, in 

other words, what concerns Fenja-in-gameplay is not the different representations of boxes, 

tools, clothes, avatars, vehicles and so on in Start the Party and Battlefield 3, but their 

interactional niches, how they are occupied and how their affordances are utilized in actual 

gameplay. As such, gameplay is not a relation between a delimited autonomous subject 

outside the gameworld and delimited autonomous objects on the screen as: 

 

An important fact about the affordances of the environment is that they are in a 

sense objective, real, and physical, unlike values or meanings, which are often 

supposed to be subjective, phenomenal, and mental. But actually, an affordance 

is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; or it is both if you like. 

An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective and helps us to 

understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of 

behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points both 

ways, to the environment and to the observer. (Gibson, 1979, p. 129) 

 

On the basis of the above quote, we can get a better grasp of Fenja’s perceptual absorption 

in and locomotive engrossment with the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Start the Party, 

Battlefield 3 or Just Dance 3; as the settling in of a gameplayer in a specific niche which 

concurrently settles in the gameplayer. In this way, the specific gameworld molds the 

gameplayer’s perception in specific ways through making specific affordances available for 

the gameplayer to pick up. And conversely, the gameplayer molds the specific gameworld 

through carrying out specific locomotory behavior within the environment. As gameplayers: 

“We all fit into the substructures of the environment in our various ways, for we are all, in 

fact, formed by them. We were created by the world we live in” (Gibson, 1979, p. 131).  

Accordingly, Fenja fit into the perceptual-locomotory substructure of the 

environment of Just Dance 3 in ways that are different from the way she fit into the 

perceptual-locomotory substructure of the environment of Battlefield 3. The way she is 

formed as Just Dance 3 gameplayer diverges from the way she is formed as Battlefield 3 

gameplayer because the two gameworlds offer differing niches that need to be occupied in 

differing ways. As such, Fenja’s Just Dance 3 gameplay perception is created by the 

affordances present within the gameplay activity, which again arises from the 

interrelationship between Fenja and Just Dance 3. 
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Or, in other words, what the gameworld of Just Dance 3 or Battlefield 3 affords Fenja is 

reciprocal to what Fenja affords the gameworld and what Fenja’s gameplay perception 

affords Fenja’s gameplay locomotion is reciprocal to what Fenja’s gameplay locomotion 

affords Fenja’s gameplay perception; and what the onscreen gameworld affords the 

offscreen gameworld is reciprocal to what the offscreen gameworld affords the onscreen 

gameworld and what corporeality affords digitality is reciprocal to what digitality affords 

corporeality. To gameplay in gameworlds is, thus, to enter into a process of amalgamation. 

However, even though gameplay is a process of amalgamation it is not a process 

of homogenization. Fenja, for instance, perceives motion in Battlefield 3 as two separate, 

but interrelated, forms of movement. Firstly, she perceives gameplay perception of 

gameplay locomotion and, secondly, she perceives gameplay perception of gameplay 

motion in the gameworld. That is, Fenja is perceptually aware of both her own self-

movement (or locomotion) in the gameworld and movements in the gameworld caused by 

the gameworld (or other gameplayers).  

 

Following from this, it becomes clear that even though Fenja is perceptually unaware of her 

offscreen self-movement, she is nonetheless acutely perceptually aware of her onscreen 

self-movement. In the onscreen gameworlds of Start the Party, MarioKart and Battlefield 3 

Fenja is intensely attentive towards where she and the gameworld are going. She perceives 

onscreen where she has gone offscreen and she goes offscreen where she wants to go 

onscreen. In this way, Fenja “see[s] the layout of the environment through which [she is] 

going” (Gibson, 1979, p. 183).  

That is, upon entering the gameworld, the gameplayer’s perception becomes 

‘kinesthetic,’ given that it is the gameplayer’s gameplay perception that registers movement 

and occurrence of events in the onscreen gameworld – gameplay perception becomes that 

which picks up information generated through gameplayer-gameworld locomotion. Or, in 

other words, gameplay perception is that which enables the gameplayer to comprehend 

that she or he is going somewhere in the gameworld: “The point is that a flowing and an 

arrested optic array specify respectively an observer in locomotion and an observer at rest, 
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relative to a fixed environment. Motion and rest are in fact what an observer experiences 

with flow and nonflow of the array” (Gibson, 1979, p. 183).  

 

Consequently, what Fenja perceives when she is in gameplay in e.g. MarioKart is the 

“becoming hidden or unhidden, [the] going out or coming into sight” (Gibson, 1979, p. 

192) of gameplay objects and events caused by her own, other gameplayers’ and/or the 

gameworld’s movement in and of the gameworld. When Fenja-as-avatar is driving in 

MarioKart on her side of the split-screen while I-as-avatar am driving on my side of the 

split-screen, what is perceptually happening is, in the remixed words of Gibson, that with 

every turn and movement in the onscreen gameworld caused by locomotion in the 

offscreen gameworld, gameworld “surfaces come into sight at the leading edge of [mine 

and Fenja’s onscreen] field of view and go out of sight at the trailing edge of [mine and 

Fenja’s onscreen] edge. The observer who looks around [or drives around] can thus see 

undivided surroundings and see herself in the middle of them” (Gibson, 1979, p. 194).  

Following this, it becomes clear that the gameworld Fenja-as-avatar has is not the 

gameworld I-as-avatar have, and the gameworld I-as-avatar have is not the gameworld 

Fenja-as-avatar has, given that what Fenja perceives is not necessarily what I perceive and 

what I do and experience in the gameworld is not necessarily what Fenja does and 

experiences in the gameworld.  

Accordingly, gameplay perception is characterized by being the perception of 

‘onscreen environments seen-at-this-moment and seen-from-this-point.’ A mode of 

perception that has a radically different structure then the perception of what takes place 

on the screen during a movie or on the page of a story.  

 

What the gameplayer experiences is a gameworld that perceptually surrounds the 

gameplayer in a temporal-now and in a spatial-here. This ability to be corporeally present 

in the onscreen-offscreen gameworld, and thus directly perceive one’s actual locomotion 

enables a perceptual structure where, in the remixed words of Gibson: “One can perceive 

an [onscreen] object or a whole [onscreen] habitat at no fixed point of observation [which] 

contradicts the picture theory of perception and the retinal image doctrine on which it is 

based. But it has to be true if it is acknowledged that one can perceive the environment 

during locomotion” (Gibson, 1979, p. 197). Here we are approaching the core of 

perception in gameplay. 

As gameplayer, Fenja is capable of being oriented in the ‘gameplay niche’ — 

something she is not capable of being in a movie or story where the spatio-temporal path is 

fixed. By way of corporeal locomotion and perceptual orientation Fenja has apprehended 

the gameworld of MarioKart and is, thus, a competent gameplayer, capable of traveling 

along familiar paths in the gameworld through proficient way-finding and place-knowing.  

Something I, as incompetent MarioKart gameplayer, am incapable of. I still have 

the gameworld as a perceptual right-here-right-now perspective, whereas Fenja has the 

gameworld as perceptually “being everywhere at once” (Gibson, 1979, p. 199). While 

Fenja moves her hands in a pre-empting fashion, locomotively going where she 

perceptually wants to see herself onscreen in a moment, I move my hands in a slightly 

‘retro-spectating’ fashion, moving myself onscreen in relation to where I see myself to be 

onscreen at this very moment. Although we are two gameplayers moving around in and 

seeing in the same round of MarioKart, how we move about locomotively and what we 

perceptually see are fundamentally different. Fenja possesses and expresses a body-

schematic and perceptual knowledge I don’t. While I look to the screen and act in 
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accordance with what I see there, Fenja conducts herself-as-avatar in the gameworld; that is, 

as someone perceptually surrounded by the gameworld she moves in (ambulatory vision) 

and perceptually looking around in the gameworld she orients herself in (ambient vision).  

Fenja does not ‘see the onscreen’ but ‘moves in the environment.’ In MarioKart, 

Fenja-as-avatar is not ‘looking at’ but ‘looking and moving around in.’ Fenja-as-avatar is 

looking directly into and around in the gameworld through being perceptually aware of the 

gameworld ‘inside the onscreen,’ and thus also aware of her position in the general layout 

of the gameworld. In this way, Fenja’s knowledgeable gameplay perception is a long way 

from any notion of ‘camera-like’ perception or ‘onscreen-point-of-view’ perception. Fenja is 

in and of the environment given that she, in the remixed words of Gibson “sees the 

environment not just with the eyes in the head on the shoulders of a body that gets about. 

[She] looks at details with the eyes, but [she] also looks around with the mobile head [or 

avatar], and [she] go[es]-and-look with the mobile [avatar] body” (Gibson, 1979, p. 222). In 

this way, the onscreen gameworld of MarioKart is, for Fenja, not about the reception of a 

delimited representational surface but the awareness of being in a specific ambient 

environment. 

 

What Fenja perceives when she looks at the screen of Start the Party with the Move 

controller in hand is not the gameworld’s representational or visual qualities but the 

gameworld’s mesh of affordances and interactional interrelationships, which amalgamate 

into gameplay corporeality: “Perceiving is an achievement of the individual, not an 

appearance in the theatre of his consciousness. It is a keeping-in-touch with the world, an 

experience of things rather than a having of experiences. It involves awareness-of instead of 

just awareness” (Gibson, 1979, p. 239). Entailing that gameplay corporeality emerges as the 

totality of the interrelationship between gameplayer and gameworld. And from this 

interrelationship, gameplay perception emerges as the totality of the interrelationship 

between gameplayer and perceivable onscreen digitality.  

 

Consequently, to specify gameplay perception within a specific interrelationship between a 

gameplayer and a specific gameworld or between a specific gameplayer occupation (e.g. the 

assault class or the support class in Battlefield 3) and a specific gameworld niche (e.g. 

occupying the assault class niche or the support class niche within Battlefield 3) is to specify 

the gameplay information present in the gameplay environment’s ambient light, which 

again specifies the gameplay activity’s perceivable affordances.  

Furthermore, to perceive an affordance is also to perceive how to approach and 

handle it locomotively. Entailing that the perception of an affordance is simultaneously the 

foresight of locomotion (See Gibson, 1979, p. 232). In this way, “The theory of affordances 

implies that to see things is to see how to get about among them and what to do or not to 

do with them. If this is true, visual perception serves behavior, and behavior is controlled 

by perception” (Gibson, 1979, p. 223).  

In this way, gameplay perception is dependent upon gameplay locomotion as 

gameplay locomotion is dependent upon gameplay perception. In gameplay, there is not 

the one without the other, given that gameplay perception accompanies gameplay 

locomotion in the gameworld; they are activities that are ceaseless, unbroken and 

intertwined streams within gameplay corporeality enabling the gameplayer to perceptually 

pick up information that is ‘simply there’ in the gameworld through carrying out corporeal 

locomotion within it. Accordingly, we are perceptually aware of our being in the gameworld 

through our direct perceptual pickup of information in the gameworld and we are 
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locomotively aware of our being in the gameworld through our active sensation and 

expression of movement in the gameworld.  

Considering this, we can see how Fenja moves and perceives competently in the 

gameworld of MarioKart because she has generated knowledge about the gameworld 

environment that I have not. Fenja has developed knowledge of MarioKart’s places, ways 

and affordances as her gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion developed. 

Accordingly, when Fenja is in MarioKart she does not have perceptions or perform 

movements. Rather, as long as Fenja is in the gameworld as gameplayer, she is in the 

gameworld through the fusion of locomotive perception and perceptual locomotion. 
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Overview of the section 
Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of ‘gameplay perception’ as 

consisting of the gameplayer’s locomotive and active perception, in-gameworld perception, 

perceptual information pickup, perceptual meaning and knowledge as well as gameworld 

affordances. In the next section, “Gameplay locomotion,” the present section’s analyzed 

perceptual structure and functionality is put in relation with the structure and functionality 

of locomotion in gameplay as the quest centers on developing the concept of ‘gameplay 

locomotion.’ Here, the awareness of gameplay corporeality and gameplay perception will 

be put to use as gameplay locomotion in itself is investigated. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the section of 

“Gameplay perception” are outlined. 

Gameplayer & game seeds 

 Fenja playing Start the Party, MarioKart, Just Dance 3 and Battlefield 3: observing 

gameplay perception 

 Rikke playing Start the Party and MarioKart: experiencing gameplay perception 

Refinement 
 James J. Gibson’s The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1979) 

Grounded concepts and categories 
GAMEPLAY PERCEPTION 

LOCOMOTIVE PERCEPTION 

 Moving to see 

 Perceiving possibilities for locomotion 

 Eyes guiding the hands/body 

 Perceptual guidance, creation and control 

of locomotion 

 Perceiving things-that-afford-doing-things-

with 

 Direct perception of what should be done 

directly 

 Corporeal perception of information to be 

corporeally acted upon 

 A moving point of observation 

 Observation carried out from a moving 

position 

 Perception as visual kinesthesis 

 Perception as ‘going somewhere’ 

 Direct perception of actual locomotion 

 Ambient vision: looking around through 

moving the head – looking around in the 

gameworld 

 Ambulatory vision: looking around through 

moving the body – looking around inside 

the gameworld 

 Perception as the foresight of locomotion 

ACTIVE PERCEPTION 

 Perception as an activity instead of the 

reception of representations 

 Active and alert perception while engrossed 

in an activity 

 Exploratory perception 

 The gameplayer is an agent that molds 

his/her gameplay activity in accordance with 

his/her active gameplay perception 

 Perceptual exploration and experimentation 

 Perception as active, direct, real and 

concrete 

 The reality and actuality of first-person 

perception 

 A first-person perceptual perspective 

 Awareness of our being in the gameworld 
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IN-GAMEWORLD PERCEPTION 

 Not looking at a screen but perception in a 

gameworld 

 The perceptual relationship between an 

interactional organism and an interactional 

environment 

 Perceiving in and perceiving into 

 Exploring the interrelationship between 

gameplayer and gameworld through direct 

first-person perception 

 Perception of which gameplay actions have 

what gameworld outcome 

 

 Detecting the perceptual structures and 

aspects of gameplay in a particular 

gameworld 

 Attention directed towards the gameworld’s 

affordances 

 Perception as perceptually being of the 

gameworld and perception as perceptually 

being in the gameworld 

 Being perceptually surrounded by the 

gameworld 

 

PERCEPTUAL INFORMATION PICKUP 

 Picking up information in the gameworld 

through perception 

 Perceiving the consequences of offscreen 

locomotion 

 Detecting information for locomotion 

 Getting information from the ambient array 

through direct perception 

 Information about perceived surfaces for 

interaction 

 Information about perceived changes in the 

surface layout 

 Active perceptual pickup of gameworld-

specific affordances 

 Gameplay situations as situations for 

perceptual information pickup about 

gameplay and for gameplay 

PERCEPTUAL MEANING AND 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Gameworld meaning as perceptions that 

have specific interactional significance 

 Gameworld meaning as perception  

affording gameworld-specific interaction 

 Knowledge acquired directly through first-

hand perception of a first-hand interactional 

environment 

 Knowledge as perceptual –‘way-finding’ and 

‘place-knowing’ 

 Knowledge as being perceptually oriented 

 Knowledge as knowing where one is inside 

the gameworld 

 Knowledge as the perceptually having of a 

gameworld 

 Knowing the interrelationship between 

gameplayer and perceivable onscreen 

digitality  

GAMEWORLD AFFORDANCES 

 Structures and functionalities of an 

environment learned through perception 

 Perceived affordances as the invariant 

structures in the established gameplayer-

gameworld relation 

 The possibilities and opportunities for 

gameplay that can be perceived through 

gameplay perception 

 The perception of the gameworld as having 

certain affordances in certain gameplay 

activities that determines the gameplayer-

gameworld relation 

 The gameplayer is an agent that is molded 

by his/her perception of the gameworld’s 

affordances and constraints 

 Gameworld objects and events as 

‘something which affords’ 

 Gameworlds as interactional niches instead 

of representational or simulational habitats 

 A gameworld as a niche; i.e. as a set of 

affordances 

 Exists in the interactional relation between 

gameworld and gameplayer 
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However, locomotive perception, perceptual information pickup, active perception, 

gameworld affordances and perceptual meaning and knowledge is not all that is happening 

during gameplay activity and experience. As long as the gameplayer is present in the 

gameworld as gameplayer, perceptual locomotion, locomotory expressivity, active 

locomotion, gameworld choreographies and locomotory meaning and knowledge is also 

happening. Furthermore, even though the gameplayer’s locomotory expressivity and 

expression manifests itself as perceivable information to be picked up by the gameplayer, 

other gameplayers or the game in the onscreen gameworld that does not in any way entail 

that locomotion is to be picked up by perception in order to have meaning, significance or 

be successful.  

Unfortunately, that is exactly what one might infer upon reading James J. 

Gibson’s The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception (1979). Herein Gibson states that: 

“All manipulations, from the crudest act of grasping by the infant to the finest act of 

assembly by the watchmaker, must be guided by optical disturbances if they are to be 

successful” (Gibson, 1979, p. 120), that “The control of locomotion in the environment 

must therefore be visual. […] The muscle movements must be governed by vision” (Gibson, 

1979, p. 227), that “Manipulation, like active locomotion, is visually controlled” (Gibson, 

1979, p. 237), and that “Knowing is an extension of perceiving” (Gibson, 1979, p. 258). 

According to Gibson, locomotion is a subordinate function of perception, must be guided 

by optical disturbances, is controlled by the visual, is governed by vision, is visually 

controlled and that knowledge can only be acquired through perception. Or, as Maxine 

Sheets-Jonstone presents it in The Primacy of Movement (1999):  

 

Gibson’s preferential focus on the five senses – on what we see, hear, smell, taste 

and touch – restricts his account of perception […] Not only is movement 

instrumental locomotion in the service of visual perception, auditory perception 

and so on; movement is itself a quite subsidiary dimension in the informational 

structure of all perception. […] By conjoining kinesthesis – proprioception – with 

every other sense modality, Gibson readily misses the qualitative structure of 

movement. (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, pp. 236-238) 

 

Furthermore, Gibson seems to ‘sectionalize’ and ‘hierarchize’ the body when he refers to 

the hands and feet as ‘protrusions,’ ‘attached objects’ and ‘semiobjects’  and divides the 

bodily being into “a central self in the head and a peripheral self in the body” (Gibson, 

1979, p. 114).  

In this way, even though Gibson’s theory on visual perception is a compelling 

and convincing argument against logocentrism, cognitivism and representationalism, he 
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does, however, fall victim to what could be labeled ‘visual perceptionalism’ when he moves 

the self from the mind to the visually perceiving head. Consequently, it is not possible to 

derive a satisfactory account of gameplay locomotion as something that contributes to 

gameplay activity and experience in and of itself on this basis, given that locomotion is 

firmly subordinated to perception within Gibson’s theory. 

 

This is, however, possible on the basis of Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s philosophical-

phenomenological account of locomotion in The Primacy of Movement (1999). Contrary 

to Gibson’s focus on visual perception, Maxine Sheets-Johnstone takes corporeal 

locomotion as the point of departure – a point of departure that entails a radically different 

account of corporeal activities and experiences such as gameplay. Here, moving to be, or 

the sensation of our being in the gameworld, rather than moving to see, or our perception 

of our being in the gameworld, is brought into focus through highlighting the structure, 

functionality and role of locomotion and by describing locomotion as something that 

contains inherent and self-contained significance, meaning and quality. Through Sheets-

Johnstone it becomes possible to explore the locomotive interrelationship between 

gameplayer and gameworld, the gameplayer as a locomotive agent in the gameworld that 

molds his or her gameplay activity and experience through locomotion and, conversely, as 

an agent that is molded by the gameworld’s locomotive composition and choreography.  

Through Sheets-Johnstone the locomotive exploration, experimentation and 

expressivity become the focus point as the reality, actuality and activity of direct first-hand 

locomotion is put in the center of attention. Accordingly, knowledge becomes something 

also acquired through locomotive activities and experiences as the gameplayer becomes a 

locomotive point of origin in the gameplay activity and experience. This is done “…by 

going back to actual experience, to the things themselves – or more precisely, to us 

ourselves – thereby showing first how movement is the generative source of our primal 

sense of aliveness and our primal capacity of sense-making, and second how a descriptive 

account of the phenomena of self-movement elucidates cardinal epistemological structures 

inherent in kinesthetic awareness” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 132).  

Accordingly, Sheets-Johnstone puts the ‘animate form’ before the ‘perceiving 

subject’ as “This is the way they [organisms] appear; this is the original way in which we 

experience them. Indeed this is the way infants and very young children experience them 

prior to ingesting any particular familial or cultural attitude; they experience them as things 

that move, as animate forms” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 133). This is done because: “We 

literally discover ourselves in movement. We grow kinetically into our bodies […] We 

make sense of ourselves in the course of moving” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 136). All in 

all this entails that whereas Gibson puts perception before locomotion, Sheets-Johnstone 

puts locomotion before perception as “Clearly, movement in a quite literal sense informs 

perception” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 183).  

 

However, if we adhere strictly to Sheets-Johnstone’s account we only accomplish moving 

from one extremity wherein ‘all is perception’ to another extremity wherein ‘all is 

locomotion.’ Consequently, the two extremes need to be merged in order to create a 

balanced holistic view on what is going on in gameplay activity and experience; a view 

where gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion is granted equal significance, 

meaning and quality.  

Accordingly, what is needed is not a dismissal of James J. Gibson’s ecological 

approach to visual perception, as this is an approach that excellently and accurately 
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captures what is perceptually going on in gameplay activity and 

experience. What is needed is the reconciliation of James J. 

Gibson’s ‘primacy of perception’ with Maxine Sheets-

Johnstone’s The Primacy of Movement (1999) in order to 

establish a balanced perceptual perspective and a locomotive 

middle ground. In this way, by implementing sensitivity towards 

and recognition of locomotive expressivity within gameplay 

perception, and incorporation and appreciation of perceptual 

affordances within gameplay locomotion, a more holistic 

comprehension of gameplay activity and experience is founded. 

Consequently, what is attempted in the present section 

is an account of the kin-aesthetic experience of self-movement 

and gameworld-movement in gameplay as this is passed over in 

silence within James J. Gibson’s account of visual and 

locomotive perception – importantly, not as ‘the primacy of 

movement’ but as ‘perceptual locomotion.’ 

 

When Tue moves within the offscreen and onscreen world of 

Starcraft II, when Selma moves within the offscreen and 

onscreen world of Toy Story 3, when I move within the 

offscreen and onscreen world of World of Warcraft and when 

Fenja moves within the offscreen and onscreen world of 

Battlefield 3 or Just Dance 3 we are all in different and 

distinctive ways experiencing the gameworld through 

experiencing ourselves as beings that move. When Fenja moves 

around a corner in Battlefield 3, through actively using keyboard 

and mouse, she is experiencing the gameworld through tactile 

and kinaesthetic locomotion. She is making things happen in the 

onscreen gameworld of Battlefield 3 by making locomotion 

happen in the offscreen gameworld of Battlefield 3. Fenja is 

literally taking the gameworld in hand and moving within it and 

it is by taking the gameworld in hand that it acquires its reality, 

actuality and directedness; Battlefield 3 becomes directed at 

Fenja because Fenja is directing actual locomotion at Battlefield 

3. Meaning that, in gameplay, perception is not ‘representational 

visual input to the eyes’ and locomotion is not ‘instrumental 

movement output by the hands.’  

Accordingly, gameplay locomotion is neither the 

extension into nor the embodiment of digital objects on a screen, 

as it is neither the transference of mental schemata nor the 

transmission of cognitive or perceptual commands to a 

gameworld. Rather, the concept of gameplay locomotion is 

meant to capture the gameplayer’s expressive and active creation 

of gameplay in the gameworld by way of corporeal locomotion.  

 

When Fenja puts her hands on keyboard and mouse and begins to move in the onscreen 

gameworld of Battlefield 3, because she moves in the offscreen gameworld of Battlefield 3, 

she is, in a quite literal way, an expression of Sheets-Johnstone’s two central maxims; 
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namely: “We literally discover ourselves in movement. We 

grow kinetically into our bodies [and] We make sense of 

ourselves in the course of moving” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 

136). Following this, Fenja’s experience of and knowledge 

about being a gameplayer in Battlefield 3 is something she has 

by way of taking up locomotion in this particular gameworld. 

The gameplay knowledge Fenja has acquired across different 

gameworlds, she has acquired through and as the acquiring of 

specific locomotive structures, functionalities and roles within 

the specific composition and choreography of specific 

gameworlds. How Fenja makes sense of the gameworld and of 

herself as a gameplayer in it is as active sense-making in the 

course of gameplay locomotion. When Fenja lets herself get 

caught up in the choreography and composition of Battlefield 3 

she is giving herself over to the spontaneity and expressivity of 

her own corporeal locomotion.  

Following from this, there emerges a certain quality, 

significance and meaning out of a specific locomotive 

interrelationship between a gameplayer and a specific 

gameworld. In other words, out of gameplayer-gameworld 

movement grows a kinaesthetic knowledge and awareness.  

 

When Fenja is engaged, present and absorbed in gameplay in 

Battlefield 3, she can move around in the onscreen gameworld 

because she knows how to move her hands in the offscreen 

gameworld. Fenja can look around in the onscreen gameworld 

because she knows how to control and move her perception 

through moving her hand. And Fenja can respond to emerging 

gameplay because she knows how to create her gameplay 

activity through moving her hands. In effect, Fenja knows her 

way around in Battlefield 3 because her hands have learned 

their way around in Battlefield 3 through perceptual 

locomotion.  

Overall, Fenja’s corporeal locomotion becomes “a 

measure of the qualitative nature of movement and potential 

conceptual richness of our unfolding kinesthetic consciousness. 

Furthermore, it is suggestive of how spatialities and 

temporalities are kinesthetically created – and even of how 

space and time are fundamentally constituted in and through 

our experience of self-movement” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 

138). Accordingly, Fenja’s locomotive perception of unfolding 

Battlefield 3 gameplay on the screen is accompanied by her 

perceptual locomotion and kinaesthetic experience of 

unfolding Battlefield 3 gameplay that creates a qualitative and 

distinctive locomotive atmosphere.  

In this way, Fenja’s Battlefield 3 and Fenja’s Toy Story 3 gameplay activity and 

experience are not only separable and distinctive because of variances in their perceptual 

information and structure of affordances but, equally, because of variances in their felt 
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qualitative locomotive character and locomotive expressions 

and expressivity. Hence, being a gameplayer through self-

movement in Battlefield 3 brings about a locomotory quality, a 

locomotory spatiality, a locomotory rhythm, a locomotive 

dynamic, a locomotory feel, a locomotory significance, a 

locomotory expression and a locomotory expressivity that is 

very different than the locomotory quality, spatiality, rhythm, 

dynamic, feel, significance, expression and expressivity that self-

movement in Toy Story 3 brings about. Consequently, the way 

Fenja makes sense of Battlefield 3 in and through locomotion 

and, subsequently, by perceiving locomotion onscreen as the 

moving of Fenja-as-avatar is qualitatively and significantly 

different than the way Fenja makes sense of Toy Story 3 

through locomotion.  

 

Being involved in gameplay in Toy Story 3 with the Playstation 

controller in hand implies that “a constellation of qualities [are] 

generated by a more intricate interplay of forces, an interplay 

that we might describe preeminently in terms of rhythmic 

complexity and abrupt directional changes” (Sheets-Johnstone, 

1999, p. 152). Seen from the concept of gameplay locomotion, 

gameplay becomes meaning as an unbroken stream of 

movement that can be softened or accentuated, surging or 

ebbing, uniform or punctuated, accelerated or decelerated, 

attenuated or intensified. Following this, gameplay activity and 

experience as well as gameplay quality and significance comes 

to reside equally in perceptual and locomotory processes.  

When Fenja plays Toy Story 3 with the controller in 

hand her activity can be characterized as expressing competent 

locomotory constancy whereas Selma’s gameplay activity is 

characterized by pronounced locomotory unevenness. While 

Fenja is moving with confident locomotory swiftness, Selma’s 

activity is marked by locomotory jaggedness and hesitancy. 

Such locomotory changes are not trivial or insignificant, but an 

overall way of having gameplay dependent upon the patterning 

of gameplay as a tactile interrelationship between gameplayer 

and gameworld. It is a felt style of gameplay – the gameplay 

activity’s qualitative structure of movement. And it is the way 

that a gameworld such as Toy Story 3 brings about its dynamic 

quality and its qualitative dynamics in gameplay.  

Consequently, Fenja’s way of moving, being and 

seeing in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of Toy Story 3 is 

dependent upon Fenja’s way of grasping and handling the 

controller in a qualitative way and Fenja’s way of being 

sensuously present in this grasping and handling. Gameplay 

locomotion in Toy Story 3 is Fenja’s way of gaining direct first-person insight into the 

dynamic locomotive quality of the interrelationship between gameplayer and gameworld. 

Fenja, in a quite literal sense, moves the world of Toy Story 3 and moves in the world of 
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Toy Story 3 by moving the thumb-sticks of the controller. That 

is, what she does, how she moves, what the things in the 

gameworld do and how things in the gameworld move is 

discovered through engaging in corporeal locomotion and by 

becoming encapsulated within the experience brought about by 

locomotion. In this way, locomotory apprehension is not 

dependent upon perceptual apprehension; rather, perceptual 

and locomotory apprehensions are interdependent.  

However, interdependence does not mean equivalence. 

The significance, quality and knowledge that lie nesting within 

‘mobile life’ are not the same significance, quality and knowledge 

that lie nesting within ‘perceptual life.’ Gameplay perception and 

gameplay locomotion should, accordingly, be separated but put 

on the same footing as they contribute differently but equally to 

the gameplay activity and experience. We should not run off 

with perception and leave locomotion behind; neither should we 

subordinate perception to locomotion or locomotion to 

perception. Rather, we should acknowledge that gameplay 

perception and gameplay locomotion afford qualitatively 

different but equally important insights into the nature and 

structure of gameplay. In this way, it becomes possible to 

distinguish, describe and comprehend the structures in one kind 

of locomotive activity and experience, such as Fenja playing Toy 

Story 3, as being qualitatively and significantly different than the 

structure found in another kind of locomotive activity and 

experience, such as Fenja playing Battlefield 3. Gameplay is “an 

ongoing flow of movement from an ever-changing kinetic world 

of possibilities” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 485), but it is an 

ongoing flow that is dependent upon the specificities of the 

locomotive interrelationship between a gameplayer and a 

specific gameworld.  

As such, the locomotive experience that Fenja takes 

away from Battlefield 3 is different from the locomotive 

experience she takes away from Toy Story 3 as they are 

constituted and formed through different modes of touch and 

movement. The locomotory relationship between Fenja and the 

material interface and offscreen gameworld and the locomotory 

relationship between Fenja-as-avatar and the digital interface and 

onscreen gameworld, as well as their interrelationship, contribute 

equally to the forming of gameplay knowledge and gameplay corporeality as “Coming to 

know the [game]world in a quite literal sense means coming to grips with it – exploring it, 

searching it, discovering it in and through movement” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, p. 226) – 

albeit the two gameworlds have different ways of enfolding the gameplayer’s knowledge, 

activity and experience in movement.  

 

The gameworld of Battlefield 3 addresses Fenja’s gameplay locomotion and orchestrates 

her locomotory abilities in a way that is very different from the way that it is addressed and 

orchestrated in Toy Story 3. In this way, it is not enough to say that the gameplayer moves 
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the body in gameplay, as it is not enough to say that the 

gameplayer sees the screen in gameplay. Rather, “to recognize 

the quintessential significance of kinesthesia, it is necessary to 

turn to the actual experience of self-movement and to give a 

phenomenological account of that experience” (Sheets-

Johnstone, 1999, p. 242). This entails that it is necessary to 

consider the particular case of locomotory knowledge, activity 

and experience intimately linked with gameplaying in a specific 

gameworld such as Battlefield 3 or Toy Story 3.  

Developing into a competent gameplayer of Battlefield 

3 is also the ability to express a developing capacity to move and 

a kinaesthetic development into a Battlefield 3 moving body. It is 

the growing into ways of moving with keyboard and mouse as the 

natural way of moving in Battlefield 3 and it is the development 

of Battlefield 3 as something that involves the gameplayer being 

movement-born and movement-developed in accordance with 

the movement composition and movement choreography of 

Battlefield 3. Fenja is one kind of moving-in-the-world-being 

within the gameworld of Toy Story 3 and another kind of 

moving-in-the-world-being within the gameworld of Battlefield 3 

– but she is equally a moving-in-the-world-being within both.  

It is, however, not sufficient to superficially 

acknowledge the above established locomotory facts and then 

quickly pass them over as gameplay locomotion (in collaboration 

with gameplay perception) is the gameplayer’s path to intimate 

knowledge and experiences in and of gameworlds. When Fenja 

ducks, flees, chases, shoots, evades, hides and suchlike in 

Battlefield 3 she is not responding to moving objects or 

representations but to movement patterns that have founded her 

perception of what these patterns signify in the gameworld. Her 

acquisition of locomotory knowledge is also what enables her to perceive and do in the 

gameworld as the gameworld of Battlefield 3 speaks to her kinetically and dynamically. 

Fenja’s perception of the gameworld is informed by the way movement is in it, by way of 

gameworld-gameplayer kinesthesia. In this way, Battlefield 3 is a movement composition 

and choreography that forms Fenja as a Battlefield 3 gameplayer before Fenja as a 

locomotory gameplayer forms gameplay in Battlefield 3. And Fenja’s gameplay locomotion 

(in)forms Fenja’s gameplay perception before Fenja’s gameplay perception (in)forms 

Fenja’s gameplay locomotion.  

However, although this is a chronological order, it is, importantly, not a 

hierarchical order. Gameplay locomotion and gameplay perception have equal roles to 

play within gameplay corporeality. 

 

In essence, gameplay locomotion is the bringing to life of the gameworld and the 

gameplayer. It is the discovery of ourselves as being gameplayers in a gameplay activity – as 

beings moving and being moved – of who and what we are as gameplayers in a specific 

gameworld. It is a consciousness of an identity relation between ourselves as moving 

gameplayers and ourselves as moving avatars – that is, through locomotion we are 

responsible for our own gameplay activity and our own gameplay experience. When Tue 
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fails to win in Starcraft II, when Selma fails to make the jump in 

Toy Story 3, when Jon or Fenja dies in Battlefield 3, they all fail 

as corporeal-locomotive beings. They fail as actual tactile-

kinesthetic bodies and they fail to be (adequately) attuned to 

the gameworld’s corporeal-locomotive composition and 

choreography. Accordingly, gameplay shortcomings can be 

hurtful, frustrating and challenging, precisely because they are 

personal shortcomings due to their foundation in first-person 

real locomotion. 

 Such a personal first-person locomotory gameplay 

activity and experience of Battlefield 3 is, for example, 

characterized by demanding a certain kinetic style and a certain 

qualitative consciousness of the gameplayer. This is, among 

other things, evident in the way the gameplayer must engage in 

Battlefield 3 gameplay through fluently alternating between 

slow, sneaking, vigilant and smooth – but intermittent – 

locomotion (e.g. moving through the landscape) and sudden, 

rushed, intuitive and erratic – but  persistent – locomotion (e.g. 

battling an opponent). It is also expressed as the alert, 

sensitively and delicately moving fingers constricted to the 

WSAD keys when moving in the landscape and the fluent, 

smooth and razor-sharp movements of the hand bound to the 

mouse when looking around in the landscape. And it is found 

in the gameplayer’s locomotive composure of his or her body 

as it is rushing with adrenaline and always on the verge of being 

taken by surprise. Such a kinetic style of locomotion and such 

an expression of qualitative and dynamic consciousness 

through locomotion is a strong contributing factor in the overall 

gameplay activity and experience. The locomotory style and 

expression of Battlefield 3 sets it apart from e.g. the style and 

expression of Toy Story 3 or Starcraft II through the ways the 

locomotory compositions and choreographies differ in the 

three gameworlds.  

To grasp the meaning of a specific gameplay activity 

and to grasp the meaning of a specific gameplay experience is 

to take a specific locomotory hold of the activity and 

experience. This is due to the fact that gameplay is never a 

result of a passive attitude of a gameplayer who perceives 

himself or herself to live as an avatar on the screen. Rather, 

gameplay is the coming together of a certain locomotory way of 

gameplay, locomotory patterning of gameplay and a certain 

structuring of movement that creates a gameplay-specific 

dynamic quality within a specific gameworld. As such, 

gameplay in Battlefield 3 is the active effort of Fenja who has 

come to grasp gameplay meaning through gameplay 

locomotion – Battlefield 3 gameplay locomotion becomes Fenja’s way of living in and 

expressing herself through Battlefield 3. Finding Fenja in Battlefield 3 gameplay is the 

discovery of Fenja as a dynamically engaged tactile, sensitive and kin-aesthetic gameplay 
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corporeality absorbed in the corporeal-locomotive challenges of 

expressing herself through the compositional structures and 

chorographical patterns of Battleifeld 3.  

Whether engaged in Battlefield 3, Toy Story 3 or Just 

Dance 3 Fenja is engaged in the gameworld as herself; she is 

moving as herself, doing as herself, experiencing as herself and 

being herself. For her, every visible gameplay action is cut out in 

tangible reality. Fenja is not a no-body, any-body or some-body, 

she is an ‘I-body’ seeing the gameworld through ‘I-perception’ 

and doing things in the gameworld through ‘I-locomotion.’ She is 

experiencing and expressing Battlefield 3 gameplay through an 

organic and natural locomotory bond with the gameworld of 

Battlefield 3. Fenja is not experiencing Battlefield 3 one step 

removed from bodily activity and experience. She is in body and 

in motion when she gameplays in Battlefield 3 and it is only 

through being in body and in motion that she can be and remain 

being in gameplay.  

In Battlefield 3, Toy Story 3 and Just Dance 3 

locomotion is a gameplayer’s way of being. It is Fenja’s way of 

being. But it is also the gameworld’s way of being. It is Battlefield 

3’s way of being. And it is Just Dance 3’s way of being. In this 

way, Fenja’s gameplay activity and experience refers back to and 

is incorporated into her body; that is, her body as the 

experienced touching and moving body. This is not a purely 

perceptual or cognitive form. This is a locomotory gameplay 

being thinking through and in gameplay locomotion: “To say that 

the dancer [or gameplayer] is thinking in movement does not 

mean that the dancer is thinking by means of movement or that 

her/his thoughts are being transcribed into movements […] What 

is distinctive about thinking in movement is not that the flow of 

thought is kinetic, but that the thought itself is” (Sheets-

Johnstone, 1999, p. 486).  

When Fenja is absorbed in dancing “Take on Me” by 

a-ha in Just Dance 3 she is thinking through, in and as movement 

– her perception of the dance and her movement in dance are 

interwoven and inseparable; she is in perceptual locomotion, 

thinking in movement as she is creating her Just Dance 3 “Take 

on Me”-dance on the spot. She is not impeded by her perception 

of the screen; she is not brought to a standstill by gameplay 

perception. Rather, her locomotory thoughts intrude into the 

gameworld where they express themselves as a thinking in 

movement carried out by gameplay locomotion. Whenever 

Fenja is expressing competent gameplay through battling on a 

well-known battlefield in Battlefield 3 or dancing a well-known 

dance in Just Dance 3 she is expressing her competency as the 

competence to think fluently in movement and express this 

thinking as a fluency of movement.  

When Fenja dances “Take on Me” in Just Dance 3 she 
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is not instrumentally carrying out a sequence of discrete movements one after the next in 

accordance with what she sees she should do next on the screen. Rather, she is expressing 

“an enfolding of all movement into a perpetually moving present” (Sheets-Johnstone, 1999, 

p. 490).  

Following this, Fenja-as-gameplayer literally knows where she is going and her 

gameplay activity and experience resonates with that knowledge. As such, her gameplay 

locomotion in Just Dance 3 is clearly meaning-ful in and of itself. She is not the onscreen 

digital animation. Neither is she perceiving herself to be a digital animation which she then 

controls through offscreen locomotion. On the contrary, she is an organic animated being 

that has made movement a way to make things and knowledge present in the gameworld as 

thinking in movement. As Fenja dances the well-known, well-incorporated dance of “Take 

on Me” in Just Dance 3 she is not trying to think or perceive one step ahead of her body. 

Rather, she is thinking in movement as her body is underway in the dance. In competent 

gameplay, movement does not follow perception and doing does not follow seeing. In 

competent gameplay, locomotion is interlaced with perception – Fenja locomotively 

apprehends what she is about to perceptually see. Fenja is thinking ahead locomotively. 

She is thinking in movement. And she is expressing her thinking as movement. Fenja is 

making the composition and choreography of “Take on Me” become manifest and makes 

it unfold through the spontaneous ongoing process of thinking in movement through 

gameplay. She is dynamically gameplaying ahead of perception when she is moving her 

body into “Take on Me”-positions before the positions happen onscreen.  

Likewise, Fenja is beginning to shoot and move away before she perceives why 

she is shooting and where she is moving to in Battlefield 3 and she is readying her go-kart 

giving it locomotory directedness before she perceives what she is directing it at in 

MarioKart. Fenja is thinking, experiencing and acting dynamically ahead in movement as 

she is sensibly caught up in the primacy of movement across different gameworlds.  

 

In such instances of Battlefield 3 or Just Dance 3 gameplay, it is not that gameplay 

locomotion is pre-cognitive or pre-perceptual, but that cognition and perception is post-

kinetic. Fenja’s kin-aesthetic expressions of dancing “Take on Me” in Just Dance 3 or 

battling an enemy in Battlefield 3 are kin-aesthetic expressions through and through. When 

Fenja is chasing and shooting after her father in the offscreen-onscreen gameworld of 

Battlefield 3 and her father is evading and ducking, they are enacting the locomotive core 

of Battlefield 3 gameplay. A core that is very similar to Sheets-Johnstone’s remixed 

eminent description of the thinking in movement that unfolds between predator and prey: 

 

The drama that evolves between and through them is clearly played out in 

movement, a kinetic drama through and through. Precisely because it is a 

spontaneous dynamic interaction not orchestrated in advance, but played out 

from moment to moment, it is a drama that involves thinking. To claim that 

there is no thinking involved would in fact be absurd. It would be absurd to 

claim, for example, that predator’s and prey’s progression of movement is tied to 

a set of rules that algorithmically specify both the immediate moment and the 

global event, as if the animals [or gameplayers] involved were following a script, 

their every moment being orchestrated in advance. Moreover it would be equally 

absurd to claim that the thoughts [or impressions] the animals [or gameplayers] 

think [or perceives] exist separately from the movements the animals [or 

gameplayers] make, or in other words, that the animals’ [or gameplayers’] 
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thoughts [or perceptions] are successively transcribed into movements […] All 

such claims overlook the obvious; predator and prey alike are thinking in 

movement; their progression of thought – their process of thinking in movement 

– is tied to the evolving, changing situation itself, the situation they themselves are 

dynamically creating moment by moment in their very moment. (Sheets-

Johnstone, 1999, pp. 507-508) 

 

They are in their gameworlds, moving mindfully, being bodily and thinking in movement. 

They sometimes experience their  locomotive gameplay activity in Battlefield 3 as carefree 

and cheerful, at other times as frustrating and provocative; sometimes as stimulating and 

energetic, at other times as tiresome and monotonous; sometimes as complicated and 

exacting, at other times as effortless and straightforward; sometimes as forceful and awe-

inspiring, at other times as submissive and incapable; sometimes as erratic and 

unpredictable, at other times as steady and predictable, and so on.  

All these locomotively evoked sensations and experiences are inherent and 

essential parts of what it means to be a gameplayer in gameplay, what being in gameplay 

signifies and how gameplay in gameworlds can be expressed and experienced. Locomotion 

is not superior to cognition or perception in gameplay, but neither is it inferior. It is an 

equal contributor of meaning, significance, quality and importance in the gameworld and in 

the gameplayer’s gameplay activity and experience. 

 

Just as we arrived at some common factors in gameplay perception though adopting and 

implementing Gibson’s ecological approach to visual perception, we have now arrived at 

some common factors in gameplay locomotion through adopting and implementing 

Sheets-Johnstone’s account of the primacy of movement. And through remixing and 

balancing the two we have come to a more equilibrious account of gameplay as something 

consisting equally of gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion in offscreen-onscreen 

gameworlds. What remains to be balanced is the gameplayer’s way of learning to gameplay 

and learning through gameplay and coming to have gameplay knowledge as something 

constituted equally of body-schematic and perceptual learning; of learning to do and to 

move and learning to see. Body-schematic learning and knowing was accounted for in the 

preceding chapter while perceptual learning and knowing will be accounted for in the 

following section before moving on to the concluding presentation of the conceptual 

framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience.  
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Overview of the section 
Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of ‘gameplay locomotion’ as 

consisting of the gameplayer’s locomotive sensation, direct and actual locomotion, 

locomotive experience, locomotive activity, locomotive meaning and knowledge as well as 

gameworld locomotion. In the last section, “Perceptual learning in gameplay,” the 

preceding chapter’s analyzed ‘body-schematic learning in gameplay’ is connected with 

‘perceptual learning in gameplay’ in a vein similar to the previous two sections’ analyzed 

interrelationship between gameplay perception and gameplay locomotion. 

But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the section of 

“Gameplay perception” are outlined. 

 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Tue playing Starcraft II, Selma playing Toy Story 3, Jon playing Battlefield 3, Fenja 

playing Battlefield 3, Start the Party, Just Dance 3, Toy Story 3 and MarioKart: 

observing gameplay locomotion 

 Rikke playing World of Warcraft: experiencing gameplay locomotion 

Refinement 

 Maxine Sheet-Johnstone’s The Primacy of Movement (1999) 

Grounded concepts and categories 
GAMEPLAY LOCOMOTION 

LOCOMOTIVE SENSATION 

 The gameworld as a felt locomotive 

atmosphere  

 The sensation of being in gameplay 

 Sensitivity towards a gameworld 

 Gameplay as the sensation of locomotive 

expressions and locomotive expressivity 

 The sensation of locomotive dynamics and 

feel 

 The sensation of locomotive rhythm and 

spatiality 

 The sensation of locomotive significance, 

meaning and quality 

 The overall locomotory style of gameplay 

DIRECT AND ACTUAL LOCOMOTION  

 Locomotive expressivity 

 Locomotive expressions 

 Locomotive exploration 

 Locomotion as real, actual, direct and 

directed activity in the gameworld 

 First-person locomotion 

 ‘I-locomotion,’ a moving-in-the-world-being 

 Actual offscreen locomotion as that which 

makes being in the gameworld possible 

 Taking the gameworld in hand 

 The way the gameworld is explored, 

searched and discovered through direct and 

actual locomotion 

 The capacity to move, live and express 

oneself in a gameworld 
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LOCOMOTIVE EXPERIENCE 

 Moving to be in the gameworld 

 ‘I being’ through ‘I-locomotion’ 

 A kin-aesthetic and tactile experience 

 Discovering ourselves as gameplayers in 

and through movement 

 The experience of being caught up in the 

locomotive composition and choreography 

of a gameworld 

 The experience of giving oneself over to 

the spontaneity and expressivity of one’s 

own corporeal locomotion 

 The overall locomotory way of having 

gameplay 

 The experience of ‘mobile life’ 

 The experience of an identity relation 

between gameplayer and gameplay activity 

 A moving experience 

 The experience of visible gameplay actions 

as cut out in tangible reality 

 The experienced touching and moving 

body 

 Sensations, emotions and experiences 

evoked locomotively 

LOCOMOTIVE ACTIVITY 

 The gameplayer’s molding of gameplay 

activity in the gameworld through 

locomotion 

 Kin-aesthetically growing into a gameworld-

specific gameplayer body 

 Discovering ourselves as gameplayers 

through and in movement 

 The gameplayer’s directedness towards a 

gameworld 

 The gameplayer’s active and expressive 

creation of gameplay 

 Locomotive activity as softened or 

accentuated, surging or ebbing, uniform or 

punctuated, accelerated or decelerated, 

attenuated or intensified 

 That which brings gameplayer and 

gameworld to life 

 The gameplayer’s capacity to move the 

gameworld 
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LOCOMOTIVE MEANING AND 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Sense-making through locomotion 

 Self-movement as sense-making 

 Tactile and kin-aesthetic knowledge 

 Acquiring specific locomotive structures, 

functionalities and roles within the specific 

gameworld’s specific compositions and 

choreographies 

 Active sense-making in the course of 

gameplay locomotion  

 The meaning and knowledge that emerges 

out of a specific locomotive 

interrelationship between a gameplayer and 

a specific gameworld 

 Knowledge about moving around onscreen 

as knowledge about how to move around 

offscreen through moving the hands 

 Knowledge about looking around onscreen 

as knowledge about how to control 

perception offscreen through moving the 

hands 

 Knowledge about responding to emerging 

gameplay as knowledge about how to 

create gameplay offscreen through moving 

the hands 

 Knowing the way around because the body 

knows its ways around 

 The ability to express gameplay through 

competent locomotory constancy, fluency, 

insight and swiftness 

 Grasping and handling the material 

interface in a qualitative and knowledgeable 

way 

 Locomotory apprehension of perceptual 

vision 

 Kin-aesthetic thinking, meaning and 

knowledge 

 Thinking through, in and as movement 

 The capability to think fluently in 

movement and express thinking as a 

fluency of movement 

 The capacity to move dynamically ahead 

 Knowing where one is going 

 Knowledge that turns movement into 

meaning-ful locomotion 

GAMEWORLD LOCOMOTION 

 Gameworld composition for locomotion 

 Gameworld choreography for locomotion 

 The locomotive interrelationship between 

gameworld and gameplayer 

 The gameworld’s molding of the 

gameplayer’s locomotion 

 The gameworld’s directedness towards a 

gameplayer 

 The gameworld as creating a distinct and 

qualitative locomotive atmosphere 

 The overall locomotory patterning of 

gameplay 

 Specific movement patterns implying 

specific gameworld significance 

 The way movement is in the gameworld 

 The gameworld’s capacity to move the 

gameplayer 

 The gameworld’s way of being 
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While Tue knows the affordances of Starcraft II gameplay intimately, Selma still has to 

look attentively to learn the affordances of Toy Story 3 gameplay and I have gradually 

discovered still new affordances as I continue to perceive the gameplay of Tetris Battle. 

We are all, in our own way, perceptual learners of and in gameworlds. When we gameplay 

we are not interpreting representations or acquiring cognitive schemas, but learning to 

differentiate in the onscreen gameworld through our direct and active perception.  

In this way, Tue, Selma and I are focusing on the interrelationship between our 

more or less knowledgeable perception of what the gameworld affords and our more or 

less knowledgeable utilization of these perceived affordances. We are all in differing ways 

continually perceiving and learning new things about the interrelationship between 

ourselves as gameplayers and the gameworlds we gameplay in. And we are all in differing 

ways perceptually learning new things about the link between our moving to see in the 

gameworld and our seeing to move and be in the gameworld. What we are perceptually 

learning by being in gameplay in a specific gameworld is to a great extent what it 

perceptually means to be in gameplay in a specific gameworld. This entails that the 

perceptual knowledge Tue gains from being in gameplay in Starcraft II varies widely from 

the perceptual knowledge Selma gains from being in gameplay in Toy Story 3, which again 

varies widely from the perceptual knowledge I have gained from being in gameplay in 

Tetris Battle.  

Importantly, the acquired perceptual gameplay knowledge may, furthermore, 

vary widely from the knowledge gained from being in ‘the everyday physical world.’ 

Meaning that perceptual knowledge gained in one specific gameworld is not necessarily 

transferable to other gameworlds, nor is it necessarily transferable to the everyday physical 

world as: “Learning the game then means to distance yourself from the properties of the 

represented object and learn to see what the local, in-game affordance of something is. A 

door is therefore not always a door in a game” (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 605). 

Whether a digital door in a game turns out to be somewhat like a ‘real’ door does not even 

matter significantly to the gameplayer as what is of significance to the gameplayer in 

gameplay is the digital door’s internal gameplay affordances in the specific gameworld.  

 

When Selma plays Toy Story 3 it is not of particular importance to her and her learning of 

the game whether the ‘horse’ Bullseye in some ways resembles a horse or whether Selma 

interprets it to be somewhat like a horse. What is important to Selma and her learning to 

gameplay is what the horse can do and what it affords her to do when she is gameplaying in 

the gameworld of Toy Story 3. Gameplay learning is not about learning the 

representational or simulational correspondences between the Toy Story 3 horse Bullseye 

and a ‘proper’ horse that is central to Selma’s learning in and to gameplay because “the 
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game in itself became the primary object of learning and not the represented domain” 

(Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 600). Or, in other words, it is not the reception and 

recognition of the visual surface of the thing but the perception of what the thing actually 

affords in the gameworld that enables Selma to gameplay in, and makes her a more 

competent gameplayer of, Toy Story 3.  

Rather than learning similarities, Selma needs to learn to make perceptual 

differentiations and distinctions in the onscreen gameworld. She needs, among other things, 

to perceptually learn how far Bullseye can jump, how high it can jump, what obstacles 

afford jumping over by Bullseye,  what affords jumping on by Bullseye, what Bullseye 

affords doing, what Bullseye doesn’t afford doing, what Woody on Bullseye affords doing 

when compared to Woody ‘on foot’ and so on. By intimately coming to perceptually know 

such things Selma is gradually able to gameplay more competently, fluently and effortlessly 

in the gameworld. 

 

   

   
 

This becomes apparent when looking to gameplayers such as Tue who have come to 

perceptually master a specific gameworld such as Starcraft II. By becoming perceptually 

attuned to and having intimate perceptual knowledge of Starcraft II, Tue has gained a 

professional Starcraft II vision: “To gain professional vision is then to become attuned to 

differentiate the information for a specific set of affordances which is relevant to a certain 

group in a certain situation” (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 602). When Tue 

perceives the gameworld of Starcraft II everything in his perceptual field is fine-tuned and 

geared towards the specific affordances of Starcraft II. Tue perceptually knows ‘at a glance’ 

the gameplay significance of what he perceives when he looks at the screen. That is, when 

Tue is making something happen in Starcraft II or perceives something happening in 

Starcraft II, he perceives the specificity of the changes in Starcraft II as an alteration of what 

the gameworld of Starcraft II affords his Starcraft II gameplay.  

Consequently, when Tue perceptually comes to know that his opponent is 

building a specific building in Starcraft II, he does not as much perceive the 

representational building as he perceives what this specific building affords his opponent at 

this time in the game, namely building up to a Dark Templar Rush. Tue’s perception of a 

‘Dark Templar Rush underway’ radically alters his overall perception of the gameplay 
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activity as new affordances have been established in the gameworld. New affordances Tue 

now needs to act upon. The emergence of these new affordances is something that neither 

Selma nor I would be able to perceive even though we can perceive the building being built 

in the opponent’s base. And even if I or Selma knew how to utilize the affordances of 

counteracting a Dark Templar Rush we would still not be able to perceive that a Dark 

Templar Rush was underway. Tue would need to tell us that this was the case.  

That is, it is not only necessary that you know how to do what you want to do 

through performing the right corporeal-locomotive actions; you also need to be able to 

perceive when such actions should be utilized. This entails that learning in gameplay is not 

only about getting new expressible knowledge incorporated into the array of body-

schematic possibilities (See “Body-schematic learning and being”), but also about becoming 

perceptually “attuned to certain aspects of the environment in such a way that we gain new 

affordances” (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 602). By becoming attuned through fine-

tuning his perception of the gameworld, Tue has come to possess perceptual knowledge 

that allows him to make still finer and more nuanced distinctions in his perceptual fields. 

In this way, Tue has gained the ability to detect that by doing things in a certain way in 

Starcraft II the gameworld now affords his opponent to do a Dark Templar Rush. And 

Tue has come to know this by learning to perceptually differentiate information in the 

ambient optic array of Starcraft II in a very finely grained way. 

  

  

  
 

Perceptual learning can also be found in Selma perceptually coming to know that it is 

possible to jump through hoops when she is riding Bullseye, which on its side affords 

winning the hoop-jumping competition in Toy Story 3. This is something she has learned 

through perceptually learning the different affordances of Bullseye. And she has learned 

the different affordances of Bullseye through interacting with Bullseye and, thus, perceiving 

its interrelated interactional properties in the gameworld of Toy Story 3. Selma has, 

through locomotory perception, grasped the Bullseye-specific properties of the gameworld. 
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This also entails that Selma has perceptually learnt to “discriminate between the parts of 

the gameworld that has something to do with the [Bullseye] game mechanics and the part 

of the world which is only [Bullseye] ‘decorations’” (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 

604). Some of the perceptual knowledge Selma has acquired about Toy Story 3 is, for 

example, that Bullseye’s saddle is merely ‘decoration’ – it has no specific gameplay 

significance or meaning – and that Bullseye’s running capabilities, on the other hand, are 

significant as they alter Selma’s affordances in the gameworld – Selma-as-avatar can move 

faster as ‘Woody on Bullseye’ than she can as ‘Woody on foot.’  

 

Such gameplay-significant affordances are perceptually learned through Selma’s gradual 

attunement to the structures of affordances in Toy Story 3 gameplay. Selma has 

perceptually come to know which parts of ‘Bullseye-in-the-gameworld’ are significant 

through actively perceiving the affordances of Bullseye-in-the-gameworld. It does not 

matter if Bullseye-in-the-gameworld bears a resemblance to ‘horse-in-the-real-world’ or 

even to ‘Bullseye-in-the-movie.’ Although Selma has not learned to make fine-tuned 

distinctions in the gameworld of Toy Story 3 yet and although she has not yet developed a 

professional Toy Story 3 vision, she nonetheless already knows that she has to intimately 

learn the specific perceptual affordances of Bullseye-in-the-gameworld in order to gain the 

ability to effortlessly utilize the affordances of Bullseye-in-the-gameworld. And in order to 

learn this, she has to refrain from comparing Bullseye-in-the-gameworld with Bullseye-in-

the-movie or with horse-in-the-real-world. Selma knows that Bullseye in the game is not 

Bullseye in the movie and it is certainly not like a horse in the real world. The 

representational veneer of ‘Bullseye-as-horse’ is the first to melt away through being in 

gameplay. As a gameplayer, Selma does not even think like that. It would be senseless.  

Instead, Selma simply learns about Bullseye-in-the-gameworld through 

perceptually becoming attuned to its affordances by playing around with it. Through 

perceiving herself playing around with/as it, Selma’s perception of Bullseye-in-the-

gameworld gradually becomes “fine-tuned to discriminate among different visual variations 

between game characters” (Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 606). In this way, Selma’s 

‘default everyday perception’ is gradually substituted with Toy Story 3 ‘gameplay 

perception.’ And by making this substitution, Selma becomes capable of perceiving the 

relevant information, discriminations and affordances that occur in the gameworld during 

gameplay – she has acquired the ability to perceive the relevant distinctions that make her 

able to interact knowledgeably and competently in Toy Story 3.  

 

Selma is, however, not as skilled a Toy Story 3 gameplayer as her older sister Fenja is. 

Fenja is able to perceive and attend to things in the onscreen gameworld that Selma is not 

yet able to. Fenja has, through long-term active involvement with the gameworld of Toy 

Story 3, gained a semi-professional vision that enables her to perceive Toy Story 3 as 

something displaying appropriate actions for Fenja to undertake in relation to the specific 

affordances perceived in this specific gameworld at this particular moment in this particular 

situation. 

 

When looking across Tue’s expert Starcraft II gameplay perception, Fenja’s competent 

Battlefield 3 gameplay perception and Selma’s novice Toy Story 3 gameplay perception, it 

becomes clear that the way they perceptually approach and come to know their respective 

gameworlds nonetheless share some general traits. All three gameplayers alike are striving 

to gain the ability to competently pick up the affordances of the specific gameworld they 
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are gameplaying in, even though the specific affordances of the three gameworlds vary 

profoundly.  

The buildings in Starcraft II have affordances that are incomparable to the 

affordances of the buildings in Battlefield 3 and Toy Story 3. Likewise, the affordances the 

gameplayer has as avatar are also radically different within the three gameworlds. This 

entails that the gameplayer has to perceptually learn the specificities of gameplay in relation 

to a specific gameworld. Seeing a gameworld is seeing the specific set of affordances this 

particular gameworld incorporates. Moving from being a novice, to being competent and 

onwards to become an expert gameplayer of a specific gameworld is to acquire deep and 

intimate knowledge about the specific gameworld-affordances in a specific gameworld-

situation at hand: “This is a process of discrimination where the gamer learns to make 

more and more complex distinctions in her/his perceptual field. The gamer’s perception is 

shaped through the gaming practice so she/he develops a form of professional vision” 

(Linderoth & Bennerstedt, 2007, p. 608).  

Accordingly, in Starcraft II Tue is able to make complex distinctions in his 

perceptual field as the situation develops and the affordances change from one moment to 

the next. He is able to utilize his perception in ways that the competent or novice 

gameplayer is unable to, even though they are familiar with the gameworld. Contrary to 

Fenja and Selma, Tue is not seeing a barrack, a marine, a mine or a siege tank. Rather, he 

perceives the affordances of them and the mesh of interrelated affordances existing 

between them and the gameplay situation. The representational surface and simulational 

behavior of things have vanished as Starcraft II gameplay information, affordances and 

distinctions have come to stand out distinctly in Tue’s fine-tuned perception. 
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Furthermore, Selma learning to play Toy Story 3 and Fenja learning to play Battlefield 3 is 

also driven by a desire to learn what affordances a specific gameworld has to offer through 

gameplay activity. Their perceptual learning revolves around their perception of the 

gameworld as they participate in it and come to learn which perceptual distinctions are 

crucial to make in order to be able to gameplay competently. As gameplayers “We take 

actions to perceive what our world around us affords and we act upon these affordances, 

sometimes in ways so that new possibilities open up for us” (Linderoth, 2010, p. 2).  

Accordingly, Selma takes Toy Story 3 action to perceive what her Toy Story 3 

gameworld affords her and she learns to act upon these Toy Story 3 affordances. Selma is, 

through gameplay, gradually becoming a more competent gameplayer, which entails that 

new Toy Story 3 possibilities gradually open up to her. Following this, Selma must first 

perceptually learn how to jump-as-Bullseye before she comes to perceptually learn where 

to jump as Bullseye and then where she can jump as Bullseye but not as Woody. Selma 

has to perceptually explore the gameworld of Toy Story 3 in order to be able to 

performatively carry out what she has come to perceptually know. That is, when Selma has 

come to perceptually know where Bullseye will land if she makes it jump now and here, 

she can begin to expect where Bullseye will land if she makes it jump over there or over 

here. 

 

This perceptual learning of gameplay abilities becomes even more pronounced if we look 

to Fenja’s competent gameplay in Battlefield 3. Through perceptual attunement to the 

battlefields and the gameplay that takes place on them in Battlefield 3, Fenja is now able to 

perceive the battlefield from a general everywhere, meaning that she has come to perceive 

the overall opportunities that the specific battlefield affords in the specific situation rather 

than just receiving a representation of a battlefield from a first-person camera angle. When 

encountering an enemy in the battlefield of Caspian Border she has gained the perceptual 

ability to perceive the specific situation’s affordances for both her and her opponent. As 

Fenja moves in the gameworld of Battlefield 3 she perceives the gameworld as a perceptual 

layout of specific affordances – some of it constitutes her gameplay affordances, other parts 

of it constitute her teammates’ gameplay affordances and still other parts of it constitute her 

opponents’ gameplay affordances.  

Thus, by being perceptually attuned to the overall layout of perceivable 

affordances in the gameworld, Fenja can undertake ‘foresight-interaction’ based upon her 

gameplay perception. Facing an opponent, Fenja perceives her specific affordances (such 

as which weapon she has in hand, how much health she has left, where she can move to 

and so on), she perceives her opponent’s specific affordances (such as which weapon the 

opponent has in hand, where the opponent is placed in the environment, what the 

opponent’s overall interactional options are and so on) and she perceive their shared 

affordances (such as the layout of the environment between and around them, teammates, 

other opponents present in the environment and so on). Then Fenja acts upon the 

perceptual knowledge available to her and makes her move on the battlefield. Facing an 

opponent Fenja has gained the ability to perceive and then utilize the affordances of a 

specific gameplay situation; something her little sister is unable to do. In the remixed words 

of Linderoth:  

 

A trained soccer player can see opportunities that someone who is not familiar 

with the rules [gameplay] of soccer would not see […] the player can by means of 
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exploratory actions (actively looking at the playing field) gain information about 

the affordances […] We gain abilities to differentiate among all available 

information so that we can ‘see’ specific affordances. (Linderoth, 2010, p. 2) 

 

In this way, learning to gameplay becomes an interchange of seeing to move – perceptual 

exploratory actions or gameplay perception – and moving to be – locomotory body-

schematic actions or gameplay locomotion. When Fenja looks at the screen she is actively 

and perceptually exploring the onscreen gameworld as she directly perceives the 

affordances of here and now and overall gameplay. In Battlefield 3 this is her way of 

looking as she is already attuned to perceiving the affordances of Battlefield 3. Fenja is 

perceptually at home in Battlefield 3 and she knows the significance of what she is seeing.  

Specific occurrences in Fenja’s perceptual field catch and hold her attention 

because she has perceptually come to know that certain occurrences should be granted 

explicit attention and taken care of. These occurrences stand out in her Battlefield 3 

gameplay perception and move her to take certain actions. As Fenja – through persistent 

gameplay – gradually acquires a more and more fine-tuned perceptual knowledge she will 

be able to differentiate more quickly and effectively in the information-rich environment of 

Battlefield 3; entailing that she will be able to respond more swiftly to whatever emerges in 

her gameplay perception. And conversely, as Fenja – through gameplay – gradually gains a 

more and more incorporated body-schematic knowledge she will be able to move more 

intuitively and pre-emptively in the corporeal-locomotive environment of Battlefield 3; 

entailing that she will be able to locomotively express whatever she wants to bring about in 

her gameplay perception. 

 

Competent gameplayers like Fenja or Jon are able to fuse their gameplay locomotion and 

gameplay perception into gameplay corporeality that transforms the perceived affordances 

of their gameplay activity and expresses the body-schematic knowledge in their gameplay 

activity. They are, as gameplayers, expressing, perceiving and experiencing in an indivisible 

intertwined stream of perception and locomotion. Competent gameplayers need to make 

such a fusion occur as the onscreen-offscreen gameworld of most games (with the notable 

exception of some turn-based games) is an intricate mesh of seeing to move and moving to 

be wherein gameplayers engage in gameplay activities in much the same way as they would 

engage any other corporeal activity in a specific environment. In such environments: 

 

Things exist in relation to each other in a layout, a structure of the environment. 

This layout is constantly changing when events occur, things and people move, 

change, disappear etc. At the same time animals and humans are active 

organisms interacting with the environment. The environment offers the 

individual different ways of acting. These offers are called affordances […] for 

humans affordances are often an outcome of training. Experts in a certain 

domain have learned to utilize affordances that are not available to non-experts. 

(Linderoth, 2011, p. 4) 

 

Accordingly, Tue has developed his comprehension of how Tue-as-Protoss, Tue-as-Terran 

and Tue-as-Zerg fit into the different layouts found in the gameworld of Starcraft II. Tue 

knows that what Tue-as-Zerg should do if a certain event occurs is not necessarily the same 

as what Tue-as-Protoss should do. He knows that what Tue-as-Protoss should do if a 

certain event occurs facing a Terran opponent is not necessarily what Tue-as-Protoss 
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should do if facing a Zerg opponent. Tue also knows what the perception of a certain 

Protoss-movement onscreen signifies, compared to a similar Zerg-movement. And so on. 

Tue has become a knowledgeable Starcraft II organism that interacts competently in the 

Starcraft II environment in accordance with the specific affordances granted him (and his 

teammate), the specific affordances granted his opponents and the specific affordances 

present in the environment. Tue has trained his gameplay perception through gameplay 

locomotion, he has perceptually explored the gameworld, he has studied the affordances of 

the gameworlds and their interrelationship in gameplay and on numerous webpages, and 

tested the information in actual gameplay in order to have it in his perception and 

locomotion. Tue has watched countless replays of professional gameplay to perceptually 

pick up and find out deep gameplay knowledge, he has trained his gameplay locomotion to 

become intuitive, razor-sharp, lightning-quick and expressive, he has learned to perceive 

and express knowledge that is not available or even recognizable to either novice or 

competent gameplayers of Starcraft II. Tue has become a perceptual and locomotive 

expert in this world. He is able to perceive seemingly unperceivable things and he is able to 

move in seemingly impossible ways.  

I can see what is happening onscreen but I cannot comprehend the deeper 

perceptual significance of what I am superficially seeing, and I can see what Tue is doing 

offscreen but I cannot comprehend the deeper locomotive significance of what I am 

superficially seeing. To me, Tue moves in mysterious ways and is second-sighted. This is 

because Tue has infused his perception with delicate distinctions, multifaceted and 

multilayered information and almost unattainable affordances. He has, following Linderoth, 

cultivated his perception: “Just as we must learn to utilize some affordances, we must also 

learn to discover affordances by cultivating our perception. Experts in different domains 

are able to perceive things in their surroundings that remains invisible to novices” 

(Linderoth, 2011, p. 5). Following this, Tue has learned to actively perceive ahead because 

he has cultivated his perception through extensive gameplay. Tue has turned his perception 

into a highly delicate perception, but it has also turned into a highly specialized gameworld-

specific perception. Tue cannot take this perceptual cultivation, this ability to make 

complex and delicate differentiations, this multifaceted multilayered perception with him 

when he leaves the gameworld. It is highly specialized gameplay perception tied to highly 

specialized gameplay locomotion existing within the highly specialized gameworld of 

Starcraft II.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Selma, on the other hand, does not possess such a highly specialized perception as she is 

just learning her perceptual and locomotory ways in Toy Story 3. Selma is still learning to 

see, learning to see in order to move and learning to move in order to be in the gameworld 
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of Toy Story 3. She is still occupied with the perceptual activity of gathering new and 

surprising perceptual information about the fundamental affordances of her 

interrelationship with the gameworld. She does not yet perceptually know all the 

appropriate affordances of specific gameplay activities. Her perception is still discovering 

regularities in the confusing complexity of the gameworld. Her gameplay perception and 

gameplay locomotion are still working their way towards each other. They are not yet fused. 

They do not yet understand each other properly or completely. Selma is still learning the 

perceptual offerings of the gameplay activity and the perceptual offerings of the 

interrelationship between Selma-as-avatar and gameworld. She needs to learn more before 

she “can differentiate among all the available information in a situation so that [she] 

perceive the affordances that are relevant in relation to the game [she] play and the specific 

game state” (Linderoth, 2011, p. 7). As her big sister Fenja almost can. As her uncle Tue 

can.  

Selma is still pursuing a competent Toy Story 3 gameplay perception. She is still 

learning the “ongoing flow of coming and going affordances” (Linderoth, 2011, p. 7) as she 

tries to successfully shrink Bullseye, jump over the pit without falling down, find out where 

the thief is to be found or how to complete the ‘Build a Bank’ quest in Toy Story 3. Selma 

is still in the process of taking perceptual ownership of the gameworld as she is still reacting 

retrospectively to what the gameworld has just shown her. She is still not acting 

prospectively upon what she is just about to see. Selma is not yet able to purposefully 

transform the affordances of Toy Story 3 gameplay situations the way she wants to; it is still 

the gameworld that is moving her perception and locomotion. She is still on her way to 

move the gameworld through locomotion so it shows her what she desires perceptually to 

see happening there. But she is actively cultivating her gameplay perception through 

searching for and finding new (aspects of) affordances in Toy Story 3 gameplay as she is on 

her way towards “perceiving suitable actions or performing suitable actions” (Linderoth, 

2011, p. 10). Selma is still doing all sorts of unsuitable things onscreen as well as offscreen, 

she is still perceiving the screen in unsuitable ways, making unsuitable assumptions about 

the gameworld or the gameplay activity. Toy Story 3 is not a perceptually straightforward 

gameworld for Selma to be in. It is perceptually and locomotively challenging. It is at times 

even frustrating. Sometimes it seems irrational. Occasionally she gets confused or lost. 

Selma is struggling to become able to leave the surface of things behind and successfully 

engage the gameworld through finally fusing gameplay perception and gameplay 

locomotion into a Toy Story 3 gameplay corporeality.  
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Below is the framework that emerged during the analysis of the gameplayer’s perceptual 

learning to and learning in gameplay. In the last chapter of the thesis, “PRESENTING – 

coming out of the research quest & research quest outcome,” the preceding chapters’ 

conceptual development of frameworks for craftsmanship, corporeal dis-appearance & 

corporeal knowledge, gameplay corporeality, body-schematic gameplay, corporeal re-

membering, corpo-real experience, gameplay perception, gameplay locomotion and 

perceptual learning in gameplay are assembled and presented. Here, the built knowledge 

from the previous chapters will be combined into a compound conceptual framework for 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. 

 But first, a presentation of the gameplayer & game seeds, theoretical refinement 

and the framework containing grounded concepts, categories and codes for the present 

section of “Perceptual learning in gameplay” are outlined 

 

Gameplayer & game seeds 
 Tue playing Starcraft II, Selma playing Toy Story 3, Fenja playing Battlefield 3 and 

Toy Story 3: observing perceptual learning in gameplay 

Refinement 
 Jonas Linderoth’s “This is not a Door: an Ecological approach to Computer 

Games” (with Ulrika Bennerstedt) (2007), “Why gamers don’t learn more: An 

ecological approach to games as learning environments” (2010) and “Beyond the 

digital divide: An ecological approach to gameplay” (2011) 
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Grounded concepts and categories 
PERCEPTUAL LEARNING IN GAMEPLAY 

 

NOVICE PERCEPTUAL LEARNING 

 Learning the basic affordances of 

gameplay 

 Perceiving attentively to learn the 

affordances 

 Learning to differentiate in the onscreen 

gameworld 

 Learning that gameplay knowledge is not 

(necessarily) transferable to the ‘everyday 

world’ 

 Learning that gameplay knowledge 

acquired in one gameworld is not 

(necessarily) transferable to another 

 Learning that it is not the surface 

resemblance that matters but the 

affordances for actual gameplay 

 Learning as the learning of the game 

itself, as the gameworld-internal learning 

of gameworld-internal affordances 

 Learning to perceptually discriminate 

between relevant and irrelevant 

objects/events in the gameworld 

 Learning in what ways ‘default everyday 

perception’ should be substituted with 

gameworld-specific perception 

 Going from perceptually exploring to 

perceptually knowing 

HAVING PERCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE 

 Having knowledge to perceive 

changes as an alteration of what the 

gameworld affords 

 Perceptually coming to know 

 Having knowledge to perceive what 

the object/event affords during actual 

gameplay 

 Having knowledge that makes the 

affordances ‘hiding’ underneath the 

representational veneer become 

visible 

 Having knowledge about perceivable 

interactional, interrelated properties 

and affordances 

 Having knowledge that makes 

occurrences stand out in gameplay 

perception  

 Having knowledge that contains the 

perceptual offerings of a specific 

gameplay activity 

 Having knowledge about the ongoing 

flow of coming and going affordances 
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COMPETENT PERCEPTUAL LEARNING 

 Gradually discovering new affordances 

through continued gameplay perception 

 Learning perceptual differentiations and 

distinctions within the gameworld 

 Learning affordances to such an extent that 

gameplay becomes more fluent and effortless 

 Becoming perceptually attuned 

 Learning to perceive the relevant distinctions 

that make the gameplayer able to interact 

knowledgeably and competently in the 

gameworld 

 Going from perceptually knowing to 

perceptually expecting 

 Perceiving opportunities for gameplay 

EXPRESSING PERCEPTUAL 

KNOWLEDGE 

 Altering one’s gameplay activity as 

new affordances become established 

in the gameworld 

 Seeing the gameworld as something 

displaying appropriate actions to 

undertake in relation to specific 

affordances perceived in a specific 

gameworld at a particular moment in 

a particular situation 

 The ability to make perceptual 

gameplay distinctions to gameplay 

competently 

 Navigating the overall layout of 

affordances within a gameworld 

 Being able to express the significance 

of what one is seeing 

 Expressing perceptual ownership of a 

gameworld 

 

EXPERT PERCEPTUAL LEARNING 

 Acquiring intimate perceptual knowledge 

through becoming perceptually highly attuned 

and acquiring a fine-tuned professional vision 

 Having knowledge ‘at a glance’ 

 Being able to make still finer and more 

nuanced distinctions in the perceptual field 

through continued fine-tuning of gameplay 

perception 

 Being able to detect the deeper perceptual 

significance through finely grained perceptual 

knowledge about gameworld affordances 

 Going from perceptually expecting to actively 

perceiving ahead  

 Gaining the ability to differentiate among all 

available information, so that the gameplayer 

comes to see specific affordances at a glance 

 Making delicate distinctions, having 

multifaceted, multilayered information and 

expressing almost unattainable affordances 

 Highly specialized gameplay perception tied 

to highly specialized gameplay locomotion 

existing within highly specialized gameworlds 

 Learning to act prospectively and 

purposefully transform the affordances of 

specific situations in specific gameworlds 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERCEPTUAL 

LEARNING IN GAMEWORLDS 

 What one has to learn varies with the 

gameworld and its built-in affordances 

 Learning is gameworld-specific and, thus, 

acquires gameworld-specific learning 

 Differentiating between things/events that 

have gameplay significance and 

things/events that only have visual 

significance 

 Going from representational and/or 

simulational veneer, to knowing singular 

affordances, to knowing sets of 

affordances, to knowing connections 

between sets of affordances, to knowing 

the interrelationship of affordances in the 

gameworld 

 Every gameworld establishes its own 

unique perceptual field and learning 

becomes the learning of a specific 

gameplayer-relation to a specific 

gameworld-field 

 Perceptual gameworld knowledge stays in 

the gameworld within the gameplay 

activity 
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There is a liquid sky all over the world 

Tonight it comes for your body 

It comes to set your soul alight 

The cards have been dealt 

From our hands they will melt 

There is a liquid sky all over the world 

Tonight 

 

Step out my sweet one and hang loose 

Crystal cherry drapes filled who to choose 

With the moon rollin' in we can let our dream begin 

Step out my sweet one step out and hang loose 

 

Our liquid sky turns me on 

It'll speak out my name long after I'm gone 

So I give myself in and it'll make me spin and spin 

Ah - the liquid sky turns me on 

Tonight 

 

Let your fingers do the walking 

Can't you see I'm coming 

Let you fingers do the walking 

 

 

(Lyrics from ‘Let your fingers do the walking’ as performed by Sort Sol) 
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As everyday spirited life intrudes on and interrupts the research quest’s investigation of 

corporeal locomotion in gameplay it is due course to complete the quest and once again 

head out into surrounding corporeal-locomotive life. The goals of the quest have been; to 

map and critically investigate the area of game research in order to discover potential 

uncharted research fields within that area; to develop a methodological framework that 

enabled the exploration and cultivation of such a discovered field – the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience; and to develop a conceptual 

framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience 

grounded in empirical observations and analyses of actual corporeal gameplay. In other 

words, the aim of the thesis’ exploration, cultivation, investigation and development has 

been to describe what gameplay corporeality is, how it structures our gameplay activity and 

experience within offscreen-onscreen gameworlds and how corporeal-locomotive gameplay 

is a distinctive, significant, qualitative and meaningful dimension worth studying in its own 

right. More specifically, the research quest has explored how the gameplayer’s corporeal-

locomotive gameplay creates his/her gameplay as well as how the gameworld’s corporeal-

locomotive composition and choreography molds and patterns the gameplayer’s activity 

and experience. 

As a fundamental dimension of the game, the gameplayer and gameplay and as 

an experiential and expressive dimension more broadly, corporeal locomotion is a life-

giving energizer and animator of the subject, the object and the activity going on between 

them. At the same time, corporeal locomotion and especially gameplay corporeality 

present a distinct – although not very new – dimension of the subject’s association with 

objects (such as digital games) through commencing corporeal-locomotive activities (such 

as gameplay).  

Still, corporeal locomotion and gameplay corporeality have so far not been 

granted the same scholarly attention and continuous research interest than other fields 

within the area of game research. Accordingly, research achievements and results are still of 

a rather sporadic and perfunctory nature within this field. Part of the reason for this could 

be that corporeal locomotion in fine motor gameplay to a great extent exists in the shadow 

of the more conspicuous locomotion found within gross motor gameplay. However, as this 

research quest hopefully has shown, subtle and delicate locomotion does not amount to 

trivial or irrelevant locomotion. Another part of the reason for this could be that corporeal 

locomotion is easily drowned out by more spectacular or eye-catching dimensions and 

aspects of games, gameplayers and gameplay such as visual output, body images, social 

communities, linguistic communication or digital gameplay.  

Nevertheless, corporeal locomotion and gameplay corporeality have generally 

had a greater impact on and been a more decisive factor in the gameplay activities and 

experiences investigated in this thesis than aspects such as the abovementioned. With 
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respect to the area of game research on games, gameplayers and gameplay, the corporeal-

locomotive approach is also meant as a contribution to the way we think about games, 

gameplayers and gameplay – and by implication about activities and experiences in 

gameworlds. The concept of gameplay corporeality that have been suggested in this thesis 

emphasizes the aliveness, concreteness and corporeal presence, engagement and 

absorption of gameplay as well as the central role of the moved and moving gameplayer.  

 

Through combining grounded theory method and remix methods a methodological 

framework was developed that was able to explore and draw attention to the role of 

corporeal locomotion in gameplay. Out of this grounding and remixing approach emerged 

various conceptual frameworks for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay 

activity and experience; frameworks that will be gathered together, assembled and 

presented as a collected compound framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience in the next section. These developed methodological and 

conceptual frameworks were developed in response to the problem of how to deal with 

corporeality and corporeal locomotion within gameplay in offscreen-onscreen gameworlds.  

In order to investigate corporeality and corporeal locomotion in gameplay activity 

and experience, games, gameplayers and gameplay activities were analyzed and 

conceptualized through incorporation and remixing of promising external frameworks such 

as ‘sensory experience,’ ‘visual perception,’ ‘body-schematic learning’ and ‘craftsmanship.’ 

The focus was, however, firmly locked on the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience.  

 

Based on the initial questioning of the overall area of game research a potential field of 

gold was discovered and a research quest to explore, cultivate and investigate it was 

launched. This research quest led to the development of the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience as well as the master concept of gameplay 

corporeality. 

This relatively narrow focus on gameplay corporeality, gameplay perception and 

gameplay locomotion within the thesis is also meant as a contribution to the theoretical 

conceptualization of gameplay in gameworlds. In the analyses I have tried to show that 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay and the various ways it is expressed and experienced is a 

central and vital dimension of what it means to gameplay in gameworlds. This entails, that 

the research quest has also used corporeal locomotion to describe seemingly ‘un-corporeal,’ 

‘anemic’ or ‘im-mobile’ aspects, forms and dimensions of gameworlds and gameplay 

activity and experience. These ‘un-corporeal,’ ‘anemic’ and ‘im-mobile’ aspects, forms and 

dimensions, such as visual output, linguistic communication, digital gameplay and the 

onscreen gameworld, have been described through the lens of corporeal locomotion and 

gameplay corporeality in order to build a more holistic and nuanced knowledge of these. 

At the same time, some of the more general concepts that have been applied to the 

investigation of gameplay corporeality and gameplay activity and experience, such as 

corporeality, locomotion, perception, learning and craftsmanship, could also prove to be 

productive in broader and less ‘gameplay centric’ explorations and investigations of human 

activities and experiences.
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Below is the collected compound conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience established on the basis of the developed 

methodological framework and the critical investigation of the fields of gold within the area 

of game research. 
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The thesis has over the research quest contributed to the area of game research with new 

insight and knowledge on at least seven counts: 

 

 Providing an overview and critical reading of the research area, its subareas and 

their established fields of gold 

 Pointing towards unexplored areas and promising new fields within the overall 

research area 

 Developing a methodological framework for the study of (corporeal) gameplay 

activity and experience 

 Developing a conceptual framework for the study of (corporeal) gameplay activity 

and experience 

 Cultivating a new research fields: ‘gameplay corporeality’ and ‘the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience’ 

 Cultivating new concepts for gameplay (see: “Presenting: the conceptual 

framework”) 

 Contributing with new theory to the research area through cultivating a new 

comprehension of gameplay 

 

These contributions do not necessarily only have relevance for the area of (corporeal) 

gameplay, but also for the area of game research at large. Furthermore, the gained insight 

and knowledge in the form of developed frameworks, concepts and comprehensions could 

also prove relevant and rewarding to game design as well as to research into and design of 

corporeal-locomotive activities and experiences in general. 
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The games, gameplayers and gameplay activities and experiences explored and investigated 

within the research quest are limited and accordingly not necessarily unproblematic to 

generalize to the research area as such. The games, gameplayers and gameplay activities 

and experiences explored and investigated do present variety within them, but they do not 

represent all types, forms and aspects of games, gameplay and gameplayers. Many such 

types, forms and aspects are left unexplored. By exploring these, one could for example 

see the emergence of possible important nuances and differences between gameplayer 

parameters such as gender (do females generally prefer games with different corporeal-

locomotive compositions and choreographies than men?), age (do children play games 

with different corporeal-locomotive compositions and choreographies than adults?) and 

player types (do achievers prefer games with different corporeal-locomotive compositions 

and choreographies than socializers?). Similar considerations are applicable for the areas of 

games and gameplay. 

Consequently, any generalization of this research quest must, therefore, be 

carried out with these limitations in mind. While it may be the case that the corporeal-

locomotive dimension in gameplay activities and experiences is present in all games and 

constitutes a significant, meaningful and qualitative dimension in most games and for most 

gameplayers, that cannot be asserted based solely on the data gathered and investigated in 

this research quest. This is due to the fact that the aim of the research quest primarily was 

to cultivate and develop a general comprehension of this new field, rather than make 

definitive definitions or recommendations. 

 

With these limitations in mind several important arenas or aspects for future work within 

the area emerge. Below is listed eight such promising and potential works to be carried out 

within this new field 

 

 Understanding cultural, age-related and/or gender differences in relation to the 

corporeal-locomotive dimension in different gameworlds in general as well as the 

structure and nature of a concrete gameplay corporeality in particular may be 

assisted using the thesis’ developed frameworks. 

 Close analysis and/or thick descriptions of specific corporeal-locomotive 

dimension found within specific gameworlds and their gameplay activities are 

obvious ways to continue this research quest. This could also include analyses and 

descriptions of specific game genres or gameplay activities not addressed here such 

as turn-based games, serious games, gameplay communication or E-sports 

tournaments. 
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 Understanding the impact of the corporeal-locomotive dimension on learning, 

competence and players of differing levels of expertise (from novice to expert) 

and/or differing levels of commitment (from non-gamer to hardcore) would assist 

in comprehending the process of corporeal gameplay and the corporeal-

locomotive nuances and differences between such factors.  

 More detailed and nuanced investigations of the more unspecified or undeveloped 

parts of the methodological framework could also contain new insights and 

knowledge and, thus, yield important results. Such methodological developments 

could be, on the one hand, the carrying out of a ‘proper’ Grounded Theory 

Method (adhering strictly to the coding paradigm) and, on the other hand, a 

radical remix methods analysis (erasing the lines between ‘original’ and ‘copy’) in 

order to see of such additions would provide important nuances or differing results. 

Another potential important future work could be to experiment with and refine 

the use of the various basic and remixing documentation methods. Finally it could 

also be prove valuable to investigate and analyze the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension with new external theories or conceptualization crops in hand. Such 

methodological future works might add important nuances, aspects or even new 

dimensions to this first attempt at developing a methodological framework for 

corporeal gameplay.  

 More detailed and nuanced investigations of the more unspecified or undeveloped 

parts of the conceptual framework could likewise contain noteworthy insights and 

knowledge and, thus, yield important results. Such conceptual developments could 

be to focus on documenting and investigating the interrelationships between e.g. 

media culture, interface culture and ‘corporeal-locomotive’ culture, social and 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay or simulational/representational elements and 

corporeal-locomotive compositions and choreographies. It could also be the 

introduction of altogether new varieties of game, gameplayer and/or gameplay 

seeds that would further refine this first attempt at developing a conceptual 

framework for gameplay corporeality and the corporeal-locomotive dimension in 

gameplay activity and experience. Such conceptual future works might impart a 

greater level of detail, new aspects or dimensions to the developed conceptual 

framework. 

 Considering and accounting for the impact of the developed comprehension in the 

thesis on the surrounding fields of gold within the area of game research. 

Extending and transferring the established insight and knowledge about gameworld, 

gameplayer and gameplay to the surrounding fields of game research could prove 

to hold important corrections or reconsiderations of the way gameworlds, 

gameplayer and gameplay habitually have been framed. Allowing for the 

significance of the corporeal-locomotive dimension could give rise to important 

new insights and knowledge within these fields. 

 Considering and accounting for the impact of the developed comprehension in the 

thesis on areas outside game research.  Extending and transferring the established 

insight and knowledge about the nature, structure and significance of corporeal 

locomotion (in gameplay) could prove to hold important corrections or 

reconsiderations of the ways e.g. learning is theorized (incorporating corporeal 

learning), media consumption is analyzed (games as activities) or corporeal 

activities and experiences are framed in general (having inherent significance, 

quality and meaning in and of itself). Allowing for the significance, quality and 
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meaning of the corporeal-locomotive dimension could give rise to important new 

insights and knowledge within these areas. 

 Finally, extending the insight and knowledge build in the thesis to practical 

concerns of the design and evaluation of future game design would be a valuable 

addition. This could include the implementation and analysis of multifarious 

corporeal-locomotive compositions and choreographies. Consequently, the 

developed concepts, frameworks and comprehension could be applied to more 

design oriented processes and situations, although the focus within this thesis has 

been on more theoretical matters. 

 

These pointers towards future work within the area carry within them nascent future 

potential and outcome for the researched field as well as the research area at large.  Like 

the concrete paths taken in this thesis’ research quest, these pointers form tentative future 

pathways where one could venture on research quests based on gameplay corporeality and 

the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity and experience. As we gain more 

insight into and knowledge about this field, the pathways will become more concrete and 

well-trodden and less abstract and tentative. 

 Furthermore, the fusions, overlaps and interrelationships between the corporeal-

locomotive dimension and the other dimensions within gameplay activity and experience is 

also a complex but important field of study. Studying such interplays would centrally 

involve the role of gameplay corporeality in gameworlds as it would involve addressing the 

interactions and interdependencies between the offscreen and the onscreen, the corporeal 

and the digital.  

 

To conclude in the words of Sort Sol; There is a liquid sky all over our corporeal-digital 

gameplay activity and experience that come for our gameplaying body and set our 

gameplaying soul alive. In this liquid offscreen-onscreen gameworld we, as gameplayers, 

hang lose and let our fingers do the walking. 
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The main argument of this thesis is that corporeality and corporeal locomotion 

constitutes a significant, qualitative and meaningful dimension in gameplay activity 

and experience. A dimension that is worth exploring and investigating in its own 

right. Accordingly, this thesis develops and presents a methodological as well as a 

conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity 

and experience based on grounded observations of gameplayers’ activities and 

experiences in offscreen-onscreen gameworlds and remixed analyses of these 

observations through adaptation and implementation of external concepts and 

frameworks such as corporeality, locomotion, perception, learning and 

craftsmanship.  

The aim of the thesis is to describe what the concept of gameplay 

corporeality means and entails; that is, how gameplay corporeality structures our 

gameplay activity and experience within offscreen-onscreen gameworlds and how 

corporeal-locomotive gameplay is a distinctive, significant, qualitative and meaningful 

dimension worth studying in its own right. More specifically, the thesis explores how 

the gameplayer’s corporeal-locomotive gameplay creates his/her gameplay as well as 

how the gameworld’s corporeal-locomotive composition and choreography molds 

and patterns the gameplayer’s activity and experience. 

 

The thesis falls in three major parts: 1) the mapping and critically investigation of the 

area of game research in order to discover potential uncharted research fields within 

that area; 2) the development of a methodological framework that enables the 

exploration and cultivation of such a discovered field – the corporeal-locomotive 

dimension in gameplay activity and experience; and 3) the development of a 

conceptual framework for the corporeal-locomotive dimension in gameplay activity 

and experience grounded in empirical observations and analyses of actual corporeal 

gameplay. 

 

As a fundamental dimension of the game, the gameplayer and gameplay and as an 

experiential and expressive dimension more broadly, corporeal locomotion is a life-

giving energizer and animator of the subject, the object and the activity going on 

between them. At the same time, corporeal locomotion and especially gameplay 

corporeality present a distinct dimension of the subject’s association with objects 

(such as digital games) through commencing corporeal-locomotive activities (such as 

gameplay).  

With respect to the area of game research on games, gameplayers and 

gameplay, the corporeal-locomotive approach is also meant as a contribution to the 

way we think about games, gameplayers and gameplay – and by implication about 

activities and experiences in gameworlds. The concept of gameplay corporeality that 

have been suggested in this thesis emphasizes the aliveness, concreteness and 

corporeal presence, engagement and absorption of gameplay as well as the central 

role of the moved and moving gameplayer.  

 

  





Nærværende afhandlings hovedargument er at kropslighed og kropsbevægelse udgør 

en signifikant, kvalitativ og betydningsgivende dimension i digitale spilaktiviteter og 

spiloplevelser. En dimension der er værd at udforske og undersøge i sin egen ret. 

Følgelig udvikler og præsentere afhandlingen et metodisk så vel som et 

begrebsmæssigt rammeværk for den kropslige bevægelsesdimension i spilaktiviteter, 

-oplevelser og -erfaringer som er baseret på empirisk funderede observationer af 

computerspilleres aktiviteter og oplevelser i offscreen-onscreen spilverdner såvel 

som ’remixede’ analyser af disse observationer gennem bearbejdelse og 

implementering af udefrakommende begreber og rammeværk 

såsom ’kropsfilosofi,’ ’bevægelsesfilosofi,’ ’perceptionsteori,’ ’læringsteori’ 

og ’håndværk.’  

 Sigtet med afhandlingen er at beskrive hvad begrebet ’spil-

kropslighed’ dækker over og medfører inden for computerspilsteori; det vil sige en 

undersøgelse af hvordan spil-kropslighed strukturerer vores spilaktiviteter, 

spiloplevelser og spilerfaringer indenfor spilverdner samt hvorledes kropsbevægelse i 

computerspil udgør en særegen, signifikant, kvalitativ og betydningsgivende 

dimension i sin egen ret. Mere specifikt undersøger afhandlingen hvordan spillerens 

kropsbevægelse skaber hans eller hendes spilaktivitet samt hvordan spilverdners 

bevægelsesmæssige kompositioner og koreografier former og strukturerer spillerens 

aktivitet, oplevelse og erfaring. 

 

Afhandlingen falder i overordnede dele: 1) en kortlægning og kritisk undersøgelse a 

feltet inden for computerspilsforskning for således at blive i stand til at kortlægge 

potentielle uopdagede områder inden for forskningsfeltet; 2) udviklingen af et 

metodisk rammeværk der muliggør udforskningen og udviklingen af et sådant 

uopdaget område – kropsbevægelse i computerspil; og 3) udviklingen af et 

begrebsmæssigt rammeværk for den kropslige og bevægelsesmæssige dimension i 

spilaktiviteter, spiloplevelser og spilerfaringer funderet i empiriske observationer og 

analyser af faktiske kropslige spilaktiviteter. 

 

Som en fundamental dimension inden for spil, spillere og spilaktivitet og som en 

oplevelsesmæssig og ekspressiv dimension i det hele taget er kropsbevægelse en 

dynamisk ’livgiver’ til subjektet, objektet og den aktivitet der udspiller sig imellem 

dem. Samtidig udgør kropsbevægelse i det hele taget og kropsbevægelse i 

spilaktiviteter i særdeleshed en særegen dimension i subjektets forhold til objekter 

(såsom computerspil) idet den er en igangsætter af bevægelsesmæssige aktiviteter 

(såsom at spille computerspil) med dem. 

 Hvad angår forskning i spil, spillere og spilaktiviteter, spiloplevelser 

og spilerfaringer er afhandlingens kropslige og bevægelsesmæssige perspektiv ment 

som et bidrag til den måde vi omtaler og tænker over spil, spillere, spilaktiviteter – og 

således også over aktiviteter, oplevelser og erfaringer i spilverdner. Afhandlingens 

foreslåede begreb om ’spil-kropslighed’ understreger livfuldheden og det konkrete 

kropslige nærvær og engagement samt den kropslige opslughthed der kendetegner 

spilaktiviteter såvel som den centrale rolle ’den bevægede’ og ’den bevægende’ 

computerspiller spiller i spilverdner.    

  


